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RPRAECEDING P-4G 5B NOT 
PREFACE
This is Volume I of a series of documents describing and evaluating
support of the Pioneer 10 Jupiter Mission, managed by Ames Research
Center for the National Aeronautics and Space Administration. The work
described in this volume was performed by the Tracking and Data Acquisition
organization of the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, the Air Force Eastern Test
Range, the Spaceflight Tracking and Data Network, and the NASA Communi-
cations Network of the Goddard Space Flight Center.
Volume I covers the Tracking and Data System support for the mission
Dec. 4, 1969 to April 1, 1972, which is from the prelaunch planning phase
through the second trajectory correction maneuver plus one week. The sec-
ond trajectory correction maneuver was performed March 24, 1972.
Volume II will contain a description of the TDS flight support from the
second trajectory correction maneuver through the cruise phase, including
passage through the asteroid belt, which is from April 1, 1972 to Dec. 3, 1973.
Volume III will cover TDS flight support of the Jupiter flyby to end of
nominal mission, which is from Dec. 4, 1973 to June 1, 1974.
Volume IV will cover TDS flight support of the first year of the extended
mission which is from June 1, 1974 to June 1, 1975. The extended mission
will henceforth be reported on an annual basis until the Pioneer 10 spacecraft
is beyond the range of the Deep Space Network.
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ABSTRACT
This report describes the Tracking and Data System support of the
launch, near-Earth, and deep space phases of the Pioneer 10 mission, which
sent a Pioneer spacecraft into a flyby of Jupiter that would eventually allow
the spacecraft to escape the solar system. The support through the space-
craft's second trajectory correction is. reported. During this period, scien-
tific instruments aboard the spacecraft registered information relative to
interplanetary particles and fields, and radio metric data generated by the
network continued to improve our knowledge of the celestial mechanics of the
solar system. In addition to network support activity detail, network perform-
ance and special support activities are covered.
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I. INTRODUCTION
A. Mission Design and Objectives
The Pioneer 10 Mission was designed primarily to conduct exploratory
investigations beyond the orbit of the planet Mars of the interplanetary
medium, ascertaining the nature of the asteroid belt and probing the environ-
mental and atmospheric characteristics of the planet Jupiter during a flyby on
Dec. 4, 1973 after a journey of 992 X 106 km.
The secondary objective of this NASA mission was to advance technol-
ogy and operational capability for long-duration flights to the outer planets,
i. e., a Viking orbiter/lander, a Venus/Mercury, outer planet, and comet
encounter probes. The spacecraft also was designed to eventually escape
from the solar system.
Being the first material object of mankind likely to leave the solar sys-
tem, it was deemed appropriate that the Pioneer 10 spacecraft carry "a mes-
sage from Earth. " This message was designed to indicate the locale, epoch,
and nature of its builders to any advanced technological society that might
intercept the spacecraft. Appendix A presents a sketch of the gold-anodized
aluminum engraved plate, a key to the message, and the story of its
conception.
Launched March 3, 1972 (GMT) within a period of best opportunity for
near Jupiter flyby, which opportunity occurs every 13 months, Pioneer 10
spacecraft continued to be successfully supported at the end of the period
covered by this document. On March 31, 1972, the spacecraft was 21, 589, 800
km from Earth and 161, 806, 350 km from the Sun.
B. Pioneer Project Background
Initiated in 1958 as part of the U. S. participation in the International
Geophysical Year, the Pioneer Project evolved the following generations of
missions:
(1) First Generation: Pioneers 1 through 5, 1958 to 1960 (approved
March 27, 1958). These missions were lunar probes assigned to the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) by Execu-
tive Order on Oct. 1, 1958, the day that NASA became an inde-
pendent agency. NASA delegated to the Air Force and the Army
JPL Technical Memorandum 33-584, Vol. I 1
the authority to direct these projects. The Jet Propulsion
Laboratory was responsible for designing and building Pioneers
3 and 4. Pioneer 5 was developed by the Space Technology Labo-
ratory (STL), now TRW. Pioneer 5, in closing out the first
Pioneer generation, remained active in space more than 3 months
and was not lost to Earth contact until it was 27. 5 million km
from Earth. This was a new record.
(2) Second Generation: Pioneers 6 through 9 and E, 1965 to 1969
(approved Nov. 9, 1962); managed by Ames Research Center
(ARC) for NASA.
(3) Third Generation: Pioneer F (designated "10" after launch in
1972) and Pioneer G, to be launched in 1973 (approved Feb. 8,
1969); managed by Ames Research Center for NASA.
The second and third generation Pioneers were specified by ARC
and designed and built by TRW.
1. Second-Generation Spacecraft. The second generation of spacecraft
continued to furnish scientific and engineering data at the conclusion of the
report period of this document. The assigned mission objectives and design
life-time goals had been exceeded as a result of judicious redundancy in the
design of the spacecraft and close monitoring of the spacecraft performance.
This longevity of the Pioneers 6 through 9 spacecraft extended the state-
of-the-art for deep space mission planning, design, and operations, and
enabled mission planners to realistically consider the extended probes of
space and the planets. The primary objective of the Pioneer 6 through 9 mis-
sions was to accumulate scientific data from deep space, providing a study of
the magnetic field, spatial plasma, cosmic rays, high-energy particles, elec-
tron density, electric fields, and cosmic dust within a region of 0. 75 to 1. 20
AU from the Sun. Near-real time data reduction and analysis was a part of a
Pioneer space weather report teletyped regularly to the U. S. Space Disturb-
ance Forecast Center.
Various specific engineering mission objectives were accomplished
through use of the Pioneer signal from Pioneers 6 through 9. The effect
of charged particles on the accuracy of the tracking doppler data was inves-
tigated. Pioneer data contributed to network corrections to doppler orbit
JPL Technical Memorandum 33-584, Vol. I2
determination data. Very accurate station location information was obtained
not only for the NASA Space Network but also for large antennas owned by
other governments. These results were valuable in support of the Apollo
trajectory effort.
All the second-generation spacecraft were launched from Cape Kennedy
Space Flight Center in Florida. Launch dates, heliocentric orbits, and num-
ber of scientific instruments carried were:
Pioneer 6: Dec. 16, 1965, inward orbit, six instruments.
Pioneer 7: Aug. 17, 1966, outward orbit, six instruments.
Pioneer 8: Dec. 13, 1967, outward orbit, 7 instruments.
Pioneer 9: Nov. 8, 1968, inward orbit, 7 instruments.
Pioneers 8 and 9 launch vehicles also carried "piggyback" an MFSN
Test and Training Satellite (TETR-2), which was separated in Earth orbit
and used in command simulation for Apollo station training.
A Pioneer E spacecraft in the same generation was launched on Aug. 27,
1969 but destructed after 438 sec of flight. A destruct signal was trans-
mitted because of a loss of hydraulic pressure in the first stage.
2. Achievements. Achievements of the first- and second-generation
Pioneer spacecraft are summarized in Table 1.
3. Pioneer G. The other spacecraft in the third generation, Pioneer
G, was scheduled for launch toward Jupiter in April 1973. Trajectory and
sequence of events up to Jupiter flyby were designed to be similar to those of
Pioneer 10. However, Pioneer G's trajectory profile was such that the space-
craft would stay within the solar system as a solar orbiter after Jupiter flyby.
C. Pioneer Project Management
The management structure of the Pioneer 10 project is shown in Fig-
ure 1. The NASA Headquarters Office of Space Sciences was responsible for
the planetary programs. The Pioneer Program Manager headed all activities
of the Pioneer Project. NASA's Ames Research Center (ARC), located at
Moffett Field, Calif., was in charge of all management coordination and con-
trol aspects for the Pioneer missions. The Pioneer Project Office was
headed by the Pioneer Project Manager who was supported by a Project staff.
JPL Technical Memorandum 33-584, Vol. I
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They assisted him in the areas of management control mission analysis,
launch coordination, nuclear power, scientist coordination, contracts, mag-
netics, reliability, and quality assurance.
In addition, seven government-sponsored organizations supported the
Pioneer 10 Mission with specific services. The Space Nuclear Systems
Division of the Atomic Energy Commission controlled the development and
production of the radioisotope thermoelectric generators (RTGs). Teledyne
Isotopes was the prime contractor for these generators. The Experiment
System, Spacecraft System, and Mission Operations System were supported
by individual teams of the Ames Research Center. The spacecraft contractor
was TRW Systems Group, TRW, Inc. The Bendix Field Engineering Corpora-
tion provided the electronic data processing support for the Mission Opera-
tions System. The Jet Propulsion Laboratory was the tracking and data
acquisition center of the Pioneer missions and planned, managed, and con-
trolled the support during the near-Earth and deep space phases of the mis-
sions. The Launch Vehicle System was managed by the Lewis Research
Center, and the contractors were the Convair Division of General Dynamics
and McDonnell Douglas Corp. The Unmanned Launch Operations of the
Kennedy Space Center was supported by the Convair Division of General
Dynamic s.
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Table 1. First- and second-generation Pioneers
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Pioneer Launched Achievements
1 1958 Found extent of Earth's radiation bands
2 1958 Improved data on flux and energy levels of
particles
3 1958 Discovered second radiation belt near Earth
4 1959 Extended measurements to within 37, 300
miles of the Moon
5 1960 Obtained solar flare and wind data
6 1965 Continued to report data after traveling 3. 3
billion miles
7 1966 Reported data during solar cycle from widely
separated points within 1. 125 AU of the Sun
8 1967 Reported data during solar cycle from widely
separated points within 1. 09 AU of the Sun
9 1968 First spacecraft to transmit at three frequen-
cies through the solar corona to measure the
electron concentration
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II. TRACKING AND DATA SYSTEM
A. TDS Organization
The Tracking and Data System (TDS) provided support to Pioneer 10 for
all tracking and data acquisition (TDA) activities required to meet mission
objectives. (The tracking and data function was defined as the acquisition and
transmission of information that enabled the determination of space vehicle
position, velocity, direction, system and subsystem performance, and experi-
ment measurements, all with respect to a common time base. )
The TDS actually was an operationally unified collection of TDA
resources. These required resources were provided by organizations under
the Department of Defense (DOD), Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC), and
the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL), referred to collectively as the TDA
Support Agencies.
Four major organizations provided facilities and support for the TDS,
with the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) designated as the TDA Support
Center for the Pioneer 10 mission and, thereby, responsible for overall
achievement of the tracking and data acquisition objectives and functions.
1. Air Force Eastern Test Range. The U. S. Air Force, through the
Air Force Systems Command and the National Range Division, managed the
Air Force Eastern Test Range (AFETR) for the DOD. As lead range for the
Pioneer 10, the AFETR arranged the required support from DOD resources.
The AFETR provided prelaunch and launch support and near-Earth TDS sup-
port for Pioneer 10.
2. Spaceflight Tracking and Data Network. Formerly the Manned
Space Flight Network (MSFN) and the Space Tracking and Data Acquisition
Network (STADAN), the Spaceflight Tracking and Data Network (STDN) was
operated for NASA by the GSFC. The STDN provided near-Earth tracking
and data acquisition support for Pioneer 10 spacecraft.
3. NASA Communications Network. The NASA Communications
(NASCOM) network, operated for NASA by the GFSC, provided ground com-
munications circuits required for support of Pioneer 10 mission.
4. Deep Space Network. The Deep Space Network (DSN), operated
for NASA by JPL, provided support in the areas of deep space tracking,
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radio metric, and telemetry data, and spacecraft command transmission.
This support was provided by the DSN through three component facilities:
(1) Deep Space Instrumentation Facility (DSIF), (2) Ground Communications
Facility (GCF), and (3) Space Flight Operations Facility (SFOF). Data and
information flowed among the three facilities within six basic DSN systems:
telemetry, tracking, command, monitor, simulation, and operations control,
all a part of the DSN Mark III System. Details of the DSN facilities and sys-
tems are given later in this document.
5. Tracking and Data System Manager. As required, the Director
of the TDA Support Center designated a TDS Manager to be responsible for
the TDA function. Basically, he acted as the interface between the Project
and the TDS support agencies to match requirements with the capabilities of
the support agencies to establish a compatible integrated system of TDA
resources as the "Tracking and Data System."
The TDS Manager reviewed the NASA Support Instrumentation Require-
ments Document (SIRD), which was prepared by the Pioneer Project Manager
and approved by NASA Headquarters, Office of Space Sciences, and Office of
Tracking and Data Acquisition. It was also the TDS Manager's function to
identify any inconsistencies and to ensure that all requirements were identi-
fied with the DOD or NASA organizations. He also assured the Pioneer Pro-
j ect that the NASA Network Support Plan (NSP) was prepared. He reviewed
the NSP and DOD Program Support Plan (PSP) to identify any conflicts, dupli-
cations, and possible omissions. He also certified that all support planning
was properly located and complete. The TDS Manager was accountable both
to the Pioneer Project Manager to which he was assigned and to the assistant
laboratory director for TDA at JPL.
6. TDS Support Configuration. Because of support agencies' respon-
sibilities and capabilities, the nature of the project requirements, spacecraft
performance characteristics, and flight profiles, a major change in the
required support configuration occurs naturally as the spacecraft proceeds
from the near-Earth phase to the deep-space phase of flight. Tracking and
Data System preflight planning and flight operations support are oriented to
coincide with these two phases. So, in effect, the TDS manager established
one system configuration for the near-Earth phase and another for the deep-
space phase.
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a. Near-Earth phase. The near-Earth phase began with the launch
countdown and ended when the spacecraft was in continuous view of the DSN
stations. Normally, resources from all three support agencies comprised
the configuration for the near-Earth phase. Data acquisition was provided by
the AFETR land stations, ships, and aircraft; by STDN and by DSN stations
in the near-Earth zone of operations. The John F. Kennedy Space Center
(KSC), a field installation of NASA, managed certain instrumentation facili-
ties available for TDA support. Support required from these sites was
arranged through appropriate existing documentation. KSC was also the
NASA single point-of-contact with the AFETR. Support required from the
AFETR was contracted through the KSC.
For the near-Earth phase, the TDS made available for Pioneer 10 the
resources of the AFETR, KSC, the Spaceflight Tracking and Data System,
the DSN, and the NASA Communications System.
b. Deep-space phase. The deep-space phase began with deep-space
station continuous view and continues until the end of mission. Normally, the
three facilities of the DSN are the only resources used to support data acqui-
sition and processing requirements during this phase. The NASCOM and GCF
resources were employed for data transmission.
7. TDS Communication and Coordination. The complexity of the
Project and TDS organization made it essential that a common means of
communicating and coordinating tracking and data acquisition requirements,
plans, procedures, reports, etc., existed between the Project and the TDS,
and also between support agencies. In addition to the frequent contacts which
were made through the day-to-day business, two basic established methods
provided the required information flow: (1) via standing committees and
scheduled meetings, and (2) via formal documentation systems. Specific
items under each of these categories were as follows:
a. Committees and meetings
(1) Planetary and Interplanetary Projects Tracking, Telemetry, and
Communications Panel. This panel, chaired by the Tracking and
Data System Office, met approximately twice yearly, and its
membership included representatives of the Pioneer and other
unmanned planetary and interplanetary projects, support agencies,
launch vehicle agencies, and NASA Headquarters.
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(2) Project/Tracking and Data System Quarterly Reviews. Project
and Tracking and Data System personnel met quarterly with
NASA Headquarters representatives, reviewed progress, and
resolved problem areas.
(3) Ad Hoc Committees. The representation and frequency of meet-
ings varied as required for the stated purposes.
b. Applicable documents. Support Agency and Tracking Data System
documents which were pertinent to the tracking and data acquisition function
are only briefly discussed here.
As separate entities supporting the Tracking and Data System, each
support agency maintained its own internal documentation system. Without
altering or controlling these internal documentation systems (e. g. , DSN
Documentation System, National Range Universal Documentation System,
and Goddard Space Flight Center Documentation), the Tracking and Data Sys-
tem Manager defined a Tracking and Data System documentation system which
encompassed and supplemented the Support Agency documents. The Tracking
and Data System Documentation System provided a comprehensive, unified
description of the various documents produced in meeting the Project's track-
ing and data acquisition requirements. An outline of the documentation system
is included here.
(1) Tracking and Data System Standard Practices. These were pre-
pared by the Tracking and Data System Manager. Of particular
importance to the Project was the Tracking and Data System/
Project Standard Technical Interface Document.
(2) Tracking and Data System Estimated Capabilities for the Pioneer
F and G Missions (Doc. 607-96, dated Dec. 15, 1969). This doc-
ument was prepared by the Tracking and Data System Manager,
based on inputs from the Near-Earth and Deep Space Support
Agencies.
(3) Tracking and Data System Support Plan for the Pioneer F and G
Missions. In actuality, this is comprised of the NASA Support
Plan (NSP) and the Program Support Plan (PSP) for the Pioneer
F and G Missions. It was prepared by the DSN Manager and by
AFETR, respectively.
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(4) Tracking and Data System Test Plan for the Pioneer F and G
Missions. This document provided guidelines to and encom-
passed the near-Earth phase and the Deep Space Network test
plans. It consisted of plans, procedures, and reports.
(5) Tracking and Data System Operation Plan for the Pioneer F and
G Missions. This encompassed the near-Earth phase and Deep
Space Network operations plans. Each plan contained numerous
volumes regarding detailed commitments, interfaces, system
descriptions, operational procedures, and directives. It included
the Air Force Eastern Test Range Operations Directive and the
Manned Space Flight Network Operations Plan.
(6) Tracking and Data System Support Reports for Pioneer F and G.
These reports were to be comprised of Tracking and Data System
periodic progress reports and a final report.
8. TDS/Pioneer Project Planning Organization. The Pioneer 10
premission planning period spanned from project inception through opera-
tional readiness testing prior to launch.
The JPL field station, AFETR (JPL/ETR) organization operated by
JPL Section 293, had the responsibility to plan and coordinate the required
support by agencies involved in the support of the near-Earth phase of the
Pioneer 10 Mission. This organization advised the Pioneer Project on the
long-term near-Earth TDS capabilities, and reviewed the TDA requirements
and interface problems. Near-Earth phase assistance was provided on the
SIRD, NSP, Program Requirement Document (PRD), PSP, Operations Direc-
tive (OD), OR, Operations Plan (OP), and Tracking Instruction Manual (TIM).
This organization planned and conducted the preflight compatibility verifica-
tion and operational tests of the near-Earth system. Support was provided
for all interface reviews, analyzed plans and test results, including the
required reports and documents. The near-Earth phase Project Engineer
also acted collectively as an Assistant TDS Manager in matters related with
the near-Earth function.
For the preparation and operation of the Deep Space Network a DSN/
Pioneer F and G Operational Support and Planning Group was established.
This organization consisted of a DSN Manager, a DSN Project Engineer
and a team of systems and facility-oriented project engineers.
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This organization was directly responsible to the Tracking and Data
System Manager.
a. DSN Manager. The DSN Manager was responsible for the plan-
ning and implementation of DSN support for the Pioneer Project. He was
appointed for the Pioneer Project. He was appointed for the Pioneer Project
by JPL. The DSN Manager was responsible for developing the support neces-
sary to meet all flight project tracking and data acquisition requirements and
for the operational readiness of the DSN. In addition, his functions covered
the flight operations to the end of the mission supported within the capabili-
ties and resources of the DSN. The DSN Manager was responsible for the
reviewing and clarification of the Pioneer F and G SIRD, for the preparation
of the DSN portion of the NASA Network Support Plan, progress reports, and
final report on implementation and readiness of the DSN for flight support.
He conducted and documented pre- and post-flight operational readiness
reviews and actual performance reviews of the network. He recommended
changes to requirements and/or resources in order to meet mission objec-
tives; observed and critiqued the qualitative and quantitative performance of
the DSN during flight operations, and terminated DSN support with approval
of the flight project in a manner appropriate to the original commitment. He
certified to the TDS Manager the completion of task assignments and recom-
mended actions in case of incomplete tasks; prepared recommendations for
improvements in flight project support, and provided the necessary interfaces
between the DSN and other elements of the TDS. The DSN Manager also func-
tioned as assistant TDS Manager, when requested.
b. DSN Project Engineer. The DSN project engineer was responsi-
ble for planning and coordinating all interface engineering. His function was
to bring the DSN to a state of readiness and thus fulfill commitments made by
DSN management in response to the particular Pioneer Project requirements.
He participated on the TDS planning team, under the TDS Manager and the
DSN Manager during the early planning phases of the TDS DSN/Project activ-
ities. He assisted in the definition of the data flow interfaces between the
DSN and the other elements of the TDS. The DSN Project Engineer partici-
pated on the DSN Capabilities Planning Team and assisted the DSN Manager
in defining DSN Systems Functional Specifications. In response to the TDS
and DSN milestone schedule, he produced and maintained a detailed imple-
mentation schedule reflecting the plan and status of DSN implementation,
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integration testing, training, documentation, and operations. He also
coordinated the Interface Engineering Team; initiated actions necessary to
complete events and tasks to meet the requirements of the NSP. He evalu-
ated the DSN performance by comparing actual flight support with DSN com-
mitments and Project requirements. The DSN Project Engineer was also
responsible for assuring that scheduling inputs necessary for flight project
support were submitted for the DSN Network Scheduling Office. He also par-
ticipated in Mission Operations Working Group meetings established by the
Pioneer Project. He was accountable to the DSN Manager and to the Chief
of Pioneer Mission Operations during all flight support activities.
c. Interface Engineering Team. The membership of the Pioneer F
and G Interface Engineering Team consisted of engineering representatives
of DSIF Operations Engineering, DSIF Operations Planning, DSIF System
Data Analysis, GCF Operations, SFOF/GCF Development, SFOF Data Sys-
tem, SFOF Data Processing, SFOF Support, DSN Simulation, and DSN Sys-
tem Engineering.
To assure that all Project/DSN interfaces were properly identified, the
Pioneer Project was encouraged to participate in the team's activities. The
Interface Team produced Volumes II through VIII of the DSN Operations Plan,
DSN Test Plan, and Operations Reports. The team also performed detailed
design functions pertaining to hardware/software and procedural interfaces,
and team members performed advisory and operational roles during mission
ope rations.
d. Other teams. The efforts of the systems- and facility-oriented
Project Engineers were coordinated by the DSN Project Engineer. Through
this organization, talents available in the DSN were applied to problems con-
fronting the Pioneer planning organization. These people also supported
mission design teams, as follows:
(1) A Capability Planning Team staffed by DSN design personnel with
a spacecraft telecommunication design and a mission operations
representative from ARC. This team developed functional block
diagrams and mission control interfaces of the DSN.
(2) A Telecommunication Design Team chaired by ARC which con-
sisted of spacecraft telecommunication engineers from ARC and
TDS representatives from JPL.
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(3) A Mission Operations Design Team chaired by ARC, with the DSN
Project Engineer acting as a member of this team, for developing
specific requirements for all elements of the ground system sup-
porting the deep-space phase of these missions.
9. JPL Organizational Structure. Under the Director of the Jet Pro-
pulsion Laboratory, the Assistant Laboratory Director for Tracking and Data
Acquisition headed the system- and project-oriented functional organizations
responsible for the Deep Space Network. The Engineering and Operations
Section provided the System and Project Engineering functions and the DSN
Operations Organization. The DSN residents acted as liaison between the
DSN and the Deep Space Stations. The Mission Support Office was headed by
the TDS Manager. The DSN Managers provided the support for the specific
current and future planetary and interplanetary missions. The DSN Systems
Manager was responsible for the design of the DSN systems. The Tracking
and Data Acquisition Program Control Office was engaged in the financial,
budgeting, and control functions.
Under the Assistant Laboratory Director for Technical Divisions, the
Telecommunications Division was responsible for research, design, and
implementation of the Deep Space Stations. The Mission Analysis Division
was in charge of the space navigation and orbit determination functions. It
assisted DSN in the areas of research related to the radio metric tracking
function. The Office of Computing and Information Systems headed the Data
Systems Division which was responsible for the research, design, and imple-
mentation of the SFOF, and the Ground Communications Facility. The
Facility System Engineers who handled the DSN Telemetry, Command, Track-
ing, Monitoring, Simulation, and Operations Control Systems were resident
in the Telecommunications and Data Systems Divisions and interfaced with the
corresponding DSN Systems engineers resident in the DSN Engineering and
Operations Sections.
The JPL Systems Test and Launch Operations Section supported the
JPL/ETR Station. This station was engaged in the Near-Earth Phase plan-
ning activities of the Pioneer 10 Mission.
Figure 2 shows the JPL divisions engaged in support of Pioneer 10 mis-
sion and Figure 3 shows the TDS support for Pioneer 10 mission. Figure 4
presents the DSN Project Engineering organization for Pioneer 10 support.
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B. DSN Facilities and Basic Systems
1. Station Support. The DSN instrumentation facilities that supported
Pioneer 10 spacecraft from launch to April 1, 1972 are presented in Table 2.
The Venus Deep Space Station (DSS 13) at the Goldstone Deep Space
Communications Complex (GDSCC) is not listed, however, because the DSN
station was a research and development facility used to demonstrate the feas-
ibility of new equipment and methods to be integrated into the operational net-
work. Besides a 26-m-diam az-el mounted antenna, DSS 13 had a 9-m-
diam az-el mounted antenna for testing the design of new equipment and
support of ground-based radio science.
The Pioneer, Weemala, and Robledo Deep Space Stations (DSSs 11, 42,
and 61) were "mutual" stations, while all other 26-m-diam stations support-
ing Pioneer 10 spacecraft had standard DSN facilities. Formerly, MSFN
"wing" stations, DSSs 11, 42, and 61, differed from the DSN standard stations
in that the STDN tracking data processor (TDP) was used instead of the DSN
TDP; the STDN antenna position programmer also was added. The TDP, in
conjunction with the antenna-pointing subsystem, provided the Mutual station
with the necessary capability of transmitting radio metric data to the SFOF
via high-speed data lines or teletype circuits. However, there was only one
format from the Mutual stations for the teletype data in contrast to the multi-
ple formats available from the DSN standard stations.
At the time of this report, two additional 64-m-diam antenna stations,
Ballima Deep Space Station (DSS 43) in Australia and Rio Cofio (DSS 63) in
Spain were under construction with completion expected in July 1973.
Overseas stations were normally staffed and operated by-government
agencies of the respective countries, except for a temporary staff of the
Madrid DSCC, with some assistance from the U. S. support personnel.
2. DSN Mark III System. The DSN supported the Pioneer 10 flight
project by tracking the spacecraft through the multimission DSN Mark III
System. The actual planning and implementation of this complex system
was directed and controlled by a program management structure. After the
specific flight support requirements were established, these requirements
were merged with the network's standardized multimission type capabilities
to assure cost-effective capabilities compatible with both the Pioneer
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third-generation missions and most of the future NASA planetary and inter-
planetary missions. Specific management controls were applied to assure
that the DSN Mark III System, as planned for Pioneer 10, was ready for
mission support, on time, within the budget, and with technical excellence.
The Mark I and Mark II Systems used in the 1960s for Pioneer missions
were designed to meet the requirements of each particular flight project.
They required many mission-dependent equipments and resources, resulting
in a number of project independent/dependent interfaces. Then, because of
changes in the state-of-the-art of deep space telecommunications, flight pro-
jects developed their own demodulation and command equipment with the DSN
stations being constrained by the installation and operation of mission-
dependent equipment at all deep space stations. With the network configured
specifically for each project, the standardization and efficient use of the net-
work's resources were not possible.
The DSN started the detailed system design of the Mark III System in
1968, and began implementation of this third-generation system in 1969. The
phase-over between the Mark II and Mark III Systems occurred during the
1971 calendar year. The network's configuration for the Pioneer 10 Mission
at launch resembled the major features of the Mark III System, which
included the basic support systems, for the first time.
The DSN Mark III system provided the following functions:
a. Acquisition of spacecraft telemetry data using standardized tech-
niques. The network operated at higher and more valuable telemetry rates,
for longer periods of time, covering longer distances and supporting multiple
spacecraft simultaneously. The capability also existed to interact efficiently
with larger and more complex spacecraft and science packages.
b. Positive control of spacecraft using standardized commanding
techniques. The capabilities accommodated higher command bit rates cover-
ing longer deep space distances when operating directly from the control cen-
ter by the flight project mission operations team. The advanced command
capabilities made possible simultaneous control of multiple spacecraft and
control of a variety of spacecraft types and scientific experiments.
c. Highly accurate radio navigation from Earth-based stations. The
improved radio metric tracking system furnished precise range and range
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rate data at longer distances and made simultaneous tracking and guidance of
multiple spacecraft possible. A more accurate orbit computation capability
permitted the accommodation of more precise planetary ephemerides and
astrodynamical constants.
d. Support of complex mission operations requirements. It was pos-
sible to operate independently and simultaneously multiple-flight missions
with some mission support areas at remote locations. The real-time evalua-
tion capability to monitor the network's qualitative and quantitative perform-
ance assured minimization of loss of data and permitted the identification of
ground versus spacecraft failures.
e. Simulation of complex space flight operations. An extensive sim-
ulation capability permitted spacecraft and ground network failure mode testing
for flight operations training, and could also be used as a diagnostic tool for
ground network testing and fault isolation.
3. Systems-Facilities Relationship. Figure 5 depicts the functional
relationship between the six DSN systems and the three DSN facilities. The
tracking, telemetry, and command systems performed the basic functions of
the mission support. The simulation, monitoring, and operations control
systems were necessary to test the facilities, to train the operations teams,
to monitor all DSN systems, and to control the operations of the DSN systems.
Block diagrams of the DSN systems illustrating the planned functions of
each DSN system are presented in Appendix B.
4. Facilities. The facilities needed to carry out the basic functions
evolved in three technical areas.
a. Deep Space Instrumentation Facility. The interface was through
the RF link of the deep space stations (Table 2) and the telecommunications
with the spacecraft.
To enable continuous radio contact with the spacecraft, the deep space
stations were located approximately 120 deg apart in longitude; thus, a space-
craft in deep space flight was always within the field-of-view of at least one
station, and for several hours each day might be seen by two stations. Since
most spacecraft on deep space missions traveled within 30 deg of the equato-
rial plane, the deep space stations were located within latitudes of 45 deg
north or south of the equator. All deep space stations operated at S-band
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frequencies: 2110 to 2120 MHz for Earth-to-spacecraft transmission and
2290 to 2300 MHz for spacecraft-to-Earth transmission.
To provide sufficient tracking capability to enable useful data returns
from around the planets and from the edge of the solar system, two additional
6 4 -m-diam antenna stations were under construction at Madrid, Spain, and
Tidbinbilla, Australia, to operate in conjunction with the Mars Deep Space
Station (DSS 14 in the Goldstone DSCC) by the middle of 1973.
b. Ground Communications Facility. Earth-based point-to-point
voice and data communications from stations to control center was provided.
In providing these capabilities, the GCF used the facilities of the worldwide
NASA Communications Network (NASCOM) for all long distance circuits
except those between the SFOF and the Goldstone Deep Space Communications
Complex. Communications between the Goldstone DSCC and the SFOF were
provided by a microwave link directly leased by the DSN from a common
carrier.
c. Space Flight Operations Facility. This served as the control cen-
ter for both network control function and mission control support.
Network and mission control functions were performed at the SFOF at
JPL. The SFOF received data from all deep space stations and processed
that information required by the flight project to conduct mission operations.
These functions were carried out: (1) real-time processing and display
of radio metric data; (2) real-time and nonreal-time processing and display
of telemetry data; (3) simulation of flight operations; (4) near real-time evalu-
ation of DSN performance; (5) operations control and status and operational
data display; and (6) general support such as internal communications by tele-
phone, intercom, public address, closed-circuit TV, documentation, and
reproduction of data packages. Master data records of science data received
from spacecraft also were generated. Technical areas were provided for
flight project personnel who analyzed spacecraft performance, trajectories,
and generation of commands.
5. Systems
a. Telemetry. The DSN Telemetry System provided the capability
for acquisition, conversion, handling, display, distribution, processing, and
selection of telemetry data. Telemetry data are defined as the engineering
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and science information, including video, received from flight spacecraft via
the telecommunications links.
The basic characteristics of the DSN Telemetry System are:
(1) Centralized control from the SFOF of the DSN Telemetry System
configuration. This included the automatic execution by the deep
space stations of configuration and telemetry standards and limits
messages compiled by the DSN Telemetry Analysis Group, cen-
trally located in the SFOF.
(2) Real-time reporting of DSN Telemetry System status to DSN Oper-
ations Control with digital television (DTV) displays through the
Monitor System.
(3) Ability to handle a wide range of spacecraft data rates while
simultaneously supporting multiple-project and multiple-data
streams.
(4) Capability in the SFOF to process data in real time from one or
more deep space stations and missions simultaneously without
interference; capability to support missions in both test and
flight operations phases.
(5) Capability at each deep space station for subcarrier demodulation,
bit detection, and data decoding, preparation of a digital Original
Data Record (ODR); and formatting for a high-speed transmission
to the SFOF.
b. Command. The DSN Command System provided the means to
generate and transmit commands to appropriate spacecraft-related verifi-
cation, display, and control functions which were incorporated within the
system to ensure the success of command operations. The DSN Command
System provided a project with the means to command the spacecraft from
the SFOF. The project could enter commands by input/output devices in the
SFOF, or by high-speed data lines into SFOF from a remote location.
c. Tracking. The DSN Tracking System provided validated, preci-
sion radio metric data to flight project users by performing the tasks of data
acquisition, handling, editing, calibration, display, distribution, validation,
and prediction. In addition, a tracking data selection process was made
available to the project users.
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DSN metric data were defined as angle and doppler data generated by
the DSIF and associated data such as lock status, time, frequency, data con-
dition, and calibration.
The key characteristics of the DSN Tracking System were:
(1) Processing of DSN metric data in any standard DSN Tracking
System format.
(2) Multimission capability to perform:
(a) Simultaneous tracking and data acquisition of several
spacecraft within the DSIF by the use of multiple DSSs.
(b) Data handling at DSSs and transmission of data to the SFOF.
d. Simulation. The purpose of the DSN Simulation System was to
create realistic simulation of expected operational environments for testing
and training to prepare the DSN and its users for support of planned missions.
This system also provided a capability for DSN and spacecraft failure mode
isolation.
e. Monitor. This system provided the capability for sensing stra-
tegic characteristics of the various elements of the DSN, processing, display-
ing the data for use by DSN operations personnel, and for storing data for
later analysis or reference. Monitor data were used for determining DSN
status and configurations, for guidance in the direction of operations, for
furnishing alarms of nonstandard conditions, and for analysis of the quantity
and quality of data provided to the flight project.
f. Operations control. This system was the mechanism necessary
for directing the operations of the DSN facilities and systems in support of
flight projects. The functions of operations control were affected by both the
DSN operations chief and the facility chiefs. Plans and procedures assured
coordination and provided real-time direction in the event of anomalous con-
ditions so that optimum support to flight projects was provided. The opera-
tions control functions were operating the network, scheduling, discrepancy
reporting, sequence-of-events generation, master data records production,
and operational document control.
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III. MISSION PROFILE
A. Flight Description
1. Over-all Trajectory. The powered flight trajectory for Pioneer
10 spacecraft was direct ascent; the interplanetary trajectory is near the
ecliptic plane.
After passage through the Asteroid Belt, the spacecraft will fly by
Jupiter near that planet's equatorial plane at about three Jupiter radii from
the planet center at periapsis. The spacecraft will be four days in the vicin-
ity of Jupiter, and less than two hours behind it; optimumly the spacecraft
will pass behind Jupiter moon Io, the most reflective object in the solar sys-
tem. The trajectory then continues away from the Sun; finally, with impetus
from Jupiter, the spacecraft will escape from the solar system.
a. Corrections. Trajectory corrections were made March 7, and
March 24, 1972, compensating for launch vehicle injection velocity vector
errors.
b. Trajectory illustrations. General relationship of the Pioneer 10
trajectory to the sun, Earth, Asteroid Belt, and Jupiter is depicted in Fig-
ure 6. Figure 7 is a simplified mission profile.
2. Flyby Trajectory. Pioneer 10 spacecraft trajectory was designed
to approach Jupiter in a counterclockwise direction, as viewed from the celes-
tial north pole, meeting the planet slightly south of the ecliptic, passing
around the planet in a counterclockwise direction to an altitude between 1-1/2
and 2 Jupiter radii above the surface of the planet, and exiting slightly north
of the planet. The post-flyby trajectory was an inclination to an ecliptic of
less than 5 deg with the spacecraft slowly escaping the solar system. An
additional three years were to be required to cross Saturn's solar orbit.
Objectives of the flyby trajectory were: (1) to penetrate the Jupiter
radiation belt; (2) to provide good viewing conditions for Jupiter before peri-
apsis; (3) to obtain a short occultation for the spacecraft by Jupiter (less than
1 hour); and (4) to provide a radius of closest approach to the center of Jupiter
between 2 and 3 Jupiter radii.
3. Injection Velocities. The relative position of Earth and Jupiter
as they orbit the Sun permits a spacecraft to be launched only every 13
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months into a Jupiter-bound trajectory with a minimum of launch energy.
The 1972 launch period was 16 days; the daily launch window averaged 30
min. This was a limitation associated with the direct-ascent powered-flight
profile.
Under optimum conditions, injection velocities of approximately 14 km/
sec sufficed during this launch period. Velocity requirements were prohibi-
tive throughout the remainder of the 13 months.
(The third stage, used with the Atlas/Centaur/TE 364 launch vehicle
for the first time, made Pioneer 10 the speediest spacecraft. Its peak
velocity was 51, 800 km/h (32, 000 mph), traveling 800, 000 km (1/2 million
miles) a day..)
4. Environments. Equipped with field-and-particles and optical-
type instruments, the spacecraft travel between Earth and Jupiter was to be
mostly in the interplanetary solar-wind environment. Influences of the
Earth's atmosphere ceased several hours after launch. The spacecraft was
also designed to fly through the Asteroid Belt and the high-density Jupiter
magnetosphere where it was to explore the planet's trapped radiation
particles.
5. Superior Conjunction. The relative position of the Earth and
spacecraft will place the spacecraft in a superior conjunction configuration
versus the sun and the Earth approximately 315 days after launch. Because
the spacecraft was somewhat out of the ecliptic plane, the spacecraft/Earth
line will not intercept the sun, but will come within a few solar radii. In
this configuration, the radio beam will be intercepted through the high-density
part of the solar corona and will be influenced significantly by the plasma.
Because of the closeness of the spacecraft to the sun, DSN antennas will pick
up, together with the spacecraft signal, solar high-frequency noise, which
will degrade the received signal-to-noise ratio and can cut down considerably
the quality and usefulness of the spacecraft-Earth telecommunication link.
This condition will exist for approximately one or two weeks.
6. Challenges and Hazards
a. Asteroid belt. Pioneer 10 spacecraft, crossing Mars' orbit in
June, was to reach the Asteroid Belt in July 1972 and remain in the belt for
more than six months. With some 75, 000 bodies larger than magnitude 20
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in the belt, there is some possibility (considered slight) that the spacecraft
could collide with one of the asteroids or meteoroids -- the largest of which
is Ceres with a diameter of 768 km. Onboard sensors were designed to
detect these bodies, which travel 48, 000 km/h relative to the spacecraft.
This hazard could result in a loss of the spacecraft high-gain antenna radio
link. Should this occur, the DSN would attempt to acquire spacecraft signals
radiated by the medium-gain or omnidirectional antenna.
b. Jupiter radiation belts. The electrons, protons, and magnetic
field in the Jupiter radiation belts have a much higher intensity and flux den-
sity than the Van Allen Belt through which the spacecraft passed the first day
of flight. Possibility has been noted that the crystal oscillators of the space-
craft transponder will slightly detune as the spacecraft traverses the Jupiter
radiation belt. The high-intensity Jupiter magnetosphere can also change the
polarization ellipicity of the spacecraft signal radiated toward Earth. In addi-
tion, the spacecraft flying in the close vicinity of Jupiter undergoes an abrupt
velocity change which causes, within 2 or 3 hours, a considerable change in
the doppler shift. This shift has to be tracked by the spacecraft receiver and
by the DSN.
c. Jupiter flyby. The physical nature of Jupiter creates many
challenges. Jupiter' s average distance from the sun is 5 AU, equivalent to
approximately 75 X 107 km. Its mass is equivalent to 318 times the Earth's
mass and comprises 70 percent of all planetary mass. Jupiter's diameter
(approximately 71, 387 km) is 11 times the Earth's diameter, although density
is approximately one-fourth of the Earth's density and its fastest rotation is
9 hours and 50 minutes. Assumption is that Jupiter's upper atmosphere is
composed of hydrogen, helium, ammonia, and methane, and it is an intense
radio noise source at decametric frequencies. However, the noise drops
considerably toward the S-band frequency range. The typical cold sky sys-
tem noise temperature of the Goldstone DSCC 6 4-m antenna station is 25 K.
Movement of the antenna in the direction of Jupiter increases the system
noise temperature approximately 5 K. This increase can cause a telemetry
signal-to-noise degradation of around 0. 5 dB. The dense magnetosphere of
the planet is caused by an extremely high magnetic field, which can be as
high as 5 X 10- 4 T (5 G).
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7. Mission Firsts. With the success of Pioneer 10 mission, NASA
will achieve the following space milestones:
(a) First use of a third stage on Atlas-Centaur launch vehicle.
(b) First NASA spacecraft to use nuclear energy as its primary
power source.
(c) Speediest spacecraft: peak velocity of 51, 800 km/h (32, 000 mph),
traveling 800, 000 km (1/2 million miles) a day.
(d) First spacecraft to pass through Asteroid Belt.
(e) First spacecraft to investigate Jupiter; roundtrip communications
will be 90 min near Jupiter.
(f) First test of harnessing Jupiter's gravity and orbit to decrease
travel time to orbits of outer planets.
(g) First man-made object to leave the solar system.
(h) Longest communication distance, 2. 4 billion km (1. 5 billion miles);
roundtrip communications to take about 5 h, using new concepts in
command and control.
B. Scientific Objectives and Experiments
1. Program Emphases. Designed to obtain precursory scientific
information beyond the orbit of Mars, the Pioneer 10 mission program
emphases were:
(a) Investigation of the interplanetary medium.
(b) Determination of the nature of the Asteroid Belt (both scientifi-
cally and as a hazard of space flight).
(c) Exploration of Jupiter and its environment.
2. Specific Efforts. Thirteen experiments were scheduled to pro-
duce findings about Jupiter, the Asteroid Belt, and the heliosphere. There
were 11 special scientific instruments aboard the spacecraft: helium vector
magnetometer, plasma analyzer, charged-particle instrument, geiger tube
telescope, cosmic ray telescope, trapped radiation detector, ultraviolet
photometer, imaging photopolarimeter, infrared radiometer, asteroid-
meteoroid detector, and meteoroid detector. The 11 instruments weigh
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approximately 30 kg (65 lb). With the exception of the infrared radiometer,
all the instruments had been turned on by the end of the reporting period of
this document.
Specific mission objectives of the 13 experiments in the three areas of
exploration are listed by area here.
a. Interplanetary space
(1) Map the interplanetary magnetic field.
(2) Study the radial gradient of the solar wind and its fluctua-
tions and structure.
(3) Study the radial and transverse gradients and arrival
directions of high energy charged particles (solar and
galactic cosmic rays).
(4) Investigate the relationships between the solar wind, mag-
netic field, and cosmic rays.
(5) Search for the boundary and shape of the heliosphere.
(6) Determine the density of neutral hydrogen.
(7) Determine the properties of interplanetary dust.
b. Asteroid belt
(1) Determine the size, mass, flux, velocity, and orbital
characteristics of the smaller particles in the Asteroid
Belt.
(2) Determine Asteroid Belt hazard to spacecraft.
c. Jupiter
(1) Map the magnetic field.
(2) Measure distributions of high energy electrons and protons
in the radiation belts, and look for auroras.
(3) Find a basis for interpreting the decimetric and decamet-
ric radio emission from Jupiter.
(4) Detect and measure the bow shock and magnetospheric
boundary and their interactions with the solar wind.
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(5) Verify the thermal balance and determine temperature
distribution of the outer atmosphere.
(6) Measure the hydrogen/helium ratio in the atmosphere.
(7) Measure the structure of the ionosphere and atmosphere.
(8) Measure the brightness, color, and polarization of
Jupiter's reflected light.
(9) Perform two-color visible light imaging.
(10) Increase the accuracy of orbit predictions and masses of
Jupiter and its moons.
3. Individual Experiments
a. Trapped radiation experiments
Instrument: trapped radiation detector (turned on 02:15, GMT,
March 3 1972)
Principal investigator: R. Walker Fillius, University of
California at San Diego
Co-investigator: Carl E. McIlwain, University of California
at San Diego
This instrument was designed to determine the nature of particles
trapped by Jupiter, particle species, angular distributions, and intensities.
It has a very broad range of energies from 0. 01 to 100 meV for electrons
and from 0. 15 to 350 meV for protons (hydrogen nuclei).
Experimenters are attempting to correlate particle data with Jupiter's
mysterious radio signals, using five detectors to cover the planned energy
range. An unfocused Cerenkov counter, measuring direction of particle
travel by light emitted in a particular direction, detects electrons of energy
above 1 meV and protons above 450 meV. A second detector measures
electrons at 100, 200, and 400 thousand electron volts (eV).
An omnidirectional counter is a solid-state diode, which discriminates
minimum ionizing particles at 400, 000 eV, and high energy protons at
1. 8 meV.
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Twin dc scintillation detectors for low-energy particles distinguish
roughly between protons and electrons because of different scintillation mate-
rial in each. Their energy thresholds are about 10, 000 eV for electrons and
150, 000 eV for protons.
The instrument weighs 1. 7 kg (3. 9 lb) and uses 2. 9 W of power.
b. Charged particles experiment
Instrument: geiger tube telescope (turned on 0233, GMT,
March 3, 1972)
Principal investigator: James A.Van Allen, University of Iowa,
Iowa City
This experiment will attempt to characterize Jupiter's radiation belts,
employing seven Geiger- Muiller tubes to survey the intensities, energy
spectra, and angular distributions of electrons and protons along Pioneer's
path through the magnetosphere of Jupiter. The tubes are small cylinders
containing gas that generates electrical signals from charged particles.
Three tubes (considered a telescope) are parallel. Three others are in a
triangular array to measure the number of multiparticle events (showers)
occurring. The combination of a telescope and shower detector enables
experimenters to compare primary with secondary events in the Jupiter
radiation belts.
Another telescope was designed to detect low-energy electrons (those
above 40, 000 eV), and help shed light on Jupiter's shock front in the solar
wind and the tail of its magnetosphere.
The instrument can count protons with energies above 5 meV and elec-
trons with energies between 2 and 50 meV.
The instrument weighs 1. 6 kg (3. 6 lb) and uses 0. 7 W of power.
c. Charged particle composition experiment
Instrument: charged particle instrument (turned on 02:34 GMT,
March 3, 1972)
Principal investigator: John A. Simpson, University of
Chicago
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Co-investigators: Joseph J. O'Gallagher, University of
Maryland, College Park, and Anthony J. Tuzzolino, University
of Chicago.
This instrument has a family of four measuring systems. Two systems
are particle telescopes operating primarily in interplanetary space between
Earth and Jupiter and beyond Jupiter to the limit of spacecraft communica-
tions. The other two systems were designed to measure trapped electrons
and protons inside the Jupiter magnetic field.
During the interplanetary phase of the mission (before and after
Jupiter encounter) two telescopes will identify the nuclei of all eight chemi-
cal elements from hydrogen to oxygen and separate the isotopes hydrogen,
deuterium, helium-3 and helium-4.. Because of differences in isotopic and
chemical composition and spectra it is-possible to separate galactic from
solar radiation as the spacecraft moves outward from under the influence of
the Sun toward the nearby interstellar space. The instrument also measures
how streams of high energy particles escape from the Sun and travel through
interplanetary space. A main telescope of seven solid-state detectors mea-
sures the composition from 1 to 500 meV particles and a 3-element tele-
scope measures 0. 4 to 10 meV protons, and helium nuclei. If a key detector
element should be destroyed in space, there exist diagnostic procedures and
commands from Earth which will remove the defective element from the
telescope operation.
For the magnetosphere of Jupiter, two new types of sensors were
developed to cope with the extremely high intensities of trapped radiations.
A solid-state ion chamber operating below -40° C measures only those elec-
trons that generate the radio waves which reach Earth. The trapped proton
detector contains a foil of thorium which undergoes nuclear fission from
protons above 30 meV, but is not sensitive to the presence of the intense
electron radiation. The instrument weighs 3 kg (7. 3 lb) and uses 2. 4 W of
power.
d. Magnetic fields experiment
Instrument: helium vector magnetometer (turned on 02:48 GMT,
March 3, 1972)
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Principal investigator: Edward J. Smith, Jet Propulsion
Laboratory, Pasadena, Calif.
Co-investigators: Palmer Dyal, David S. Colburn, and
Charles P. Sonett, NASA-Ames Research Center, Mountain
View, Calif., Douglas E. Jones, Brigham Young University,
Provo, Utah; Paul J. Coleman, Jr., University of California
at Los Angeles; Leverett Davis, Jr., California Institute of
Technology, Pasadena.
The magnetometer was designed to:
(1) Measure the interplanetary field in three axes from the orbit of
the Earth out to the limits of spacecraft communication.
(2) Study solar wind interaction with Jupiter.
(3) Map Jupiter's strong magnetic fields at all longitudes and many
latitu de s.
(4) Study the relationship of the fields to Jupiter's moons.
(5) Seek the heliosphere boundary.
A helium vector magnetometer similar to that flown on Mariners 4
and 5, the instrument has a sensor mounted on a lightweight mast extending
6. 5 m from the center of the spacecraft to minimize interference of space-
craft fields. The sensor is a cell filled with helium, excited by radio fre-
quencies and infrared optical pumping.
The magnetometer was designed to operate in any one of eight different
ranges: the lowest covering magnetic fields up to 2. 5 gamma; the highest
covering fields up to 1. 4 G. Range selection is ground command or auto-
matically selected by the instrument. Fields as weak as 0. 01 gamma can
be measured.
The instrument weight is 2. 6 kg (5. 7 lb); power used is up to 5 W.
e. Meteoroid detection experiment
Instrument: meteoroid detector (turned on 03:26 GMT,
March 3, 1972)
Principal investigator: William H. Kinard, NASA-Langley
Research Center, Hampton, Va.
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Co-investigators: Robert L. O'Neal, Jose M. Alvarez,
Donald H. Humes, and Richard E. Turner, NASA-Langley
Research Center.
A system of 234 pressure cells mounted on the back of the spacecraft
dish antenna is used to detect the distribution in space of tiny particles
(masses of greater than one millionth of a gram). The pressure cells are
in thirteen 20 by 30 cm (8 by 12 in. ) panels, 18 to a panel.
When a particle penetrates a cell -- each of which is filled with a gas
mixture of 75 percent argon and 25 percent nitrogen -- it is counted by a
transducer as the gas escapes the cell. The average mass and energy of
particles (with a mass of one billionth of a gram or more) penetrating the
cells are calculated using laboratory impact test data. These data show the
combined mass and velocity required for a particle to penetrate a cell. By
combining these data with trajectory information, spatial distribution of the
tiny meteoroids can be calculated.
The total weight of the instrument (panels and electronics) is 1. 7 kg
(3. 7 lb), and it uses 0. 7 W of power.
f. Cosmic ray energy spectra experiment
Instrument: cosmic ray telescope (turned on 18:49 GMT,
March 5, 1972)
Principal investigator: Frank B. McDonald, NASA-Goddard
Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Md.
Co-investigators: Kenneth G. McCracken, Minerals Research
Laboratory, North Ryde, Australia; William R. Webber and
Edmond C. Roelof, University of New Hampshire, Durham;
Bonnard J. Teegarden and James H. Trainor, NASA-Goddard
Space Flight Center
The cosmic ray telescope also monitors solar and galactic cosmic
ray particles. It tracks the twisting paths of high energy particles from the
Sun and measures bending effects of the solar magnetic field on particles
from the Galaxy, some traveling at near light speeds. The instrument can
distinguish which of the ten lightest elements make up these particles. It
also will measure high energy particles in Jupiter's radiation belts.
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The instrument consists of three three-element, solid-state
telescopes. A high energy telescope measures the flux of protons between
56 and 800 meV. A medium-energy telescope measures protons with ener-
gies between three and 22 meV, and identifies the ten elements from hydro-
gen to oxygen. The low-energy telescope will study the flux of electrons
between 50, 000 eV and 1 meV and protons between 50, 000 eV and 20 meV.
The instrument weighs 3. 2 kg (7 lb) and uses 2. 2 W of power.
g. Ultraviolet Photometry Experiment
Instrument: ultraviolet photometer (turned on 21:20 GMT,
March 6, 1972)
Principal investigator: Darrell L. Judge, University of
Southern California, Los Angeles
Co-investigator: Robert W. Carlson, University of Southern
California
This instrument addresses some basic questions about interplanetary
and interstellar space as well as about Jupiter. During the planet flyby, the
ultraviolet photometer instrument will measure the scattering by Jupiter's
atmosphere of ultraviolet light from the sun in two wavelengths, one for
hydrogen and one for helium. These data will be used to find the amount of
atomic hydrogen in Jupiter's upper atmosphere, the mixing rate of Jupiter's
atmosphere, the amount of helium in its atmosphere, and the ratio of helium
(if any) to molecular hydrogen. By measuring changes in intensity of ultra-
violet light glow as it scans across the planet, the instrument may identify
Jupiter auroras, if they exist.
The instrument has two photocathodes, one of which measures ultra-
violet radiation at 1216 A, the other at 584 A, the wavelengths at which
hydrogen and helium scatter solar ultraviolet rays. With a fixed viewing angle,
the instrument will use the spacecraft spin to scan Jupiter. It weighs 0.7 kg
(1. 5 lb) and uses 0. 7 W of power.
h. Asteroid-meteoroid astronomy experiment
Instrument: asteroid-meteoroid detector (turned on 05:13 GMT,
March 9, 1972)
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Principal investigator: Robert K. Soberman, General Electric
Company, Drexel University, Philadelphia, Pa.
Co-investigator: Herbert A. Zook, NASA-Manned Spacecraft
Center, Houston, Tex.
This experiment is surveying the solid material between the Earth's
orbit and 2. 4 billion km (1. 5 billion miles). By measuring the orbits of the
material in the vicinity of the spacecraft, experimenters seek the origins of
meteoroids, asteroids, and comets and the distribution of these bodies in
the solar system.
Four nonimaging telescopes were designed to characterize objects,
ranging from several hundred miles in diameter (asteroids) down to parti-
cles with a mass of one millionth of a gram, by measuring sunlight reflected
from them. The telescopes measure numbers of solid particles, and indi-
vidual particle size, velocity, and direction of travel.
This experiment (as does the photopolarimeter) periodically measures
zodiacal light (sunlight scattered by the total mass of meteoroids and dust in
deep space). Comparisons of zodiacal light measurements with particle
measurements allow conclusions about the relationship of the zodiacal cloud
brightness with size distribution of particles. Effects of secondary forces
such as solar radiation and planetary gravity on orbits of small particles in
the solar system also are studied. These data will be fundamental to design
of all future outer planet spacecraft. They will allow estimates to be made
of chances of penetration and spacecraft failure by impact of larger particles,
and of surface erosion from bombardment by smaller particles.
Each of four telescopes consists of 20-cm (8-in. ) mirror, an 8. 4-cm
(3. 3-in. ) secondary mirror, coupling optics, and a photomultiplier tube.
Each telescope has an 8-deg view cone. The four cones overlap in part, and
particle distance and speed is measured by timing entry and exit of view
cones. Photomultiplied pulses are counted to find particle numbers.
The instrument weighs 3. 3 kg (7. 2 lb) and uses 2. 2 W of power.
i. Imaging photopolarimetry experiment
Instrument: imaging photopolarimeter (turned on 21:31, GMT,
March 10, 1972)
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Principal investigator: Tom Gehrels, University of Arizona,
Tucson
Co-investigators: David L. Coffeen, William Swindell,
Jyrki Hameen-Anttila, and Charles E. KenKnight, University
of Arizona; Robert F. Hummer, Santa Barbara Research
Center; Jerry Weinberg, Dudley Observatory, Albany, N. Y.
This instrument provides data in a number of areas, using photometry
(measurement of light intensity) and polarimetry (photometry measurements
of the linear polarization of light), and imaging. Enroute to Jupiter, the
instrument was measuring brightness and polarization of zodiacal light
(sunlight scattered by interplanetary dust and solid matter) several times
a month to determine the amount and character of interplanetary solid
material. The instrument will take about ten images of Jupiter in the last
20 h before closest approach to the planet (periapsis).
The instrument uses a photoelectric sensor that measures changes in
light intensity, employing the rpm spin of the spacecraft to electronically
scan the planet, in narrow strips 0. 03 deg wide. Controllers can vary the
viewing angle of the instrument's 8. 64-cm (3. 4-in. ) focal length telescope
by about 150 deg relative to the spacecraft's spin axis, which is fixed on
the Earth-spacecraft line. The telescope can see to within 10 deg of the
spin axis, looking away from Earth.
The instrument includes a 2. 5-cm (1-in. ) aperture, 8. 6-cm (3. 4-in. )
focal length telescope which can be moved 150 deg in the plane of the space-
craft spin axis by ground command or automatically. Incoming light is split
by a prism according to polarization into two separate beams. Each beam
is further split by going through a red filter (5800 to 7000 A), and through a
blue filter (3900 to 4900 A). Channeltron detectors turn the light into elec-
trical impulses, which are telemetered to Earth.
The instrument uses three viewing apertures: one 40 by 40 mrad for
zodiacal light measurements, a second 8 by 8 mrad for nonimaging light
measurements of Jupiter, and a third 0. 5 by 0. 5 mrad for scans of the
planet from which pictures will be reconstructed.
The instrument weighs 4. 3 kg (9. 5 lb) and uses 2. 2 W of power.
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j. Plasma Analyzer Experiment
Instrument: plasma analyzer (turned on 21:20, GMT,
March 13, 1972)
Principal investigator: John H. Wolfe, NASA-Ames Research
Center
Co-investigators: Louis A. Frank, University of Iowa,
Iowa City; Reimar Lust, Max-Planck-Institute fur Physik und
Astrophysik, Institute fur Extraterrestrische Physik, Munchen,
Germany; Devrie Intriligator, University of California at
Los Angeles; William C. Feldman, Los Alamos, Los Alamos
Scientific Laboratory, New Mexico
The plasma or solar wind instrument was designed to:
(1) Map the density and energy of the solar wind (ions and electrons
flowing out from the sun)
(2) Determine solar wind interactions with Jupiter, including the
planet's bow shock wave, and will look for the boundary of the
heliosphere.
The instrument consists of a high resolution and medium resolution
analyzer. It looks toward the sun through an opening in the spacecraft dish
antenna, and the solar wind enters like the electron beam in a TV tube. The
instrument measures direction of travel, energy (speed), and numbers of
ions and electrons.
In the high resolution analyzer, the targets are 26 continuous-channel
multipliers, which measure the ion flux in energy ranges from 000 to
18, 000 eV. Detectors in the medium resolution detector are five electro-
meters, which measure ions only in ranges from 100 to 8, 000 eV and elec-
trons from one to 500 eV.
The plasma analyzer weighs 5. 5 kg (12. 1 lb) and uses 4 W of power.
k. Infrared Thermal Structure Experiment
Instrument: infrared radiometer
Principal investigator: Guido Munch, California Institute of
Technology; Gerry Neugebauer, California Institute of
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Technology; Stillman C. Chase, Santa Barbara Research
Center; and Laurence M. Trafton, University of Texas, Austin.
The infrared radiometer was designed to measure Jupiter's net heat
energy output. The two-channel radiometer, used successfully on two
Mariner Mars spacecraft, will make measurements in the 14 to 25 and
29 to 56 micron wavelengths to study the net energy flux, its distribution
over the Jupiter disk, and the thermal structure and chemical composition
of Jupiter's atmosphere.
The instrument has a 7. 2-cm (3-in. ) Cassegrain telescope, and the
detectors in its two channels are 88-element, thin-film, bimetallic thermo-
piles. Its field of view is about 2, 400 by 700 km on Jupiter's cloud surface
at closest approach of one Jupiter diameter. At this distance, it has a
resolution of about 2, 400 km (1, 500 miles).
The instrument weighs 2 kg (4. 4 lb) and uses 1. 3 W of power.
1. Celestial mechanics experiment
Instrument: Pioneer 10 and the DSN
Principal investigator: John D. Anderson, Jet Propulsion
Laboratory
Coinvestigator: George W. Null, Jet Propulsion Laboratory
This experiment uses the spacecraft itself as a sensitive instrument
to better determine the mass of Jupiter and its satellites and to determine
the harmonics andpossible anomalies in Jupiter's gravity field. Experi-
menters measure the gravity effects of Jupiter and its satellites on the
spacecraft flight trajectory.
Deep Space Network doppler tracking of the spacecraft determines its
velocity along the Earth-spacecraft line down to a fraction of a millimeter
per second, once per minute. These data are further augmented by optical
and radar position measurements of the planets. Computer calculations
using the spacecraft trajectory and known planet and satellite orbital charac-
teristics should allow a five-fold improvement in the accuracy of current
calculations of Jupiter's mass. Masses of Jupiter's four large (Galilean)
moons will be determined to an accuracy of about one percent.
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Experimenters expect to find the planet's dynamical polar flattening to within
one-half mile, and to make estimates of the mass of the planet's surface
layers.
m. S-band occultation experiment
Instrument: Pioneer 10 radio transmitter and the DSN.
Principal investigator: Arvydas J. Kliore, Jet Propulsion
Laboratory.
Co-investigators: Gunnar Fjeldbo, Dan L. Cain, and
Boris L. Seidel, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, and
S. Ichtiaque Rasool, NASA-Headquarters, Washington, D. C.
Passage of the spacecraft radio signal through Jupiter's atmosphere
as Pioneer 10 swings behind the planet for an hour will be used to measure
Jupiter's ionosphere and density of the planet's atmosphere down to a pres-
sure level of about one Earth atmosphere. Experimenters will use com-
puter analysis of the incoming radio signals recorded on tape to determine
the refractive index profile of Jupiter's atmosphere.
This sort of analysis has been done with stars passing behind the
planet, but Pioneer S-band telemetry is a precisely known signal source.
These refraction data should allow measurements of the electron density
of Jupiter's ionosphere and, used with temperature measurements, will
allow inferences about the hydrogen/helium ratio in the atmosphere. Exper-
imenters also will measure the absorption profile of the atmosphere, which
should allow calculation of ammonia abundance.
If the spacecraft trajectory allows, the experimenters also will look
for an atmosphere on the Jupiter satellite, Io.
C. Engineering Objectives
There was a necessity to design and develop organizations, equipment,
software, and procedures for Pioneer 10 Mission to advance technological
and operational capability for missions to the outer planets and the limits
of the heliosphere. Results of various phases of the Pioneer 10 Mission
would have a direct bearing on the Pioneer G Jupiter Mission planning.
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The engineering objectives and tests that were a part of the Pioneer 10
Mission design included:
(1) Added stress and strain of a launch in which the spacecraft was
driven from Earth initially at 51, 800 km/h, faster than any
man-made object hitherto had flown.
(2) First space tracking through a newly developed DSN multi-
mission Mark III System.
(3) First use of nuclear-fueled electric power (4 radioisotope
thermoelectric generators aboard the spacecraft) on an inter-
planetary mission.
(4) Test of hazards of the Asteroid Belt on hardware and tracking
and data acquisition functions.
(5) Test of exact effect of solar radiation pressure on trajectory.
(6) First use of Jupiter's gravity and orbital motion to increase
velocity of a spacecraft.
(7) Test of effects of Jupiter's radiation belts (an estimated million
times those of Earth) on spacecraft and tracking and data
acquisition.
(8) Continuous challenge to DSN to acquire and collect data stream
despite variations of solar activities and lengthening of communi-
cation distances to the limit near the orbit of Uranus (about
2. 9 billion km from the sun which was to be reached in
7. 5 years).
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Fig. 7. Pioneer 10 Mission profile
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IV. LAUNCH VEHICLE AND SPACECRAFT CONFIGURATIONS
A. Launch Configuration
Pioneer 10 Mission marked the first combining of an Atlas-Centaur
vehicle and a Pioneer spacecraft for launch. The Atlas-Centaur launch
vehicle also included for the first time a third stage: the 66, 750-N (15, 000-
lb)-thrust, solid-fuel TE-M-364-4 engine.
Liftoff height of the over-all launch configuration was 40.3 m (132 ft);
weight was 146, 673 kg (323,415 lb), including the instrument-loaded space-
craft of Z58 kg (570 lb). Both the third stage and the spacecraft were enclosed
in an 8. 7-m (29-ft)-long, 3-m (10-ft)-diam fiberglass shroud, which was
jettisoned after leaving the atmosphere.
Table 3 and Figure 8 detail the overall Pioneer 10 Mission launch
vehicle-spacecraft configuration and major assemblies, including all airborne
RF systems (telemetry, tracking, and command).
B. Launch Vehicle
A three-stage Atlas SLV-3C/Centaur D/TE-364-4 vehicle, designated
as AC-27, was used to launch the spacecraft. Prime contractor for the first
two stages (Atlas SLV-3C and Centaur D-IA, respectively) was General
Dynamics-Convair Division. McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Company was
prime contractor for the third stage (TE-364-4).
Table 4 summarizes launch vehicle characteristics.
1. First Stage. The jettisonable booster, the sustainer/propellant,
and the interstage adapter sections made up the first stage. A Rocketdyne
MA-5 system of two booster engines, a sustainer engine, and two small
vernier engines provided power. All engines were gimbaled to provide pitch,
yaw, and roll control with power for gimbaling the engines provided by
hydraulic systems.
During the booster phase of propulsion, guidance signals were provided
by the Atlas flight control system: flight programmer, displacement gyro,
rate gyro, and servo-amplifier packages. After jettison of the booster
section, the Centaur inertial guidance system controlled gimbaling of the
sustainer engine for pitch and yaw control and the vernier engine for roll
control.
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2. Second Stage. The Centaur D employed liquid hydrogen and
liquid oxygen as propellants. Primary thrust was provided by two Pratt and
Whitney RL 10A3-3 engines, which gimbaled for pitch, yaw, and roll control,
and had a hard restart capability. Centaur guidance was performed by a
Honeywell all-inertial system capable of accommodating a wide variety of
steering programs.
During flight, the guidance system determined vehicle position and
velocity, and initiated commands to guide the vehicle to preselected conditions.
An autopilot acted on steering commands and controlled separate hydraulic
systems that gimbaled each main engine. Vehicle orientation during coast
periods was provided by small monopropellant engines.
3. Third Stage. The final stage of propulsion by the launch vehicle
was provided by the Thiokol TE-364-4 solid propellant motor, which was
attached to the Centaur through a spin table. At completion of Centaur burn,
a spin rate of about 60 rpm was imparted to the third stage by small solid
propellant rockets for spin stabilization during firing of the third-stage
motor. The major portion of the attach fitting between the third-stage motor
and spacecraft remained with the motor after injection into interplanetary
flight and final separation of the spacecraft.
The aerodynamic shroud for the third-stage/spacecraft combination
was a fiberglass fairing consisting of a 5. 74-m (226. 18-in. ) long cylindrical
afterbody and a 4. 94-m (194. 59-in. ) long conical forebody. After leaving the
atmosphere, the shroud was jettisoned in halves by the firing of explosive bolts
and springs.
C. Spacecraft
Except for the electrical power supply, the spacecraft was provided by
the TRW Systems Group on contract to NASA/Ames Research Center. The
electrical power, supplied by radioisotope thermoelectric generators, was
provided by Teledyne Isotopes on contract to the Atomic Energy Commission.
1. System Requirements and Constraints. General requirements
upon the design of the Pioneer 10 spacecraft were:
(1) Compatibility with the Atlas SLV3C/Centaur/TE-364-4 launch
vehicle.
(2) Compatibility with the Deep Space Network.
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(3) A thermally controlled compartment in which to mount scientific
instruments.
(4) A data system to sample readings from the instrumentation and
transmit the information to Earth.
(5) A system to permit changes in operating modes of onboard equip-
ment on command from Earth.
(6) A magnetically clean and an electromagnetic-interference-free
spacecraft.
(7) Operation in space for more than two years and for distances
beyond the orbit of Jupiter.
The launch vehicle imposed these three constraints upon the spacecraft:
(1) weight of spacecraft, scientific instruments, and spacecraft-launch
vehicle adapter fitting to be less than 265 kg; (2) usable volume of launch
vehicle shroud limited the spacecraft size; and (3) vibration, acceleration,
and shock loads induced by launch vehicle placed requirements on mechanical
integrity of spacecraft and scientific instruments.
Compatibility with the DSN required that the communication system
operate at S-band frequencies. In addition, capability was required for the
downlink frequency to operate at a fixed ratio of the uplink frequency so that
accurate doppler measurements could be made and the spacecraft velocity
relative to Earth measured for trajectory determination. The downlink also
was required to operate at a frequency governed by an onboard oscillator to
provide for occasions when the ground stations were not transmitting to the
spacecraft.
2. Configuration. Figures 9, 10, 11, and 12 display various views of
the Pioneer 10 spacecraft configuration.
The spacecraft essentially consists of two thermally controlled equip-
ment compartments, one hexagonally shaped and containing spacecraft
equipment and the other an appendage containing scientific instruments. For-
ward of the equipment compartments is a 2. 75-m (9-ft)-diam, parabolic
reflector for the high-gain antenna. Mounted on struts forward of the reflec-
tor are the medium-gain antenna and the feed for the high-gain reflector.
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The four radioisotope thermoelectric generators (RTGs) that supply
power are mounted in pairs on two radially deployable trusses. For launch,
the generators were in a stowed position next to the equipment compartment
and under the reflector of the high-gain antenna. The angle between the
support trusses for the generators is 120 deg. In the deployed position, the
generators extend well beyond the perimeter of the reflector to reduce the
radiation environment within the equipment compartments and reduce their
magnetic influence at the magnetometer. The magnetometer is located on
the end of a long folding boom that, when deployed, extends radially from the
instrument side of the equipment compartment.
Viewing aperatures are provided in the equipment compartments as
required by the scientific instruments. Mounts, external to the equipment
compartment, are provided for the meteoroid and asteroid instrumentation.
The spacecraft is spin-stabilized with a spin rate somewhat below 5
rpm. The launch vehicle's spin-up system brought the spacecraft, together
with the third stage of the launch vehicle, up to a rotational speed of around
60 rpm. After the third-stage burnout and separation, the spin rate was
slowed down from 60 to 20 rpm by the use of automatically fired thrusters.
Finally, deployment of the RTGs and the magnetometer further despun the
spacecraft to a nominal spin rate of 4. 8 rpm. The objective of this spin
stabilization was to stabilize spacecraft attitude. Spin-axis precession
maneuvers will be applied during the mission to orient the spin axis of the
spacecraft to the Earth and thus illuminate the Earth with the directional
beams of the medium-gain and high-gain antennas.
Because the geocentric longitude of the spacecraft varies over a wide
range during the mission, the spacecraft has a monopropellant attitude-control
system capable of precessing the spin axis and maintaining the Earth-pointing
attitude on command. The initial reorientation to point the spacecraft spin
axis toward the Earth occurred within a few hours after launch. The space-
craft is equipped with a complete telemetry and data handling system which
generates a data stream containing the output of the scientific instruments and
spacecraft equipment measurements. A system for receiving the modulating
and distributing command instructions received from Earth provides flexi-
bility in operation of the scientific instruments and the spacecraft. Spacecraft
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equipment delivers conditioned power to the scientific instruments and also
supplies the instruments with appropriate timing and orientation indexing
signals for control of measurements and data accumulation.
3. Subsystems
a. Electrical power supply. Each of the four SNAP 19 type RTG units
was designed to provide almost 40 W of electrical power during the early
part of the mission and about 30 W five years after launch. Expectation at
launch was for continuing adequate power as the requirements of the space-
craft and scientific instruments would not exceed the capability of three of
the RTG units at the time of Jupiter flyby.
Each RTS was fueled with plutonium-238 dioxide that produced up to
625 W of thermal energy at initial loading. The thermoelectric converter
consists of six thermoelectric modules containing a total of 90 thermoelectric
couples. Pairs of couples are connected in parallel and the resulting 45 pairs
are connected in series. The thermoelectric couples consist of lead telluride
n-elements and an alloy of tellurium, silver, germanium, and antimony for
the p-elements.
In external appearance, each RTG consists of an outer housing in the
form of a cylinder, end covers for the cylinder and six radial fins equally
spaced around the cylinder and extending its length. The diameter and
length of the cylinder are about 16.4 cm (6. 5 in. ) and 31. 9 cm (11 in. ),
respectively. The radial dimension of each fin is about 15. 2 cm (6 in. ).
Each RTG, independent of its support structure, weighs about 13. 6 kg (30 lb).
4. Electrical Power Conditioning. The objective of the electrical
power subsystem is to distribute and condition the power received from the
RTGs to the spacecraft equipment and the scientific instruments. To meet
the requirements of the power loads, the dc output of each RTG goes into a
separate inverter. The 2. 5-kHz squarewave output of the four inverters is
fed into an ac bus. Most of the ac power is rectified and filtered to supply
the main dc bus, which is shunt-regulated to 28 V ±1% by dumping excess
power through an external shunt radiator. The regulation of the 28-Vdc bus
is reflected back through the ac bus and through the fixed-ratio inverters,
fixing the RTG's operating voltage at 4. 2 V. A battery automatically carries
any temporary overloads and is recharged automatically when excess power
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is available. The scientific instruments and the traveling-wave-tube power
amplifier of the transmitter section of the transponder receive power from the
main dc bus. Most of the other spacecraft loads are supplied from the
central transformer-rectifier-filter unit, which receives power from the ac
bus and provides various dc output voltages.
5. Structure. The hexagonal equipment compartment as the basic
structural element of the spacecraft supports the high-gain antenna on its
forward end, attaches the launch vehicle by the launch-vehicle mating ring
at its aft end, supports the scientific instrument compartment, accommodates
the major portion of other subsystem assemblies, and provides for mounting
of various external components, including the RTGs and the magnetometer
boom. Rigid tubular truss work attached to the framework of the equipment
compartment supports the parabolic reflector of the high-gain antenna, the
high-gain antenna feed, the medium-gain antenna, the three thruster clusters,
the attachment for the deployable booms for the RTGs, and the launch-vehicle
mating ring. The reflector of the high-gain antenna was made from an
aluminum honeycomb sandwich.
6. Thermal Control. The thermal control subsystem provides the
required thermal environment for the spacecraft components and scientific
instruments during all phases of the flight. The objective of the thermal
control subsystem is to maintain, in the vicinity of the scientific instruments,
temperatures between -18 and +38°C and to keep the spacecraft equipment at
temperatures required for satisfactory operation. Heating effects caused by
the RTGs (stowed within the nose fairing), the third-stage motor casing, and
the jet plume must be accommodated. The large variations in solar intensity
and relative direction during interplanetary flight, and the loss of heat from
the equipment compartments through sensor apertures, are compensated
through louvers and special installation.
7. Propulsion and Attitude Control. During the major portion of the
flight, Earth-pointing attitude is necessary for the narrow beam of the high-
gain antenna of the spacecraft to illuminate the Earth and to maintain effective
communications. Figure 13 depicts the relative position of the spacecraft's
spin and antenna axis versus the Earth. With the geocentric longitude of the
spacecraft varying continuously throughout the mission, it is necessary to
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make numerous attitude adjustments. Since the spacecraft high-gain antenna
has a half-power beamwidth of approximately 3. 5 deg, it is anticipated that
more than 200 spin-axis orientation maneuvers will be necessary to compen-
sate for the relative movement of the spacecraft versus Earth, and also for
the precession caused by solar pressure, which is 0. 2 deg per day during the
early part of the mission. In addition, to provide the planned encounter
trajectory at Jupiter, some adjustments of the velocity vector may be
required during the interplanetary flight. To make the velocity vector
adjustments possible, thrust must be generated in a particular direction;
therefore, with thrusters in a fixed relationship to the spacecraft, there
is need for reorientations of the spacecraft.
Changes in the spin rate were also required. After injection, the rate
was on the order of 60 rpm and had to be reduced to about 20 rpm before the
deployment of the magnetometer and RTGs. As a result of the deployment,
the spin rate was reduced to between 4 and 5 rpm (nominal: 4. 8 rpm). In
addition, to make possible attitude and velocity changes, small changes in
the spin rate had to be corrected to maintain the rate of spin within the
required limits.
Changes in attitude, velocity, and spin rate during the interplanetary
flight will be accomplished by monopropellant hydrazine thrusters. Thrust
will be provided by exothermic decomposition of the hydrazine in a catalyst
bed and extension of the gas through a nozzle. Figure 14 depicts the location
of the attitude-control spin control, velocity, and precession thrusters at the
edge of the parabolic high-gain antenna structure. These thrusters can be
operated in pairs. Each cluster contains a forward-facing nozzle and a
rearward-facing nozzle. Two forward or two rearward nozzles will be used
for velocity adjustment and opposite-facing nozzles will be fired for attitude
changes, causing precession of the spin axis. Spin-rate changes will be
accomplished by tangentially aligned nozzles thrusting with and against the
spin.
A Sun or star sensor (Figure 15) provides reference signals necessary
to time the thrust pulses for precession of the spin axis in a desired direction
(Figure 16). Attitude changes can be accomplished "open loop" by ground
command, or "closed loop" by homing the spacecraft on the S-band uplink
signal radiated by a deep space station toward the spacecraft. The duration
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of thrust for velocity and spin-rate changes is established by ground
calculations. This information is transmitted to the spacecraft, where it is
stored for execution on command. Similarly, for an "open loop" reorienta-
tion, the direction and amount of precession desired can be transmitted to
the spacecraft via the command link and stored for execution on command.
This storage information can be combined to perform a precession-velocity
change-precession sequence with suitable time intervals in the sequence and
to provide a completely automated velocity vector adjustment with return to a
selected spacecraft orientation.
A closed-loop precision maneuver will be used regularly for accurate
realignment of the spin axis of the spacecraft toward Earth. A medium-gain
and a high-gain spacecraft antenna will be used, respectively, for course and
fine homing on the uplink and telecommunications signal. For the closed-
loop maneuver, the axis of the medium-gain antenna and the feed of the high-
gain antenna are offset from the spin axis and provide an amplitude-modulated
signal when the spin axis is not aligned with the Earth. The CONSCAN sub-
system processes this signal and fires the precession thrusters to establish
the required precession and orient the spin axis toward Earth.
The hydrazine will be supplied to the thrusters through appropriate
lines and valves from a single spherical pressurized bladder-tank, which is
located in the center of the spacecraft equipment compartment. Electrical
and small radioisotope heaters will be used to keep the plumbing of the
hydrazine system above 2 ° C, which temperature keeps the fuel in a liquid
state.
8. Communications. The communications subsystem provides for
uplink and downlink communications, doppler coherence of the downlink
carrier signal with the uplink carrier signal and generation of the conical
span signal for closed-loop precession of the spacecraft spin axis toward
Earth. S-band carrier frequencies are used in conjunction with a PCM/FSK/
PM modulation format of the uplink carrier and PCM/PSK/ PM modulation
of the downlink using a single subcarrier.
A high-gain antenna is provided for communications at maximum data
rates and extreme ranges. The high-gain antenna has a 2. 75-m-diam
parabolic reflector (the maximum diameter that can be accommodated within
the shroud of the launch vehicle) and produces a maximum gain of about 3 dB
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and a beam width of about 3 deg at the half-power points. A coupled
medium/low gain antenna with fore and aft elements, respectively, is
provided for broad angle communications at intermediate and close ranges.
The forward facing medium-gain horn provides a maximum effective gain of
about 12 dB and a beam width of about 32 deg at the half-power points. The
rearward facing low-gain antenna is a logarithmic conical spiral providing
an effective gain greater than -5 dB over the rear hemisphere except for
interference near the normal to the spin axis.
The signal for closed-loop precession of the spin axis toward Earth is
obtained by tilting the beam of the receiving antenna with respect to the spin
axis. The feed of the high-gain antenna can be offset by ground command to
provide the tilt, and the beam of the medium-gain antenna has a permanent
tilt. A signal processor conditions the amplitude-modulated RF signal
produced by the scanning motion of the offset pattern and extracts a phase
reference and timing signal for generation of the signal for firing the
thrusters.
A frequency addressable receiver is always connected to each of the
two antenna systems. The receivers and antennas are interchangeable
through coaxial RF switches by ground command or automatically after a
certain period of inactivity. Either receiver is capable of automatically
providing a phase coherent signal to either of two transmitter drivers when-
ever a receiver is locked to an uplink signal. This coherent mode can be
inhibited by command. The transmitter frequency is controlled by an
auxiliary oscillator whenever the receiver is not locked to an uplink signal.
The redundant transmitter drivers are connected to redundant 8-W
traveling-wave-tube (TWT) power amplifiers which are coupled through
coaxial RF switches to both the high-gain and medium/low gain antennas.
At Jupiter range, command capability can be maintained by the high-gain
antenna with transmission from the DSN 26-m-diam antennas at 400 kW.
The uplink data rate will be one bit per second.
At Jupiter range, the data transmission rate can be as high as 1024
bits per second, using the spacecraft high-gain antenna and the DSN 6 4-m-
diam ground antenna. With the DSN 26-m-diam ground antenna, the highest
data rate will be 64 bits per second. These data rates will be possible when
using convolutional coding of the data on the spacecraft with sequential
decoding on the ground.
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9. Data Handling. The spacecraft's data handling subsystem processes
data originating from two major data sources. The first group of data is
obtained from the outputs of the eleven onboard scientific instruments which
provide data on the scientific measurements, configuration status, and
operational health. The second group of data is composed of engineering
data collected from sensors and transducers furnishing information necessary
to determine spacecraft configuration status, operational characteristics, and
operational health.
The data-handling subsystem has special capabilities of formatting and
time-division multiplexing the data into a coded or uncoded serial type of
data stream suitable for modulating the spacecraft's telemetry transmitter.
Timing and operational signals are also provided to be included in the science
and engineering data blocks. The data-handling subsystem can store and
provide time-delayed readout of formatted data upon command request. The
data-handling subsystem consists of a digital telemetry unit, a data storage
unit, and a convolutional coder which is an integral part of the digital
telemetry unit (Figure 17). The data-handling subsystem has three opera-
tional modes, eight commandable bit rates from 16 to 2048 bits per second
in binary increments and eleven data formats with 23 format combinations.
The three operational modes are: (1) real-time, (2) telemetry store,
and (3) memory readout. In the real-time mode, the data are transmitted
directly without interim storage. In the telemetry storage mode, the data
are stored and transmitted simultaneously until the data storage unit is full.
Then, at this time, the mode reverts automatically to a real-time mode at
the last commanded format and bit rate. In this mode, it is possible to
sample and store data at a more rapid rate than can be received on the
ground. Then, the stored data can be transmitted later at the prevailing bit
rate. The memory readout mode consists of transmitting the data stored in
the memory at any selected bit rate. Figure 18 shows the interrelationship
between the real-time and the telemetry storage modes and the flow of the
controlling commands necessary to operate the spacecraft in these modes.
The data handling subsystem processes 88 analog, 76 digital, and 168
bilevel data input channels originating from science and engineering type
data sources. The telemetry formats generated by the data-handling sub-
system are divided into science and engineering groups.
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The science group includes two basic science formats and three
special-purpose science formats for science main frame data, and two
science formats that are subcommutated in the main frame. The basic science
format contains 192 bits including 144 bits assigned to the scientific instru-
ments, 6 bits to subcommutate the engineering formats, 6 bits to subcom-
mutate the science subframe, 18 bits for frame synchronization and the
remainder for identification of subcommutated data, telemetry mode, bit
rate, and format.
The basic science format word length is three bits. If higher resolu-
tion is required, two or three of these words are assigned. All of the basic
science formats are arranged for use primarily during interplanetary flight
and the other during Jupiter flyby. In addition, three special-purpose
science formats each contain 192 bits of digital data from only one or two
scientific instruments, and are transmitted only in conjunction with one of
the basic science formats alternating every 192 bits. These special formats
provide the capability to sample data from certain scientific instruments at
the high rate at the expense of reducing the amount of data from other instru-
ments by one half. This feature will be particularly useful when the space-
craft is in the vicinity of Jupiter.
The typical Pioneer 10 formats are: A, B, C-1 through 4, A/D-1
through 8, B/D-1 through 8.
Telemetry Format A is the first science format that is arranged to
meet the scientific requirements during interplanetary cruising. Figure 19
describes briefly these typical formats. All forty-three 3-bit words avail-
able are assigned to the scientific instruments for the Pioneer 10 mission.
Seven scientific experiments share this format. The first 3 bits of each
main frame contain the mode identification information. These words indicate
whether the spacecraft is operating in the real-time, memory readout, or
telemetry store modes. Bits 4 to 6 identify the spacecraft bit rate of 16 to
2048 bits per second in binary increments. Bits 8 through 24 comprise an
18-bit-long frame synchronization word. This word is standard in all
Pioneer telemetry frames and is used by the ground data processing equip-
ment to synchronize the received telemetry frames and words. Bits 97
through 101 are used for format identification. The subcommutation identifi-
cation is represented by a 7 bit-word, bits 102 through 108 of each main
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frame. Bit 102 is the most significant bit for the 128-word engineering
subcommutator with the most significant bit first. The subcommutated
engineering words are contained in bits 109 through 114.
These 6-bit words appear in 128 successive formats and are obtained
from various spacecraft engineering instrumentation such as voltage and
current monitors, and switch positions. Analog, digital, and status informa-
tion is also included in the engineering subcommutator words. The same
engineering subcommutator is also used to telemeter the time necessary for
correlating the attitude of the roll index reference line with science and
engineering data. The command number and the stored execute delay time
of five stored commands are also made available for ground validation and
analysis purposes. The sequence status of the spacecraft's attitude-control
system and the roll reference source and scientific instruments roll index
pulse are also identified and telemetered. Additional engineering subcom-
mutator words are available to transmit information on the star location,
on the pulse length of the hydrazine thruster impulses, on the spin period
sector generator modes, and on the power status of the control electronics
assembly. The science subcommutator is also provided in each main frame
consisting of sixty-four 6-bit words. The science subcommutator appears
in bits 115 through 120 of the main frame. Analog, digital, and status
information is accepted by the digital telemetry unit (DTU) from the scientific
instruments for telemetering in the science subcommutator.
The format B is a second science format and is arranged to meet the
scientific requirements during Jupiter flyby. It consists of an engineering
subcommutator accelerated at the main frame-rate, resulting in a 32:1
sampling increase of the measurements. This high-time resolution engineer-
ing format will be used to investigate the engineering performance of the
spacecraft or determine the source and cause of any detected anomaly.
Format C has four basic types providing information on the four major
engineering subsystems. C-1 is used for power, C-2 for the communications,
C-3 for the electrical distribution/propulsion and C-4 for the attitude control
subsystems. Formats D-l and D-8 are special formats with the main frame
of 192 bits. These main frames are assigned to a single instrument with the
exception of format D-2, in which two instruments share the format. A
format D can be telemetered only by alternating it with the frame of formats
A or B.
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The digital telemetry unit is the heart of the data-handling system and
converts the time-multiplexed science and engineering data into a single data
stream which modulates the spacecraft's transmitter. Nearly all elements of
this unit are redundant. A stable crystal-controlled 65. 536-kHz clock and
countdown chain will generate the timing signals needed throughout the space-
craft, and will transfer data to the digital telemetry unit. The roll index
pulse generated by the attitude-control system referenced to the timing signals
is used to produce accurate roll position signals. This determines the roll
position of the on-board instruments in relation to both the data and the spin
rate. The digital telemetry unit drives the transmitter with a serial bit
stream in the NRZ-L form. This is biphase modulated on a 32. 768-kHz
squarewave subcarrier.
The data storage unit (DSU) of the data-handling subsystem consists of
a core stack containing 49, 152 bits (or 256 streams of data) and associated
logic. This unit, which is not redundant, has a read/restore type memory
making possible the retransmission of stored spacecraft generated data.
It is not necessary to clear the unit before starting a recording cycle. The
storage and readout of data need not be continuous, since they may be
interrupted and continued later by command, if required.
The convolutional coder unit codes the format of the data from the
digital telemetry unit or the data storage unit to increase the overall efficiency
of the telemetry system. The telemetry data can be either coded or uncoded
by command. Figure 20 shows the functional configuration of the coder. The
main element of this device is a multiple-bit shift register in which the data
are shifted in and out of the register at the data bit rate. The encoder
replaces each data bit generated by the digital telemetry unit by two symbols,
P and Q. The value of each symbol is based on the values of 32 selected data
bits previously generated. Each PQ is a logical "1" if there are an odd
number of "l's" in the selected data bits; otherwise it is a logical "0". The
encoding cycle begins at the end of the last bit of each frame synchronization
word at which time each stage of the shift register containing the value of
the previously transmitted 32 data bits and the 33rd flip-flop used to generate
the code are reset to a logical "0". The output symbol rate of the encoder is
double that of the input data rate. In error-free data, the bits of a pair
provide an unambiguous representation of the original data bit. With errors
in the data, the decoding process performed at the deep space stations
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utilizing the sequence of PQ will provide reconstructed error-free data for
transmission conditions well beyond normal acceptable limits without the
coding. An overall coding gain of between 3. 5 to 4 dB is expected.
10. Command. The spacecraft's command subsystem provides the
capability of controlling the operating modes of the spacecraft equipment and
scientific instruments from information received from the RF transmissions
of the deep space stations and from signals generated on board at discrete
events. The command subsystem consists of two command decoders and a
command distribution unit (Figure 21).
The commands are transmitted to the spacecraft by the DSN station
having a PCM/FSK/PM modulation of the uplink S-band carrier signal and
employing a rate of 1 bit/sec. Twenty-two bits are transmitted from the
ground for a single command message. Table 5 illustrates the 22 command
bits. After a 4-bit preamble and a 1-bit sync pulse, 2 bits are used for
selecting a decoder, 3 bits are used for command routing within the space-
craft, and 8 bits contain the command information. The last 4 bits comprise
a parity check word. The code used is an optimal Hamming-type linear
block code capable of detecting all possible 1- and 2-bit error patterns. The
modulo-2 summation of the selected routing and data bits results in even
parity for each case. The bit error rate of the ground system is 10 . By
applying the described command block code, the combined spacecraft/DSN
system word error rate has been increased to 10 9 . The activated spacecraft
receiver demodulates the S-band carrier and provides the frequency shift
key tones (FSK) to the command decoders. The 128 Hz represents a "0" and
204. 8 Hz represents a "1". The addressed decoder converts the FSK tones
to digital data and performs a verification operation with the command
message to reduce the probability of executing wrong commands. The
decoder forwards the routing address, command message, and if the command
is properly verified, an execute pulse to the command distribution unit. If
the command is not properly verified by the decoder, the execute pulse is
inhibited and the command distribution unit does not actupon the command
message.
The command distribution unit processes and distributes all commands
to the spacecraft equipment and scientific instruments. Two basic types of
output are provided by the command distribution unit: The first is a serial
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data output to a specific user; the routing portion of the command message
identifies the user, and the 8 bits of command information provide the serial
data. The second output is a signal applied to any one of the 255 discrete
lines for initiating specific functions. The routing portion of the message
signifies this discrete type of output and the 8-bit command information
identifies the particular one of the possible 255 discrete commands. The
command distribution unit also has the capability of being programmed by
the routing and command messages to store up to 5 discrete commands for
sequential execution at a later time and to store the time delay between
sequence enable and sequence execution, and between each command of the
sequence. This feature permits the command to be sent and verified by
telemetry before execution and will be particularly useful when the communi-
cation round-trip time is great. In addition, the command distribution unit
will provide a sequence of commands that will be activated at preset intervals
by a sequencer which will be initiated automatically by separation of the
spacecraft from the launch vehicle.
For redundancy, two decoders are provided for selective operation by
an address in the transmitted command message. Redundant paths are
provided throughout the logic of the command distribution unit. The discrete
outputs are wired to prevent single-part failures from activating other
outputs.
The spacecraft is capable of receiving continuous strings of commands
by receiving one or more zeros between each adjacent command. Thus, it is
possible to reduce the command word lengths to 19 bits for all except the
first command.
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Table 5. Pioneer F and G command word
JPL Technical Memorandum 33-584, Vol. I
Bit numbers Bits Function
1-4 0 0 0 0 Preamble
5 1 Sync
6, 7 A 1 Decoder address
A 2
8-10 R 1 R 2 R 3 Routing address
11-18 C 1 C2 C 3 C 4 Command message
C 5 C6 C7 C 8
19-22 P 1 P 2 P 3 P 4 Parity checks
Decoder addresses are 01 or 10 only.
Parity bits are generated as follows:
1 = R 1 + R 2 + R 3 + C1 + C2 + C3 + C4
P 2 = R 1 + R 2 + R 3 + C1 + C6 + 2 +  + 1 + 7 + C8
P 3 = R 1 + R 2 + C2 + C 3 + C5 + C6 + C 7
P 4 R1 + R3 C + 2 + CC6 + C4 1 3 2 4 5 6 8
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Fig. 11. Pioneer 10 spacecraft
(perspective view)
Fig. 12. Folded Pioneer 10 spacecraft
mounted on launch vehicle
within nose fairing
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5 AU
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UPITER ORBIT
axis toward Earth
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Fig. 14. Attitude-control equipment locations (view looking
aft, from spacecraft to booster)
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DIGITAL GATES TELEMETRY
STATUS AND CLOCK
EXPERIMENT
INPUT
TELEMETRY
INPUT DATA
Fig. 17. Pioneer 10 data-handling subsystem
TELEMETRY STORE COMMAND
oz
o z
ELEMETRY STORE COMMAND
W IT
ISTANDBY SANDBY
REAL-TIME DATA MODES
Fig. 18. Pioneer 10 spacecraft data system modes
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MODE 4 BIT RATE 7 8 I I I I 24
.. 4 1r) I- -FRAME SYNCHRONI ZATI ON -"
25
49
73
97
121
145
169
24
48
72
96
120
144
168
192
Fig. 19. Pioneer 10 telemetry Format A
A I
B -- ) =- EXCLUSIVE OR = AB + AB
W - FLIPFLOP
-° 0- INVERTER
Fig. 20. Pioneer
DECODER NO. 1
DECODER NO. 2
POWER TELEMETRY
TO CONTROL
ELECTRONICS
ASSEMBLY
Fig. 21. Pioneer
10 convolutional coder
CLOCK
SERIAL DATA 
_ I
DISCRETE |
COMMANDS
TELEMETRY -
SERIAL DATA
COMMAND
DISTRIBUTION
UNIT
POWER
COMMANDS
UNDERVOLTAGE
FROM RECEIVERS
1 AND 2 FROM PCU
FROM SEPARATION
SWITCH
TO ORDNANCE CONNECTOR
10 command subsystem
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V. TRACKING AND DATA ACQUISITION REQUIREMENTS
AND TDS SUPPORT PLANNING
A. Control
Critical phases of the Pioneer 10 spacecraft flight - including launch,
early flight, and midcourse maneuvers - were required to be operated from
the Pioneer Mission Support Area (PMSA) at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory
in Pasadena. Otherwise, mission control was to be maintained at the
Pioneer Analysis Area (PMAA) at Ames Research Center.
B. Documentation
All project requirements on the tracking and data system were pub-
lished in detail in the Support Instrumentation Requirements Document (SIRD)
for Pioneers F and G in subsidiary documents called out in the SIRD. A
NASA Support Plan (NSP) was prepared to respond to the SIRD.
Project requirements and TDS support plans are summarized for the
near-Earth and deep-space phases in the remainder of this section.
C. Launch and Flight Constraints
The Project required TDS to plan support of a launch during the Jupiter
opportunity from Feb. 24, 1972 through March 19, 1972. (Periods when the
relative position of Earth and Jupiter permit a spacecraft to be launched into
a Jupiter-bound trajectory with minimum energy occur at 13-month intervals.
The daily launch period was 30 min for the required direct-ascent mission.
Launch azimuths for the Pioneer 10 Mission varied from 98.95 to
110.0 deg (Table 6) with the azimuth progressively increasing, becoming
more southerly for launches at a later time during the daily window. As
pointed out in the following paragraphs, a number of factors were important
in choosing the daily launch trajectories.
The launch azimuth constraint determined the boundaries of the near-
Earth trajectories. The shorter Jupiter trip times were favored against the
longer ones. Trajectories that were bringing the S-band radio beam too
close to the solar corona were eliminated. This measure was necessary
because of the degradation of the telecommunications link's signal-to-noise
ratio caused by solar noise. In addition, efforts were made to share the
available resources of the DSN between the Pioneer 10 Jupiter flyby and the
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Mariner 1973 Venus and Mercury flybys. The view limitations of some
onboard Pioneer 10 scientific instruments and the objective to have an S-band
signal occultation by Jupiter were factors that determined the angle of the
aiming point at Jupiter and its position in relationship to the planet's spin
axis and equator. To reach the planned Jupiter flyby aiming point within a
predetermined dispersion, two or possibly three midcourse or trim maneu-
vers were expected to be necessary to alleviate the aiming errors of the
launch vehicle.
D. Near-Earth Phase
Near-Earth phase tracking and data acquisition required the participa-
tion of facilities of the AFETR, GSFC, Kennedy Space Center (KSC), DSN,
and NASCOM. Required were the telemetry and radio metric tracking of the
three stages of the launch vehicle and the collection of real-time telemetry
from the spacecraft during powered flight.
Launch vehicle-generated information was necessary to monitor the
performance of the launch vehicle system to determine any deviations from
normal performance predictions and to generate a solar orbit injection veloc-
ity vector. This near-real-time orbit was necessary for the DSN to obtain
antenna angle and frequency predictions for efficient first-signal acquisition.
The real-time spacecraft telemetry to be furnished by the near-Earth phase
tracking facilities was to be provided for the Project's Mission Operations
Systems team to monitor the powered flight performance of the spacecraft to
check for normalcy and prepare for the transmission of important commands
after the first two-way signal acquisition by the DSN.
1. Data Types and Support Classifications. With data requirements
separated for convenience into three types - metric data (C-band and S-band),
launch vehicle telemetry, and spacecraft telemetry - there were five major
uses for data required by Project. These were: (a) quick establishment of
the mission's normalcy; (b) determination of minute by-minute status of the
flight; (c) assistance of DSN, STDN, and AFETR in acquisition of vehicle
and/or spacecraft; (d) assistance in Project decisions concerning a nonstan-
dard mission; (e) and enabling of postlaunch analysis.
The requirements for metric and telemetry data support were classi-
fied according to their importance with respect to successful accomplishment
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of the mission. The three classes of requirements were defined by the
Project Office as:
Class I: Reflection of minimum essential needs to ensure accomplish-
ment of primary mission objectives, i. e. , mandatory requirements that, if
not met, might result in a decision not to launch.
Class II: Reflection of the needs to accomplish all stated mission
objectives.
Class III: Reflection of the ultimate in desired support, i. e., support
that would provide the capability to achieve the objectives at the earliest time
in the mission program.
2. Data Requirements and Support Plans
a. Requirements. Tables 7 and 8 list Project data requirements of
AFETR, STDN, Kennedy Space Center (KSC), and DSN resources. All
Class I requirements (Table 9) for the near-Earth phase could be met by
available resources. However there was potential constraint should any of
the required stations in Table 9 not be available for launch. This especially
held true for the Antigua supporting stations and the ship Vanguard, which
were required to cover control vehicle events.
There was a special requirement for extended near-Earth phase in the
event a highly nonstandard trajectory was experienced. The TDS facilities
would be requested to extend their support over a period of time significantly
greater than that planned. An example: if the spacecraft continued in a low
Earth orbit. The purpose would be to obtain maximum data for analysis pur-
poses.
b. Support plans. Thorough planning for optimum tracking and data
acquisition support preceded the launch and flight of Pioneer 10 spacecraft.
With JPL the tracking and data acquisition center, the facilities and re-
sources of the DSN, NASCOM, GSFC, AFETR, KSC, and the JPL Scientific
Computing Facility (SCF) were made available. Plans called for these to
provide support as required.
The DSN was to provide capabilities for deep space tracking, telemetry
data acquisition, and command, and also to provide operational facilities and
some ground communications capabilities.
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The NASCOM was to provide worldwide ground communications cir-
cuits and facilities.
The GSFC was to provide near-Earth tracking and data acquisition cap-
abilitie s.
The AFETR was to provide tracking and data acquisition and some
communications support during the near-Earth phase.
The KSC was to provide prelaunch and launch support.
SCF was to provide analysis program operations on one of two Univac
1108 computers.
Figures 22 through 24 show planned coverage for actual launch date,
March 3, 1972. Tables 10 through 13 show the support planned to meet
requirements.
Merritt Island radar, Grand Turk radar, Antigua radar and telemetry,
and Ascension Island radar and telemetry were AFETR resources planned as
support in the near-Earth phase. GSFC support was to be from Merritt
Island USB station, Bermuda, Canary Islands, Ascension USB station,
Tannarive, and the Apollo instrumentation ship, Vanguard.
During the launch operations, the telemetry bit rate to be used was set
at 128 bits/s and the engineering telemetry was to be transmitted by the
spacecraft in the real-time mode. Since the near-Earth phase support
facilities would have no sequential decoding capabilities, the spacecraft's
convolutional encoder was to be turned off. The traveling-wave tube ampli-
fier of the spacecraft's telecommunications package would be turned on and
would operate with the full power output, which would be radiated toward the
ground by the omni/medium-gain antenna system. All experiments would be
turned off during launch operations.
Figure 25 displays the typical Earth tracks planned for Pioneer 10
launches. Since the launch azimuth had to be changed for every day's launch
opportunity to obtain the planned solar orbits, the Earth tracks of the planned
launch trajectories covered a band approximately 2500 km wide. The loca-
tions of the launch vehicle's main engine cutoff (MECO), end of third stage
burn, and Ascension Island and Johannesburg rise are indicated in the figure.
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The launch sequence of events after the launch are displayed in Figure
26 with the key flight events given in Table 14. The signal visibility rise and
set times at the corresponding near-Earth stations are given. This coverage
chart shows that no data could be obtained from Antigua or Ascension Island
on the third stage burnout and the subsequent 3 min of flight. To fill this gap
it was planned to station the Apollo instrumentation ship, Vanguard, at a pre-
determined location to assure continuous spacecraft telemetry from launch
up to the first DSN acquisition, and also obtain radio metric data on the
injection.
The signal visibility rise times of the Ascension Island station (GSFC),
DSS 51 in Johannesburg, and DSS 61 in Madrid are shown for four typical
launch dates on Figure 27. The Ascension rise time is approximately 15 min
and 45 seconds after launch. DSS 51 in Johannesburg would see the space-
craft starting at 21 min after launch. However, because of the low declination
angles, DSS 61 in Madrid would see the spacecraft only between 29 and 63 min
after launch. Since the Flight Project hoped to obtain a two-way telecommuni-
cations link lock not later than 26 min after launch, the decision was made to
use DSS 51 as the prime first DSN signal acquisition station. The Goddard
Space Flight Center's Ascension station would be used as a full backup of
DSS 51. Both stations would see spacecraft events controlled by an onboard
automatic sequencing system.
After the two-way lock was established with the spacecraft, the near-
Earth phase of the mission would be completed and the deep space phase of
the mission would begin. The deep-space phase of the mission would end
when the mission would be terminated.
As planned, the typical Pioneer 10 launch vehicle/spacecraft altitude
and velocity profiles during the power flight are given in Figure 28. The
injection velocity of the spacecraft would be 14 km/s - the highest Earth-
referenced velocity applied in NASA's planetary program. The planned
Jupiter-bound mission trajectory was for the spacecraft to cross the Moon's
orbit in 11 hours, Mars's orbit in 2-1/2 months, and fly by Jupiter in
650 days.
The corresponding uplink doppler shift and doppler rate of the S-band
uplink carrier, as seen at DSS 51 after injection, would be as shown in
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Figure 29. The uplink doppler shift, caused by the relative movement be-
tween spacecraft and DSS 51 antenna in Johannesburg at 22 min after launch,
was plus 10 kHz. However, at 30 min, the doppler shift would be down to
minus 60 kHz, and, later, below minus 70 kHz. The rate of this doppler
shift at the time the uplink signal would first reach the spacecraft is around
minus 220 Hz/s. This rate would drop to minus 50 Hz/s, around 30 min after
launch. Because the spacecraft receiver had a maximum doppler rate capa-
bility of 150 Hz/s, it could only lock on the station's uplink S-band signal
25 min after launch, or later. After checking out the performance of the
two-way links, the Projects could send the first command at 30 min after
launch. Since the Project wanted the capability to change some of the flight
sequences as early as possible, the DSN planned to attempt a two-way lock
with a command capability as early as 26 min after launch on a best-effort
basis.
E. Deep-Space Phase
1. Requirements
a. Tracking. Project tracking requirements of the DSN networks in
brief were as follows here.
Two-way doppler data continuous from initial acquisition by the DSN to
first midcourse maneuver or 5 days, whichever was first. At least one
horizon-to-horizon pass per day thereafter through the remaining midcourse
maneuvers (estimated to be 2) at 15- to 20-day intervals. After final maneu-
vers, one horizon-to-horizon pass per day for ten days followed with two
such passes per week for three weeks.
Cruise phase requirements were for two horizon-to-horizon passes
per two weeks - one on a day with a reorientation maneuver and one on a
day without a reorientation maneuver. This last requirement was a minimum
and assumed tracking data available during the reorientation maneuver and
no significant perturbation of trajectory caused by the reorientation maneu-
ver.
At least one horizon-to-horizon pass per day, signal-to-noise ratio
permitting, was required between 30 days prior to and 30 days after solar
conjunctions.
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During the encounter or flyby phase, requirement was for two horizon-
to-horizon passes per week from encounter minus 30 days to encounter plus
30 days, with continuous tracking from encounter minus 10 days to encounter
plus 10 days.
The sample rate was required to be 1 point per 60 seconds except as
follows:
(1) One point per second during midcourse maneuvers.
(2) One point per ten seconds from Ascension first acquisition to
acquisition plus one hour.
(3) One point per ten seconds during DSS 51's first pass.
b. Telemetry. For the purpose of monitoring spacecraft perfor-
mance, engineering evaluation, failure detection, and scientific data, the
Project set forth requirements to support the primary mission objective.
Continuous coverage by the DSN 26-m-diam antenna network was re-
quired from initial acquisition to Jupiter encounter plus six months. The
64-m-diam antenna network was required to support at least one horizon-to-
horizon tracking mission per week during the same period. And, during
critical mission events, the 64-m network was to provide continuous cover-
age with suitable pre- and post-coverage.
Until Jupiter encounter plus six months to limit of receipt of downlink
signal, the DSN was expected to give daily coverage as required.
2. Support Plans. The DSN planned to furnish almost 24-h/day con-
tinuous support from any three continuous-view combinations of the following
26-m-diam antenna stations: DSSs 11, 12, 41, 42, 51, 61, and 62. (Launch
stations for Pioneer 10 were to be DSSs 11, 42, 51, and 61. ) After July 1973
and during the Jupiter flyby phase, the 64-m-diam antenna subnet of DSSs 14,
43, and 63 was to provide the best assurance for near-optimum data return
using the network's most advanced resources.
Because of Jupiter's position versus the inclination of the Earth's spin
axis, the geocentric declination angle of the Pioneer 10 mission would be
quite low, at least during the first part of the Jupiter transfer trajectory.
Figure 30 depicts the relationship between geocentric declination
versus time after orbit injection. At injection, the geocentric declination
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angle is approximately minus 32-1/2 deg, and at Jupiter encounter the
declination is minus 19 deg. Because of the low negative declination angles,
the view of the spacecraft from the DSN stations located in the southern
hemisphere is more favorable than the view from the northern hemisphere
locations. Figure 31 shows the typical view periods for a Feb. 29, 1972
launch date (an example) versus the elevation angles of the corresponding
antennas. The first acquisition station's (DSS 51) set time is approximately
2 h before the Ascension Island station loses view of the spacecraft. There
is a small time gap between DSS 51 (Johannesburg DSCC) set and DSS 11
(Goldstone DSCC) rise. It was planned that during this gap the Ascension
station would deliver the telemetry information. The view period of DSS 11
is in the vicinity of 7 h, but the view period of DSS 42 at Canberra, Australia,
is more than 14 h long and there exists also a good overlap between DSS 51
(Johannesburg) rise and DSS 42 (Canberra) set.
The lengths of the view periods of the northern hemisphere stations in-
crease gradually. One hundred days after launch the declination angle de-
creases from minus 33 deg to minus 24 deg. As shown in Figure 32, DSS 11
at Goldstone DSCC has at that time a maximum view period of almost 10 hours.
The low elevation angles of the northern hemisphere stations connected
with short station overlaps, as shown between DSS 51 in Johannesburg or
DSS 61 in Spain versus DSS 11 at Goldstone DSCC, can, during a few hours,
cause a deterioration of the signal-to-noise ratio of the telemetry signal.
The typical telemetry degradation factors versus 13- and 8-deg elevation
angles are given. At Jupiter encounter the DSN plans to use the 64-m-diam
antenna subnet: DSS 14, Goldstone DSCC; DSS 43, Canberra; and DSS 63,
Madrid. The closest approach to Jupiter with a spacecraft/Jupiter center
range of Jupiter radii equivalent of 210,000 km will be adjusted such that
this periapsis point will be reached around the middle of the 5-h overlap
between the Goldstone DSCC and Australian stations. Thus, the most impor-
tant event of the missions will be supported by two 64-m-diam antenna sta-
tions. This configuration will enhance the reliability of data return.
Because of the large relative velocity changes between the Earth and
the spacecraft, the uplink doppler shifts were much larger than ever exper-
ienced on previous planetary flights by the Deep Space Network. Figure 33
shows the relationship between the uplink doppler shift in kilohertz versus
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days after spacecraft injection. The doppler shift starts at minus 70 kHz
and moves between two boundaries of minus 250 kHz and plus 130 kHz. The
DSN planned to furnish additional crystal oscillators to all stations to handle
these unusual doppler excursions. Because of the large gravitational forces
of the Sun's biggest planet Jupiter, the doppler shift changes from minus 250
kHz down to minus 410 kHz; and, in a few hours, it will swing back around
to minus 200 kHz (Figure 34). The DSN plans to equip DSSs 14 and 43 with
special frequency synthesizers which will generate a linear frequency ramp
at the predicted doppler rates. Using this equipment, the static phase error
of the spacecraft receiver can be kept below 10 deg, and the static phase
error of ground station receivers will be in the vicinity of zero. This capa-
bility will provide good assurance to sustain a continuous lock of the space-
craft and ground receivers and avoid doppler cycle slipping. The latter con-
dition could dilute the precision of the two-way Jupiter flyby doppler infor-
mation necessary for the success of the Celestial Dynamics equipment.
Figure 35 shows the spacecraft geocentric radius relationship versus
time from injection in days. In addition, the threshold points of the corres-
ponding telemetry bit rates are indicated. The 26-m-diam antenna stations
will reach the 2048-bit/s telemetry rate under the most favorable conditions
of the S-band telecommunications link at 140 days after launch with a geo-
centric range of 1.3 AU. At 230 days after launch, 512 bits will be obtained,
and at Jupiter encounter the 26-m-diam antenna stations would be able to
support a 128-bit/s telemetry rate. The 64-m-diam antenna stations will
increase the data return considerably. If and when these facilities can be
made available for tracking and data acquisition, telemetry bits rates of
1024 bits/s can be obtained after 280 days of flight and up to 700 days. This
time frame will include the Jupiter encounter. The shown optimum-type
telemetry bit rates can only be obtained when the spacecraft high-gain
antenna points exactly to the Earth and the DSN antenna to the spacecraft.
F. Ground Communications
1. Requirements. Project communications requirements in the
near-Earth phase were for data and voice channels within the elements of the
TDS and among TDS facilities and the Project launch operations facilities
adequate to conduct test and launch operations. Ground Communications
Facility requirements as presented in the Support Instrumentation
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Requirements Document for Pioneer 10 included voice nets, television,
high-speed data (HSD), and teletype.
Location of NASCOM/GCF Operating Terminals for the near-Earth
phase were required at:
(1) JPL-Space Flight Operations Facility, CTA 21, and Simulation
Center
(2) Cape Kennedy Air Force Station-- DSS 71, Real-Time Computing
System, and Building AE
(3) Goddard Space Flight Center - Network Operations Control
Center
(4) Kennedy Space Center - Central Instrumentation Facility for the
AFETR
(5) Ames Research Center - Remote Information Center
Ground communications requirements are presented in Table 15.
2. Support. Except for the SFOF-Goldstone DSCC circuits, all
circuits between the SFOF and DSSs, STDN stations, and other stations sup-
porting Pioneer 10 were supplied to the DSN by NASCOM. The communica-
tions network shown in Figure 36 represents the types, quantities, and
routing of circuits used in support of Pioneer 10's test and near-Earth phase.
Figure 37 depicts the circuits used in support of Pioneer 10's deep-space
phase up to the completion of the midcourse maneuver.
Existing GCF voice, teletype, and HSD systems as defined in GCF
Functional Design for 1971-1972, Reference Number 3183-312-69, dated
Dec. 1, 1969, were employed in the support of Pioneer 10. The voice and
teletype systems were employed in the support of Pioneer 10 in basically
the same manner in which prior Pioneer Project spacecraft were supported.
The GCF HSD system, however, for the first time supported the Pioneer
Project. The use of the NASCOM/GCF/HSD system was the prime means of
transferring data between the SFOF and supporting stations.
a. High-speed data system. The NASCOM/GCF HSD system pro-
vided a 4800 bits/s synchronous high-speed data transfer capability. GCF
HSD system acceptance tests were conducted with the Pioneer 10 prime sup-
port DSSs 11, 12, and 61 and with the ARC Remote Information Center (RIC).
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The tests were successful in demonstrating that the tested stations could
operationally support Pioneer 10 using the 4800 bits/s NASCOM/GCF HSD
system.
b. Mission-dependent HSD system interface. One mission-dependent
interface between the Pioneer Project and the GCF HSD system was required
to support Pioneer 10. It was necessary to establish a NASCOM/GCF HSD
capability between the SFOF and the ARC RIG. To expedite the operational
HSD acceptance testing of circuits/equipments to be used for HSD flow be-
tween SFOF and the ARC RIG, the DSN responded to the Pioneer Project's
request for the loan of HSD equipment. The DSN arranged for DSS 71 to ship
their backup HSD encoder, decoder, and block multiplexer to ARC to be re-
turned when ARC-procured equipment was delivered by the vendor. On
August 4, 5, and 6, 1971, the GCF and ARC RIC successfully completed
testing, and the HSD capability between ARC RIC and the SFOF were declared
operational.
c. Support HSD configuration. The GCF, Pioneer Project, and
NASCOM agreed on a HSD configuration and utilization plan to be used in
support of Pioneer 10. The HSD configuration and utilization plan to be used
in support Pioneer 10 launch phase is shown in Figure 38.
G. Testing Requirements
There was requirement for TDS facilities to design, plan, and conduct
RF and data compatibility tests between the spacecraft and the TDS facilities
during various phases of the mission performance. In particular, use of the
DSN CTA 21 at JPL, Pasadena, was required to establish RF and dalta sys-
tem compatibility between the spacecraft and DSN with microwave link be-
tween TRW, Redondo Beach, and CTA 21. For performance of software
checkout and telecommunications subsystem tests, access to certain portions,
e. g. , receiver and TCP computer, was necessary. Detailed utilization
planning for the CTA 21, determined by coordination with the Pioneer Inte-
gration and Test Manager, was to be provided in the DSN Utilization
Schedule s.
Varying levels of support by the TDS facilities of preflight operational
tests and the training of project personnel also were required by Pioneer
Project.
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Table 6. Pioneer 10 launch days analysis
Launch date Trip Range of path(GMT, 1972) timne, Range of launch angles at
month, day days azimuths, deg injection, deg
2/24 645 110. 0 and yaw 4.95 - 9.45
2/25 655 110.0 and yaw 4.82 - 9. 29
2/26 650 109.36 - 109. 55 4.72 - 9.24
2/27 660 109.82 - 109.90 4. 63 - 9.12
2/27 637 106.47 - 107.10 4.65 - 9.23
2/28 652 107.49 - 107.92 4.51 - 9.05
2/28 631 104.82 - 105.71 4.55 - 9.17
2/29 646 105. 71 - 106. 44 4. 58 - 9. 16
3/1 641 104. 22 - 105.18 4. 52 - 9. 13
3/2 639 103.16 - 104. 29 4.52 - 9. 14
3/3 639 102.36 - 103.62 4. 54 - 9 18
3/4 642 101.82 - 103.16 4.45 - 9. 10
3/5 646 101.46 - 102.86 4. 50 - 9. 16
3/6 651 101.32 - 102. 70 4. 57 - 9.22
3/6 630 99.73 - 101.41 4.71 - 9.41
3/7 659 100.89 - 102.38 4.47 - 9. 13
3/7 636 99. 13 -100.93 4.62 - 9.32
3/8 669 100.95 - 102.43 4.52 - 9.18
3/8 644 98.95 - 100.78 4. 57 - 9. 27
3/9 683 101.47 - 102.87 4.55 - 9.20
3/9 656 99. 14 - 100.94 4.68 - 9.39
3/10 740 107.02 - 107.51 4.40 - 8.94
3/11 739 105.64 - 106.36 4.49 - 9.06
3/11 688 100.09 - 101.73 4. 59 - 9. 28
3/12 763 107.79 - 108. 16 4.43 - 8.95
3/12 739 104.48 - 105. 40 4.51 - 9.12
3/13 795 110.0 and yaw 4. 61 - 9. 05
3/13 738 103.26 - 104. 39 4. 59 - 9. 23
3/14 737 102. 12 - 103.44 4.66 - 9.33
3/15 763 103.94 - 104.97 4.65 - 9.28
3/16 800 107. 78 - 108. 22 4. 74 - 9. 30
3/17 840 110 and yaw 4.95 - 9. 39
3/18 850 110 and yaw 5.09 - 9. 54
3/19 860 110 and yaw 5.07 - 9. 52
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Table 7. Project requirements for C-band (radar) and S-band (radio)
metric data for the near-Earth phase
JPL Technical Memorandum 33-584, Vol. I
Vehicle andVehicle and Class I Class IISystema
Centaur C-band Launch to Centaur MECO AOSb to LOSC for Cape
+ 60 sec Kennedy (1. 16), Grand
Turk (7. 18), Antigua
(91. 18) and Tanana-
rive
TE364-4 MECO through Yo AOS to LOS for
C-band deployment Patrick (0. 18),
Bermuda (67. 18), and
Ascension (12. 16)
Spacecraft 1-hr interval starting at
S-band initial two-way
acquisitiond
aAll data transmitted to Real-Time Computer System.
bAcquisition of signal.
CLoss of signal.
dEither DSS 51 or Ascension (STDN) depending on initial acquisition
station. This interval assumed to be a Class I interval even though not
specified because of the importance of these data for validating two-way
lock, initial spacecraft orbit, and commanding activities.
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Table 8. Project requirements for launch vehicle and
spacecraft telemetry data
JPL Technical Memorandum 33-584, Vol. I
StageLink (MHz)and Class I Class II CommentsLink (MHz)
Atlas T-75 minutes to T-75 minutes to T-5
(2215.5) T+5 minutes minutes during
periods of radiation
only
Centaur T-75 minutes AOS to LOS from T-75 minutes to T-5
(2202. 5) to Antigua LOS stations at Bermuda, minutes during
Vanguard and periods of radiation
Tananarive only
TE364-4 T-75 minutes AOS to LOS from T-75 minutes to T-5
(256.2) to Yo deploy- stations at Bermuda, minutes during
ment Ascension, ARIAa periods of radiation
and Vanguard only
Spacecraft Start of space- T-10 minutes until Class II require-
(2292.0) craft countdown initial two-way ment includes AOS
to launch T-10 acquisition to LOS from DSS 71,
minutes (DSS 71 (See comments) MILb, Bermuda,
support) Antigua, Vanguard
or ARIA, Canary
Island, and
Ascension (ACN)
bApollo Range Instrumentation Aircraft.
Merrit Island STDN station.
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Table 9. NETDS Class I requirements
JPL Technical Memorandum 33-584, Vol. I
Class I Stations Required
Requirement to Provide Support
T-75 Minutes Atlas Tlm (2215.5 MHz) AE and CIF
to T-5 Minutes Centaur Tlm (2202.5 MHz)
TE364-4 Tlm (256.2 MHz)
Start of space- Spacecraft Tlm (2292.0 MHz) DSS 71
craft countdown
to T-10 Minutes
T-5 Minutes to Atlas Tlm (2215.5 MHz) AE/STS or CIF
T+5 Minutes
T-5 Minutes to Centaur Tlm (2202. 5 MHz) AE/STS or CIF and
Antigua LOS Antigua
T-5 Minutes to TE364-4 Tlm (256.2 MHz) AE/STS or CIF,
Yo Deployment Antigua and Vanguard
or ARIA
One hour interval Spacecraft data both metric ACN or DSS 51
starting at initial and Tlm (2292.0 MHz)
two -way
acquisition
Launch to Centaur Centaur C-band data MIL (19. 18) or Patrick
MECO + 60 sec (0. 18), and Antigua
MECO through TE364-4 C-band Data Vanguard
Yo Deployment
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Table 10. Tracking resources for generation of C-band radio metric data
Station Station symbol System type Comments
Merritt Island MIL TPQ-18
Cape Kennedy CKE FPS-16 Range safety
Patrick AFB PAT FPQ-6
Grand Turk GTK TPQ- 18
Bermuda BDA FPQ-6
Antigua ANT FPQ-6
Vanguard VAN FPS-16(V) Apollo ship
Ascension Island (AFETR) ASC FPS-16
Tananarive TAN FPS-16(V)
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Table 11. S-band tracking resources
Station Station symbol System type Comments
Spacecraft Compatibility/
Monitor Station
Central Instrumentation
Facility
Building AE
Merritt Island
Bermuda
Antigua
Vanguard
Apollo aircraft
Canary Island
Ascension Island (AFETR)
Ascension Island (STDN)
Johannesburg (DSN)
Tananarive
DSS 71
CIFa
AE
MIL
BDA
ANT
VAN
ARIA
CYI
ASC
ACN
DSS 51
TAN-
DSN
STSb
USBc
USB
TAA-8
USB
Cape area
Cape area
Cape area
Apollo ship
USB
TAA-3
USB
DSN
STDN
aCentral Instrumentation Facility.
bSatellite Tracking Station.
CUnified S-band.
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Table 12. Summary of expected metric data support
JPL Technical Memorandum 33-584, Vol. I
C-Band C-Band S-Band Data
Station Centaur TE364-4 After S/C Sep Comments
(Class) (Class) (Class)
Merritt Island I
Patrick AFB3 II
Cape Kennedy II Range Safety
Grand Turk II
Bermuda II
Antigua I, II
Vanguard I
Ascension I, II
(AFETR)
Ascension I
(STDN)(ITSB)
DSS 51 (DSN) I
Tanana rive II Postretro of
Centaur
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Table 13. Summary of expected telemetry data support
of S-Band telemetry requirements
Launch Vehicle Telemetry Spacecraft
Telemetry S-Band
Site Atlas Centaur TE634-4 Telemetry
(Class) (Class) (Class) (Class)
DSS 71 (DSN I, II
AE/STS I I I
CIF I I I
Merritt Island II
(USB)
Bermuda (USB) II I II
Antigua (AFETR) I I II
Vanguard (Ship) II I II
ARIA (Aircraft) a a a
Canary Island (USB) II
Ascension I
(AFETR)
Ascension I, II
(STDN) (USB)
DSS 51 (DSN)I
Tananarive II
(STDN)
a The ARIA is a backup for the Vanguard and, if needed, would have the
same class of requirement for Centaur, third stage, and spacecraft
telemetry data as the Vanguard.
The real-time transmission of spacecraft telemetry data is desired
(Class III) from MIL, Bermuda, Canary Island, Vanguard, Antigua,
and ARIA.
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Table 14. Key flight events
Mark Approximate
Event Event Time From
No. Launch (Sec)
1 Liftoff (5. 08-cm or 2-in motion) 0
2 Booster engine cutoff (BECO)-Atlas 148
3 Jettison Atlas Booster Engine 151
4 Jettison Centaur insulation panels 193
5 Sustainer engine cutoff (SECO)-Atlas 243
6 Atlas/Centaur Separation 245
7 Main Engine Start (MES)-Centaur 255
8 Jettison nose fairing 267
9 Main engine cutoff - Centaur MECO 706 a
10 TE364-4 spinup rocket ignited (MECO+70 sec) 776
11 Centaur/TE364-4 separation (MECO+72 sec) 778
12 Start Centaur retrothrust 779
13 TE364-4 ignition (MECO+85 sec) 791
14 TE364-4 burnout (MECO+129 sec) 835
15 TE364-4/Pioneer F separation (MECO+229 sec) 935
16 Yo - Deploy 938 c
17 Spacecraft Despin 1035
18 Radioisotope thermoelectric generator (RTG) 1335
turnon
a MECO is variable from 705 to 712 sec.
b Despin counterweight.
c Estimated time for this event.
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Fig. 25. Pioneer 10 Earth tracks
Fig. 26. Nominal tracking station coverage (1-deg elevation)
during powered flight
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velocity profiles during
powered flight
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DATE AZIMUTH JUPITER, STATION
AND ANGLE, dys0 10 4 0 60 7TIME deg 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70
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Fig. 30. Declination of Pioneer 10
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OPENING OF WINDOW ON MARCH 12
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Fig. 31. Station view of Pioneer 10 on typical launch day
TYPICAL LAUNCH DATE: 2/29/72 --- 13° EL - -2.7-dB T/M
LAUNCH TIME: 01:43 GMT ------ 8 EL- -3.8-dB T/M
TRIP TIME: 660 days COLD SKY TEMP: 32 K
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Fig. 32. Station view of Pioneer 10 100 days after launch
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Fig. 34. Station view of Pioneer 10 at Jupiter encounter
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VI. PREFLIGHT TESTING
A. Test Plan
1. Approach. The TDS test program for the Pioneer F Mission,
developed to be consistent with a Mission Operations Master Test Plan, was
prepared jointly by the Spacecraft System, Mission Operations System (MOS),
and TDS. Definition of the tests to be run and the cognizant organizations
was given in a TDS test plan.
Compatibility tests were designed to demonstrate and verify compati-
bility between the Spacecraft System and Mission Operations. Software
tests were designed to demonstrate correct functioning and operational readi-
ness of the software system. Training tests were designed to train TDS
personnel in correct operation of the software and data system. Training
practice provided to MOS personnel under the Mission Operations Training
Plan provided training and testing of TDS personnel and configurations in
addition to that provided by the TDS test plan.
TDS testing was conducted under the DSN/Spacecraft Compatibility
Test Plan, the DSN Test Plan, and the TDS Near-Earth Phase Test Plan.
Although the TDS began support of Mission Operations tests some months
prior to launch, the support of these tests was used for additional training
and testing of the TDS, and supplementary operational verification tests were
scheduled to gain more experience with, and correct, operational proce-
dures.
2. DSN/Spacecraft Compatibility Test Plan. The approach to DSN/
spacecraft compatibility testing on the Pioneer F Mission was to demonstrate
first a compatible RF interface between the spacecraft and a DSS telecom-
munications system. Next, the compatibility of the spacecraft and DSN
Telemetry and Command Data Systems was to be demonstrated by the proper
processing of data. The tests were conducted between the spacecraft located
at TRW, Redondo Beach, and CTA 21 at JPL, Pasadena, by use of micro-
wave link. The second phase of compatibility testing verified the design
compatibility established at JPL by RF verification tests conducted at
Cape Kennedy between the spacecraft in Bldg AE and DSS 71.
Preceding page blank 
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3. DSN Test Plan. The objectives of the DSN Test Plan were to
demonstrate: (1) the integrity and internal compatibility of the DSN Data
System; (2) the correct functioning of the DSIF, GCF, and SFOF configura-
tions committed to support the mission; and (3) DSN operational readiness to
support the mission. The plan consisted of basically three types of tests:
(1) subsystem integration, (2) system integration, and (3) operational verifi-
cation. The integration tests were designed to demonstrate that the engineer-
ing features of the subsystem/system were met. The tests started at the
facility level with testing of the mission-dependent equipment and software,
in the multi-mission environment. The network system level integration
test followed. Upon completion of these tests, the facilities were transferred
from the developing to the operational organization, and operational verifica-
tion tests (OVT) demonstrated the adequacy of operational procedures to
conduct mission operations.
4. Pioneer F MOS Test Plan. TDS-supported tests were conducted
by the MOS to demonstrate the capability to execute space flight operations
in accordance with the Space Flight Operations Plan (SFOP). Such tests
were under the direction of the Chief of Mission Operations (ARC-1), and
carried out under the MOS Test Plan. All such tests were supported by the
DSN Project Engineering Team, Operations Team, and Simulation Team.
All tests were conducted in the SFOF with support as required from SFOF,
GCF, DISF, MSFN, and AFETR. Although outside the DSN Test Plan,
these tests afforded valuable training and test experience to the TDS.
B. Test Chronology
1. Readiness Review. Participated in by NASA Headquarters offi-
cials, a launch readiness review was held on Feb. 22 at Cape Kennedy to
assess the state of readiness of all elements of the Pioneer Project in sup-
port of launch of the Pioneer F spacecraft. On the basis of the review, the
decision was that the spacecraft systc. and the ground support system was
ready for launch at Jupiter window opening on Feb. 27.
The review culminated months of planning and implementation work,
extensive training of personnel, and exhaustive testing of facilities by the
DSN. During the same period, the Pioneer Project Mission Operations
Team had engaged in simulated mission operations activities to assure that
the Project and Network teams obtained the training.
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2. Readiness Testing. Two final Operational Readiness Tests (ORT)
were conducted: one on Feb. 15, 16, and 17; the other on Feb. 21 and 22.
The ORTs verified the actual launch and cruise configurations of the near-
Earth and deep-space phases of the mission.
With the performance of the final ORT, the Mission Operations System
and DSN testing program was completed, Involved in this testing was the
coordinated participation of the deep space stations, the Ground Data System
at JPL, and the Remote Information Center at NASA/ARC. The Center had
been tested and was ready to perform instrument health analysis and to func-
tion as a backup for flight operations during the initial phase of the mission.
3. Compatibility. The DSN had also provided the resources of
DSS 71 at Cape Kennedy for the Spacecraft/RF and Data System Compatibility
Tests. The performed measurements verified that the flight equipment was
compatible with the ground support and that the spacecraft could be operated
and controlled as planned during launch and cruise operations (Paragraph C-5,
this section).
4. Priorities. Priority agreements had been established between
the Mariner Mars 1971 Project, the DSN, and the Pioneer Project for usage
of the Ground Data System and, in particular, the IBM 360/75 computers.
5. Launch Vehicle and Spacecraft Testing. A launch vehicle Com-
posite Readiness Test was performed on Feb. 22 also, demonstrating the
readiness of the total launch vehicle in support of the mission.
The Atlas Centaur launch vehicle AC-27 had been erected on Launch
Complex 36A on Dec. 22, 1971. The spacecraft, without radioisotope
thermoelectric generators (RTGs) but equipped with a full complement of
scientific instruments, had been airlifted from TRW, the spacecraft con-
tractor, via a Mini-Guppy aircraft to the Cape Kennedy Air Force Station on
Jan. 15, 1972.
A series of tests was performed in Building AD to assure that all ele-
ments of the spacecraft and scientific instruments were in operational readi-
ness for launch. These tests consisted of a spacecraft leak test, a third-
stage fit check, an integrated system test, detailed subsystem performance
tests,. and scientific instrument performance tests. Following these tests, a
spacecraft/DSS interface performance test was conducted to verify the
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compatibility of the communication system between the spacecraft and the
DSN. The activities in Building AD were concluded with a practice count-
down, final inspection, and biological sampling.
During this period, the RTGs were delivered to the Kennedy Space
Center, performance tested, and stored under secure conditions where they
awaited installation on the spacecraft at the launch pad one day before launch.
A terminal countdown demonstration and flight acceptance composite test of
the launch vehicle were also performed during this period.
Following the activities in Building AD, the spacecraft had been moved
to the propellant loading building where it was loaded with propellant, pres-
surized, and weighed, and a thruster-cluster assembly firing test was per-
formed to exercise the propulsion subsystem. The spacecraft was then
mated to the launch vehicle third-stage followed by encapsulation of the
spacecraft/third-stage combination. This assembly was moved to Launch
Complex 36A where it was mated to the Atlas/Centaur launch vehicle. After
installation of the third-stage thermal shield, an on-stand integrated system
test was performed, followed by final spacecraft/DSS interface checks.
6. Support Summary. A summary of the DSN tests and test support
is presented in Figure 39.
C. Test Reports
1. Testing Levels. There were three levels of testing established:
(1) subsystem prerequisite tests, (2) systems integration and verification
tests, and (3) combined systems and performance tests. With the summariza-
tion of systems integration and verification tests and the combined systems
and performance test, this section presents the near-Earth TDS performance
in the MOS training exercises.
The TDS Near-Earth Test Plan (JPL Document 616-21) was used as
the criterion for developing test procedures and schedules for the Pioneer F
Mission.
2. System Integration and Verification Tests. Results of these
telemetry and tracking tests were nominal. Individual test objectives are
reported here.
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a. Telemetry
(1) DSN SIMCEN/DSS 71/SFOF software verification: to verify
that simulated data from the DSN Simulation Data Conversion
Center (SIMCEN), which was formatted into high-speed data
blocks by DSS 71, was compatible with the SFOF 360/75 com-
puter spacecraft data input program.
(2) RF readiness demonstration: to verify all launch area and
AFETR RF loops and data transmission circuits.
(3) Live spacecraft data verification: to verify the near-Earth TDS
software against the live spacecraft data subcarrier recorded on
magnetic tape.
(4) Communications loop back to DSS 71: to evaluate the data com-
munications circuits between DSS 71 and the AFETR receiving
sites, which was accomplished by tying terminal communications
modulator/demodulators (modem) at each site back-to-back and
observing DSS 71 simulated data as it is looped back to DSS 71
from each receiving site.
(5) Receiving site RF loop back to DSS 71: to establish the nominal
RF performance of AFETR receiving sites, which was accom-
plished by radiating simulated data from DSS 71 at each receiv-
ing site and looping it back to DSS 71 through the entire receiving
system in the mission configuration.
(6) DSN SIMCEN/GSFC/SFOF compatibility: to demonstrate that
GSFC 642B computer software is compatible with DSN SIMCEN
and SFOF software, which was accomplished by tying the 642B
computer output (simulated data from the SIMCEN) back-to-back
with the computer input (spacecraft data) and observing the
simulated data as they are looped back from GSFC.
(7) STDN RF readiness demonstration: to establish nominal RF
performance of STDN receiving sites, which was accomplished
by radiating simulated data from GSFC at each receiving site
and looping. them back to GSFC through the entire receiving
system in the mission configuration.
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(8) STDN computer/communication demonstration: to verify the
high speed data format and 642B computer program compatibility
at each STDN receiving site, which was accomplished by tying
the computer output (simulated data) back-to-back with the com-
puter input (spacecraft data) and observing the simulated data as
they are looped back to GSFC from each receiving site.
b. Tracking
S-Band metric data and acquisition predicts test: to verify
compatibility of DSN and GSFC formats with AFETR RTCS and
to evaluate processing accuracy and capability of the RTCS.
Also, to verify format and content of RTCS real-time predicts
that have been planned for the Pioneer F Mission.
(2) Vanguard C-band test: to test the C-band metric data flow inter-
face between Vanguard and the Real-Time Computer Systems
(RTCS), verifying that the RTCS can accept and process Van-
guard data to the accuracy required.
(3) Mapping to Jupiter Encounter Demonstration: to determine
accuracy of RTCS mapping program output parameters as com-
pared to SFOF mapping program output parameters.
3. Combined Systems Performance Test. Demonstrating that the
near-Earth TDS was prepared to support Project operational readiness tests,
a combined systems performance test on Feb. 10, 1972 proved successful.
However, details of the subject test seemingly indicated otherwise. Prob-
lems were discussed during a telephone conference of involved groups on
Feb. 11 when operational details were involved.
The spacecraft data identification was 23; the simulated spacecraft
data identification was 33. This was a problem because STDN had no pro-
gram for the use of the 33 identification. A work-around for this problem
for launch and future ORTs was the performance of a data transfer with ACN
and, time permitting, with Vanguard between launch minus 4 h and launch
minus 3 h and 30 min.
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STDN objected to the use of long-loop simulation center data in the plus
count of ORTs 1 and 2 because this resulted in STDN operating in a non-
mission configuration. STDN proposed to use tapes of spacecraft data pre-
pared at the MSFN Merritt Island (MILA) unified S-band (USB) site.
The test was performed on Feb. 10, 1972. T - 0 was at 1700 GMT.
Launch was simulated on March 9 at 0040:00 GMT with a launch azimuth
of 100. 95 deg.
The participating stations were:
STDN AFETR
BDA RTCS
VAN ANTIGUA (telemetry only)
ACN ASCENSION (telemetry only)
CYI TEL-4
TAN
NOCC DSN PROJECT
NTTF (standby)
GRTS DSS 71 NAV Team
SIM CENTER
KSC DSN OPS. CTL.
DSS 51
CIF
AE TLM LABS
AE MDC
a. Minus count
(1) Communications: Communications circuits to Building AE and
DSS 71 were established satisfactorily. However, as the count progressed,
reception on certain nets to the Building AE Mission Director Center
deteriorated. These items were covered with the center manager at Building
AE.
It was necessary to reestablish the use of the satellite circuits between
Ascension Island and Cape Kennedy. Originally it was planned for two
NASCOM circuits, via the satellite, to be used for Centaur guidance (800
bits/s) and spacecraft (128 bits/s) data received at the AFETR telemetry
station at Ascension. One of these circuits was needed for another test. To
eliminate confusion and establish which circuits were available, the notifica-
tion of communication circuits changes was reviewed with the GSFC com-
munication manager in the debriefing. To work around this situation, it was
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decided that as soon as DSS 71 had performed its minus count checks with
Ascension Island, the circuit would be used for the 800-bit data in the minus
and plus counts.
(2) Tracking and computer support: Checkout of static points
between AFETR, DSN, and GSFC progressed satisfactorily. The transmis-
sion of minus-count nominal predicts from AFETR at liftoff time (T) minus
40 min was hampered because, prior to transmission, a circuit test con-
ducted by the AFETR on the lines to be used for transmitting the predicts
had not been followed by an end of message (EOM) which interrupted the lines
in the communications processor (CP). A second set of predicts was trans-
mitted satisfactorily at T minus 20 min. Proper teletype procedures have
been reviewed with AFETR personnel at RTCS. It should be pointed out that
on non-JPL missions AFETR is not required to use these procedures.
At T minus 2 min the Goddard Real-Time System (GRTS) was not
operationally ready, but the count proceeded to lift-off. The computers were
back on-line at T plus 4 min. This would not be a hold item for launch.
(3) Telemetry: DSS 71' s checkout with the AFETR was delayed be-
cause DSS 71 was in an interface configuration that is used in operations
directive (OD) 3663 (engineering tests) rather than OD 3660. Once the proper
configuration was established, it was discovered that the lines to Antigua and
Ascension had unacceptable bit error rates; viz, 80 errors in 50 kbits and
90 errors in 50 kbits on the Antigua and Ascension Island lines, respectively.
In previous tests these circuits exhibited no errors. Since there was some
suspicion as to the exact configuration and the inability of AFETR to provide
a comparable bit-error-rate test, no action was taken during the test to
locate the source of the errors. For future tests the circuits were to be
held up until the trouble was isolated.
Building AE telemetry lab checked out satisfactorily with AFETR and
GSFC. At the start of the GSFC checkout, there was confusion over the use
of the GSFC voice nets at Building AE, but this was resolved without too
much delay.
DSN checkout of spacecraft telemetry data circuits from GSFC appeared
to progress normally.
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b. Plus count
(1) Communications: no troubles were observed.
(2) Tracking and computer support: All computations were processed
satisfactorily. The simulated data from Vanguard appeared to be in error,
inasmuch as when it was mapped out to Jupiter, the result was poor. This
indicated that perhaps the wrong trajectory was used in preparing the simu-
lated data. Subsequent to the test, Goddard checked the data and found it to
be valid. Simulated data from ACN was unusable due to the absence of car-
riage returns and line feeds. The mode of entering the data on line at ACN
was suspected. This mode was a simulated configuration not used for launch.
(3) Telemetry: AE telemetry lab had no problems with either the
GSFC or AFETR data transmission.
DSS 71 maintained sync on the data played back from Antigua.
Due to problems, the Simulation Center data ceased to function in this
test at T plus 25 min.
During the debriefing with STDN, it was revealed that the STDN was
using a spacecraft identification of 23 instead of 33 (to indicate simulation)
for the test.
4. MOS Training Exercises. Two simulated metric data packages
were prepared by the AFETR/RTCS for use by the Mission Operations Sys-
tem (MOS) in tests at the SFOF. One package consisted of data for a nominal
launch and the other for a launch emergency abort test. These data and asso-
ciated sequences of events were used on three different occasions at the
SFOF.
In addition, the near-Earth TDS participated in two operational readi-
ness tests that are reported on here.
a. Pioneer F ORT 1, Feb. 15 and 16. The test was successfully
completed with minor problems.
T minus 0: 0040 GMT, Feb. 16; simulating a March 9 launch at 0040:00
GMT with a launch azimuth of 100.95 deg.
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The participating stations were:
STDN AFETR
MIL RTCS
BDA ANTIGUA
VAN ASCENSION
ACN TEL-4
CYI
TAN DSN
NOCC
NTTF (standby) DSS 71
GRTS DSS 51
KSC
CIF
AE TLM LABS
AE MDC
(1) Minus count
(a) Communications: there were no significant problems.
(b) Tracking and computer support: static point and tracking
and data handling subsystem (TDH) punch tests performed satisfactorily.
Due to procedural trouble, the RTCS 3 100 computer was not operational until
2302 GMT. The RTCS 3600B was not operationally ready at 2254 GMT and
was not operational at lift-off. This presented no problem, inasmuch as the
trouble manifested itself only when the 3600 A and B were connected
together - a configuration not required for Pioneer Mission support.
(c) Telemetry: no problems. Bit error checks between AFETR
and DSS 71 on this test revealed no such errors as were present in the test
of Feb. 10.
ACN reported that one of their 642B computers was not operationally
ready at T minus 147 min, with an estimated time of return to operation of
1500 on Feb. 18. This left ACN with no back-up computer.
ACN/VAN data transfer tests with SFOF were performed satisfactorily.
Tests with AE telemetry were performed satisfactorily.
At liftoff all systems were green with the exception of the 3600B pre-
viously mentioned.
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(2) Plus count
(a) Communications: there were no problems.
(b) Tracking and computer support: it was necessary to prepare
a second set of AFETR predicts at T plus 40 min because the set transmitted
at T plus 35 min did not contain the constants transmitted to RTCS at L minus
90 min. The transmission of the T plus 35 min set was interrupted when
NAT Track pointed out the difficulty. It was determined that the L minus
90 min message was misplaced at RTCS. The mistake could have been
caught with the minus count set of AFETR predicts transmitted at T minus
42 min that did not contain the L minus 90 min. corrections to the "constants."
Procedures between NAT Track and ETR computer were to be revised to
include a voice confirmation of the receipt of "constants" sent to teletype.
Because ACN did not receive the set of retransmitted predicts, they were
retransmitted.
All other support was satisfactory.
(c) Telemetry: no problems.
GSFC transmitted MIL prepared tapes of spacecraft telemetry data
rather than use long-loop simulation center data.
b. Pioneer F ORT 2, Feb. 21 and 22. The test was successfully
completed with minor problems detailed here.
T minus 0: 0154 GMT, Feb. 22; launch was simulated for March 1
at 0154 GMT with a launch azimuth of 106. 00 deg.
The participating stations were:
STDN AFETR
MIL RTCS
BDA ANTIGUA
VAN - at sea ASCENSION
ACN TEL-4
CYI
TAN DSN
NOCC
NTTF (standby) DSS 71
GR TS DSS 51
KSC
AE TLM LABS
AE MDC
KSC/CIF did not participate because of the holiday.
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(1) Minus count
(a) Communications: there were no significant problems.
(b) Tracking and computer support. The RTCS 3100 and 3600B
computers were not operationally ready at 2230 GMT. At 2300 GMT, the
RTCS 3100 was declared operational At 2355 GMT, the 3600B was opera-
tional Not able to duplicate the problem with the 3600B, Command and
Data Handling Console (CDC) stood by.
(c) Telemetry: all checkouts were performed satisfactorily.
(d) Liftoff: after an unscheduled hold (part of the simulation),
liftoff was simulated with all systems green.
(2) Plus count
(a) Communications: there were no problems.
(b) Tracking and computer support: AFETR retransmitted the
predicts based on the third-stage orbit because the first set used the wrong
epoch. The simulated DSS 51 data was rough, and as a result no good solu-
tions were transmitted. Computer problems at simulation center were the
cause.
(c) Telemetry. There were problems in the transmission of the
launch vehicle data from Bermuda.
5. Spacecraft/DSN RF and Data System Compatibility Test Summary.
The 112 h of tests performed included prototype spacecraft (Group A tests),
flight spacecraft tests via microwave between JPL's CTA 21 and TRW
(Group B tests), and flight spacecraft tests at DSS 71 at the launch site
(Group C tests).
Group A strong signal tests were conducted for 4 h on Aug. 16 and 6 h
on Nov. 22 in 1971. Group B strong signal tests were conducted for a total
of 35 h on Dec. 3, 21, and 22, 1971. Group C verification weak signal tests
were conducted a total of 35 h on Jan. 1 and Feb. 1, 2, in 1972, 8 h on
Feb. 21, 1972, and 8 h on Feb. 21, 1972, with finally 24 h on the stand.
The Group A and B tests are summarized as follows:
(a) RF system: compatible.
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(b) Omnidirectional antenna polarization verification was not made.
DSS 51/symbol synchronizer assembly (SSA) nominal signal
power with correct direction sense was -120 dBmW, and with
incorrect sense was -140 dBmW. This was 12 dB above threshold;
therefore, wrong polarization sense could have impact on initial
acquisition.
(c) Time commands: tests showed that DSN could send time com-
mand to 0. 1 s of the requested time with an execution uncertainty
of +40 ms. This capacity was again verified during the Feb. 21
test. The command execution delay of the spacecraft had an
apparent :0. 25-s uncertainty. Project planned to calibrate that
deviation in flight before each backup-type conical scan system
Conscan operation.
(d) Conscan automatic ground control (AGC): ground Conscan AGC
and spacecraft Conscan processor AGC were 180 deg out of phase.
This design error was corrected by operational procedures.
(e) Elapsed time measurement between command bit start and space-
craft execute time was not accurate because of DSS 71 test com-
puter problem. Correction was made and was to be verified.
(f) a i:2 dB Conscan amplitude simulated by DSS 71 was not verified
by the Pioneer Mission Support Area displays. The Project was
not integrating Conscan AGC data as was recommended.
6. Systems and Facilities
a. Command. The DSN Command System testing and operations
planning that occurred prior to launch was mainly intended to certify the
command system capabilities for support of the mission. Emphasis was
also placed on training DSIF personnel in the operation of the command sys-
tem. Operations and Analysis personnel in the SFOF were well trained in
the operation of the command system because of the experience gained from
the Mariner Mars 1971 Mission. Relatively minor changes, operationally,
were incorporated into the system for the support of Pioneer F.
Three command system items were of concern to operations and
analysis personnel just prior to launch in the following respects:
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(1) Testing had shown that timed commands would periodically fail
to transmit.
(2) Testing and actual operation with the Mariner Mars 1971 Mission
had shown that the command system software task in the SFOF
could halt because of an interface problem with the tracking
system software.
(3) Operation with previous versions of the software in the SFOF
had shown that the data record generation function was unreliable.
b. Monitor. Prior to the launch, the DSN Monitor System at SFOF
did not support the Pioneer Project. This non-support was due to the unavail-
ability of a software program. However, the software programs at the Deep
Space Stations were operational and did support the Pioneer Mission through-
out the testing cycle.
During the testing, there were two operational software programs in
use at the stations: DOI-5038-OP for the Mariner Project and DOI-5029-OP
at the wing sites for the Pioneer Project. The software program at SFOF
was not able to accept the DOI-5029-OP program at that time, but would
accept program DOI-5029-OP. Therefore, the decision was made to make
use of the DOI-5029-OP program even though it did not contain the param-
eters to completely monitor the stations configuration. It did, however,
contain partial status on station configurations and status detectors on some
of the equipment. The decision was made to launch Pioneer without the full
capability of the Monitor System; therefore, the Monitor System was de-
clared unoperational for the support of Pioneer.
c. Ground Communications Facility. The testing conducted by the
Ground Communications Facility (GCF) to prepare for support of Pioneer F
was as described here.
(1) Integration Tests. These included all GCF testing required
to demonstrate that the GCF teletype, voice, high-speed data, and wideband
systems were compatible with the communications support requirements of
the mission.
Formal GCF integration tests for Pioneer F support were not required
in the following areas:
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(a) GCF Systems - DSIF, SFOF, and DSN Simulation Center
(SIMCEN) Integration: detailed and extensive GCF engineering tests integrat-
ing the 1971-1972 GCF systems interfaces with these three areas were satis-
factorily completed prior to the beginning of Pioneer F testing period. GCF
engineering tests verified and certified that GCF systems were operational
and could support Pioneer F communications requirements.
(b) GCF Systems- ARC Remote Information Center (RIC) Integration:
integration of GCF voice and teletype systems which interfaced with the ARC
RIC were completed prior to the beginning of the Pioneer F testing period.
GCF 4800 bits/s high-speed capability between the GCF SFOF COMM Ter-
minal Subsystem and ARC RIC were declared operational on 18 August 1971.
Three 4-h HSD acceptance tests were conducted on Aug. 4, 5, and 6,
respectively. The test resulted in the high-speed data capability being de-
clared operational and capable of supporting the Pioneer F SFOF-ARC RIC
high-speed data requirement.
As explained, existing GCF voice and teletype systems were employed
and the voice and teletype circuits between the SFOF-ARC RIC had previously
been declared operational and capable of supporting the Pioneer F voice and
teletype circuit requirements.
(c) GCF Systems - JPL SDL Pioneer Mission Support Area (PMSA)
Integration: integration of the GCF systems, which interfaced with the JPL
System Development Laboratory (SDL) PMSA, was accomplished during the
transition of the PMSA COMM circuits and equipment from the development
and installation phase to the operable phase. GCF Development (JPL Section
918) and GCF Operations (JPL Section 916) jointly verified that the GCF
voice, teletype and TV equipment and circuits installed in the PMSA had been
properly tested, therefore, the systems were declared operable and capable
of supporting the Pioneer Mission Support Area communications require-
ments.
(2) Operational Verification Tests (OVTs): these tests were designed
to demonstrate and verify that GCF operating procedures (both mission-
independent and mission-dependent) and communications configurations were
operationally compatible with GCF circuits, equipment, and software com-
mitted to support Pioneer F.
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Because of the general and routine nature of these activities, GCF
OVTs were not scheduled as separate tests. GCF OVTs were performed
immediately prior to the beginning of other DSN tests.
The objectives of the GCF OVTs were to:
(a) Demonstrate that GCF-NASCOM-STDN-DSIF communications
operations personnel were adequately trained to support Pioneer
F premission testing and subsequent flight operations.
(b) Demonstrate that GCF-NASCOM-STDN-DSIF communications
operating procedures were adequate to support the communica-
tions requirements of Pioneer F premission testing and flight
operations.
(c) Verify that GCF operational interfaces with the DSN Operations
Control Team were correct and adequate for Pioneer F support.
(3) GCF OVT Results. A series of OVTs were conducted with
Pioneer F prime DSSs 11, 42, 51, and 61 and with the STDN station at
Ascension Island. The tests were conducted within the period Jan. 5 to
Feb. 18, 1972. No major procedural deficiencies were uncovered. Com-
munications personnel at the GCF SFOF Communications Terminal (SCT)
and the stations accomplished the GCF OVT sequence of events items effi-
ciently and in a timely manner. Simulated anomalies were introduced into
the OVT and communications operations personnel at all participating loca-
tions responded correctly to the situation and quickly implemented appro-
priate emergency procedures.
The GCF OVT satisfactorily demonstrated that GCF Switching Center
(SWCEN)-NASCOM-Station Communications Operations personnel were ade-
quately trained and that GCF operating procedures were adequate to support
the communications requirements of the mission.
(4) GCF Test Configurations. Detailed DSN-approved Pioneer F
test-phase GCF communications circuit configurations and data routing plans
to be used for support of both DSN and Pioneer Project Mission Operations
System testing were contained in Section IIA of DSN Document 616-10, GCF
Test Procedures and Communications Configurations, Volume IV of the
DSN Test/Training Plan for Pioneer F and G Project. Figure 40 depicts the
high-speed data Configuration and Utilization Plan in effect during the Pioneer
F test/simulation phase.
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IIIIIIIIIIII DSN SUPPORT OF PIONEER PROJECT TESTS
· *-- DSN LAUNCH SUPPORT, AV AND CONSCAN
FINAL COUNTDOWN BEGAN 2 MARCH:
ACTUAL LAUNCH WAS 3 MARCH (GMT)
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Fig. 39. DSN test and test support summary
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VII. TDS SUPPORT AND SUPPORT EVALUATION
A. General
The DSN 26-m-diam antenna network and 64-m-diam antenna station,
with some early assistance from the Ascension Island MSFN station, after
launch successfully tracked, maneuvered, acquired data from, and sent
commands to the Pioneer 10 spacecraft through March 31, 1972. The com-
plete pass chronology and sequence of events for this period are reported in
Appendix C.
1. Time Expended. By the end of the reporting period of this docu-
ment, 30 separate passes had been supported for a total of 800 h and 28 min
by seven DSN stations, which expended a total of 12, 252. 5 man hours and
1,320 station hours. (The Ascension Island MFSN station assisted on seven
passes, ending support on March 10. )
In addition, DSS 71 expended 280 man hours and 40 station hours sup-
port countdowns and launch.
The support by individual DSN stations was:
DSS Total passes Man hours Station hours
11 17 2395 250
12 12 1233 148
14 3 298. 5 26
41 5 570 72. 5
42 23 3194 368
51 30 4231 410
61 4 331 45. 5
71 -- 280 40
2. Spacecraft Position. The spacecraft was approximately 22 X
106 km from Earth, traveling at 8. 7 km/s relative to Earth, at the end of
March.
Preceding page blank
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B. Countdowns to Launch
After three countdowns had been initiated and scrubbed, Pioneer 10
spacecraft was successfully launched on the sixth day of the 16-day launch
opportunity period. First countdown was initiated Feb. 27, 1972, the first
day of the period. The fourth and completed countdown was initiated March 2
and completed with launch on March 3 at 0149:03 GMT, 24 min into the
30-min window.
The four countdowns were reported as follows:
1. First Countdown, Feb. 27. The countdown proceeded normally
until about 2338 GMT when a readout at a van observing station of the third-
stage C-band beacon indicated a sensitivity of 6 to 8 dB less than normally
acceptable. (The van observing station readout was -56 dBmW which was a
Go for range safety; metric beacon sensitivity requires -63 dBmW, nominal
beacon sensitivity is -72 dBmW. )
Readouts in the blockhouse did not indicate any malfunction of the beacon.
AFETR and GSFC/STDN indicated that if the beacon sensitivity was indeed
6 to 8 dB low, their respective third-stage tracking support would be best
obtainable. A subsequent readout by the AFETR using a radar indicated a
Go beacon.
The checkout of the near-Earth TDS sites progressed on schedule.
At about 0031 GMT, there was a momentary power outage at Complex
36 because of a storm passing through the Cape area. At T minus 59:36
(0043 GMT), when the blockhouse attempted a transfer back to industrial
power, the breakers would not transfer, and a hold was initiated at that
time. At 0100, the launch vehicle test conductor indicated to the launch
director that it would be one to two hours before the vehicle's posture could
be evaluated. The upper winds were No-Go also. At 0101, the launch was
scrubbed and rescheduled for a countdown on Feb. 28.
2. Second Countdown, Feb. 28. The countdown progressed normally
with all near-Earth TDS data checks performed satisfactorily. The upper
winds were marginal throughout the countdown. As the count entered the
built-in hold at T minus 5 min, the winds were No-Go. During the hold, an
attempt to provide a yaw-and-pitch program that would be satisfactory was
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futile and, while in the extended hold, with approximately 3 min -remaining in
the window, the launch attempt was scrubbed.
Readouts at a van station of the third-stage C-band beacon resulted in a
No-Go from the AFETR. However, AFETR indicated that the 12. 16 radar
support would be sufficient to provide data for a solution of orbital elements.
The 1. 16 radar readout of the third-stage beacon was Go.
Because of a previously scheduled satellite launch for Feb. 29, the
next Pioneer countdown was scheduled for March 1.
3. Third Countdown, March 1. The range countdown was initiated
with the Real-Time Computing System (RTCS) 3600B not operationally ready
due to unknown problems. It had been not operationally ready since 21 58 on
Feb. 29. A Titan III was launched earlier in the day with the computer down.
The computer was operational at 0600 on March 2.
At T minus 200 min, STDN reported minor problems at Bermuda and
the ship Vanguard. However, they were ready to support. Vanguard's prob-
lem was cleared at T minus 33 min.
The checkout of the near-Earth TDS stations progressed satisfactorily
except there was no opportunity to perform data line checks with the RIA.
Other users of the LES-6 relay satellite interfered with these checks.
The upper winds were marginal throughout the count. The built-in-
hold at T minus 5 min was extended to allow time to establish a suitable pitch
and yaw program. A program was provided, but, since it was not verified
by Convair and LeRC, the launch attempt was terminated (0148) and re-
scheduled for March 2.
4. Fourth Countdown and Liftoff, March 2 and 3. The fourth count-
down of Pioneer F was initiated on March 2, utilizing a 30-min window with
a planned lift-off at 0125 GMT. The flight azimuth was to be 103. 16 deg at
opening.
a. Near-Earth TDS countdown. The AFETR computer (3600B) was
not operationally ready from T -249 min till T -104 min; the STDN Merritt
Island (MIL) station was not operationally ready for 18 min for a servo
system problem in the unified S-band antenna. All other items in the near-
Earth TDS count progressed satisfactorily. The Range Instrumentation Air-
craft (RIA) staged from Raney AFB at 2217.
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b. Spacecraft countdown. There were no significant spacecraft
problems.
c. Launch vehicle countdown. The launch vehicle processed satis-
factorily until T minus 10 s when it was recycled to T minus 5 min until
0144 because of an apparent problem in the second stage (Centaur). The
problem was investigated and found to be associated with a faulty ground
support equipment reading.
d. Weather. Conditions of weather throughout the count were good.
High-altitude wind shear data remained within limits.
e. Liftoff. At 0149:03. 575, with a flight azimuth of 104. 037 deg,
liftoff occurred. Six minutes remained in the window.
5. Tracking Predicts
Preflight predicts for the beginning of the window (set F007), for the
end of the window (set F008) and for no-third-stage, burn (set PNA1) were
generated and transmitted to Ascension Island STDN and DSS 51. Optional
predicts sets scheduled during the countdown at L minus 90 min and a
L minus 30 min were deemed unnecessary and not run because of stability in
the spacecraft frequency standard.
Since launch occurred 24 min into the 30-min window, the closed-
window nominal set (F008) was designed as the prime predicts. Doppler
biases were provided to DSS 51 to adjust the closed-window doppler predicts
(set F008). The D1 bias was computed incorrectly and was not effective,
while the D2 bias reduced the predict error in set F008 by 50 percent.
During the launch phases, AFETR generated and transmitted three sets
of predicts (sets 01N, 01A, and 02A). These were used to validate JPL pre-
dicts (see Deep Space Phase) and for pointing angles as Ascension Island.
A probe ephemeris tape (PET) based on the actual launch time was
received.
C. Near-Earth Phase
1. Flight Events
Injection of the Pioneer F (now Pioneer 10) spacecraft into a Jupiter
flyby trajectory took place at 0205:59.4 (Table 16 shows injection conditions;
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Figure 41 is the injection target map. ) First rise over the Ascension Island
STDN station occurred at 0205. 15; first rise over DSS 51 occurred at 0209:50.
Table 17 presents the powered flight tracking coverage. Table 18 sets
forth the launch vehicle flight events.
The ship Vanguard provided these third-stage burn parameters:
Time - 0203:28 GMT
Inertial path angle - 10.79 deg
Inertial velocity - 46.69 km/s
Altitude - 194. 23 nmi
2. AFETR Support. Figure 42 shows the test support position of the
Vanguard and the range instrumentation aircraft.
Figures 43 through 47 present radar and telemetry coverage provided
by the AFETR. The Centaur beacon is shown as 6 Bs, which are the beacons'
pulse spacings, respectively.
3. GSFC Support. Figure 48 presents the coverage by the STDN
stations.
The Vanguard was the prime source for radio metric tracking during
the third-stage ignition and burnout events. Radio metric tracking was
accomplished, although the C-band signal fluctuated because of third-stage
tumbling subsequent to Yo deployment. The tumbling is a normal mode.
Tananarive experienced beacon lobing from the Centaur.
A weak and very poor Centaur telemetry signal was experienced by the
Vanguard. The Centaur signal ended abruptly approximately 36 s after
third-stage ignition. This was caused by the angular separation between the
third stage and Centaur.
Although the Centaur was tumbling and rolling, Tananarive reported
good Centaur signal.
Third-stage and spacecraft telemetry was good. Third-stage telemetry
signals were used as acquisition aids at Ascension and Canary Islands.
4. KSC Support. Figures 49 to 51 indicate usefulness of data
processed at the Building AE telemetry lab.
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Each presentation represents a classification of 0 = no signal; full
scale = clean and useful; half scale = noisy and not too useful.
5. Real-Time Spacecraft Telemetry Transmission. DSS 71 processed
in real-time spacecraft telemetry for transmission to the SFOF as follows:
Time Source
L minus 15 min to L plus 467 s Merritt Island USB
L plus 467 s to L plus 807 s Antigua
L plus 744 s to L plus 1161 s RIA (out of sync)
L plus 948 s to L plus 3093 s Ascension Island
Telemetry data were processed from the near-Earth TDS in real time
at the SFOF as follows:
Time Source
Liftoff to 695 s DSS 71 (MIL and Antigua)
695 to 1413 s Vanguard
6. RTCS Computations, Tables 19 and 20 summarize the orbital
elements computed by the AFETR RTCS. In addition to these, standard
orbital parameters messages (SOPM), I-matrices, and mapping to Jupiter
encounter messages (Figure 52) were also prepared for third-stage and
spacecraft orbits. Figure 52 presents solutions to encounter using R-S-T
coordinate system for the navigation team.
Predicts for the DSN and STDN were prepared also.
7. Near-Earth Performance Evaluation
a. General. The nominal flight of Pioneer 10 during the near-Earth
phase did not tax the system so that much of the data recovered, although
useful, did not provide a good measure of the performance of the near-Earth
systems.
The launch vehicle and spacecraft telemetry data recovered were such
that if one site's data were not too useful, another site probably had data for
the same interval (Figs. 49 to 51).
The orbital computations made by the Real Time Computing System
(RTCS) were never rated better than good (Table 19). Definitions for the
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quality estimates are shown here (when mapped to the planet, the results
were excellent):
(1) Excellent: residuals on these data as small as can be obtained
from this source. The input data appear valid in all respects.
No unexplained inconsistencies in data.
(2) Good: same as above except residuals somewhat larger.
(3) Fair: orbit solution obtained, but residuals higher than normal
or input data noisy and/or small number of data points available,
thus reducing confidence in solution.
(4) Poor: high values in residuals and/or unexplained inconsistencies
in data.
b. Testing. Although not normally reported, a note on testing per-
formance is required. Many small problems were indicated that, if proper
coordination was exercised, should not have occurred. This was to be cor-
rected before the next Pioneer flight. An explanation for some of the prob-
lems was that the system was used only once a year and training was only
intensive for two tests (ORTs) before the launch. It did not seem practical
for the results achieved during launch to change this regime, however.
c. Tracking. Figure 43 shows a period of approximately 200 s
during which time Patrick AFB had skin only track. This was caused by
phase front shifts experienced by the radar.
The metric tracking data provided by the Vanguard for a third-stage
transfer orbit computation was better than that provided on Mariner 9. This
was borne out by the map computed on these data. The uncertainty in the
ship's position contributed to this problem. The ship did report that for
approximately the last half of their pass (5 min) that the third-stage beacon
was fluctuating, apparently because of third-stage tumbling and rolling.
Tananarive reported only 176 s of valid Centaur track because of a
lobing signal.
The RTCS performance was satisfactory. All of the required compu-
tations were provided on time or earlier.
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d. Telemetry. Although all the data requirements were satisfied,
note is made that certain stations experienced difficulty with the vehicle's
signals. Most of these variations can be explained by the flight of the vehicle.
Both the aircraft and Vanguard reported degradation of the signal be-
cause of a spinup and third-stage burn. The Vanguard in particular felt that
the third-stage telemetry was affected by thrust attenuation from the solid
propellant engine.
Support of the recovery of spacecraft telemetry was hampered at
Antigua when TAA-8A antenna slewed off track between T + 648 and T + 687 s.
The TAA-3A at Antigua had no problem.
Ascension Island (AFETR) experienced less than 50 percent data cover-
age of the third-stage link because of tumbling. The STDN site at Ascension
appeared to have the same experience. Canary Island (undergoing the same
effects) was able to maintain RF contact for approximately 44 min.
The aircraft support of spacecraft telemetry was poor because per-
sonnel on board were unable to achieve phase lock on the received signal.
D. Deep-Space Phase
1. DSN Sequence and Midcourse Maneuvers
a. Acquisition. First rise for the spacecraft at DSS 51 at
Johannesburg, South Africa, was at 0209:50, transmitter turn-on followed at
0213:36, and DSS 51 two-way S-band acquisition was at 0215:02 - officially
initiating the deep-space phase of the Pioneer 10 Mission. This occurred at
25 min and 59 s after liftoff (0149:03).
b. Transmitter. Time for transmitter turn-on had been decided
upon as when the doppler rate reached 1. 5 Hz/s (at VCO level) and then
allow the upward moving doppler to sweep into lock. The turn-on frequency
was computed by starting with the XA (spacecraft center frequency plus
doppler) and adding 20 Hz for temperature uncertainties, 30 Hz for trajec-
tory (R) uncertainties, and 50 Hz for all other unknowns. Using this scheme,
it had been calculated that the nominal time to acquire should be about 1. 5
min. Actual time, with transmitter turn-on at 0213:36 and two-way acquisi-
tion at 0215:02, was 1 min and 26 s.
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c. Command execution. The first command -to execute the stored
commands on the spacecraft - was transmitted immediately after two-way
acquisition. During the first 72 h of flight, the flight control team trans-
mitted 175 commands.
d. Tuning requirement. The DSS 51 ground receiver, using the
acquisition tracking synthesizer frequency, built up an unexpected stress of
more than 300 Hz by 0500, which was not acceptable during an upcoming
turnaround maneuver. This fact was not relayed from the telecommunica-
tions analysts to the Network Analysis Team/Tracking System personnel in
the preflight planning as required. However, a quickly planned and unexpected
tuning was executed at 0519:30 and the loop stress was reduced to approxi-
mately 4 Hz, which was acceptable for the turnaround maneuver.
e. Station support. As planned, at the end of the view of DSS 51,
the STDN station at Ascension Island took over the support for one hour to
close the gap between the views of Johannesburg and the Goldstone DSCC in
California. This gap was caused by the low declination angle (-33 deg) of
the spacecraft trajectory.
Nine hours after launch, DSS 11 established two-way contact, and at the
end of the California view, DSS 42 at Weemala, Australia, tracked Pioneer
10 and tied the next tracking and data acquisition pass into Johannesburg.
This sequence of DSN stations was followed during the second, third,
and fourth days after launch with the addition that on the third day the DSN
also provided support from DSS 14, the 64-m-diam antenna station at the
Goldstone DSCC. DSS 14 was added to enhance velocity correction measure-
ments. For this, the Project fired the velocity correction thruster of the
spacecraft for a short time, and DSSs 11 and 14 furnished the telemetry,
tracking, and command capabilities necessary to make these calibration
measurements possible.
f. Reorientation. During reorientation of the spacecraft-to-Earth
alignment after ejection, signal dropouts were experienced in the interference
region between forward and aft spacecraft antennas. Therefore, as expected,
the maneuvers were restricted to within 45 deg of Earth alignment. With
equipment compartment temperatures near the upper design limits, it was
decided to not turn the spacecraft backside toward the sun during this
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maneuver. The maneuver strategy was selected 48 h after launch and sus-
tained by the excellent performance of the propulsion system and DSN's
measurements during calibration maneuvers in the ensuing 15 h.
g. Initial AV calibration tests. For the purpose of calibrating the
engine thrust, two small motor burns were conducted on March 5. Observed
in near-real time by the pseudo-residual program, the burns yielded this
data:
(1) The first burn began at approximately 1317:42 and had a duration
of 30 s. The AlR imparted to the spacecraft was -18. 610 Hz or
-1. 215 m/s.
(2) The second burn began at approximately 1348:42 and had a dura-
tion of 30 s. The AR imparted to the spacecraft was +18. 708 Hz
or +1. 221 m/s.
h. Midcourse maneuvers. The combined objective of the first two
midcourse maneuvers was to time the spacecraft arrival at Jupiter for
Dec. 4, 1973 at 0226 GMT when the Jupiter satellite Io would occult the
spacecraft and optical observations of satellites would be possible. This goal
was based upon a priority list previously made with the experimenters and
upon subsequent analysis and was in addition to the primary objectives.
Figures 53, 54, and 55 display the relative Earth and spacecraft tra-
jectories and positions, the initial and second midcourse maneuvers, and
the DSN support. The first maneuver was performed March 7, the fourth
day of flight. The primary objective of the maneuver was to move the en-
counter target zone to three radii from the center of Jupiter, 14 deg below a
parallel to the ecliptic through the planet center. The periapsis arrival time
was placed within the views of the 64-m-diam antennas at Goldstone DSCC
and Canberra, Australia. (The latter antenna was still under construction at
the time of this report. )
These conditions would satisfy the design objectives of the science
experiments and would ensure against failure to receive data at either track-
ing station at the most critical hours of data acquisition.
The first midcourse maneuver was accomplished by processing 45 deg
from the Earth line into a plane containing the required velocity vector and
the Earth line, accelerating the spacecraft to a velocity increment of 18 m/s
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away from Earth and returning to the Earth line with a velocity increment of
9 m/s toward Earth. Because the maneuver would exceed the spacecraft
antenna angle constraints, the maneuver was accomplished by two burns.
The first burn was planned to occur over DSS 11 at 12:20:00 and last
for approximately 487 s. The doppler shift was plotted in near-real time
using the results of the pseudo-residual program. The doppler shift was
205. 298 Hz, or an approximate error or plus 6,367 Hz (0. 416 m/s) from the
expected (Figure 56).
Immediately following the first burn, a number of small vernier cor-
rection burns were executed to correct for the first burn error. At the con-
clusion of these correction burns the doppler shift was 199. 694 Hz or plus
0. 763 Hz off from the expected.
The second burn was planned to occur over DSS 42 at 19:31:18 and last
for approximately 256 s. The doppler shift, derived from the pseudo-
residual program, was 138. 138 Hz, or minus 0.638 Hz (0. 042 m/s) from the
expected (Figure 57).
The second midcourse maneuver was completed March 24, the 21st day
of flight. Accomplishment of the second maneuver also was in two burns
lying very nearly in the spacecraft Earth/sun plane. The first burn was
directly away from the Earth 1.8 m/s and the second component was 2. 14 m/s,
24 deg off the Earth line away from the Sun and generally toward Earth. The
Earth-line component was trimmed to within an estimated 0. 3 mm/s upon
completion of the maneuver. The spin axis was then turned 10 deg away
from the Earth line toward the Sun to minimize the equipment heating.
The first burn occurred over DSS 42 on March 23 at 2203. 47 and lasted
for approximately 30 s. The doppler shift was 18. 163 Hz, or plus 0. 123 Hz
from the expected (Figure 58). The second burn occurred over DSS 12 on
March 24 at 1202:47 and lasted for approximately 65 s. The doppler shift was
minus 30. 0006 Hz, or plus 0.006 Hz from the expected (Figure 59).
2, Tracking. Bulk of spacecraft tracking during the report period
was by the 2 6 -m diam antenna stations, DSSs 11, 12, 41, 42, 51, and 61.
The 64-m diam antenna station, DSS 14, supported only passes 3, 5, and
22 - all spacecraft correction passes.
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The increment of spacecraft passes began with the initial acquisition
number and changed each time that station (DSS 51), or another station with
the same general view period, again acquired the spacecraft. For Pioneer 10
spacecraft, the pass number changed each time DSS 51, 61, or 62 acquired.
A March 1972 calendar of Pioneer 10 passes is shown in Table 21.
a. Predicts, DSN 360/75 Program. (The Predict Program produces
tracking parameters such as one-way, two-way, and three-way doppler,
angles and range on an incremental time basis, as well as computing ground
observed spacecraft events such as rise, set, and occultations. )
By launch plus 30 min (a probe ephemeris tape based on the actual
launch was received 10 min earlier) predicts were generated by the Network
Analysis Team/Tracking System and transmitted to DSS 51. Generated quite
rapidly, these predicts in GMT were doubly important in that they were the
first set which enabled the pseudo-residual program to be used; all previous
predicts were in time from launch instead of GMT.
The next PET received was generated from an AFETR-supplied vector
based on Ascension Island and Antigua data. Predict set F001 was computed
from that PET and was substantially increased in accuracy over the launch-
plus-30-min predicts.
At launch plus 6 h, Pioneer 10 spacecraft was deemed to be in cruise
phase. From this point on, predicts were generated on a routine, once-per-
several-days basis.
On March 4 the spacecraft battery temperature went out of tolerance,
and to correct this, the spacecraft orientation was changed. This caused a
change in the spacecraft transmitter and receiver temperatures. Thus, be-
cause of a lack of appropriate frequency-versus-temperature graphs, the
Network Analysis Team/Tracking System did not have accurate frequencies
for use in the predicts.
Table 22 lists the predicts generated and transmitted from launch
through the second midcourse maneuver.
b. Pseudo-Residual Program. This program, a near-real time
DSN 360/75 program, compared radio metric data as it came in on a point-
by-point basis to predicted data. It then computed residuals (actual data -
predicted data) and noise statistics (also on a point-by-point basis).
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Operated on a 24-hour-per-day basis by the Network Analysis Team/Tracking
System, the program exposed spacecraft characteristics and problems and
station problems, as well as pinpointing current predict accuracy.
(1) Program Benefits. An event at DSS 41 during Pass 011 is an
example of the program's usefulness for Pioneer Project. Early in the pass,
the Network Analysis Team/Tracking System was able to alert the DSIF that
doppler noise was approximately 0. 020 Hz, or about twice the expected noise
of 0. 010 Hz. Before the end of the pass, the DSIF was able to locate the
noise source - the station was using the wrong frequency standard (the cesium
standard instead of the rubidium standard).
The program was also of great use in determining the magnitude of the
many spacecraft burns and vernier corrections in near-realtime (see Para-
graph D-1-b).
(2) Initiation of Program. With the first predicts generated in GMT
(the launch-plus-30 min set), pseudo-residuals became operative at launch
plus 33 min and 28 s. At that time, two-way doppler data received from
DSS 51 showed a raw residual of -150 Hz, which seemed very nominal for
that early flight stage. At 0241:19, DSS 51 began taking one-second, two-
way doppler data; it was apparent from the pseudo-residual output that the
spacecraft was spinning at approximately 5 rpm. When predict set F001,
based on Ascension Island data and Antigua data, became available to the
pseudo-residual program, the two-way DSS 51 doppler residuals dropped to
about -60 Hz. Finally, when the first JPL orbit solution became available
for predicts and the pseudo-residual program, DSS 51 two-way doppler
residuals dropped to less than 1 Hz.
c. Radio metric data. The collection of radio metric data for the
Pioneer 10 mission was supported by the integrated DSN - MSFN antenna-
pointing and tracking data processing system. The radio metric data received
at the deep space stations and transmitted to the SFOF at JPL for processing,
distribution, and display was made available by the tracking system at
Project's option as raw, clean, or compressed data.1 At the SFOF, the NAT
Raw data = data with minimum processing and provided in teletype form;
clean data = data processed to some extent using the 360/75 computer
tracking software programs; compressed data = selection of every 10th
data point from large volumes of data.
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Track team validated, edited, processed, displayed, and stored the radio
metric data, as well as producing a data file for transfer to Project.
The radio metric data recorded for Pioneer 10 during the report
period was of high quality.
d. Problems. Approximately three hours after launch, a decision
was made to switch to the backup 360/75 computer string. The situation did
not allow system data record (SDR) or predict Phi factor master file tapes to
be written. Because there were no phi factors on the backup system and all
Pioneer 10 data received on the backup string would require editing, all re-
quired tapes were written on the computer floor following an initial program
load of the prime 360/75 computer. These tapes were then transferred to
the backup system and data processing resumed. There was temporary data
loss of approximately one hour at that time; however, data were recalled
later to fill the void.
A data table problem occurred on the 360/75 computer that caused
random loss of teletype assignments. Effect on operation was that the dis-
play of pseudo-residuals was limited to a great degree.
Another problem faced in support of Pioneer 10 during the report period
occurred because the tracking data processor (TDP) data does not contain a
voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO) field within the data. Voice verification
through the DSIF Chief was the only way of being certain that the deep space
station was using the correct tracking synthesizer frequency. Correct VCO
frequency being of utmost importance, other means of communication than
just voice was deemed desirable.
e. Residual data. Figures 60 through 63 illustrate the observed
two-way doppler bias computed by pseudo-residual analysis. The appropriate
doppler bias value for this report period range from -l. 50 to +2. 0 Hz.
The absence of any data points indicate that the DSN was not tracking or was
tracking in a mode other than two-way.
f. Project tracking tapes. Starting at launch plus 1 h and 50 min,
the Project Navigation Team was provided with a project tracking tape of
processed radio metric data hourly until launch plus 6 h and 50 min for use
in orbit determination. Project tracking tapes were then delivered upon
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request. Table 23 lists tapes passed to the team from launch to second
midcourse maneuver.
g. Effects of antenna polarization and spacecraft rotation. Certain
unusual effects were introduced into the Pioneer 10 radio metric data because
the spacecraft antenna was circularly polarized and the spacecraft rotated,
and because of the alignment of the spacecraft at various angles with the
Earth-spacecraft line of sight. Thus, with the antenna polarization adding a
bias to the radio metric data while the spacecraft rotation adding a sinusoidal
ripple to the data and thereby increasing the data noise, there was continuous
need to monitor the data to assess the performance of the Tracking System.
The responsibility was on the Network Analysis Team/Tracking System to
analyze the polarization and rotation effects so that the spacecraft effects
could be separated from possible system contributions.
The spacecraft had three conditions that caused sinusoidal ripple in the
radio metric data (i. e., the spacecraft antenna moving alternately with a
small velocity toward and away from the ground observer). These three
conditions were: (1) spacecraft rotation; (2) spacecraft spin axis not coincid-
ing with Earth line of sight; (3) antenna center point not being on the space-
craft spin axis. The antenna geometry is presented in Figure 64.
Polarization and rotation introduced a bias of -0. 168616 Hz into the
two-way doppler data. This was small and, in general, masked by the pre-
dicts usually having an absolute error of greater than 0. 1 Hz at any given
time. Spacecraft rotation also caused a sinusoid of period 400 s and of
amplitude:
r sin 11 cos 2rcC 1S + cos 2w - . 1 - cos 2rrw
-60 L cos 2Tr + 2 sin 2r - -6 I~q 2 2 2 2
to be introduced into the sixty-second data. During the time when
g = 24 deg
w = 4.85 rev/min
r = 0. 2032 m
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The expected amplitude was 0. 1911 Hz, and both the calculated period
and amplitude agreed very well with the observed data as seen in Figure 65.2
This also produced an expected noise in the two-way, sixty-second sample
doppler data of approximately 0. 012 Hz, which closely agreed with the noise
actually observed in the data.
h. Suggested improvements. Based on experience with Pioneer 10,
the following procedures are advised for future Pioneer missions.
(1) Network Analysis Grading provide three cases of preflight nominal
predicts: (a) open-window case, (b) mid-window case, and (c)
closed-window case.
(2) A series of coordination meetings, with at least one representa-
tive from Project Spacecraft Radio Analyst Group, Project Ther-
mal Group, DSIF, Tracking Analysis Group, and Telemetry
Analysis Group.
(3) Project R/F Analysis Team provide a complete set of curves
relative to frequency information to NAT Track Team: complete
frequency versus temperature information, and predicted temper-
ature information.
(4) Establish a formal voice net between Project R/F Analyst and
Network Analysis/Tracking.
(5) Plans involving data manipulation, sample rate changes, and
other events that cause deviations from the normal be given
Network Analysis Tracking as soon as possible.
3. Telemetry. The overall performance of the DSN Telemetry Sys-
tem in support of Pioneer 10 spacecraft was nominal during the report period.
a. Residual data. Figures 66 through 70 show residual data plots of
signal-to-noise ratio and received signal levels for each station tracking the
2Figure 65 consists of pseudo-residual two-way doppler residuals from
DSS 11 on March 13 through which an arbitrary sine wave of amplitude
0. 020 Hz and of period 400 s has been fit. As can be seen; the data are in
good agreement with the modeled effect. With a sine wave of this magni-
tude, a doppler noise figure of approximately 0. 012 Hz would be expected,
and this is quite close to the average noise value of 0. 011 Hz observed in
the two-way doppler data during the period when the Earth line of sight/spin
axis angle was 24 deg and the doppler sample rate was 60 s.
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spacecraft. (At the end of March, the downlink signal strength was -153.3
dBmW. ) The values plotted were taken at meridian crossing for each pass.
Some of the residuals were shifted because of the inaccuracy in predicts
during the time that the spacecraft was offset by 24 deg to protect the battery.
A statistical analysis on absolute data values yielded the results listed
here.
(1) Signal-to-noise ratio: Plotted data contained 69 observations
with a mean of 0.8188 dB, a variance of 0. 3171 dB, and a stan-
dard deviation of 0. 5632 dB. Of these observations, 61 percent
had variations of less than 1. 0 dB of the predicted values. The
value that was most often observed was between 1.0 and 2. 0 dB.
(2) Received signal level: Plotted data contained 63 observations
with a mean of 1.454 dB, a variance of 1. 113 dB, and a standard
deviation of 1. 055 dB. Of these observations, 38 percent had
variations of less than 1. 0 dB of the predicted values. The value
that was most often observed was between 1. 0 and 2. 0 dB.
b. Bit rates. Telemetry bit rates during March were 2048, 1024,
512, and 128 bits/s, with the switch to coded bit rate mode being made on
March 9 at DSS 51. The spacecraft was approaching the 512 bit/s rate
threshold on the 26-m-diam antenna network with the Earth look offset of 12
deg as set by the second midcourse maneuver.
c. Data record tapes. During the report period, there were 52
original and 52 duplicate live spacecraft telemetry system data record (SDR)
tapes and 137 original and 137 duplicate station recall SDR tapes.
4. Command System. Command activity in support of the space-
craft was fairly high with 1,498 commands being transmitted, but the Com-
mand System performed well and successfully accomplished the command
function. No aborts were experienced. No problems were significant enough
to affect the mission.
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a. Summary of command activity for March 1972
DSS No. of commands Percent down 3
11 132 5.41
12 34 3. 14
41 128 4. 03
42 870 2.66
51 334 4.02
b. Sequence of activity. With DSS 51 acquiring two-way acquisition
25 min after launch, the first command (execution of stored commands on
spacecraft) was transmitted two minutes later. This action was well within
Project expectations as were subsequent transmissions during the first
critical period of DSN track.
The next critical mission time period occurred during the third and
fourth days after launch as DSSs 11, 42, and 51 supported the first trajectory
correction maneuver. The Command System performed satisfactorily with
no anomalies noted. At 20 days after launch, the second trajectory correction
maneuver also was successfully accomplished DSSs 12, 42, and 51 supported
the command functions.
The anomalies that did occur in the operation of the command system
were not during critical time periods. Three timed commands failed to
transmit from DSS 42 on passes 18, 19, and 20. A hardware fix in the com-
mand modulator assembly (CMA) was incorporated through the network and
the problem did not recur.
c. Problem solutions. An interface problem between the Command
System software and the Tracking System software in the SFOF was fixed
with a software update just after launch. The concern prior to launch about
the ability to generate the command data record in a timely fashion proved
to be unfounded. The software implemented in the SFOF just prior to launch
solved the problems associated with this task.
3Includes 360/75 computer and high-speed data line outages.
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Two problems discovered after launch did affect the Command System.
One of the parameters of the standards and limits used by the multi-
mission command system was the abort error limit. By design, it was pos-
sible to allow a command that contained bit errors to be transmitted to the
spacecraft. An incompatibility between the software in the SFOF and the
TCP existed; thus two commands were transmitted to the spacecraft in error.
This problem was being studied at the end of the report period. A manual
typewriter input was performed at the TCP following each high-speed data
block transmission of a command standards and limits message. Software
changes to correct the problem were scheduled for implementation into the
operational SFOF software by June 1972.
The second problem that appeared during the first month of the mission
was the transmission to the spacecraft of a command that was not enabled by
Project. The DSN Command System has the capability to send the enable
instruction to the DSN TCP with the command message block, a process
called "immediate enable. " The Project sent a block of commands to the
TCP with intentions of enabling them at a later time. The "immediate enable
flag" contained in the high-speed data block was changed during the course of
transmission to the TCP. Because the commands were non-timed (i. e.,
priority) commands, the first command in the block was transmitted to the
spacecraft. The verification failed at the SFOF and the automatic retrans-
mission of the block to the TCP overlayed the remaining commands in the
block. These remaining commands were non-enabled and thus did not trans-
mit to the spacecraft. The immediate enable function was to be deleted by
software changes in the TCP during May 1972 and in the SFOF during June
1972.
d. Command data record tapes. No problems were encountered in
the generation of 28 command master data records (MDR) during this report
period and only one original data record (ODR) replay was required. The
ODR replay was from DSS 42 and covered one pass. A total of 85 tapes,
including MDR, System Data Record (SDR) and ODR playback, were gener-
ated in March.
Tapes generated were:
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Tape Number
7287
7293
7299
7807
7813
7816
7822
7825
7831
7836
7842
7848
7854
7860
7866
7872
7878
7884
Start Time
062/0000Z
064/1030Z
065/0930Z
066/0830Z
068/10002
069/1000 Z
070/0100Z
071/01102Z
072/011OZ
073/0052Z
074/0100Z
075/0130Z
076/02002Z
077/02002Z
078/01302Z
079/0100Z
080/0100Z
065/1650Z
End Time
064/10302Z
065/0930Z
066/08302Z
068/1OOOZ
069/1 OOZ
070/0100Z
071/0110Z
072/0110Z
073/0052Z
074/01002
075/0130Z
076/02002Z
077/02002Z
078/0130Z
079/01 OOZ
081/01002
0815/1OOOZ
065/210oZ ODR replay from DSS 42
081/010OZ
082/0001 Z
083/0035Z
084/0001 Z
085/0001 Z
086/0025Z
082/0100Z
083/0035Z
084/0015Z
085/0026Z
086/0025Z
087/0004Z No CMDs sent, no MDR written
087/0001 Z
088/0001 Z
088/2342Z
089 /2345Z
091/0001Z
087/2348 Z
088/23422Z
089/2345Z
090/23402Z
091/2300Z
5. Monitor System. The Monitor System provided support to the
Project by displaying available parameters via digital television (DTV),
processing of the pass folder information, and, to a limited degree, monitor-
ing the status of the tracking stations. This provided Project with gross
status about the stations and SFOF and their ability to provide meaningful
and useful data.
The SFOF Monitor Software Program was still incompatible with the
Digital Instrumentation Subsystem (DIS) at DSSs 11 and 61. Deep Space
Station 42 did not have a DIS at that time. Consequently Table 24, which
gives a monitor summary for March 1972, does not show any DIS coverage
for these stations.
There were no major problems during the report period. Thirty-one
discrepancy reports were written against the DSN since launch as follows:
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7887
7893
7899
6942
6962
6979
6991
7004
7014
7027
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12 against telemetry, 6 against tracking, 12 against command and 1 against
monitor. None of the discrepancy reports significantly affected the data flow
from the stations through the 360/75 computer to Project.
Data on each Pioneer pass were collected, processed, and stored for
future analysis and reference within the Operational Data Control (ODC)
System at JPL. The data were cataloged by pass number, giving the status
of DSN at the time of data flow. Each pass contained a composite summary
showing the overall status of the DSN along with explanation of any problems
that may have been present at the time. The DSN Monitor System was the
focal point for the composite pass summary.
The DSN performance summary report, generated on a weekly and
monthly basis by the DSN Operational Analysis System, contained the track-
ing time (actual and scheduled) for each station and the time devoted to the
spacecraft. It also contained the mean time between failures (MTBF) and
duration of each failure, the DIS at each station, and the MTBF and duration
of each failure for the 360/75 computer and the 3100 computer located at
Pasadena. (See Pass Chronology, Appendix C. )
To further support the Pioneer Project, the Monitor System provided
high-speed data block definition and a format guide. The format guide gave
definition of the parameters on each DSN data format. Also shown in the
format guide were the algorithms used to process the DTV displayed param-
eters. The definitions and the format guide were made available to all users
of the DSN data.
6. Central Processing System. The Pioneer 10 Mission was sup-
ported by the Central Processing System at the DSN SFOF through space-
craft testing, mission operations planning and testing, software development
and testing, mission operations training, DSN operations training and testing,
and prelaunch, launch, and flight phases.
This support was successfully provided concurrently with support of
the critical activity period of a second major project (Mariner 9), thereby
demonstrating the capability to provide multi-mission flight support with a
single computer system.
The support is summarized in Tables 25 and 26. The quality of the
performance is illustrated in Figures 71 and 72.
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Table 18. Summary of observed mark events
aMarks 1 and 2 were verified as recorded - apparently a time code error.
A = AFETR/Antigua
B = STDN/Bermuda
M = STDN/Merritt Island
R = AFETR/RIA
T = AFETR/TEL4
V = STDN/Vanguard
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MARK a NOMINAL
EVENT TIME OBSERVED OBSERVED
NO. MARK EVENT L+Sec GMT GMT
toff (5. 08-cm or
Liftoff 2-in. motion) 0149:03. 575
1 Atlas BECO 147.5 0151:32. 7 M 0150:32.5 T
(149.12) (See Note)
M T
2 Atlas Booster Engine 150.6 0151:35. 7 0150:35. 7
Jettison (152.12) (See Note)
3 Centaur Insulation Panel 192; 5 0152:17. 8 M
Jettison (194.22)
4 Sustainer Engine Cutoff 243. 0 0153:06. 5 M 0153:07. 3T
(242. 92) (243. 72)
5 Atlas/Centaur Separation 244.9 0153:09.4 M 0153:10. 7T
(245.82) (247.12)
6 Centaur Main Engine 254.5 0153:19.8 M 0153:20. B
Start (256.22) (256.42)
7 Nose Fairing Jettison 266.5 0153:30. 7M 0153:30. 8
(267.12) (267.22)
8 Centaur Main Engine 708.0 0200:48. 8 V 0200:49. OT
Cutoff (705.22) (705. 42)
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Table 18 (contd)
MARK NOMINAL
EVENT TIME OBSERVED OB SERVED
NO. MARK EVENT L+Sec. GMT GMT
9 Third-Stage Spin Up 778. 0 0201:59.5 0201:59. A
(775. 92) (775. 42)
10 Centaur/Third-Stage 780.0 0 2 0 2 :00. 9 V0202:00. 8
Separation (777. 31) (777. 21)
11 Start Centaur Retro 781. 0 0202:02. 0V 0202:02. A
(778. 42) (778. 42)
12 TE364 Ignition 793.1 0202:14. 3 V 0202:14. 5 A
(790. 72) (790. 92)
13 Centaur Power Change- 808. 0 0202:32.6 V 0202:29. 0 A
over (809. 0) (805. 42) b
14 TE364 Burnout 837. 0 0 2 0 2 : 5 6 . 8 V 0203:00. 3 R
(833.22) (836.72)
15 Pioneer Separation 938. 0 0204:39. 0 V
(935. 42)
16 Yo Deploy 941. 0 0204:41. 5 V
(937. 92)
b0202:31. 0 (802. 42)
OBSERVING STATION CODE
A - AFETR/Antigua
B - STDN/Bermuda
M - STDN/Merritt Island
R - AFETR/RIA
T - AFETR/TEL4
V - STDN/Vanguard
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Table 19. Real-time computing system computations
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Time of Data
Orbit Computation Source Quality
1. Centaur Pre-Retro + 18M Antigua Poor
2. TE364-4 Transfer Orbit + 27M Vanguard Fair
3. TE364-4 Transfer Orbit + 56M Ascension Good
4. Centaur Pre-Retro + 88M Antigua Fair
5. Centaur Post Retro + 108M Tananarive Fair
6. Spacecraft Orbit + 178M DSS 51 Good
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Table 21. Pioneer calendar of spacecraft passes
Day of month 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
Day of year 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74
DSS pass No. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
DSS 51 pass No. ~ Same
Day of month 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26
Day of year 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86
DSS pass No. 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24
DSS 51 pass No. - Same - 23 24 25
Day of month 27 28 29 30 31
Day of year 87 88 89 90 91
DSS pass No. 25 26 27 28 29
DSS 51 pass No. 26 27 28 29 30
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Table 22. Predicts summary
PREDICT TFREQ XMIT REF. COVERAGE
SET NO. MHZ MHZ
2292037037
2292037037
2292037037
2292037800
2292037800
2292037800
2292037800
2292037800
2292036000
2292036000
2292036000
2292037550
2292037550
2292037550
2292037550
2292037550
2292037550
2292037550
2292037550
2292037550
2292037550
2292037550
2292037550
21985233
21985233
21985233
21985235
21985235
21985235
21985235
21985235
21985217
21985217
21985233
21985238
21985238
21985238
21985238
21985238
21985238
21985238
21985238
21985238
21985238
21985238
21985238
Preflight Nominals
Preflight Nominals
No Third Stage Burn
063/02o08 to 063/10OOZ
063/0300Z to 063/1000Z
o063/080oo to 064/0200Z
063/2300Z to 065/0300Z
06-/2300Z to 066/0300Z
065/2300Z to 067/0300Z
066/2100Z to 068/0300Z
068/OlOOZ to 070/0300Z
069/2000Z to 072/0300Z
071/2000Z to 073/0300Z
072/2000Z to 074/0300Z
073/2000Z to 075/0300Z
074/2000Z to 076/0300Z
075/2000Z to 077/0300Z
076/2000Z to 078/0300o
077/2000Z to 079/0300Z
078/2000Z to o80/0300o
080/2000Z to 082/0300Z
082/2000Z to 084/0300Z
084/2200Z to 086/0300o
TFREQ = Spacecraft Auxiliary Oscillator or Driver Frequency.
XMIT REF = Ground Transmitter Synthesizer Frequency for Best-Lock at
Zero Doppler.
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F007
FO08
PNA1
L+30
FOOl
F002
F003
F005
Foo6OO9
FO10
FOll
F012
F013
F014
F015
FO16
FO017
F018
F019
F020
F021
--
A I .
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Project tracking tapes summary
DATA COVERAGE
Launch to
Launch to
Launch to
Launch to
063/0202Z
o63/0202z
063/1730Z
063/0202Z
063/0202Z
o65/o0000
066/1600ooz
066/1600ooz
o66/1600z
066/16002ooz
o66/16ooz
068/2300Z
068/2300o
070/1523Z
068/2301Z
068/2301Z
068/2300o
068/2300Z
076/2300Z
076/2300Z
076/2300Z
076/2300Z
076/2300Z
079/2300Z
079/2300Z
083/1700Z
083/2100Z
083/2100o
079/2300Z
o63/o34oz
063/044oz
063/2240Z
063/2330Z
to 065/0113Z
to 065/0752Z
to 065/1800Z
to 066/0041Z
to o66/0826z
to 067/2320Z
to 067/2320Z
to 068/1400Z
to 068/1526Z
to 068/1834Z
to 069/1244z
to 070/1428Z
to 071/0251Z
to 074/1620Z
to 074/2332Z
to 075/2340Z
to 076/0134z
to 077/1635Z
to 077/2113Z
to 078/1719Z
to 079/1706Z
to 080/1952Z
to O81/1517Z
to 082/1925Z
to 082/2203Z
to 083/2245Z
to 084/1215Z
to o84/1215Z
to 087/1935Z
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TAPE NO.
H505
H506
H511
H512
H515
H5i6
H517
H518
H519
H520
H521
H522
H523
H524
H525
H526
H527
H529
H530
H531
H532
H533
H534
H535
H536
H537
H538
H539
H540
H541
H542
H543
H544
L I
Table 23.
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Table 25. Central Processing System -
JPL Technical Memorandum 33-584, Vol. I
F&G Software Prelaunch Single Mission Multi-Mission
Development Testing Mode Mode
Inclus ive
Time in Hours
9/27-10/31/71 81
11/1-11/28/71 67 - -
11/29-12/26/71 101 27
12/27/71-1/30/72 29 242
1/31-2/27/72 9 158 - 66
2/28-3/26/72 4 62 - 572
3/27-4/30/72 4 - 460 379
Total 295 489 460 1017
Pioneer Project support
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TELEMETRY DATA RECOVERY (ESTIMATED)
* CRITICAL PHASE: 99%
* CRUISE PHASE: 97%
TELEMETRY BIT ERROR RATE: 2 x 10' 5
Fig. 54. DSN support
Fig. 55. Pioneer 10, first 60 days of flight
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ANTENNA
CENTER POINT
fit ~~w ~SPIN AXIS
EARTH LINE OF SIGHT
WHERE r = 8 in. - 0.2032 m
w = ROTATION RATE (NOMINALLY 4.85 RPM)
OMAX - 240
Fig. 64. Antenna geometry
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APPENDIX A
A MESSAGE FROM EARTH
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I. INTRODUCTION
The following description, explanation, and history of the design of a
metal plate carried aboard Pioneer 10 spacecraft as "a message from Earth '
to whomever or whatever may be concerned in space was written by the
plate's creators. They are: Dr. Carl Sagan, Professor of Astronomy and
Director of the Laboratory for Planetary Studies, Cornell University;
Linda Salzman Sagan, painter and film maker; and Dr. Frank Drake,
Professor of Astronomy at Cornell University and Director of the National
Astronomy and Ionosphere Center.
II. DESCRIPTION
A. Journey and Possibilities
"Pioneer 10 is the first spacecraft which will leave the solar system.
Scheduled for a launch no earlier than 27 February 1972 (launch was 3 March
1972), its 630 to 790 day long flight will take it within two planetary radii of
Jupiter, where, in a momentum exchange with the largest planet in the solar
system, the spacecraft will be accelerated out of the solar system with a
residual velocity at infinity of 11. 5 km/sec. The spacecraft is designed to
examine interplanetary space between the Earth and Jupiter, perform pre-
liminary reconnaissance in the asteroid belt, and make the first closeup
observations of Jupiter and its particles and fields environment.
"It seemed to us appropriate that this spacecraft, the first material
object of mankind to leave the solar system, should carry some indication of
the locale, epoch and nature of its builders. We do not know the likelihood
that the Galaxy is filled with advanced technological societies capable of and
interested in intercepting such a spacecraft. It is clear, however, that such
interception is a very long-term proposition.
"With a residual interstellar velocity of 11. 5 km/sec, the character-
istic time for Pioneer 10 to travel one parsec (pc)-- slightly less than the
distance to the nearest star - is some 80, 000 years. From the simplest
collision physics it follows that the mean time for such a spacecraft to come
within 30 astronomical units (1 AU = 1. 5 X 1013 cm) of a star is much
longer than the age of the Galaxy.
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"Consequently there is a negligible chance that Pioneer 10 will pene-
trate the planetary system of a technologically advanced society. But it
appears possible that some civilizations technologically much more advanced
than we have the means of detecting an object such as Pioneer 10 in inter-
stellar space, distinguishing it from other objects of comparable size but not
of artificial origin, and then intercepting and acquiring the spacecraft.
"But, if the intercepting civilization is not within the immediate solar
neighborhood, the epoch of such an interception can only be in the very dis-
tant future. Accordingly, we cannot see any conceivable danger in indicating
our position in the Galaxy, even in the eventuality, which we consider highly
unlikely, that such advanced societies would be hostile. In addition we have
already sent much more rapidly moving indications of our presence and
locale: the artificial radio-frequency emission which we use for our own
purposes on earth. "
B. The Hardware
"Erosional processes in the interstellar environment are largely un-
known, but are very likely less efficient than erosion within the solar system,
where a characteristic erosion rate, due largely to micrometeoritic pitting,
is of the order of 1 A/yr. Thus a plate etched to a depth-10 2 cm should
survive recognizably at least to a distance -10 pc, and most probably to
>>100 pc. Accordingly, Pioneer 10 and any etched metal message aboard it
are likely to survive for much longer periods than any of the works of Man
on Earth.
"With the support of the Pioneer Project Office at NASA's Ames
Research Center in Mountain View, Calif. , and of NASA Headquarters in
Washington, D. C. , it was agreed to prepare a message on 6 X 9-in. surface
of 6061 T6 gold-anodized aluminum plate, 50/1000 in. thick. The mean
depth of engraving is 15/1000 in. The plate is mounted in an exterior but
largely protected position on the antenna support structure, behind the ARC
plasma experimental package, on the Pioneer 10 spacecraft."
C. Question of Contents
"The question of the contents of such a message is not an easy one.
The message finally agreed upon (Figure A-l) is in our view an adequate but
hardly ideal solution to the problem. A time interval of only three weeks
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existed between the formulation of the idea of including a message on Pioneer
10, achieving NASA concurrence, devising the message, and delivering the
draft message for engraving. We believe that any such message will be con-
strained, to a greater or lesser degree, by the limitation of human perceptual
and logical processes. The message inadvertently contains anthropocentric
content. Nevertheless we feel that an advanced technical civilization would
be able to decipher it. "
D. Symbols and Galactic Units
"At top left is a schematic representation of the hyperfine transition of
neutral atomic hydrogen. A transition from anti-parallel nuclear and elec-
tronic spins to parallel nuclear and electronic spins is shown above the
binary digit 1. So far the message does not specify whether this is a unit of
length (21 cm) or a unit of time ((1420 MHz) -1). This fundamental transition
of the most abundant atom in the Galaxy should be readily recognizable to the
physicists of other civilizations. As a cross-check, we have indicated the
binary equivalent of the decimal number 8 along the right-hand margin, be-
tween two tote marks corresponding to the height of the human beings shown.
The Pioneer 10 spacecraft is displayed behind the human beings and to the
same scale. A society which intercepts the spacecraft will of course be able
to measure its dimensions, and determine what corresponds to 8 X 21 cm,
the characteristic dimensions of the spacecraft.
"With this first unit of space or time specified, we now consider the
radial pattern at left center. This is in fact a polar coordinate representa-
tion of the positions of some objects about some origin, with this interpreta-
tion being a probable, but not certain, initial hypothesis to scientists else-
where. The two most likely origins in an astronomical interpretation would
be the home star of the launch civilization and the center of the Galaxy.
There are 15 lines emanating from the origin, corresponding to 15 objects.
Fourteen of these objects have a long binary number attached, corresponding
to a 10-digit number in decimal notation. The large number of digits is the
key that these numbers indicate time intervals, not distances or some other
quantity. A civilization at our level of technology (as evinced from the
Pioneer 10 spacecraft itself) will not know the distance to galactic objects
useful for direction-finding to 10 significant figures; and, even if we did, the
proper motion of such objects within the Galaxy would render this degree of
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precision pointless. There are no other conceivable quantities which we
might know to 10 significant figures for relatively distant cosmic objects.
The numbers attached to the 14 objects are therefore most plausibly time
intervals. From the unit of time, the indicated time intervals are all- 0. 1
sec.
"For what objects might a civilization at our level of advance know
time periods - 0. 1 sec to 10 significant figures? Pulsars are the obvious
answer. Since pulsars are running down at largely known rates they can be
used as galactic clocks for time intervals of hundreds of millions of years.
The radial pattern therefore must indicate the positions (obtained by us from
the observed dispersion measures) and periods at the launch epoch of 14
pulsars, plus one additional object which is the most distant. "
E. Locale and Epoch
"The problem thus reduces to searching the astronomical records to
find a locale and epoch within the galaxy at which 14 pulsars were in evidence
with the denoted periods and relative coordinates. Because the message is
so overspecified, and because the pulsar periods are given to such precision,
we believe that this is not an extremely difficult computer task, even with
time intervals >> 10 years between launch and recovery.
"The pulsars utilized, with their periods in seconds and in units of the
hydrogen hyperfine transition, are indicated in Table A-1. The hyperfine
period of (1.420405752 X 109 sec )
-
1 , a fraction of a nanosecond, is just
small enough that all the known digits of the pulsar periods can just be
written to the left of the decimal point. Accordingly decimals and fractions
are entirely avoided with no loss of accuracy and without many non-informative
digits.
"The presence of several consecutive terminal zeros (Table A-1),
particularly in pulsars 1240 and 1727, imply that for these two pulsars we
have given a precision greater than we now have. The problem of which end
of a number is the most significant digit is expressed automatically in this
formulation, since all binary numbers start with a 1 but end in a 1 or a 0.
"The binary notation, in addition to being the simplest, is selected in
order to produce a message which can suffer considerable erosion and still
be readable. In principle the reader only need determine that there were
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two varieties of symbols present, and the spacings alone will lead to a cor-
rect reconstruction of the number. "
F. Pulsar Periods
"Those radial lines for which the Earth-pulsar distance is not accu-
rately known are shown with breaks. All three spatial coordinates of the
pulsars are indicated. The (r,8) coordinates are given in the usual polar
projection. The tick marks near the ends of the radial lines give the z
coordinate normal to the galactic plane, with the distances measured from
the far end of the line.
"The reconstruction of pulsar periods will indicate that the origin of
(r, 0) coordinates is not the center of the Galaxy. Accordingly the long line
extending to the right, behind the human beings, and which is not accompanied
by a pulsar period, should be identifiable as the distance to the galactic
center. Since the tick mark of this line is precisely at its end, this should
simultaneously confirm that the ticks denote the galactic z coordinate and
that the longest line represents the distance from the launch planet to the
galactic center. The tick marks were intended to be asymmetric about the
radial distance lines, in order to give the sign of the galactic latitude or z
coordinate. In the execution of the message this convention was inadvertently
breached. But the size of the z coordinate should be easily deductible with-
out this aid. There is an initial ambiguity about whether the (r,O) presenta-
tion is from the North or South Galactic Pole, but this ambiguity would be
resolved as soon as even one pulsar was identified. "
G. Selection of Pulsars
"The 14 pulsars denoted have been chosen to include the shortest period
pulsars which give the greatest longevity and the greatest luminosity; they
are, therefore, the pulsars of greatest use in this problem where intercep-
tion of the message occurs only in the far future. They are also selected to
be distributed as evenly as possible in galactic longitude. Included are both
pulsars in the vicinity of the Crab Nebula; the second (PSR 0525) has the
longest known period. Fourteen pulsars were included to provide redundancy
for any position and time solutions, but also to allow for the good possibility
that pulsar emission is highly beamed and that not all pulsars are visible at
all view angles. We expect that some of the 14 would be observable from all
locales.
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"In addition a very advanced civilization might have information on
astronomy from other locales in the Galaxy. If the spacecraft is intercepted
after only a few tens of millions of years (having travelled several hundred
pc), all 14 pulsars may still be detectable."
H. Reconstruction of Epoch
"The reconstruction of the epoch in which the message was devised
should be performable to high precision: With 14 periods, almost all of
which are accurate to 9 significant figures in decimal equivalent, a society
which has detailed records of past pulsar behavior should be able to recon-
struct the epoch of launch to the equivalent of the year 1971.
"If past records of pulsar 'glitches,' discontinuities in the period, are
not kept, it should still be possible to reconstruct the epoch to the nearest
century or millenium.
"Fortuitously, two of the pulsars are very near Earth. If either are
correctly identified, they can be used to place the position of our solar sys-
tem in the galaxy to approximately 20 pc, thereby specifying our location to
approximately one in 103 stars."
I. Solar System Schematic
"To specify our position to greater accuracy, we have included a
schematic solar system at the bottom of the diagram. Because of the limited
plate dimensions, the solar system was engraved with the planets not in the
solar equatorial plane. (If this were an accurate representation of our solar
system, it would identify it very well indeed! )
"Relative distances of the planets are indicated in binary notation above
or below each planet. The serifs on the binary 'ones' are presented to stress
that the units are different from those of pulsar length and period. The
numbers represent the semi-major axes of the planetary orbits in units of
one-tenth the semi-major axis of the orbit of Mercury, or 0. 0387 AU,
approximately. There is no way for this unit of length to be deciphered in
the message, but the schematic size and relative distances - given to three
significant figures in decimal equivalent - of the planets in our solar system,
as well as the schematic representation of the rings of Saturn seen edge-on,
should easily distinguish our solar system from the few thousand nearest
stars if they have been surveyed once.
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"Also indicated is a schematic trajectory of the Pioneer 10 spacecraft;
passing by Jupiter and leaving the solar system. Its antenna is shown point-
ing approximately back at Earth. The cross-correlation between this stage
of solar system exploration and the instrumentation and electronics of the
Pioneer 10 spacecraft itself should specify the level of contemporary human
technology with some precision."
J. Man and Woman
"The message is completed by a representation at right of a man and
woman before a schematic Pioneer 10 spacecraft, drawn to scale. The
absolute dimensions of the human beings are specified in two ways: by com-
parison with the Pioneer 10 spacecraft and in units of the wavelength of the
hyperfine transition of hydrogen, as described.
"It is not clear how much evolutionary or anthropological information
can be deduced from such a sketch drawing. Ten fingers and ten toes may
provide a clue to man's arboreal ancestry, and the fact that the distance of
Mercury from the Sun is given as 10 units may be a clue to the development
of counting. It seems likely, if the interceptor society has not had previous
contact with organisms similar to human beings, that many of the body
characteristics shown will prove deeply mysterious."
K. Rejections
"We rejected many alternative representations of human beings for a
variety of reasons; for example, we do not shown them holding hands lest one
rather than two organisms be deduced. With a set of human representations
to this degree of detail, it was not possible to avoid some racial stereotypes,
but we hope that this man and woman will be considered representative of all
of mankind. A raised outstretched right hand has been indicated as a universal
symbol of good will in many human writings; we doubt any literal universality,
but have included it for want of a better symbol. It has at least the advantage
of displaying an opposable thumb.
"Among the large number of alternative message contents considered
and rejected, in the short period of time we pondered the problem, were
radioactive time markers (rejected because of interference with the Pioneer
radiation detectors), star map position indicators (rejected because of
stellar proper motions and serious data handling problems in decoding), and
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schematic representations of the vascular, neurological, or muscular
apparatus of human beings or some indication of the number of cortical
neural connections (rejected because of the ambiguity of the envisioned
representations). It is nevertheless clear that the message can be improved
upon; and we hope that future spacecraft launched beyond the solar system
will carry such improved messages."
L. Hopeful Symbol
"This message then is a first attempt to specify our position in the
Galaxy, our epoch and something of our nature. We do not know if the mes-
sage will ever be found or decoded; but its inclusion on the Pioneer 10 space-
craft seems to us a hopeful symbol of a vigorous civilization on Earth."
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Table A-1. The 14 selected pulsars
Period (1970/1971 epoch) Period in units of H
in seconds hyperfine transition
0328 7. 145186424 X 10- 1 1.014906390 X 109
0525 3.745490800 5. 320116676 X 109
0531 3. 312964500 X 10- 2 4. 705753832 X 107
0823 5. 306595990 X 10-1 7. 537519468 X 108
0833 8.921874790 X 10 - 2 1.267268227 X 108
0950 2. 530650432 X 10 - 1 3. 594550429 X 108
1240 3.880000000 X 10 - 1 5. 511174318 X 108
1451 2. 633767640 X 10 - 1 3.741018705 X 108
1642 3.876887790 x 10
-
1 5. 506753717 X 108
1727 8. 296830000 X 10 - 1 1. 178486506 x 109
1929 2.265170380 X 10 - 1 3. 217461037 X 10 8
1933 3. 587354200 X 10 - 1 5. 095498540 X 108
2016 5. 579533900 X 10 - 1 7.925202045 x 108
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APPENDIX B
BLOCK DIAGRAMS OF DSN BASIC SYSTEMS
Each diagram, as viewed from left to right, is divided
into the three DSN facilities: DSIF, GCF, and SFOF. Each
facility is shown as a group of component subsystems connected
with data flow points.
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Table B-2. DSN Telemetry System soft-
ware capabilities for 26-m-diam antenna
DSSs (Fig. B-l)
) DSIF Telemetry and Command Subsystem
a. Input processing
(1) Accept one bit stream of combined engineering and science
telemetry data varying between 16 and 2048 bps uncoded, or
between 32 and 4096 sps coded.
(2) Also accept associated input messages:
(a) Ground receiver automatic gain control (AGC).
(b) Time reference.
(c) Hardware lock status.
(d) Operator message through the computer console.
(e) Nonreal-time playback from digital and post-SDA analog
records.
b. Internal processing
(1) Control bit synchronization and detection.
(2) Control decoding.
(3) Calculate signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and ground AGC in dB.
c. Output processing
(1) Format and output for transmission to the SFOF via HSD
circuits.
(2) Subsystem status to Monitor System.
(3) Data to digital ODR.
( Central Processing System-360/75
a. Input processing
(1) Accept data simultaneously from up to three HSD circuits, sep-
arate telemetry and partial status data, route data for internal
processing, input process log tapes, and route telemetry HSD
messages to Ames Research Center (ARC).
(2) Frame synchronization, pseudo-noise sync error calculation.
(3) Telemetry validation and selection on the basis of TCP signal-
Table B-1. DSN Telemetry System to-noise, GCF error, timing, and frame sync quality.
equipment/subsystem capabilities (4) Alarm limits, range suppression, suppression tolerances, data
for 26-m-diam antenna DSSs number to engineering unit conversion, data averaging, logic
tests, continuity tests.
(5) Interface with SFOF Internal Communications Subsystem, drive
) Output time to tag ground receiver data to 1 ms. hard copy, and volatile displays.
( System temperature 4 b. Internal processing
( The High-Speed Data Assembly receives data from different (1) Decommutate, and format telemetry data streams.
DSIF systems. Priorities must be assigned by the Project/DSN (2) Process and analyze DSN status and alarm data.
for transmission of data to the SFOF. (3) Compare DSN standards (SNR ground AGC, frame sync quai-
ity) to predicts.
(4) Generate system log tapes, SDR and MDR files.
c. Output processing
(1) Hard copy and volatile display data to UTDS.
(2) Master Data Record (MDR) tapes.
(3) DSN status and alarms to Telemetry Analysis Group, Monitor
System, and Mission Support Area (MSA).
(4) System configuration and replay request messages to the DSIF.
(5) Telemetry data to Remote Information Center via HSDL.
(6) Data to the 1108.
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DSN Command System equipment/subsystem capabilities for
26- and 64-m-diam antenna DSSs (Fig. B-2)
( DSS 14 will have capability for redundant exciters and dual carriers.
All other stations shall have a single exciter and single carrier capa-
bility.
DSS 14 will have capability to transmit at 400 kW; the 2 6-m subnet
stations will have 1 0-kW transmit capability; the 26-m mutual stations
will have 20-kW transmit capability.
) SDS 920 telemetry and command processor program capabilities for
command: The. following functions shall be available for one space-
craft, sharing the TCP with Telemetry System programs that are not to
exceed 2 kbps uncoded.
a. Input processing
(1) HSD command, configuration, standards and limits, recall re-
quest, disable messages SFOF.
(2) Command messages, enables/disables, and recall messages
via local DSS manual input (backup).
b. Output processing
(1) Output process and format, for HSD transmission, the following
data:
(a) HSD verify messages to inform the SFOF that command
HSD messages were received by the 920 with or without
errors.
(b) Command recall response messages to inform the SFOF
of either:
(i) The status of equipment and software of the multimis-
sion command system.
(ii) The current command messages stored within the TCP,
but not yet processed.
(c) Confirm/abort messages to inform the SFOF that proper
command was either transmitted by the DSS, or that an
abort occurred while in process of transmitting. Transmit-
ted bits are identified.
(2) Output process and format, for transmission to Digital Instru-
mentation Subsystem (DIS) computer, via 24-bit parallel
register, the following types of monitor data:
(a) All hardware status indicator information from multimission
command hardware.
(b) Error indication if bit-by-bit comparison between CMA and
TCP shows difference.
(c) Error indicator when received HSD command message or
request message blocks indicate HSD error.
(3) Output process and format teletype messages to SMC for local
display containing such information as:
(a) Indication of command message or enable/disable received.
(b) Indication of command request/response messages.
(c) Command confirm/abort messages.
(d) Indication of command verification message sent.
(4) Output process and format digital magnetic log tape ODR
containing all received commands, enable/disable messages,
command instructions, command confirmation/abort (data com-
bined on tape with telemetry data for the ODR).
(5) Transmit command bits to CMA.
c. Internal processing
(1) Extract spacecraft number from command instruction message
and use to obtain parameters with which to initialize multimis-
sion command hardware.
(2) Keep time against computer clock reference until stored com-
mand is to be processed and sent to the CMA.
(3) Extract required parameters from command instruction mes-
sage; buffer and store for recall response.
(4) If the command has been enabled, transmit command at time
given in command message, or immediately, if specified.
(5) Perform verification on command message received over HSD
(GCF error detection) and prepare verification message.
(6) Compare data in command instruction message and generate
alarm if system is out of tolerance.
(7) If a command is disabled, remove it from storage; if command
is in process, inhibit transmission of remaining bits.
( Located at the station manager's console.
( Not used.
) The CMD Message Accountability Processor provides automatic inter-
rogation of the DSSs as to status of the commands sent from the SFOF
to the DSSs, and provides a continuous accounting of all commands
entered into the DSN Command System at the SFOF.
The HSD Message Block Output Processor formats, buffers, and trans-
mits command messages to the appropriate DSS. If no verified re-
sponse is received, the message is repeated. The time between repeats
and the number of repeats before an alarm is raised are controllable.
( The HSD Block Return Processor handles verification, alarm, and abort
messages received via HSD from DSSs and generates appropriate
displays of status and alarms. The data are also presented to the
SDR Processor.
( The Message Construct Program performs the following functions:
(1) Accepts project generated command messages and prepares
them for HSD transmission.
(2) Accepts control messages for command processing and display.
(3) Accepts configuration, standards and limits, and test command
messages from Command Analysis Group.
(4) Accepts project generated enable/disable messages and trans-
mits to DSS; rejects enable if the command message has not yet
been verified.
(5) Accepts command recall request messages and prepares for
transmission or interrogates CPS buffer and displays command
recall response messages.
(6) Compares commands input against critical command table and
stops further processing of command until interlock is input from
2260 to release inhibit.
(7) Translates alphanumeric input into binary bit stream for input
to the HSD blocks.
( The SDR Processor logs and verifies all SFOF-DSS HSD Command
System traffic.
Q The MDR Processor extracts the confirm and abort message data from
the SDR files, generates summaries and labels for the MDR, and writes
the MDR data on file or tape.
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Table B-4. DSN Tracking System equipment/subsystem capabilities for
26-m-diam antenna DSSs (Fig. B-3)
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( Not used for Pioneer Project.
) The Tracking Data Processor samples and formats Greenwich Mean
Time, doppler, range, angles, and partial status for transmission (i
to the Antenna Pointing Subsystem (prime) and/or via TTY () to the
GCF Comm Processor & The reperforated TTY tape is maintained
as the low-rate ODR O( (rates 1 per 6 s).
( The Antenna Pointing Subsystem receives metric data from the TDP i(.
The metric data is reformatted to conform to standard National Aero-
nautics and Space Administration Communications Network (NASCOM)
HSD block format and is transmitted via HSD @( to the SFOF. The
APS punches a tape for the DSIF ODR ( for rates of 1 per 6 s. The
APS also receives predictions via HSD O( or TTY 4 (torn paper
tape), interpolates these predictions to 1 per second, and provides
interpolated angles to the Antenna Pointing Programmer (APP) (R.
DSIF tracking system partial status is transmitted to the DIS via a 24-bit
parallel transfer register (i.
( The APP receives 1-per-second predicted angular positions from APS
and further interpolates these angles to 50 per second; it compares
the 50-per-second predictions with the antenna angle readout ( and
generates an error signal to the Antenna Servo Subsystem i. The
Antenna Servo Subsystem then drives the antenna to null this error
signal.
The Digital Instrumentation Subsystem receives the tracking system
partial status via the 24-bit parallel transfer register for display to
DSS operational control. Predictions are transmitted from the SFOF to
the DSS via HSDL (, and are formatted and displayed (g to DSS
operational control for spacecraft acquisition.
( The SFOF Tracking Data Input Processor provides a data format iden-
tification, decbmmutation, data conversion, and reformatting and dis-
plays input data. It also provides a capability of the derivation of the
sample rate, line outage detection, and alarm classification.
( The Pseudo-Residual Processor computes the difference between ob-
servables and predictions, identifies blunder points, computes data
"noise" and provides a data quality index to the Master File Program
(MFP) that is added to the SDR.
( The MFP creates an SDR on disk or tape, provides a capability of re-
jecting data, provides a data accountability function, edits tracking
data, tags the SDR with the quality indicator computed in (J, transfers
data to the 1108 through the Project Data SelectorO(, and pro-
vides a display capability.
0 The SDR Accountability Program computes the percentage of data
received "good" as compared with the scheduled data availability.
0 The Project Data Selector Program provides a capability to a project
for the data selection ( based on spacecraft, station, data type,
and sample rate. The selected data is transferred to the project by
tape or the electrical interface. The data selection program is also
used to provide a magnetic tape i by spacecraft identifier for the
DSN Master Data Record.
( The Tracking System Analytical Calibration (TSAC) Program computes
calibrations for time and polar motion variations, transfers station
locations, calibrates data for charged particles, and calibrates data
for tropospheric corrections. These calibrations are made available
to the project via the TSAC SDR ) and Project Data SelectorQ
( The Predict Program computes DSS observables from a project-sup-
plied spacecraft ephemeris (). Also computed are DSS view periods
and spacecraft events, such as occultation.
( The Operations Control Software formats and transmits to the DSS,
via HSDL O( or TTY (~ (dependent on availability), the validated
predictions that were transferred to the Prediction File (.
( Communications Processor which routes TTY data.
( The Orbit Data Editor (ODE) Program accepts data from the Project
Data Selector( This data is edited, calibrated, and formatted for
inclusion on the master file of DPODP(c.
® The Double Precision Orbit Determination Program accepts data from
the Orbit Data Editor ) and determines a "best" state vector for
the observables.
© The Trajectory Program (DPTRAJ) provides a spacecraft ephemeris
tape based on DPODP ( solution, or a state vector provided by
other sources (. This spacecraft ephemeris is transferred to the
360/75 via tape or the electrical interface (.
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Table B-5. DSN Tracking System equipment/subsystem capabilities for
64-m-diam antenna DSSs (Fig. B-4)
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3 The DSIF Tracking Subsystem (DTS), a single multipurpose computer,
performs the following functions: tracking data formatting, planetary
ranging, error detection, predict generation, and antenna pointing.
) The ranging function of the DTS provides ranging information at plan-
etary distances (not used by Pioneer Project).
( The Tracking Data Processor (TDP) function of the DTS samples and
formats GMT, doppler, range, angles, errors, and partial status for
transmission via HSD () to the SFOF. The TDP also generates onsite
tracking data predictions for station use and for antenna pointing
operations (R. Detected alarms are provided the Digital Instrumen-
tation Subsystem ,. The DTS also receives predictions and control
messages via HSDL () from the SFOF.
© The antenna pointing function of the DTS receives information from
the TDP, compares with predictions of antenna angles, and generates
an error signal to the Antenna Servo Subsystem '.
( The Digital Instrumentation Subsystem receives partial status and error
alarms from the TDP U) for monitor and operational control. The DIS
also receives predicts via HSDL ( from the SFOF and outputs page
prints of the predicts O( for station spacecraft acquisition operations.
The SFOF Tracking Data Input Processor (TYDIP) provides a data
format identification, decommutation, data conversion and reformat-
ting, and displays input data. It also provides a capability of the
derivation of the sample rate, line outage detection, and alarm clas-
sification.
( The Pseudo-Residual Processor computes the difference between ob-
servables and predictions, identifies blunder points, computes data
"noise" and provides a data quality index that is added to the SDR.
The Master File Program (MFP) creates an SDR on disk or tape, pro-
vides a capability of rejecting data, provides a data accountability
function, edits radio metric data, tags SDR with the quality indicator
computed in Pseudo-Residual Program (@), transfers data to the 1 108,
and provides a display capability.
( The System Data Record accountability program computes the per-
centage of data received "good" as compared with the scheduled
data availability.
) The Project Data Selector Program provides a capability to a project
for the data selection h( based on spacecraft, station, data type,
and sample rate. The selected data is transferred to the project by
tape or electrical interface. The data selection program is also used
to provide a magnetic tape ) by spacecraft identifier for the DSN
Master Data Record.
® The Tracking System Analytical Calibration (TSAC) Program computes
calibrations for time and polar motion variations, transfers station
locations, calibrates data for charged particles and calibrates data
for tropospheric corrections. These calibrations are made available
to the project via the TSAC SDR i(.
( The Predict Program computes DSS observables from a project-sup-
plied spacecraft probe ephemeris g. Also computed are DSS view
periods and spacecraft events, such as occultation ®.
i The DSN Operations Control software accepts the validated predicts
from the prediction files and formats and transmits the predicts to the
DSS via HSDL ( or teletype i, dependent on availability.
( The Orbit Data Editor accepts data from the Project Data Selector
~, which is edited, calibrated, and formatted for inclusion on the
master file of DPODP(2).
( The Double Precision Orbit Determination Program accepts data from
the Orbit Data Editor and determines a "best" state vector for the
observables.
( The Trajectory Program (DPTRAJ) provides a spacecraft ephemeris
tape based on DPODP solution or a state vector provided by other
sources A. This spacecraft probe ephemeris is transferred to the
360/75 via tape or the electrical interface (.
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Table B-6. DSN Simulation System (Fig. B-5)
EQUIPMENT/SUBSYSTEM CAPABILITIES
(® High-speed data line is full duplex, one per DSS
SOFTWARE CAPABILITIES
) DSS Simulation Conversion Assembly (SCA), 910 Real-Time Program
(Control from DSN Simulation Center)
A. Input Processing
1. Input process message blocks from one high-speed data (HSD)
line, with contents listed in (D
B. Output Processing
1. Output process simulated Pioneer telemetry on Channel No. 1.
Encoding to be switched in as required by control message.
(Three additional output channels available as alternates, but
only for uncoded data.)
2. Output process bit rate control, subcarrier frequency control,
modulation index control, and carrier attenuation control.
(E DSS SCA 910 Data Generation Program (Local Control)
A. Input Processing
Input process operator controls and initialization
B. Internal Processing
Generate telemetry data patterns and attenuation control data
according to operator controls and initialization
C. Output Processing
1. Output process telemetry data stream
2. Output process bit rate control, subcarrier frequency control,
modulation index control, and attenuation control according to
operator inputs
6050 Computer Program (DSN supplied)
A. Input Processing
Input process:
1. Spacecraft math model data from the 1108
2. Spacecraft position as a function of time, in terms of station
centered angles, range rates, and range from phi-factor tape
obtained from 360/75 PREDICTS Program
3. DSS parameters which can be affected by the spacecraft con-
dition. (Used for transmission to SCA in long-loop and to vary
Monitor data in short-loop)
4. All HSD from up to three DSSs, when in long-loop mode, dis-
carding all but command data, monitor data, and SCA display
messages
5. All HSD to three (maximum) DSSs from SFOF, disregarding
all but command system and standards and limits traffic (short-
loop mode only)
6. Processing control messages for 6050 or 1108 and display-
control messages
B. Output Processing
Output process and format:
1. HSD as listed in ( and 0) for up to three DSSs
2. TTY tracking data as listed in (
3. Displays of system status and selected data
4. Processing control messages to 1108
5. Anticipated and actual commands to 1108
C. Internal Processing
1. Generate telemetry data streams (any rate) correctly format-
ted (frame sync words, etc.), but with controllable-pattern data
values
2. Store the decommutated telemetry data received from the
1108 for construction of HSDA message blocks
3. Generate tracking data, based upon PREDICTS phi-factor tape
input, for up to three DSSs. Effect a maneuver response in the
data under input control of maneuver parameters
4. Generate DSS responses, in terms of command and monitor
system data, when in the short-loop mode
5. Generate DSS parameters which may vary with change in
spacecraft or DSS conditions
) 1108 Program (Project-supplied)
A. Input Processing
Input Process:
1. Program control (including initialization and inputting of con-
stants) from 6050 or 1108 I/O console
2. Anticipated or actual commands from 6050
B. Output Processing
Output process:
1. Spacecraft commutated telemetry output
2. Spacecraft parameters which affect DSS status
3. Spacecraft parameters which affect tracking data
C. Internal Processing
1. Generate with math models command responsive telemetry at
any Pioneer data rate
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Table B-7. DSN Monitoring System (Fig. B-6)
EQUIPMENT/SUBSYSTEM CAPABILITIES
) Located in DSN Operations Area of SFOF
( One 4800-bps full-duplex line, per DSS, shared by all systems; 1200-
bit block size
SOFTWARE CAPABILITIES
( DSIF Monitor System Phase II Program
A. Input Processing
Input process:
1. Tracking parameter values and indicator settings from TDH-la
for one spacecraft consisting of the following:
(a) Hour angle and declination angle
(b) Doppler counts from counter
(c) Range units
(d) Exciter voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO) reference fre-
quency
(e) Doppler resolver time
(f) Tracking data sample rate
(g) Doppler, angle, and range data condition codes
(h) Station ID
(i) Spacecraft ID
(j) Pass number
2. Input process DSS telemetry system monitor data from all TCP
computers via the 24-bit parallel registers.
3. Parameter values and indicator settings associated with station
hardware configuration for one or two spacecraft:
(a) SDA parameters and indicators
(b) Receiver parameters and indicators including doppler and
range indicators
(c) Cassegrain and acquisition aid, right or left circular polar-
ization indicators
(d) Antenna servo modes
4. DSS command system monitor data from all TCP computer via
the 24-bit parallel registers.
5. Instrumentation parameter values consisting of:
(a) Ground AGC and SPE values
(b) Transmitter power
6. Time for labeling
7. Predicts and operations data received via HSDL from SFOF
8. Operator messages
9. Servo angle error values, antenna pointing subsystem (APS)
modes and status, and angle data condition from APS com-
puter program
10. Selected GCF HSD monitor data from DSS Comm equipment
subsystem
B. Output Processing
Output process and format:
1. Parameter values and indicator settings (full DSS status) into
HSD blocks for transmission to the SFOF 360/75s every 5 s
2. Selected monitor parameters and alarms to the station manager
console area on a DTV display
Z10
3. Digital instrumentation subsystem (DIS) operator control mes-
sages to a page printer
4. Digital recording of monitor HSD blocks; capable of replay,
postpass.
5. Page prints of predicts and operations data
6. Magpak recording of predicts
C. Internal Processing
1. The following calculations are made for the tracking system:
(a) Compute doppler measurement in counts per time unit
(b) Compute doppler residuals using predicts and compute
mean and standard deviation of the residuals
(c) For alarm purposes, compare criteria data with selected
tracking data, and compute mean and standard deviation
for angle residuals
(d) Calculate doppler alarm limits from least squares or La-
grangian extrapolation, and perform blunder point alarm
calculation using supplied limits
(e) Calculate range residual, range mean and standard de-
viation
(f) Calculate noise detection range parameter for range
rejection
2. The following calculations are made for the monitor system:
(a) Convert DSS static phase error (SPE) from volts to degrees
(b) Convert RF angle errors from volts to degrees when angle
channels have been calibrated
(c) Convert transmitter power from volts to kilowatts
(d) Register GCF (station comm) alarm occurrence; reset after
each HSDA block output to DSN Monitor in SFOF
( Communication Processor Program, Monitor portion
In addition to its primary function of automatic message switching
for TTY circuits, the following monitor functions are performed by
the CP program:
A. Input Processing
Input process:
1. Operator Commands which control and direct HSD Line mon-
itoring
2. Parameters which are received for each HSDA line being mon-
itored. The signals are generated by GCF error detection
decoders on the HSD Lines and are passed to a teletype
character generator which outputs TTY characters to the GCF
communications processor (CP).
B. Output Processing
Output process and format:
1. Data blocks to each active 360/75 comprised of the following:
(a) The on-line CP and its busy rate
(b) The mode of the off-line CP
(c) Accounting information and status on each HSDA line mon-
itored
2. Data to the digital TV for each HSDA line being monitored
3. Advisory messages to the CP operator when the carrier ON/
OFF status changes for a HSD line being monitored
4. Account blocks for each HSDA line to the CP log tape and to
the 360/75 on termination of a monitoring period
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Table B-7 (contd)
C. Internal Processing
1. The CP calculates the time it is actively processing data as a
percentage of time available for such processing in a given
period (busy rate)
2. The following internal calculations are performed by each
HSD line monitored:
(a) Error rate
(b) Total amount of carrier off time
(c) Number of null sample periods
(d) Total number of sample periods
( The 360/75 DSN Monitor Real Time (RT) Software
Part I--Collection and Processing of Monitor Data for Real-Time Display
A. Input Processing
Input process:
1. HSD blocks containing DSIF and station command monitor
data: Parameter values, and indicator settings every 5 sec-
onds, summary data every 30 seconds
2. GCF monitor messages from SFOF communications terminal
subsystem via normal input lines from the CP
3. Operator messages input from the DSN monitor area
4. MCD set generation, modification and storage (see following
Part Ill)
B. Output Processing
1. Output process DSN Monitor SDR
All input data shall be logged on magnetic tape in a format
suitable for playback on the 360/75, or for use as input to
the 360/75 post-processor program
2. Output process digital TV displays
DTV displays will be available over computer-driven channels,
allowing, for example, simultaneously, display of the same
information for several tracking stations. Many of the displays
have more than one selectable format, allowing the grouping
of display parameters as subsets. The displays fall into three
basic groups:
(a) DSN operations
(b) Facility operations
(c) System operations
Each contains a spectrum of displays and format, ranging
from gross status and alarming to detailed status and perfor-
mance data for troubleshooting. By procedurally controlling
the assignment of displays to the DTV channels, the number
of tracking stations that are simultaneously monitored is select-
able to all DSN stations with digital instrumentation system
(DIS II) monitor capability.
3. Output Process Monitor Alarms
All monitor alarms are printed on TTY character printers in
the DSN area of the SFOF. Alarms are also displayed on DTV
adjacent to the anomalous parameter
C. Internal Processing
Internal processing of monitor data is restricted to:
1. Display definition
2. Formatting for displays
3. Routing of display data
4. Conversion of monitor input parameters for display purposes
5. Comparison of real-time data with MCD sets to yield alarms
(see Part Ill)
Part 11-360/75 Processors for Other Systems
The mission-dependent processor supplies to the mission-independent
system accounting and status information on all telemetry tracking
and command streams currently being processed or logged.
Part Ill--Monitor Criteria Data Control Program
The purpose of monitor criteria data (MCD) sets is to provide facility
configuration and tolerance masks against which subsystem configur-
ation and performance can be compared. Configurations different
from the one defined by the MCD set, or parameter variations larger
than the tolerances in the MCD set cause an alarm.
Part IV-Data Summaries
This part of the program uses a monitor data file as input and gen-
erates summary reports.
1. Input Processing
(a) Input process the data from file
(b) Input process control cards via magnetic tape
2. Output Processing
Output process on to 1443 line printer in DSN Operations Area
and into Ops control output router for transmission to DSS
Part V-DSN Status MDR
This part of the program accepts and time-merges replayed monitor
data from the facilities on to the monitor SDR. When all available
data have been merged, the monitor SDR becomes the DSN status
MDR.
aDoes not apply to prototype DSIF Tracking System DTS at DSS 14.
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Table B-8: DSN Operations Control System (Fig. B-8)
EQUIPMENT CAPABILITIES
A GCF HSD Lines: one-half of full duplex 4800 bps line with 1200-bit
data blocks
B DSIF Processor for Operations Control Messages: shared computer
with other DSS functions
C SFOF/DSN real time and nonreal-time processor: redundant IBM
360/75's shared with other system processing and project processing
D Non-real Time Processor: single Univac 1108 in scientific computer
facility (SCF), controlled by DSN; project analysis software and DSN
Simulation System software only
E Project MSA: except as noted for display of DSN status (data flow
paths (O) and ( ), applies to both local and remote MSAs. (Systems
Development Laboratory is defined as local MSA.)
F DSN simulation subsystem: shown for reference only. (See simulation
system description for capabilities.)
SOFTWARE CAPABILITIES
a Telemetry Predicts: (For MM'71, obtained from project analysis pro-
grama and transferred to 360 via tape)
A. Output Process
1. Predicted downlink AGC as a function of time
2. Predicted subcarrier SNRs as a function of time
3. Items 2 and 3 are functions of spacecraft data mode
4. Other parameters are contained in TPAP output (such as uplink
AGC) but are not extracted by DSN
( SFOF General Purpose Program in Master Control and User Interface
Subsystem to Format Outbound Blocks
A. Input Processing
1. Tracking predicts from tracking system software
2. Telemetry predicts from telemetry predicts analysis program
(TPAP) (MM'71 onlya )
3. DSN MCD sets from DSN monitor real-time software
4. DSN seven-day schedule software output
5. DSN SOE software output
B. Internal Processing
1. Accept data in formats defined by data source
2. Format HSD blocks in formats defined by Document 820-13
C. Output Processing
Route HSD blocks to SFOF Comm Terminal
(i) DSN Seven-Day Schedule Program
A. Input Processing
1. Accept midrange schedule as base schedule
2. Accept real-time change requests
B. Internal Processing
1. Modify seven-day schedule in accordance with approved real-
time change requests
2. Tabulate listing of DSN resources committed at any point in
time
3. Tabulate status of uncommitted resources at any point in time
4. Tabulate history of real-time changes to Seven-Day Schedule
for selectable intervals
C. Output Processing
1. Transfer Seven-Day Schedule to Master Control and User Inter-
face Subsystem (Program b above) for transmission to remote
sites
2. Output items ( to DTV for display to DSN operation via
closed-circuit Television
3. Transfer seven-day schedule to DSN sequence of events (SOE)
program for use as constraints (see ( below)
4. Create historical file (tape)of DSN SOE resources as actually
used
i) DSN SOE PROGRAMb
A. Input Processing
1. Accept all supported projects' SOEs in machine language
2. Accept ca-d and manual inputs to build or modify sequences
3. Accept card, manual, and machine language inputs (e.g.,
Tracking predicts to build or modify a subsequence library)
4. Accept card, manual and machine language inputs (e.g.,
seven-day schedule in ( B. 3. above) to build or modify a
constraints library
5. Accept card and manual inputs to define or modify format of
outputs
B. Internal Processing
1. Identify all events which are keyed as "triggers" and insert
subsequence(s) appropriate for each such event
2. Insert event time for each event in a subsequence; fixed delta-T
if so defined, or use round-trip light time (RTLT), obtained via
interface with tracking predicts if delta-T is trajectory depen-
dent
3. Sort and time-order resulting master multimission sequence
4. Check resulting master multimission sequence against library
of constraints (e.g., seven-day schedule for simultaneous mu-
tually exclusive events)
C. Output Processing
1. Real-time alarms to SOE program operator of constraints
violations
2. Uniquely identify each production run so that the "most re-
cently produced" SOE for a given period of support operations
can be easily and clearly recognized.
3. Output to 1443's in DSN Operations Area in SFOF and via
master control and user interface subsystem (MCUIS) and HSDL
to remote sites
4. Tailor outputs to individual users by suppressing predefined
unwanted data from master multimission sequence
5. Output a predefined format to digital television system for
display to DSN Operations via CCTV
6. Create historical file (tape) of each SOE production run
Q DSIF Page Prints of Operations Control Information
A. Input Processing
1. Accept incoming HSD blocks
2. Check for blocks in errors by means of GCF error code
3. Check for mission blocks by consecutiveness of HSD block serial
numbers
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Table B-8 (contd)
B. Internal Processing
1. Format for output to 132-column-line printer
C. Output Processing
1. Produce page prints
2. Flag received lines suspected of errors
3. Insert dummy lines flagging suspected missing lines
() DSN discrepancy report (DR) Data Bank (Off-line Process with SCF
Software)
A. Input Processing
1. Accept (DR) data manually transferred from discrepancy report
forms to IBM cards
2. Accept instructions on format of output
B. Internal Processing
1. Create master data bank
2. Update individual discrepancy report entries if new data is
input relative to that discrepancy report
3. Invoke security measures to protect discrepancy report data
C. Output Processing
1. Output periodic reports to predefined recipients in predefined
formats
2. Output special reports in a format which is determined by
recipient in near-real time
3. Create historical tape file of data no longer needed in the
active data bank
"To be replaced by DSN multimission telemetry predicts program prior to Pioneer F support operations
bThis program is multimission. It is used by supported projects in data files assigned to them.
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APPENDIX C
PIONEER 10 SEQUENCE OF EVENTS AND PASS CHRONOLOGY
MARCH 3, 1972 THROUGH MARCH 31, 1972
Preceding page blank |
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MCNTHLY REPORT FOR MARCH 1972
PASS GMT-START GMT-END CRIG TYPE CATA
NC. COCE COCE CAY
FICNEER 10 S/C 23
PlOCCL651E6
0001 720f30210 72CL30S42 AM PF C01
CSS 51 PASS 002 CL h-B CTCN N/A GCF S60J CPS T701 DSS JOOG
CCNFIG ------------------------------
ACS COY 064 LCS COY 064 TOTAL
SCiECULED 0045L SCHEDULED U947L SCFEDULED 9H 02M
ACTUAL UU40Z ACTUAL 0947L ACTUAL 9h 07M
ST XFR O0000 RELEASE 0947Z OSS TIME 9H 47M
CCMMAND ----------------------------------------------------
TCTAL 12 AUTO 12 MANUAL U ABORT 0
TELEMETRY 
PO.ER 1 Kh BIT RATES 1024
RX 1 RX 2 TCP A TCP b
ACTUAL 124.0 N/A 25.4 N/A
PRECIC 124.1 N/A 22.5 N/A
RESIC +0.1 N/A +2.9 N/A
TRACKING
TRACK MO 2 WAY RANGING NIL BIAS N/A RU NOISE N/A RU
DOP BIAS .U71HZ C NCS .UOoHZ EXP .0051Z
PLNITCR ----------------------------------------------
LGWR LGER BLRC 8LER
DIS 1612 C 819 0
JPL Technical Memorandum 33-584, Vol. I226
MCNTHLY REPURT FOR MARCH 1S72
PASS GMT-START GIMT-ENO URIG TYPE CATA
NO. CUDE CODE DAY
FICNEEP 10 S/C 23
G001 72GC3C210 72C63JG42 AM PF CO01
TCP N/A N/A N/A N/A
CCMMENTS
0155L LCST ALL H/S AND TT¥ CIRCLI7S TC SS 51
0156LZ-206Z 36C/75 DCWN FCR RESTART CUE TO COA A BENCS FOR TTY
CIS&LAY CR 3233
05CEZ-G520L 36C/75 DCAN-2260'S LCCK CUT, WARM RESTART ANC
hARM IPL REG CR 32.33
0i59-C805Z 36C/75 DCWN-SYSTEM SWAP-UP CN CBC STRING NO CR
0lltL-C535Z 2 WAY
0120Z-CL30L CMD XM ITTED
PICNEER 10 S/C 23
PIOCCZ65181
COO1 720630952 720631625 AA PF 0001
DSS 11 PASS 001 CL P-1 CTDN 101131 GCF S60A CPS N/A 0SS AOO0
CCNFI ---------------------------------------
AGS COY 063 LCS DOY 063 TOTAL
SCHECULED lUOOZ SCHEDULED 1700Z SCHECULED 7H GCM
ACTUAL C953L ACTUAL 1627Z ACTUAL 6H 28M
ST XFR CS30ZL RELEASE 1625LZ SS TIME N/RH M
CCMMAND -----------------------------------
TOTAL 7 AUTO 7 MANUAL 0 ABCRT 0
JPL Technical Memorandum 33-584, Vol. I 227
MCNTHLY REPORT FOR MARCH 1972
PASS GMT-START GMT-ENC CRIG TYPE DATA
NO. CODE CODE CAY
TELEMETRY 
POwER l0Kh BIT RATES 2048 MMT
RX 1 RX 2 TCP A TCP B
ACTUAL 155.5 N/A 26.7 N/A
PRECIC 155.7 N/A N/A N/A
RESIC +U0.2 N/A N/A N/A
TRACKING -----------------------
TRACK MD 2 WAY RANGING NIL bIAS N/PRU NCISE N/A RU
DOP 8IAS -0.12HZ C NOS .01JHL EXP O.005HZ
MCNITOR ---------------------------------------------------
LGhR LGER bLRC ELER
CIS N/R N/k N/R N/R
PICNEER 10 S/C 23
0001 720630952 720631625 AA PF 0001
TCP N/P N/R N/R h/H
CCMMENTS ----------------------------------------
JPL Technical Memorandum 33-584, Vol. I228
MCNTHLY REPORT FCF MARCH 1972
PASS GMT-START GMT-END CRIG TYPE CATA
NO. CODE CCCE LAY
P.ICNEER 1CG /C 23
PlOCCZ 51153
0002 720640040 720640S47 AM PF GC02
DSS 51 PASS UC2 CL H-e CTON N/A GCF S60J CPS T701 USS JOOg
CCNFIC --------------
ACS DOY 064 LCS COY 064 TOTAL
SCHECULED 0045L SCHECULED 0947Z SCHEDULED 9h 02M
ACTUAL CC4CZ ACTUAL CS47L ACTLAL 9t- 07M
ST XFR OCUOZ RELEASE 0947L DSS TIME 9H 47M
CCMMAND
TCTAL 12 AUTO 12 PANUAL 0 ABCRT O
TELEMETRY 
POWER 1 KA bIT RATES 1024
RX 1 RX 2 TCP A TCP B
ACTUAL 124.0 N/A 25.4 N/A
PREDIC 124.1 N/A 22.5 N/A
RESID +0.1 N/A +2.9 N/A
TRACKING --------------------------------
TRACK MC 2 hAY RANGING NIL BIAS N/A RU NCISE N/A RU
COP dIAS .071HL C NOS .006HZ EXP .GOHZ
MCNITCR ----------------------------------------------------
LGWR LGtER BLRC ELER
DIS 1612 0 819 0
JPL Technical Memorandum 33-584, Vol. I 229
1
MChTHLY HEPURT FOC MARCH 1972
PASS GMT-START GMT-END ORIG TYPE CATA
NO. COCE CCCE DAY
PILNEER 10 S/C 23
0002 720640040 720640947 AM PF CO02
TCP N/A N/A N/A N/A
CCMMENTS
0155Z LCST ALL h/S ANC TTI CIRCLITS TG DSS 51
0156Z-CZC6Z 360/75 DChN FOC RESTART CUE TO CCA A BENCS
FCR TTY CISPLAY OR 3233
050EL-C520Z 360/75 DC.N-2260'S LCCKED LUT, hARM RESTART ANG
wARP, IPL REG. CR 3233
0759Z-0805Z 36C/75 COWN SYSTEM SNAP-UP ON "d' STRING NO OR
0116Z-C935Z 2 wAY
0120L-0930L CMD XMITTEO
FICNEER 10 S/C 23
PlOCCZ45 189
0002 72Ct41C10 720641704 AA PF U002
DSS 11 PASS 002 CL H-B CTON N/A GCF S60A CPS T701 DSS A000
CCNFIG
AOS COY 064 LCS OOY 064 TOTAL
SCHEDULED C54LS SCHECULEU 1700Z SCHEDULED 7H 12M
ACTUAL G930Z ACTUAL 1704L ACTLAL 7H 34M
ST XFR G910Z RELEASE 1704 DOSS TIME 7H 54M
CCMMANC -----------------------------------------------------
TOTAL C AUTO 0 MANUAL 0 ABCRT 0
230 JPL Technical Memorandum 33-584, Vol. I
£
MCNTHLY REPCRT FCR PARCH 1972
PASS GMT-START GPT-END CRIG TYPE CATA
NO. CCUE COCE CAY
TELEMETRY -----------------------------------------------------
FPOER 1 KW BIT RATES 2048 MMT
RX I RX 2 TCP A-ENG TCP B-SCI
ACTLAL 126.8 22.2 N/A
PRECIC 12b.5 N/A N/A
RESIC -C.3 N/A N/A
TRACKING --------------------------------------------------
TRACK MD 2 UAY RANGING NIL BIAS N/A RG NOISE N/A RL
DOP BIAS 0.GC6HL C NCS U.O0'6HL EXP .005hZ
CNITR ----------------------------------------------------
LGWR LGER BLRC BLER
CIS N/R N/R N/k N/R
PICNEER 10 5/C 23
CCC2 72C4C1010 72Ct41704 AA PF 0002
TCP N/R N/R N/R N/R
CCMMENTS ------------------------------------
112ZL-1135Z 360 "B" OChN RESTART CKR 3236
1155L-1210Z GCCLARC CP DOUN DR 4S73
JPL Technical Memorandum 33-584, Vol. I 231
MCNTHLY REPORT FOR MARCH 1972
PASS GMT-START G1T-END CRIG TYPE DATA
NC. CODE CODE CAY
PILNEER 10 S/C 23
P10CCZt5191
0002 720641548 72Gt50145 AJ PF 0002
OSS 42 PASS OC2 CL H-B CTDN N/A GCF S60G CFS T701 CSS GGOO
CCNFIG ----
AOS COY Ct4 LOS DOY 065 TOTAL
SCHEDULED 1600L SCHECULED 0145Z SChECULED 9H 45M
ACTUAL 1548. ACTUAL 0145Z ACTUAL 9H 57M
ST XFR 1518L RELEASE 0145Z DSS TIFE 10H 27M
CCOMANC ------
TGTAL N/A AUTC N/A MANUAL N/A ABCRT N/A
TELEMETRY --------------------------------------------------
PChE i 1 KW tIT RATES 2C48 MMT
RX 1 RX 2 TCP A TCP B
ACTUAL 127.6 N/A 23.0 N/A
PRELIC 128.1 N/A 27.7 N/A
RESID +0.6 N/A -4.7 N/A
TRACKING
TRACK MC 2,3WAY RANGING NIL BIAS N/A RU NOISE N/A RU
DOP BIAS +0.07HZ C NCS C.OOOHL EXP 0.005FZ
PCNITOR
LbhR LGER BLRC ELER
DIS N/N N/R N/R N/R
JPL Technical Memorandum 33-584, Vol. I232
MONTHLY REPURT FOR MARCH 1972
PASS GMT-START GtrT-END CRIG TYPE CATA
NO. CUDE CODE CA¥
PICNEER 10 S/C 23
CCC2 720t41548 72C650145 AJ PF U002
TCP N/R N/R N/R N/R
CCMMENTS
2 WPA TRACK 1631Z-C117L
CIC XMITT 1645Z
1750Z-1759 360 DOWN hARM RESTART AND IPL DR 3234
TCF SNR LOA CUE TC SATURATICN OF TCP CURVE
PICNEER 10 S/C 23
PlOCCZ65220
0003 72C65C044 72G650U45 AP PF 0003
CSS 51 PASS 003 CL H-6 CTDN N/A GCF SbOJ CPS T701 DSS JUOO
CCNFIG ------------------------------- 
------------------
ACS COY 065 LOS GUY 065 TOTAL
SCkEOULED C045L SCHEDULED 0945Z SCHEDULED 9H OOM
ACTUAL CC44L ACTUAL 0945Z ACTUAL 9h 01M
ST AFR CCOZ' RELEASE 0945Z OSS TIME 9H 45IS
CCMMAND
TOTAL 54 AUTO 54 MANUAL 0 AbORT 0
JPL Technical Memorandum 33-584, Vol. I 233
MCNTHLY REPURT FOf MARCH 1972
PASS GMT-START GMT-END CRIG TYPE CATA
NO. CODE CODE CAY
___ __ __ ___ __ __ ___ __ __ ___ __ __ -__ __ __ ___ __ __ ___ __ __ __
TELEMETRY
TRACKING
FOWER 10KW bIT RATES 2048
RX I RX 2 TCP A TCP B
ACTUAL 129.0 K/A 22.3 N/A
PRECIC 129.b N/A 23.4 N/A
RESID +C.6 N/A -1.1 N/A
_____________________________________________________
TRACK MD 2 WAY RANGING NIL BIAS N/A RU NCISE N/A RL
DOP BIAS N/A HL C NCS .006HZ EXP .005hZ
CNITCR --------------
LGhR LGER BLRC BLER
CIS 1522 0 3125 2
PICNEER 1C S/C 23
CCO3 72Ce5C044 72Ce50945
TCP N/A
AM P.F 0003
N/A N/A N/A
CCMMENTS --------------------------------
NC TCP/CIS INTERFACE
CMC XMITT U1C7L-0117L
04C4Z-0412Z 3t0 DOWN SCHEDULE RE IPL NO DR
0813Z-0827L 360/75 DCWN-SCHEUULE STRING SWAP
CR 3288
AT-ENC CF PASS
JPL Technical Memorandum 33-584, Vol. I234
MCNTHLY FEPO[T FOR MARCH 1972
PASS GMT-START GIT-END CGkIG TYPE LATA
NO. CODE CODE CAY
FICNEER 10 S/C 23
PlOCCLt520S
C003 7205C930 72C451002 AT PF U003
DSS 75 PASS 003 CL A- CTDN N/A GCF N/A CPS N/A OSS N/A
CCNFIG ---
ACS CGY 065 LCS CGY 0L5 TOTAL
SCh-ELULED 0930Z SCHEDULED 1000L SCHEDULED OOH 30M
ACTUAL CS3OZ ACTUAL 1002Z ACTUAL 0OH 32M
ST AFR C830L RELEASE 1002L DSS TIME 01H 32M
CCMMAND
TCTAL N/A AUTC N/A MANUAL N/A Ao:CkT N/A
TELEMETRY --------------------------------------
PLiER N/AKM BIT RATES N/A
RX 1 RX 2 TCP TCP
ACTUAL N/A N/A N/A N/A
PRECIC N/A N/A N/A N/A
RESIC N/A N/A N/A N/A
TRACKING --------------------------------------------------
ThACK MO 2 WAY RANGINC NIL BIAS N/A RU NOISE N/A RL
DOP BIAS N/A HZ C NOS N/A HZ EXP N/A HZ
MLNITCR -------------------------------
LGWR LGER BLRC dLER
DIS N/A N/A N/A N/A
JPL Technical Memorandum 33-584, Vol. I 235
MGNTHLY REPOKT FOR MARCH 1S72
______---------------------__--___-___________- 
---------------------
PASS GMT-START GMT-END CRIG TYPE CATA
KN. CODE CODE CAY
FICNEER 10 S/C 23
GCG3 72065C930 720651002 AT PF 0003
TCP N/A N/A N/A N/A
CCMPENTS -----------------------------------------------
FILNEER 10 S/C 23
PlOCCZ651S6
CC03 72C45CS41 720651419 AD PF 00u3
DSS 14 PASS OC3 CL J-A CTDN N/A GCF S6UU CPS T701 DSS D000
CCNFIG ---------------------------------------------------
ACS COY 065 LOS DOY 065 TOTAL
SCHEDULEC 100OZ SCHEDULED 1430Z SCHEDULED 4H 30M
ACTUAL 041Z ACTUAL 1419Z ACTUAL 4H 38M
ST XFR 6915L RELEASE 1419L DSS TIME 5H U4M
CCMMAND
TOTAL N/A AUTO N/A MANUAL N/A ABORT N/A
TELEMETRY
PCwER N/AKW BIT RATES N/A
RX I RX 2 TCP A TCP B
ACTUAL N/A N/A h/A N/A
PRECIC N/A N/A N/A N/A
RESID N/A N/A N/A N/A
JPL Technical Memorandum 33-584, Vol. I236
MONTHLY REPOKT FUR fARCH 1S72
PASS GMI-START GPt-END CkIG TYPE DATA
NO. CUUE CODE LAY
TRACKING -------------------------------
TRACK MD N/APAY RANGING N/A BIAS N/A RU NCISE N/A RU
DOP BIAS h/A HL C NCS N/A HL EXP N/A iZ
PCN ITR -------------------------------------------------
LGAR LGER BLRC ELER
DIS 885 306 0 U
FICNEER 10 S/C 22,
CCO3 72Ct5CS41 72Ce51419 AC PF tU03
TCP N/A N/A N/A N/A
CCMMENTS
NC CIS/TCP INTERFACE
JPL Technical Memorandum 33-584, Vol. I 237
MCNTHLY REPORT FOR PARCh 1972
PASS GMT-START GFT-END CRIG TYPE CATA
NO. CGDE CCUE CAY
FICNEEF 10 '/C 23
PlOCCZ651S5
CC003 72C05U943 72Ct51659 AA PF C003
OSS 11 PASS 003 CL B-B CTDN N/A GCF S60A CPS T701 DSS AOGO
CCNFIG ------------------------------ -
iGS COY 055 LCS COY C65 TLTAL
SChECDULED 0944L SCHEDULED 1657L SChEDULED 7H 13M
ACTLAL C943L ACTUAL 1059L ACTUAL 7F 16M
ST XFR C900ZL RELEASE N/A LZ SS TIMEN/A H M
CCMMAND --------------------------------
TCTAL 74 AUTC 74 MANUAL U ABCRT U
TELEMETRY ----------------------------------------------------
POhER I Kh BIT RATES 2048
RX 1 RX 2 TCP A TCP B
ACTUAL 131.5 N/A 19.9 N/A
PRECIC 130.b N/A 22.0 N/A
RESIC -0.7 N/A 3.1 N/A
TRACKING --------------------------------------------------
TRACK MO 2 WAY RANGING NIL eIAS NIA RU NCISE N/A RU
DUP BIAS -C.25hZ C NCS N/A HZ EXP N/A HL
MCNITOR ----------------------------
LGwR LGER bLRC ELER
DIS N/A N/A N/A N/A
JPL Technical Memorandum 33-584, Vol. I238
MCNTHLY REPORT FOR MARCH 1S72
PASS GMT-START GMT-END CRIG TYPE CATA
NC. CUOE CODE LAY
FICNEER 10 S/C 23
CCC3 72C65CS43 72CL51t59 AA PF 0003
TCP N/A N/A N/A N/A
CCMMENTS ---------------------------------------------------
FICNEER 10 S/C 23
PlUCCL65198
C003 720t5155b 72C660145 AJ PF UO03
DSS 42 PASS 003 CL H-8 CTDN N/A GCF S60O CPS T701 CSS CO00
CCNFIG ------------------------------
AOS COY 065 LCS OOY 065 TOTAL
SC-HEULED 1600Z SCHEDULED 0145Z SCHEDULED 9H 45M
ACTUAL 1556Z ACTUAL 01451 ACTUAL 9H 49M
ST XFR 1515l RELEASE 0145L DSS lIME 10H 30M
CCMMAND -------------------
TCTAL 37 AUTC 37 MANUAL .0 ABORT 0
TELEMETRY --
POWER 1 KW bIT RATES 2048 MMT
RX I RX 2 TCP A TCP B
ACTLAL 131.2 N/A 24.4 N/A
PRECIC 132.0 N/A 23.9 N/A
RESIC +0.8 N/A -1.5 N/A
JPL Technical Memorandum 33-584, Vol. I 239
MCNTHLY REPORT FOR PARCH 1S72
----------------------_ __ __ _ _-___--------_---------_-________
PASS GMT-START GIT-END GRIG TYPE CATA
NOC. CODE CODE CAY
TRACKING -----------------------------------------------------NG
TRACK MC 2.3'AY RANGING NIL BIAS NJARU NOISE N/A RU
DOP 8IAS -0.26HZ C NCS 0.001HZ EXP 0.005FZ
CNITCR ----------------------------------------------------
LGR LGER BLRC ELER
DIS N/R N/R N/R N/R
FICNEER 10 S/C 23
CCC3 72Cf51556 72C660145 AJ PF 00u3
TCP N/R N/R N/R N/R
CCMMENTS
2 hAY TRACK 1632L.TO 0115L CKD XMIT: 17uvZ.TO 2012L
2C39L-2048L 3100 COWN FCR RESTART DR 3021
2.551L-2357L 3bC DCWN "A" RESTART REQ: CR 3236
JPL Technical Memorandum 33-584, Vol. I240
MCNTHLY REPORT FGR PARCH 1972
PASS GMTT-START GitT-END CKIG TYPE CATA
NO. CODE CODE CAY
PICNEER 10 S/C 23
P1GCCLCE2CC
0004 720660042 720609;40 AM PF CCC4
OSS 51 PASS 004 CL i-B CTON N/A GCF S6OJ CPS T701 DSS JUGO
CCNIFIC
ACS DOY 066- LCS DOY C66b . TOTAL
SCt-ECULED 0045L SCIECULED 0942L SChIEDULED 7H 57M
ACTUAL CC42Z ACTUAL C940L ACTUAL 7H 581t
ST XFR CCOOZ RELEASE 0940L OSS TIME 9h 40M
CCMMANC
TCTAL I AUTC 1 PANUAL 0 ABORT 0
TELEMETRY 
POfrER 1 KW bIT RATES 2C48 MMT
RX 1 RX 2 TCP A TCP B
ACTUAL 133.0 N/A -21.6 N/A
PRELIC 133.1 N/A 22.7 N/A
RESIC +0.1 N/A -1.1 N/A
TRACKING -----------------------------------------
TRACK MD 2 hAY RANGING NIL BIAS N/ARU NOISE N/ARU
DOP BIAS -0.236HZ C NOS .003HZ EXP .005HZ
MCNITCR ----------------------------------------------------
LGRk LGER BLRC eLER
DIS 1622 2 254 1
JPL Technical Memorandum 33-584, Vol. I 241
MCNTHLY REPORT FOR IvARCH 1972
PASS GMT-START GMT-ENO CKIG TYPE GATA
NO. CODE COCE DAY
FICNEEP 10 S/C 23
OC04 72C660042 72C60040 AM PF CCC4
TCP N/A N/A N/A N/A
CCMMENTS -------------------------------
FICNEER 10 S/C 23
P1OCCZ65201
0004 72066G217 72C660530 AC PF C004
DSS 11 PASS D04 CL C- CTDN N/A GCF S6OK CPS T701 DSS KOCC
CCNFIG
APGS COY 0b6 LCS COY U06 TOTAL
SCHEDULED C130L SCHEDULED C530L SCHEDLLED 4H OOM
ACTLAL 0217Z ACTUAL 0530£L ACTUAL 3F 13M
ST XFR N/A Z RELEASE N/AZ DSS TIMEN/A H M
CCMMAN ---------
TOTAL N/A AUTC N/R MANUAL N/k ABORT N/R
TELEMETRY ---------------------------------------------------
POWER N/AKv bIT RATES N/A
RX 1 RX 2 TCP TCP
ACTUAL N/A N/A N/A N/A
PRECIC N/A N/A N/A
RESID N/PA N/A N/A
JPL Technical Memorandum 33-584, Vol. I242
MGNTHLY REPORT FOR MARCH 1S72
PASS GMT-STPRT GPT-END CRIG TYPE CATA
NO. CODE COOE CAY
TRACKING -------------------------------
TRACs MD N/AWAY RANGINC N/A BIAS N/A RU NCISE N/A RL
DOP 3IAS N/A HZ C NOCS N/A HL EAP N/A ZL
MCNITC ----------------------------------------------------
LGhR LGER BLRC ELER
DIS N/A N/A N/A N/A
FICNEER 10 S/C 23
CCC4 72C660217 72C660530 AC PF C004
TCP N/A N/A N/A N/A
CCMMENTS
RECCRC CNLY PASS
JPL Technical Memorandum 33-584, Vol. I 243
MCNTHLY REFPRT FCR PARCH 1972
__________________________-------------_______ ______ ____-_----_---__- -_
PASS GMT-START GPT-END CRIG TYPE LATA
NO. COCE COUE CAY
FICNEER 10 S/C 23
PlOCCZt521G
0004 720bbC930 720661019 AT PF 00C04
DSS 75 PASS U04 CL CTDN N/A GCF SbOY CPS N/A GSS R600
CCNFIG …-
AOS COY 066 LCS CCt C66 TOTAL
SCHEOULED 0900L SCHECULED 1130L SCHEGULED 2H 30M
ACTUAL 0930Z ACTUAL 1019L ACTLAL h M
ST XFR C81ZL RELEASE UI19L DSS TIME H M
CCMPAND -----------------------
TOTAL N/A ALTC N/A PANUAL N/A AbGRT N/P
TELEMETRY---------------------
POWER 2 Kh BIT RATES 512
RX 1 RX 2 TCP A TCP B
ACTUAL 145.5 N/A N/A N/A
PREDIC 141. hN/A N/A N/A
RESIO -3.7 N/A N/A N/A
TRACKING
TRACK MD 2 WAY RANGING NIL EIAS h/A RU NOISE N/A RU
COP BIAS N/A hZ C NOS N/A HZ EXP N/A HZ
MCNITOR ---------------
LGWR LGER BLRC eLER
DIS N/A N/A N/A N/A
JPL Technical Memorandum 33-584, Vol. I
F
244
MChTHLY REFORT FOR PvARCH 1972
PASS GMT-START GMT-ENO OKIG TYPE CATA
NO. COCE CUCE LAY
FICNEER 10 S/C 23
CCC4 72C0660930 720661019 AT PF CCC4
TCP N/A N/A N/A N/A
COMMENTS ----------------------------------------------------
PICNEER 10 S/C 23
FlOCCZ5 203
OCC4 72C66C941 720661657 AA PF 0004
DSS 11 PASS 004 CL I--d CTDN N/A GCF SbOA CPS N/A DSS AOO0
CCNFIG -------------------------------
ACS COY 066 LCS GOY 066 TUTAL
SCItEDULED 0941Z SCHECULED 1654ZL SCHEDULED 7H 13M
ACTUAL CS41L ACTUAL 1657L ALTUAL 71 1bM
ST XFR C850Z RELEASE 1816Z DSS TIME 9H 26M
CCMMAND
TCTAL 1 AUTO 1 MANUAL j ABGRT U
TELEMETRY -----------------------------------------
POUER 1 Kk BIT RATES 2048
RX 1 RX 2 TCP A TCP B
ACTUAL 139.9 N/A 18.9 N/A
PRECIC 139.9 N/A 22.U N/A
RESIC C N/A -3.1 N/A
JPL Technical Memorandum 33-584, Vol. I 245
MCNTHLY REPORT FOR MARCH 1S72
PASS GMT-START GMT-END GRIG TYPE DATA
NC. CODE CODE LAY
TRACKING ---------------------------------------------------
TRACK MD 2 WAY RANGING NIL BIAS N/A RL 'NCISE N/A RU
COP BIAS -U.14HL C NCS 0.002HZ EXP .C05.LZ
MCNITR ------------------------------- 
--------------------
LiWR LGER BLRC eLER
DIS
FICNEEh 10 S/C 23
0004 720660941 72Ct61.57 AA PF OCC4
TCP
CCMMENTS
246 JPL Technical Memorandum 33-584, Vol. I
MONTHLY REPORT FOR MARCh 1S72
PASS GMT-START GMT-END GRIG TYPE DATA
NO. COOE CODE CAY
FICNEEI IU S/C 23
PlOCCLt5208
00CC5 720670G4G 72U670S38 AM PF 0C05
SS 51 PASS 00C5 CL h-- CTDN N/A GCF S60J CPS T701 OSS JOU0
CCNFIG -------------------------------
AOS COY Cb7 LOS DOY C67 TOTAL
SCHEDULED CC45ZL SChEDULED 0938L SChEDULED 8F 53M
ACTUAL 0040Z ACTUAL 0C38Z ACTUAL dH 58M
ST XFR 2350ZL RELEASE CS38Z DSS TIME 9H 48M
CCMAN ------- -----------------------------
TOTAL 35 AUTO 35 MANUAL 0 ABORT 0
TELEMETRY -----------------------------------------------------
FOnER 1 AW BIT RATES 2046
RX 1 RX 2 TCP A TCP B
ACTUAL 135.2 N/A 19.6 N/A
PRECIC 135.5 N/A 20.4 N/A
-RESID +0.3 N/A -0.8 N/A
TRACKING ----------------------------------------------------
TRACK MC 2 WAY RANGING NIL BIAS N/A.RU NCISE N/A RU
DOP BIAS -0.16HZ C NCS .003HZ EXP .005hZ
MCNITCR
LGhR LGER BLRC eLER
DIS 1631 1 331 1
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MCNTHLY REPORT FOR PARCH 1972
PASS GM1-START GMT-ENC CRIG TYPE CATA
NO. CODE CODE CAY
FICNEER 10 S/C 23
CGC5 720670C40 720670938 AM PF UO05
TCP N/A N/A N/A N/A
CCMMENTS -------------------------------- ----------------
2303Z-231CL LCST hSD, LINE CUTA6E BETWEEN CANdERRA AND STA.
0213Z-0331Z 360 "b" DChNi WARM RESTART OR 3248
3110Z-1722Z 360 STRING SWAP A TC 8 DR 3311
0eC6L-0613Z 360 "B" DCWN, SChEDULE WARM/WARM RESTART
CR 3312
PICNEER 10 S/C 23
PlOCCZe5221
C05 72C670900 720670945 CJ PF C005
DSS 75 PASS 005 CL C- CTDN N/A GCF S6UY C&S N/A OSS N/A
CCNFIG -----------------------------------------------------
AOS COY 067 LCS DCY C67 TOTAL
SChECULED 09001 SCHECULEO 1130Z SCHEDULED 2H 30M
ACTUAL CSCOZ ACTUAL 09451 ACTLAL h 45M
ST XFR 0753Z RELEASE 0945Z USS TIME 1H 53M
CCMMANO ----------------------------------------------
TOTAL N/A AUTC N/A MANUAL N/A ABCRT N/A
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MCNTHLY REPdRT FOR PARCH 1972
PASS GMT-START GMT-END ORIG TYPE CATA
NC. CODE CCCE CAY
TELEMETRY ----------------------------------------------------
POWER N/AKh BIT RATES N/A
RX 1 RX 2 TCP TCP
ACTUAL N/A N/A N/A N/A
PRECIC N/A h/A N/A N/A
RESIO N/A N/A N/A N/A
TRACKING -----------------------------------------------------
TRACK MD 2 wAY RANGING NIL BIAS N/A RU NOISE N/A RU
DOP BIAS N/A PZ C NUS N/A HZ EXP HZ
MCNITOR --------------------------------
LGhR LGER eLRC ELER
DIS N/A N/A N/A N/A
PICNEE& 1C S/C 23
0005 72067G900 720670945 CJ PF CCC5
TCP N/A N/A N/A N/A
CCL$MENTS
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MCNTHLY REPORT FCR MARCH 1S72
PASS GMT-START GMT-END ORIG TYPE DATA
NO. CODE CODE CAY
FICNEER 1GC /C 23
PlOCCZ65212
OCC5 72067C934 72Ct71615 AD PF 6005
OSS 14 PASS 005 CL J-ACTUN N/A GCF S600 CPS T701 DSS UOGO
CCNFIG
ACS COY 067 LCS DOY 067 TOTAL
SCF-EDULEC 1655Z SCHEDULED 1655L SCHEDULED 7H 21M
ACTLAL 1615L ACTUAL bl15I ACTUAL 8F 41M
ST XFR 16171 RELEASE 1617Z USS TIME 7H 25M
CCMMAND
TITAL 0 AUTO 0 MANUAL U ABORT O
TELEMETRY ---
POCER 1 KU BIT RATES N/A
RX I RX 2 TCP A TCP B
ACTUAL N/A N/A N/A N/A
PRECIC N/A N/A N/A N/A
RESID N/A N/A N/A N/A
TRACKING -----------------------------
TRACK MD N/AbAY.RANGINC N/A BIAS N/A RU NOISE N/A RU
DOP BIAS N/A HZ C NOS N/A HZ EXP N/A hZ
MCNTGR ---------------------------------------------------
LGWR LGER BLRC ELER
DIS 1015 277 564 U
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MCNTHLY REPORT FOR MARCH 1972
PASS GMT-START GMT-END ORIG TYPE CATA
NO. CODE CODE CAY
PIC£EER 10 S/C 23
6CC5 72C67C934 72C671t15 AD PF GCG5
TCP N/A N/A N/A N/A
CCMMENTS ----------------------------
TEP SATLRATEG, BAC READING DUE TO CCONSCAN DATA PROCESS SNR
DEGRATEC CUE TO PRECESSICN AWAY FCLM EARTH
1430Z-1440Z 36G/75B CC.N FOR wARM/wARM RESTART DR 3250
1617Z-STATICN RELEASE
FICNEER 1C '/C 23
PlOCCZ65214
0005 72Ct7C936 720671t30 AA PF C0005
DSS 11 PASS OC5 CL P-6 CTDN N/A GCF S6OA CPS T701 DSS AOOO
CCNFIG -------------------------------
ACS COY 067 LCS COY 007 TOTAL
SCIEDULED CO37L SCHEDULED 16502 SCHEDULED 7H 13M
ACTUAL CS36Z ACTUAL 1630Z ACTUAL bH 54M
Si XFR C8482 RELEASE 1630Z USS TIME 7H 42M
CCMMANU -----------------------------------------------------
TCTAL 46 AUTO 46 MANUAL 0 ABCRT 0
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MONTHLY REPORT FOR MARCH 1972
PASS GMT-START GMT-END GRIG TYPE DATA
NCO. COCE CODE DAY
TELEMETRY --------------------------------------------- --
PCiER 1 Kh BIT RATES N/A
RX 1 RX 2 TCP N/A TCP
ACTUAL N/A N/A N/A
PRECIC h/A N/A N/A
RESID N/A N/A N/A
TRACKING 
TRACK MD 2 WAY RANGING NIL BIAS N/A RU NOISE N/A RU
CUP BIAS N/A HL C NOS N/A HZ EXF N/A HZ
MCNITOR
LG'R LGER BLRC eLER
DIS N/A N/A N/A N/A
FICNEER 10 S/C 23
00C5 72067C936 72C671630 AA PF 0005
TCP N/A N/A N/A N/A
CCMMENTS
NC PASS AVERAGE UGNSCAN DATA IN PROCESS
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MCNTHLY REPORT FCO -MARCH 1972
PASS GMT-START GOT-END OGRIG TYPE CATA
NU.. CODE CODE CAY
PICNEER 10 S/C 23
P1CCCLZ5216
C0005 720671309 720680145 AJ PF CCC5
OSS 42 PASS 005 CL F-8 CTDN N/A GCF SbOG CPS T701 CSS GOO0
CCNFIC -
ACS DGY C067 LCS OCY 068 TOTAL
SCf-ECULED 1240Z SCHEDULED 0210Z SCHECULED 12H 3CM
ACTUAL 13C9L ACTUAL 0145L ACTUAL 12H 36M
ST XFR 1230Z RELEASE 0145Z DSS TIME 13H 15M
CCMMAND
TOTAL 47 AUTC 47 MANUAL 0 ABCORT 0
TELEMETRY 
POiER 1 Kh bIT RATES 2048 1024
RX 1 RX 2 TCP A TCP B
ACTUAL N/A 135.6 21.5 N/A
PRECIC N/A 136.6 21.3 N/A
RESID N/A +1.0 +0.2 N/A
TRACKING ---------------------------
TRACK MD 2,3hAY RANGING NIL BIAS N/A RU NCISE N/A RU
COP BIAS *0.2HL C NOS 0.003HL EXP 0.005HL
MCNITOR ---------------------------------------
LGwR LGER BLRC eLER
DIS N/R N/R N/R N/R
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MCNTHLY kEPUkT FCFR PARCH 1972
PASS GMT-START G(;MT-END CRIG TYPE CATA
NO. COLE COLE LAY
FICNEER 10 '/C 23
COC5 72Ct671309 72C68J145 AJ PF CCC5
TCP N/R N/R N/R N/R
CCMMENTS
2 iAY TRACK 1557Z-C126L
CMD XMI1 1522Z-2056Z
PILNEER 1C -/C 23
PlOCCLZ6216
0006 720680040 72t680934 AM PF CCGb
DSS 51 PASS 006 CL h-B CTGN N/A GCF SbUJ CPS T701 DSS JOO0
CLNFIG
ACS COY 06E LCS DCY Co8 TOTAL
SC-EC£ULED 0045L SChEDULED 0934Z SChECULED 8H 4SM
ACTUAL CC40L ACTUAL 0934z ACTLAL 8h 53M
ST XFR GCUOZ RELEASE U934Z OSS TIME 9H 29M
CCMMANC
TCTAL 0 AUTL 0 MANLAL 0 ABORT 0
TELEMETY ----------------------------------------------------
POKER 1 Kk BIT RATES 1024
RX 1 RX 2 TCP A TLP B
ACTUAL 136.S N/A 21.2 N/A
PRECIC 137.5 N/A 20.8 N/A
RESID +0.6 N/A +0.4 N/A
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MCNTHLY REPOT FCR PARCH 1972
PASS GMT-START GMT-ENC GRIG TYPE GATA
NO. COCE COCE CAY
TRACKING
TRACK MD 2 WAY RANGING NIL BIAS N/A RU NOISE N/A kU
DOP BIAS -. 481k Z C NOS 0.002HZL EXP S7 HLZ
MCNITOR -----------------------------------------------------
LGhR LGEt ELRC eLEk
DIS 1290 0 254 0
FIChEER 10 S/C 23
C006 72068C040 72C680934 AM PF CCC6
TCP N/A N/A N/A N/A
CCMMENTS -------------------------------------------------
0148L-0154Z 360 DCwvi, TTY GUIDE TABLE CLOBBERED, kESTART
DR 3252
C924Z-0931L 360 "B" CCWN-WARM RESTART OR 3253
UllZL-CSCCG 2 oAY
0130ZL-C855 CPC XMITTEC
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MCNTHLY REPORT FOR PARCH 1572
PASS GMT-START GMT-ENO ORIG TYPE CATA
NO. CLCE CGCE CAY
PICNEER 10 S/C 23
P1OCCL65228
06Cb 72Ct8C830 72C6b1C17 CJ PF COOb
USS 75 PASS OC6 CL C- CTDN N/A GCF S60Y CPS N/A OSS N/A
CCNFIG -----------------------------------------------------
ACS COY C68 LOS COY C6e TOTAL
SCI-ECULED G9OuL SCHEDULED 090UL SCHECULED 2H 30M
ACTLAL C83uL ACTUAL C830L ACTUAL 1h 47M
ST XFR N/R L RELEASE N/K Z DSS TIME 1H 47M
CCMAN --------------------------
TCTAL N/A AUTC N/A MANUAL N/A ABORT N/A
TELEMETRY 
PUhER N/AKh 6IT RATES N/A
RX 1 RX 2 TCP N/A TCP N/A
ACTUAL N/A N/A N/A N/A
PRELIC N/A N/A N/A N/A
RESIC N/A N/A N/A N/A
TRACKING
TRACK MO N/AwAY RANGING N/A BIAS N/A RU NOISE N/A RL
DOP BIAS N/A HZ C NCS N/A HL EXP N/A HZ
NITCR -----------------------------------------------------
LGhR LGER BLRC ELER
D1S N/A N/A N/A N/A
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MCNTHLY REPORT FOR PARCH 1972
PASS GMT-START GMT-END URIG TYPE CATA
NC. CUOE COGE DAY
FICNEER 10 S/C 23
0006 72068C830 72C681C17 CJ PF 0006
TCP N/A N/A N/A N/A
CCPMENTS
G924Z-CS31Z 36C "d" CUGN-WARM RESTART GR 2253
PICNEER 10 S/C 23
PlOCCZe5223
0006 72C68C0930 72C081647 AA PF C0006
DSS 11 PASS 006 CL h-8 CTCN N/A GCF S6JA CPS T701 USS AUCC
C£NFIC ---------------------................
ACS DOY 06E LGS DCY C68 TOTAL
SCIECULED 0933L SChELULED 1647L SCIEDULED 7H 14M
ACTUAL CS32Z ACTUAL 1647Z ACTLAL 7H 15M
ST XFR GS10L RELEASE 17.45Z USS TIME 8H 35M
CCMMAND -----------------------------
TOTAL C AUTO O MANUAL 0 A6CRT 0
TELEMETRY ------
POwER 1 KA BIT RATES 1024 MMT
iX 1 RX 2 TCP 8 TCP A
ACTUAL 137.8 N/A 18.0 N/A
PRECIC 137.7 N/A 20.4 N/A
RESIC +0.1 N/A -2.4 N/A
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MCNTHLY REPUIT FOR MPRCH 1972
PASS GMT-START GPT-ENG GOIG TYPE GATA
NG. COECt COCE DAY
TRACKING ----------------------------------------------------
TRACK MD 2 hAY RANGING NIL EIAS N/A RU NOISE N/A AL
DOP eIAS -.4;3hZ C NOS 0.002HZ EXP 0.002HZ
MCNITR ----------------------------------------------------
LGWR LGER ELRC ELER
DIS N/R N/R N/R N/R
PICNEER 10 S/C 23
0006 72068C930 72C681647
TCP N/R
AA PF CCLC
N/R N/h N/R
CCPMENTS -----------------------------------------------------
iO45Z-116CZ 310 "lb" CCLN, FUR IPL, OR 3254
1212Z-1241Z 3e0 "B" DC£N, FCR STAING ShAP vITh 'WARM START,
UF CN "A" STRING CR 3255
2 hAY TRACK lUCOL-1615Z
CMD MCG CN/OFF 1O05L-1615Z NO CPCS XMTD
JPL Technical Memorandum 33-584, Vol. I
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MCNTHLY REPORT FOR PARCH 1972
PASS GMT-START GMT-ENC OkIG TYPE CATA
NO. CJCE COLE OAY
FICNEEP 10 S/C 23
PlOCCLZ5226
0006 72CtE1529 72C690136 AJ PF 0006
DSS 42 PASS OOb CL -B- CTDN N/A GCF S60G CPS N/A DSS GCOC
CCNFIG -----------------------------------------------------
ACS COY 068 LCS DOY Cb9 TOTAL
SCHEDULED 1545L SCHEDULED 0145Z SCHEDULED 10H OOM
ACTUAL 152ZL ACTUAL 0136L ACTUAL 10- 07M
ST XFR 15J2Z RELEASE 0335i DSS TIME 13H 33M
CCMMAN -----------------------------------------------------
TCTAL 32 AUTO 32 MANUAL U ABGRT J
TELEMETRY 
PCGER 10Kh blT RATES 1024 MMT
RX 1 RX 2 TCP A TCP B
ACTUAL 137.5 N/A 20.4 N/A
PRECIC 138.0 h/A 20.2 N/A
RESIC +0.5 N/A +0.2 N/A
TRACKING -----------------------------------------------------
TRACK MD 2 wAY RANGINC NIL elIAS N/A RU NOISE N/A RU
DOUP bIAS -0.434hL C NOS .002HL EXP .005hL
MCNITCR ---------------------------------------------------
LGwR LGER BLRC eLER
DIS N/k N/k N/R N/R
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MCNTHLY REPORT FOR PARCH 1S72
PASS GMT-START GVT-END CRIG TYPE CATA
NO. CODE COCE DAY
FIChEEI 10 S/C 23
GbC6 7206e1529 72Ce69136 AJ PF CCOb
TCP N/R N/k N/R N/R
CCEMtENTS ------------------------------------------------
GC59Z-O1C02Z -SO DChN, LINE DC*N BETkEEN GSFC ANO CANEERRA
C. 5020
Z hAY TRACK 1l16L-Ci15Z
CMOS XMTC AT 2357Z-0105/
PICNEER 1C S/C 23
PlOCCLt5227
CGC7 720690042 72Cb9J031 AM PF CCC7
USS 51 PASS 007 CL h-B CTCN N/A GCF S60J CPS T701 DSS JUOU
CCINFIC --
ACS COY Cbo LLS DCY ub9 TOTAL
SCIECULEC 0045Z SCHEDULED 0931L SCHEGULED 8H 46M
ACTUAL CC42L ACTUAL C931Z ALTLAL 8H 49M
ST XFR G0 07Z RELEASE 1931L OSS TIME 9H 24M
CCMMANDC
TOTAL 35 AUTC 34 MANUAL 1 ABGHT 0
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MCNTHLY REPORT FOR PARCH 1972
PASS GMT-STAPR GMT-ENC CRIG TYPE IATA
NO. COCE COCE CAY
TELEMETRY 
POhER 1 Kh BIT RATES 1024
RX 2 RX 1 TCP 6 TCP A
ACTUAL 145., N/A 8.8 N/A
PRECIC 148.7 N/A 7.8 N/A
RESIC +3.1 N/A +1.0 N/A
TRACKING --
TRACK MD 2 hAY RANGING NIL BIAS N/ARU NOISE N/A RU
OUP eIAS .590HZ C NOS .004HZ EXP oO05HZ
MCNITGR -----------------------------------------------------
LGwR LGER eLRC ELER
CIS N/A N/A N/A N/A
FILNEER 10 S/C 23
C0007 720690042 720690931
TCP N/A
AM PF LCC7
N/P N/A N/A
CCMMENS ------------------------------------------------
OIS/TCP INTERFACE NOT AVAILABLE
0338Z-034CL 36C/75A CChN, DUE CCHRE FRAGMENTATICN, WARM
RESTAFT CR 3258
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MCNTHLY REPORT FOR rMARCH 1S72
PASS GMT-START GMT-END CRIG TYPE DATA
NO. CODE CODE CAY
--------------__ _---__ _ _ _ _-- _____________________________________________
PICNEEF 10 S/C 23
PlOCCL65229
U007 72C6SCE45 72C691003 CJ PF CGC7
DSS 75 PASS CC7 CL NiA CTUN N/A ' GCF S60V CPS N/A DSS N/A
CCNFIG -----------------------------------------------------
ACS COY 0bS LCS COY CG9 TOTAL
SChECULED 0SCOL SCI-ELLED i130L SCh-EGULED 2H 30M
ACTUAL 0845Z ACTUAL 1003L ACTUAL 1H 1bM
ST XFR CE30L RELEASE 1003Z USS TIME 1H 18M
CLMMAND
TOTAL N/A AUTC N/A MANUAL N/A ABORT N/A
TELtMETRY
FCkEI N/AKA BIT RATES N/A
RX 1 RX 2 TCP TCP
ACTUAL N/A N/A N/A N/A
PRECIC N/A N/A N/A N/A
RESID N/A N/A N/A N/A
TRACKING
TRACK MD 2 WAY RANGING NIL BIAS N/A RU NOISE h/A RU
DOP BIAS N/A HZ C NCS N/A HZ EXP N/A iZ
MCNITOR --------------------------------
LGhR LGER BLRC eLER
DIS N/A N/PA N/A N/A
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MCNTHLY REPORT FUR MARCH 1972
PASS GMT-START GMT-END CkIG TYPE CATA
NO. CODE CODE CAY
FICNEER 1C S/C 23
CC07 72LC;SE45 72C691003 CJ PF OCC7
TCP N/A N/A N/A N/A
CCMMENTS -----------------------------------------------
FICNEER 10 S/C 23
PIGCCL 5233
GC07 72C69CG28 720691640 AA PF CCC7
DSS 11 PASS 0C7 CL H-B CTON 202231 GCF SOOA CPS N/A OSS AOO0
CCtFIG
AGS COY C6S LUS DOY C69 TOTAL
SCHEDULED 0929Z SCHECULEO 1643L SChtECULED 7h 14M
ACTUAL C928L ACTUAL 1640L ACTLAL 7h 12M
ST XFR Ce45Z RELEASE 1815L DSS TIME 9h 30M
CCMMAND --
TCTAL 0 AUTO 0 MANUAL 0 ABORT 0
TELEMETRY ----------------------------------------------------
POWER 1 Kk 81T RATES 1024
RX 1 RX 2 TCP A TCP B
ACTUAL 147.5 N/A 5.5 N/A
PREGIC 149.3 N/A 5.7 N/A
RESID +1.8 N/A -0.2 N/A
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MCNTHLY REPURT FCR PARCh 1972
_--____________________________-___--_-___________--------------------_-_
PASS GMI-START GoT-END CkIG TYPE CATA
NU. CUDE CODE LAY
------------------------------------------------------------------
TRACKING 
--
TRACK MD 2 WAY RANGING NIL BIAS N/A RU NLISE N/A RU
DOP 8IAS -0.435EZ C NOS .011HZ EXP .002HZ
C[NITOR
LG*R LCER BLRC ELER
DIS N/R N/R N/R N/R
PICNEER 1C -/C 23
OCC7 72C690528 72C691640 AA .PF CCO7
TCP N/R N/k N/R N/R
CC£PMENTS ----------------------------------------------------
1102Z-1116L 36C/75A LCwN RESTART REQUIRED OR 3259
2 WAY TRACK lCCUL-1615Z
CMDS 1005Z-161CL (MOC CN/CFF) NC CMOS XMTD
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MCNTHLY REPORT FOR PARCH 1972
PASS GMT-START GMT-ENC CRIG TYPE CATA
NO. CODE COCE LAY
FICNEER 10 S/C 23
P1 0CC&E15235
OC7 72C:91551 720C700145 AJ PF CCC7
DSS 42 PASS OC7 CL E-8 CTDN 202231 GCF SOOG CPS N/A DSS GOCO
CCNFIG ----------------------------------------------------
ACS COY 069 LOS DUY C70 TUTAL
SCIEDULED 1545Z SCHEDULED 0145/ SCLECULED 10H OCM
ACTUAL 1557Z ACTUAL 0145Z ACTUAL 9h 46M
ST XFR 1524Z RELEASE 0300Z OSS TIME 11H 36M
CCMAND --------------------------
TCTAL 49 AUTO 49 MANUAL 0 ABORT O
TELEMETRY ----------------------------------------------------
POER KW BIT RATES 1024 512
RX 1 RX 1 TCP TCP
ACTUAL 148.C 149.8 7.8 8.6
PRECIC 149.6 149.8 6.1 8.0
RESIC +1.6 0.0 +1.7 +G.6
TRACKING ---------------------------------------
TRACK MC 2 WAY RANGING NIL BIAS N/A RU NOISE N/A RU
DOP BIAS -C.375HZ C N£S .011HZ EXP .005HZ
MCNITOR ------------------------------------------
LGwR LGER BLRC BLER
DIS N/R N/R N/R N/R
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MCNTHLY REPJORT FOR MARCH 1972
PASS GMT-START GOT-END ORIG TYPE CATA
NG. CODE CODE CAY
FICNEEP 10 S/C 23
CCC7 72C091551 72C700145 AJ PF CCC7
TCP N/R N/R N/R N/R
CCMMENTS- ----------------------
1721Z-1725L 3tC/75A CCkNt 6ACKLOUG[NLt oARM RESTART LR 3259
1l2eZ-1838Z 363/75A CLWN, CISPLAY TASKS A bENGS, WARM
CR _259
CCC8Z-OOlZL 36C/75A CCviN, SKED.FCP VERSICN Sw[TCH TO V 27.3
0022Z-0027L 360/75A CChN, DUE TC eAC LOAD ON VERSION SwITCH,
RESTART REQ
2 hAY TRACA 1611Z-01OLO
CMDS XITC 17?42Z-OC41L
FICNEER 10 S/C 23
PlJCCZE5242
OC08 o20700923 620701639 AA PF CCG8
OSS 11 PASS OC8 CL H-b CTDN 202231 GCF SOUA CFS N/A USS AOOO
CCNFIG -----------------------
ACS COY C70 LOS COY 070 TOTAL
SCIECULED 0925L SCHECULED 1639L SCtEDULED 7H 14M
ACTLAL 0923L ACTUAL 1639Z ACTUAL 7F 16M
ST XFR 0840L RELEASE 1700Z DSS TIME 8H 20M
CMMAND ----------------------------------------------------
TCTAL U ALTO 0 VANUAL 0 ABORT U
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MCNTHLY REPORT FOR MARCH 1972
PASS GMT-STtRT GMlT-END GRIG TYPE CATA
NC. CUDE CODE CAY
TELEMETRY 
PCWER 1 Kh BIT RATES 512 CODEC
RX 1 RX 2 TCP A TCP B
ACTUAL 146.8 N/A 7.4 N/A
PRECIc 150.5 N/A 7.4 N/A
RESID -3.7 N/A 0.0 N/A
TRACKING
TRACK MD 213wAY RANGING NIL EIAS N/A RU NOISE N/A RU
DOP dIAS -O.35HL C NOS 0.010IH EXP 0.012HZ
MCNITUR …-- 
LGwR LGER BLRC ELER
DIS N/R N/H N/R N/R
FICNEEI 10 S/C 23
C008 62070C923 62C701t39 AA PF CC08
TCP N/R N/R N/R N/R
CCMIENTS ---
ICCCZ-160CZ 2 hAY
1045L-1053Z 360/75A GCiN-WARM RESTART REQUIRED. CR 3269
1315L-1321Z 360/75A CChN-SChEDULEC STRING SAP TC 360/75B
1339Z-1344L 36C/75B CChN-CISK SWAP
JPL Technical Memorandum 33-584, Vol. I Z67
MCNTHLY kEPCRT FOR MARCH 1972
______ ______ ______- ____-- - ___ __ ___ __ ___ __ __ ___ __ ___ __ __----------------
PASS GMT-START GMT-END CKIG TYPE CATA
NO. COCE COCE CAY
______________________----_________________________________--------------
IICNEER 10 S/C 23
PLOCCZ65238
CCC8 72070C044 72C7C0927 AM PF LCO8
DSS 51 PASS OC8 CL F-- CTDN 202231 GCF SOOJ CPS N/A DSS N/A
CCNFIG ----------------------------------
ACS COY 070 LUS COY C70 TOTAL
SCLEDULED 0045L SCHEGULED 0937L SCFECULED 8H 52M
ACTUAL CC44L ACTUAL 0927L ACTUAL 8H 43M
ST XFR GCC5L RELEASE 0927L DSS TIME 9H 22M
CCMMAND
TCTAL 4 tUTC 3 MANUAL 1 ABORT 0
TELEMETRY 
POGER 1 KA BIT RATES 512 CUDED MPT
RX 1 RX 2 TCP A TCP B
ACTUAL 146.3 N/A 9.5 N/A
PRECIC 150.2 N/A 6.6 N/A
RESIC +0o. N/A +0.9 N/A
TRACKING ---------------------------------------------
TRACK Mt 2 WAY RANGING NIL BIAS N/A RU NOISE N/A RU
DUP BIAS -C.37SHZ C NCS Ol1HL EXP .005hZ
CNITOR ----- -------------
LGWR LGER BLRC BLER
CIS 1562 0 508 0
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MCNTHLY REPORT FOR MARCH 1972
PASS GMT-START GMT-END ORIG TYPE CATA
NO. CODE CODE CAY
FICNEER 10 S/C 23
C008 72C700044 72C700S27 AM PF COGC8
TCP N/A N/A N/A N/A
CCMMENTS
FICNEEP 10 S/C 23
PlOCCLZ5230
CCC8 72G7CCEC6 72C7U10C5 CJ PF COC8
DSS 75 PASS COd CLN/A CTDN N/A ,CF S6bX CPS N/A GSS N/A
CCNFIG
AOS COY C70 LCS COY C70 TOTAL
SC-EDULED C900L SCHEDULED 1130Z SCHEOULED 2H 50M
ACTUAL C806Z ACTUAL 1005Z ACTLAL 1H 59M
ST XFR L756L RELEASE 1005L DLSS TIME 2H 09M
CCMMAND ----------------------------------------------------
TOTAL N/A AUTO N/A MANUAL N/A ABORT N/A
TELEMETRY 
FGkER N/AKh BIT RATES N/A
RX 1 RX 2 TCP A TCP B
ACTUAL h/A N/A N/A N/A
PRECIC N/A h/A N/A N/A
RESID N/A k/A N/A N/A
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MCNTHLY REPOkT FOR IARCH 1972
PASS GMI-START GPT-END CRIG TYPE CATA
NC. CODE CODE CAY
TRACKING -----------------------------
TRACK MD 2 wAY RANGING NIL 8IAS N/A RL NCISE N/A RL
DOP BIAS N/A HZ C NOS N/A HZ EXP .005FZ
PCNITOR ------ ------------------------------
LGhR LGER BLRC 8LER
DIS N/A h/A N/A N/A
FICNEER 10 S/C 22
CCO8 72C7CCeC6 72C7010CC CJ PF 0008
TCP N/A N/A N/A h/A
CCMMENTS -------------------------------
FICNEER 10 S/C 23
PO0CCZL5243
OCC8 720701520 720710143 AJ PF 0008
DSS 42 PASS OC8 CL H-6 CTDN 202231 GCF SOOG CPS N/A CSS GOOO
CCNFIG ---------------------------------------------------
AOS COY C7C LOS DOY C71 TOTAL
SCHECULED 153UZ SChECULED 0145Z.SCFEUULED loH 15M
ACTUAL 1520L ACTUAL 0143Z ACTLAL 10H 23M
ST XFR 1448Z RELEASE 0150Z DSS TIME llH 02M
CCMMAND ------------
TOTAL 66 AUTO b6 MANUAL 0 ABORT 0
JPL Technical Memorandum 33-584, Vol. I270
MCNTHLY REPORT FOR MARCH 1S72
PASS GMT-START GMT-END GRIG TYPE CATA
NO. CODE CODE DAY
TELEMETRY ------------------------------------
POWER 1 KW BIT RATES 512 1024 MMT
RX 1 RX 1 TCP A TCP 8
ACTUAL 146.1 146.0 8.7 6.5
PRECIC 149.S 150.0 8.5 5.6
RESIC -3.8 +4.0 +0.2 +0.9
TRACKING -----------------------------------------------
TRACK MD 2 WAY RANGING NIL BIAS N/A RU NOISE N/A RU
DOP bIAS -0.344HZ C NOS U.011HZ EXP C005HZ
MCNITOR
LGhR LGER BLRC ELER
DIS N/R N/R N/R N/R
PICNEER 10 '
CC08 720701520
/C 23
720710143
TCP N/R
AJ PF 0008
N/R N/R N/R
CCMMENTS --------------------------------------------------
1825Z-1832L 360/758 CCWN DUE TO SUSPECTED S/W PROBLEM-UNABLE
TO ACCESS SOME TTY'S. DUMPt WARM RESTART RE OGR 3275
2044Z-2047L GCCOARD CP FAULTED, RECOVERY REGUIREC DR 5034
2301L-2311L 360/75 TAKEN DCWN TO INSERT CHANGE IN VERSICN 27.3
CMD MSG 005 1 ABURTEC DUE TO BEING DISABLED WI-ILE IN ACTIVE
MCDE
2 WAY TRACK 1C2Z-0115Z
CMDS XMTC AT 1502Z-0108Z
JPL Technical Memorandum 33-584, Vol. I 271
MCNTHLY REFORT FOR MARCH 1S72
PASS GMT-START GMT-ENO ORIG TYPE DATA
NG. CGLE CGCE CAY
PICNEER 10 S/C 23
P1OCCZ65245
0C09 720710044 72G710923 AM PF CCC9
OSS 51 PASS 009 CL FI-B CTDN 202231 GCF SOOJ CPS N/A DSS JCOO
CCNFIG----------------------
ACS COY C71 LCS COY C71 TOTAL
SCFECULED 0045L SCHEDULED 0923Z SC-EDULED 8H 38P
ACTUAL 0044L ACTUAL 0923L ACTUAL 8H 39M
ST XFR OOOOZL RELEASE 0923Z DSS TIME 9H 28M
CCMMAND -----------------------------------------------
TCTAL 47 AUTO 47 MANUAL 0 ABORT U
TELEMETRY --------------------------------------
POWER 1 Kh bIT RATES 512 MvT
RX 1 RX 2 TCP A TCP B
ACTUAL 147.E N/A 8.9 N/A
PRECIC 150.3 N/A 8.4 N/A
RESIC +2.5 N/A +0.5 N/A
TRACKING ----------------------------------------------------
TRACK MD 2 WAY RANGING NIL BIAS N/ARU NOISE N/ARL
COP BIAS -0.3HZ C NOS O.O11HZ EXP .005hZ
MCNITOR ---------------------------------------------------
LGWR LGER BLRC BLER
DIS 1576 0 1322 0
JPL Technical Memorandum 33-584, Vol. I
Qy
272
MONTHLY REPORT FOR MARCH 1972
PASS GMT-START GMT-END GRIG TYPE DATA
NO. CODE CODE LAY
FI£NEER 10 S/C 23
CCC9 720710044 720710523 AM PF CCC9
TCP N/a N/A N/A N/A
CC£MENTS
2 WAY TRACK: G123L-U0'23L AND C536L-C923_
CPD XMIT: 0239Z-0432L
0439Z-0443L 360 DOWN, SCH.
FICNEER 10 S/C 23
PlOCCLe5247
OGC9 12071S915 720711635 AA PF CO09
DSS 11 PASS 009 CL H-B CTDON 202231 GCF SOOA CPS N/A DSS AOOO
C£NFIG ----- …
ACS CUY C71 LCS DOY C71 TOTAL
SCHECULED C921Z SCHECULED 1635Z SCHEDULED 7H 14M
ACTUAL CS15Z ACTUAL 1635L ACTUAL 7H 19M
ST XFR CE38Z RELEASE 17401 DSS TIME 8H 02M
CCMMAND
TOTAL 0 AUTO 0 MANUAL 0 ABORT 0
JPL Technical Memorandum 33-584, Vol. I 273
MCNTHLV REPORT FOR PARCH 1972
PASS GMI-START GMT-END CRIG TYPE CATA
NO. CODE CODE CAY
TELEMETRY ----------------------------------------------------
POWER 1 Kw BIT RATES 512 CODED
RX I Rx 2 TCP A TCP 6
ACTUAL 149.2 N/A N/A 7.2
PRECIC 15C.o N/A N/A 6.4
RESID +1.4 h/A N/A +0.8
TRACKING ---
TRACK MOD 2,3WAY RANGING NIL BIAS N/ARU NCISE N/ARU
DOP BIAS -0.25hL C NOS O.U01HZ EXP U.012hZ
PICNITCR
LGhR LGER 6LRC ELER
QIS N/R N/R N/K N/R
PILNEER 10 S/C 23
00G9 720710915 720711635
TCP N/R
AA PF C09
N/k N/R N/R
CCMMENTS --------------------------------
OS23Z-1600Z 2 WAY
1230L-1241Z 360/75 DOCN, LNAbLE TO ACESS UTILITY FMTS CR 3270
JPL Technical Memorandum 33-584, Vol. I274
MGNTHLY REPORT FUF MARCH 1972
PASS GMT-START G MT-END CRIG TYPE CATA
NO. CODE CODE CAY
PICNEER 10 S/C 23
P10CCZt524S
0CO 72C0711507 72C720145 AJ PF 0009
DSS 42 PASS C09 CL h-B CTCN 202231 GCF SOJG CPS N/A CSS OCOO
CCNFIG ---------------------------------------------------
ACS DOY 071 LGS OCY C72 TCTAL
SCHEDULED 1530Z SCFECULED 0145L SCHEDULED 1OH 15M
ACTLAL 1507L ACTUAL 0145L ACTUAL 1OH 38M
ST XFR 1445L RELEASE 0245Z OSS TIME 12H COM
CCAND ---------------------------------------
TOTAL 55 AUTG 55 MANUAL 0 ABCRT 0
TELEMETRY 
POWER 1 Kh bIT RATES 1024 512 MMT
RX I RX 1' TLP TCP
ACTUAL 147.3 146.6 5.1 8.4
PRECIC 151.1 150.8 4.9 8.1
RESIO +3.8 +3.2 +0.2 +0.3
TRACK ING
TRACK MD 2 hAY RANGING NIL BIAS N/ARU NOISE N/A RU
DOP BIAS -C.25HZL C NOS .O11HL EXP .GO5HZ
MCNITCR ----------------------------
LGWR LGER ELRC ELER
DIS N/R N/R N/R N/R
JPL Technical Memorandum 33-584, Vol. I 275
MCNTHLY REPORT FCR MARCH 1972
PASS GMT-START GMT-ENC GCRIG TYPE .CATA
NO. COCE COCE LAY
FICNEER 10 S/C 23
0009 720711507 72072J145 AJ PF CC09
TCP N/R N/P N/R N/R
CCMMENTS
2 WAY TRACK 1603L-0115Z
CMOS XMTD 1752Z-O100Z
FICNEER 10 S/C 23
P0lCCL25253
0010 720720100 72L720918 AM PF 0010
DSS 51 PASS 010 CL Ih- CTGN 202231 GCF SUUJ CPS N/A 5SS JOCO
CCNFIG -------------------------------------------
ALS GOY 072 LCS DCY C72 TOTAL
SCHECULEC 00451 SCHECULEU 0919L SCkEDULED 8H M
ACTUAL GlCOL ACTUAL 0918L ACTLAL 8H 1BM
ST XFR 0002Z RELEASE 0918i OSS TIME 9H 16M
CCMMAND ---------------------------
TCTAL 25 AUTC 25 MANUAL 0 ABCRT 0
TELEMETRY ------------------------------------------
POnER 1 Kh BIT RATES 512
RX 1 RX 2 TCP 8 TCP A
ACTUAL 149.5 N/A 7.7 N/A
PREGIC 151.4 N/A 7.1 N/A
RESIC *1.9 N/A +0.6 N/A
JPL Technical Memorandum 33-584, Vol. I276
MCNTHLY REPORT FOR MARCH 1972
PASS GMT-START GMT-END OkIG TYPE DATA
NO. CODE COCE CAY
TRACKING ----------------------------------------------------
TRACK MD 2 WAY RANGING NIL BIAS N/A RU NOISE N/A RU
DOP BIAS -0.20k-Z C NOS O.011HZ EXP 0.005HL
MCNITOR --------------------------------- -
LGhR LGER eLRC ELER
DIS 1572 6 254 0
FICNEER 10 S/C 23
0010 720720100 720720918 AM PF CC10
TCP N/A N/A N/A N/A
CCMMENTS
2 WAY TRACK 0116L-C917Z
CMD XMIT C129Z-Cd36Z
0457Z-0512Z 360 OCWN; WARM RESTART REQ, DR 3282
07147Z-C8.19Z 360 DOUN FOR SKED STRING ShAP
JPL Technical Memorandum 33-584, Vol. I 277
MCNTHLY REPORT FCO MARCH 1972
PASS GMT-START GMT-END CRIG TYPE CATA
NO. COCE CODE GAY
PICNEER 10 S/C 23
PlOCCLZ25t4
0010 720720911 72C921631 AA PF 0010
DSS 11 PASS 010 CL h-d CTON 202231 GCF SUOA CPS N/A DSS A00
CCNFIG -------------------------------------
ACS DOY C72 LCS CCY C72 TCTAL
SCI-ECULEC C917Z SCHECULED 1631Z SCIEDULED 7H 14M
ACTUAL C915L ACTUAL 1631L ACTUAL 7H 16M
ST XFR C830Z RELEASE 1730L DSS TIME 9H OCM
CCMMAND
TClAL C AUTC 0 MANUAL ) ABORT 0
TELEMETRY ----------------------------------------------------
PCkER 1 Kh BIT RATES 512 CODED
RX 1 RX 2 TCP A TCP B
ACTUAL 148.4 N/A 5.8 N/A
PRECIC 151.t N/A 5.4 N/A
RESID +3.2 N/A +0.4 N/A
TRACKING --------------------------------------------------
TRACK MD 23 WAY RANGING NIL eIIAS N/A- RU NOISE N/A RU
DOP BIAS -0.18FZ C NCS O.011HL EXP O.012HZ
MCNITOR ----------------------------------- -----------
-LGWR LGER BLRC ELER
DIS N/R N/R N/R N/R
JPL Technical Memorandum 33-584, Vol. I278
MCNTHLY PEPORT FOP MARCh 1972
PASS GMT-START GMT-END CRIG TYPE DATA
NO. CODE CODE CAY
PICNEER 10 S/C 23
0010 72072G911 720921631 AA PF 0010
TCP N/R N/R N/R N/R
COMMENTS
2 hAY C15Z-1600Z
1310L-132CZ-36C/75 DCAN DR 3284
PICNEER 10 S/C 23
P1CCCLZ5256
CC10 720721501 720730145 AJ PF 0010
DSS 42 PASS 010 CL H-8 CTCN 202231 GCF 600G CPS N/A CSS G000
CCNFIG
AOS COY 072 LCS aCO C73 TOTAL
SCHECULEC 1530Z SCHEDULED 0145Z SChEDULED 10H 15M
ACTUAL 15C1 ACTUAL 0145L ACTUAL 10H 44M
ST XFR 14372 RELEASE 03152 DSS TIME 12F 48M
CCMMAND
TELEMETRY
TOTAL 2E ALTC 28 MANUAL 0 ABCRT U
POWER 1 KW 6IT RATES 512 CODED HMT
RX 1 RX 2 TCP TCP
ACTUAL 149.0 N/A 7.6 N/A
PRECIC 151.8 N/A b.9 N/A
RESIC +2.8 N/A +0.7 N/A
JPL Technical Memorandum 33-584, Vol. I 279
MCNTHLY fEPORT FOR MARCH 1972
PASS GMT-START GMT-END ORIG TYPE UATA
NO. CODE COCE CAY
TRACKING ---------------------------------------------------
TRACK MD 2 wAY RANGING NIL EIAS N/A RU NOISE N/A RU
DOP BIlAS -0.160 HZ C NCS .011HZ EXP .C05HZ
tCNITOR --------------- ---------
LGwR LGER ELRC ELER
DIS N/R N/R N/R N/R
FICNEER 10 S/C 23
0010 720721501 720730145 AJ PF 0010
TCP N/R N/R N/R N/R
CCMP.ENTS
2 VAY TRACK 16COL-ClCOZ
CPDS XMID 1845L-2338Z
JPL Technical Memorandum 33'-584, Vol. I280
MCNTHLY REPORT FCR MARCH 1972
PASS GMT-START GMT-ENO ORIG TYPE DATA
NO. CODE CODE CAY
PIONEER 10 S/C 23
PLOCCLZ525E
0011 720730020 72C730914 AM PF Cull
DSS 51 PASS 011 CL --8 CTDN 202231 GCF SOOJ CPS N/A DSS JOCOG
CCNFIG ---------------------------------------
ACS GOY 073 LCS DCV 073 TOTAL
SCHEDULED 0045L SCI-EDULED 0915L SC-EDULED 8H 30M
ACTUAL CC2OZ ACTUAL C914L ACTUAL 8H 56M
ST XFR 2345Z RELEASE U914L OSS TIME 9H 29M
CCMMANC
TOTAL 19 AUTC 19 MANUAL O AECRT 0
TELEMETRY 
POWER 1 K BIT RATES 512 CODED
RX 1 RX 2 TCP B TCP A
ACTUAL 151.2 N/A 7.0 N/A
PRECIC 152.3 N/A 6.5 N/A
RESIC +1.1 N/A -0.5 N/A
TRACKING ----------------------------------------------
TRACK MC 2 WAY RANGING NIL EIAS N/A RU NOISE N/A RL
COP BIAS -0.104HZ C NOS 0.011HZ EXP 0.005HZ
MCNITOR ..
LGhR LGER 8LRC ELER
DIS N/R N/R N/R N/R
JPL Technical Memorandum 33-584, Vol. I 281
MCNTHLY REPORT FOR PARCh 1972
PASS .GMT-START GMT-END CRIG TYPE DATA
NO. CODE CODE CAY
FICNEER 10 '/C 23
C011 720730020 720730914 AM PF CCli
TCP N/R N/H N/R N/R
CCMENTS ----------------------------------------------------
PICNEER 10 S/C 23
PlOCCZ65260
0011 720730911 720731600 AA PF OC11
OSS 11 PASS 011 CL h-B CTDN 202241 GCF SOOA CPS N/A DSS AGCO
CCNFIG ---------------------------------------
ACS COY 073 LOS 00V 073 TOTAL
SCiEOULED 0912Z SCHEDULED 1600 SChEDULED 6H 48M
ACTUAL C911Z ACTUAL 1600U ACTUAL bH 49M
ST XFR C827L RELEASE 16301 DSS TIME 8H 03M'
CCMMAND ---------------------------------------------------
TCTAL U AUTO 0 MANUAL U ABORT O
TELEMETRY 
POkER 1 Kh BIT RATES 512 CODED
RX 1 RX 2 TCP A TCP B
ACTUAL 149.C N/A 4.1 N/A
PRECLIC 152.5 N/A 4.7 N/A
RESIC +3.5 N/A -C.6 N/A
JPL Technical Memorandum 33-584, Vol. I282
MCNTHLY REPORT FOR MARCH 1S72
PASS GMT-START GMT-END CRIG IYPE DATA
No. CODE CODE DAY
TRACKING --------------------------- -----------------------
TRACK MD 2 WAY RANGING NIL EIAS N/A HU NOISE N/A RU
DOP BIAS -O.CElHL C NCS .Oll1HL EXP O.012HL
MCNITOR -------------------------------------
LGWR LLER BLRC BLER
DIS N/M N/R N/R N/R
FICNEEF 10 S/C 23
CIl 720i3GC11 720731600 AA PF 0C11
TCP N/R N/R N/R N/R
CCMMENTS
C015L-1ECCZ 2 WAY
JPL Technical Memorandum 33-584, Vol. I 283
MCNTHLY REPORT FCH MARCH 1572
PASS GMT-START GMT-END CKIG TYPE CATA
NO. CODE CODE CAY
______________________-________________________________-----------------_
PICNEER 10 S/C 23
PlOCCZ'5262
U011 720731445 720740116 AJ PF LC11
DSS 42 PASS 011 CL H-8 CTCN 202241 GCF SOUG CPS N/A OSS GOCO
CCNFIG -------------------------
ACS COY C73 LCS DCY C7 TOTAL
SCHECULED 1500Z SCHEDULED 0130Z SCHEDULED 10H 30M
ACTUAL 1445L ACTUAL 0109Z ACTUAL 10H 24M
ST XFR 1415Z RELEASE u300L DSS TIME 12H 45M
CCMIAND
TOTAL 46 AUTO 46 MANUAL 0 ABORT 0
TELEMETRY ---------------------------------------------------
PCOER 1 KW BIT RATES 1024 512 CODED MMT
RX 1 RX 2 TCP B TCP A
ACTUAL 14o.5 149.0 3.6 6.5
PRECIC 1152.e 152.5 3.4 5.8
RESIC + 3.5 +0.2 +0.7
TRACKING
TRACK MD 2 WAY RANGING NIL BIAS N/P RU NOISE N/A RU
DOPB IAS -.014t-Z C NOS .020HZ EXP .010HZ
MCNITOR ------------------------------------------------
LGWh LGEk eLRC ELER
DIS N/R N/R N/R N/R
JPL Technical Memorandum 33-584, Vol. I284
MCNTHLY REPORT FOR MARCH 1972
PASS GMT-START GMT-END ORIG TYPE DATA
NO. COGE COCE CAY
FICNEER 10 S/C 23
0011 720731445 720740116 AJ PF 01C
TCP N/R N/R N/R N/R
CCMMENTS
2351L-OCOUZ 36C/75A DChN, DUE TO 2260'S LOCKEDOUT. hARM
RESTART CR 3294
NAT TRACK- CR N-0133 CCPPLER NOISE EXCEEDS EXPECTED TWO
CCMMANDS (26-1 27-1) WERE SENT AND CCNFIRMEO BUT S/C DIC NOT
RE-ACT TC TI-EM DUE TC INCCRRECT PARITY CHECK AT S/C REF
CR 0132
2 iAbf TRACK 1601Z-01OZL
CMCS XMTC 17002-J054Z
FICNEER 10 S/C 23
PlOCCZ5265S
0012 720740039 720740911 AM PF 0012
DSS 51 PASS 012 CL --B CTDN 202241 GCF SOOJ CPS N/A DSS JOO0
CCNFIG ---------------------
ALS DUY 074 LCS DGC C74 TOTAL
SCHEDULED 0030Z SCHEDULED 910ZL SC-EDOULEDN/AH M
ACTUAL 0039Z ACTUAL 0911 ACTLAL N/A H M
ST XFR 2345Z RELEASE 110OU OSS TIP.EN/A H M
CCMMAND ----------------------- ------------------------
TCTAL 6 AUTO 6 MANUAL O ABORT 0
JPL Technical Memorandum 33-584, Vol. I 285
MCNTHLY REPORT FOR PARCH 1972
PASS GMT-START GOT-END ORIG TYPE CATA
NO. CODE CODE CAY
TELEMETRY.-------------------------------------
POWER 1 KW bIT RATES 512 CODED MMT
RX I RX 2 TCP B TCP A
ACTUAL 151.7 N/A 6.4 6.4
PRELIC 152.9 N/A 5.4 5.4
RESID +1.2 N/A -1.0 -1.o
TRACKING ---
TRACK MD 2 WAY RANGING NIL BIAS N/A RU NCISE N/A RU
DOP BIAS -U.O1HZ C NCS U0.11HZ EXP O.OllhZ
/PCNITOR
LGhR LGE, BLRC eLER
IS N/R N/R N/R N/R
FICNEER 10 S/C 23
0012 72014C039 720740911 AM P.F 0012
TCP N/R N/R N/R N/R
CCMMENTS ------
2 WAY TRACK: 0101L-Ol11
CMC XMIT: 01C7Z-0132Z
0151Z-0157Z 360 DOWN, RESTART REC. OR 3296
0307L-0309L 3100 STOPPED UPCATING, RESTART CR 3297
0333Z-0338Z 3100 STOPPED UPCATING, RESTART CR 3257
JPL Technical Memorandum 33-584, Vol. I286
MCNTHLY REPORT FOR MARCH 1972
PASS GMT-START GMT-END ORIG TYPE DATA
NO. CODE CODE CAY
PICNEER 10 S/C 23
F1OCCZ65265
0012 72074C908 720741538 AA PF C012
DSS 11 PASS 012 CL H-B CTCN 202241 GCF SUOA CPS N/A DSS AOO0
CCNFI --------------------------------
ACS DOY C74 LCS DOY 674 TOTAL
SChECULED 0908Z SChEDULED 1600L SCHEDULED 6H 52M
ACTUAL CSCcZ ACTUAL 1538L ACTUAL 6H 39M
ST XFR N/A Z RELEASE N/A L DSS TIMEN/A H M
CCMMAND ----------------------------------------------------
TOTAL C AUTU 0 MANUAL U AeCRT 0
TELEMETRY 
POWER 1 Kh BIT RATES 512 CODED MMT
RX 1 RX 2 TCP B TCP A
ACTUAL 150.4 N/A 5.1 N/A
PRECIC 153.1 N/A 4.1 N/A
RESIC +2.7 N/A +1.U N/A
TRACKING----------------------------
TRACK MD 2,3hAY RANGING NIL EIAS N/A RU NCISE N/A RU
DOP BIAS +0.04HL C NCS O.011HZ EXP 0.012HZ
MCNITOR -------------------------- 
LGWR LGER BLRC ELER
DIS N/R N/R N/R N/R
JPL Technical Memorandum 33-584, Vol. I 287
MCNTHLY REPORT FOR MARCH 1972
PASS GMT-START GMT-ENC ORIG TYPE DATA
NO. COCE CODE CAY
FICNEER 10 S/C 23
0012 720i40908 720741538 AA PF 0012
TCP N/R N/R N/R N/R
CCMMENTS --------------------------------------
090'Z-1520Z 2 wAY
DR 1-1923
UPR 3301
10G00-152eZ ERRUNECLS SNR READOUT FROM TCP "A" CHANGEC ARITH-
METIC ACCER UNIT IN SSA. CR-T-1921
1440U-MSFN TIMING SYSTEM JUMPED TO 1541Z DR 1922
FICNEER 10 S/C 23
PlOCCZL 267
0012 720741431 72C750130 AJ PF 0012
DSS 42 PASS 012 CL H-B CTDN 202241 GCF S400G CPS N/A DSS G000
CCNFIG --------------------------------------------------
AOS COY 074 LOS DOY Ci4 TCTAL
SCHEDULED 15U0L SCHEDULED 0130L SCFEDULED 1iH 3CM
ACTUAL 1431Z ACTUAL 0130L ACTUAL lOH 5GM
ST XFR 1414Z RELEASE 0130Z DSS TIME 11H 10M
CCMMAND ---------------------------------------
TOTAL 46 AUTO 46 MANUAL 0 AORT 1
JPL Technical Memorandum 33-584, Vol. I288
MCNTHLY REPORT FCP MARCH 1972
PASS GMT-START GPT-END CRIG TYPE CATA
NO. CODE CODE CAY
TELEMETRY --------------------------------------------------
POWER 1 KW BIT RATES 512 CODED MMT
RX 2 RX 1 TCP B TOP A
ACTUAL 148.8 N/A 6.4 N/A
PRECIC 153.3 N/A 5.0 N/A
RESID +4.5 N/A *1.4 N/A
TRACKING --
TRACK MD 2 WAY RANGING NIL BIAS N/A RU NCISE N/A RU
DOP BIAS +0.059HZ C NCS .011HZ EXP .011HZ
MCNITOR ----------------------------------------------------
'LGWR LGER BLRC ELER
DIS N/R N/R N/R N/R
PICNEER 10 S/C 23
0012 720741431 72C750130 AJ PF 0012
TCP N/R N/R N/R N/R
CCMMENTS ----------------------------------------------------
CPD MSG (C06-C1) ABORTED CUE TO BEING DISABLEC WHILE IN
ACTIVE MCCE
2 wAY TRACK 1521L-01CGL
CPDS XMTO 1750L-2238L
JPL Technical Memorandum 33-584, Vol. I 289
MCNTHLV REPURT FOR PARCH 1S72
PASS GMT-START GPT-END CKIG TYPE CATA
NO. CODE CODE CAY
FICNEER 10 S/C 23
PlOCCZ65270
0013 720750028 72C7509C6 AM PF 0013
DSS 51 PASS 013 CL H-8 CTDN 202241 GCF SOOJ CPS N/A OSS JUOO
CCNFIG ---------------------------------------------------
AOS DOY 075 LCS OOY C75 TOTAL
SCHEDULED 0030L SCHECULED 090oL SCHEDULEU 8H 36M
ACTUAL 0028Z ACTUAL 0906L ACTUAL 8H 38M
ST XFR 2345L RELEASE 0906Z USS TIME 9H 21M
CCMMAND ---------------------
TCTAL C AUTO 0 PANUAL 0 ABORT 0
TELEMETRY -----------------------------------------------------
POwER 1 Kh bIT RATES 512 MMT
RX I RX 2 TCP B TCP A
ACTUAL 152.6 N/A 5.6 N/A
PRECIC 153.6 N/A 4.8 N/A
RESID +1.C N/A +0.8 N/A
TRACKING
TRACK MD 2 WAY RANGING NIL BIAS N/A RU NOISE N/A RU
DCOP BIAS +0.12HZ C NOS O.Ol1HZ EXP O.11HZ
YCNITOR
LGhR LGER BLRC eLER
CIS N/R N/R N/R N/R
JPL Technical Memorandum 33-584, Vol. I290
MCNTHLY REPORT FOC MARCH 1972
PASS GMT-START GMT-END CRIG TYPE CATA
NO. CODE CODE CAY
PICNEER 10 '/C 23
0013 72075C0028 7207539C6 AM PF 0013
TCP N/R N/R N/R N/R
CCMMENTS ---------------------------------------
2 wAY TRACK: 0101L-0806L
CMG XMIT: N/A
0143L-0156Z 360 DLCN, SYSTEM HUNG AND LOCKED UUT, IPL-WAKM
OP 3307
G7CLZ-0706Z 360 DCWN, SYSTEM HUNG AND LOCKED OUT, IPL-WARM
DE 33C8
PICNEER 10 S/C 23
PlOCCZ65273
0013 72015C903 720751612 AA PF 0013
DSS 11 PASS 013 CL H-B CTDN 202241 GCF SOOA CPS N/A DSS ADOO
CCNFIG ----------------
AOS DOY 075 LOS DCY 0i5 TOTAL
SCHEDULED 0904L SCHEDULED 160.OL SCHEDULED 6H 56M
ACTUAL 0903Z ACTUAL 1612L ACTUAL 7H 05M
ST XFR Ce01Z RELEASE 1710Z DSS TIME 9H C9M
CCMMAND ----------------------- -----------------------
TOTAL 1 AUTO 1 MANUAL 0 AbORT 0
JPL Technical Memorandum 33-584, Vol. I 291
MCNTHLY REPURT FOR MARCH 1972
PASS GMT-STARI GMT-END CRIG TYPE CATA
NO. CODE CODE CAY
----------_ _--------------------------------------_--_------_---___
TELEMEIRY -----------------------------------
POWER 3 KW BIT RATES 512 CODED MMT
RX 1 RX 2 TCP B TCP A
ACTUAL 151.5 N/A 4.O N/A
PRECIC 153.S N/A 3.3 N/A
RESID +2.4 N/A +.7 N/A
TRACKING 
TRACK MD1,23WAY RANGING NIL BIAS N/A RU NCISE Nh/ RU
DCP BIAS +0.14HZ C NOS O.011HZ EXP O.011hZ
MCNITOR
LGWR LGER BLRC ELER
CIS N/R N/R N/R N/K
PICNEER 10 !/C 23
0013 72075C903 720751612 AA PF 0013
TCP N/R N/R N/R N/R
CCMMENTS -- ---------.--------------------
CS18Z-1612Z 2 WAY
CS25Z-1555Z 1 CMD
C007Z-0918Z ATTEMPTED AUTC-TRACK CN HORIZON-ANT CRUVE OFF POINT
CAUSING LCSS OF BCTH UPLINK AND COWNLINK LOCK DR T-1S27
JPL Technical Memorandum 33-584, Vol. IZ92
MCNTHLY REPURT FOR MARCH 1572
PASS GMT-START GMT-END CRIG TYPE CATA
NCO. CODE CODE CAY
PICNEER 10 S/C 23
PIOCCL65275
0013 720751535 72C760042 AJ PF 0013
DSS 42 PASS 013 CL H-B CTUN 202241 GCF SOOG CPS N/A CSS 6O00
CCNFIG
AOS COY 075 LLS COY C76 TOTAL
SCHEDULED 1500Z SCHEDULED 0130Z SCHEDULED 10H 30M
ACTUAL 1535L ACTUAL 0042L ACTUAL 9H C7M
ST XFR 1412L RELEASE 0042Z DSS TIME 10H 30C
CCMMAND ----------------------------------
TOTAL 47 AUTO 47 MANUAL 0 ABORT O
TELEMETRY 
POCER 1 KW BIT RATES 512
RX 1 RX 2 TCP B TCP A
ACTUAL 152.3 N/A 5.9 N/A
PRECIC 154.1 N/A 4.6 N/A
RESID +1.8 N/A +1.3 N/A
TRACKING ----------------------------------------------------
TRACK MD 2 WAY RANGING NIL BIAS N/A RU NCISE N/A RU
DOP BIAS 0.176HZ C NOS U.11HZL EXP .CO5FZL
MCNITOR --------- -
LGhR LGER BLRC ELER
CIS N/A N/A N/A N/A
JPL Technical Memorandum 33-584, Vol. I 293
MCNTHLY REPORT FCR MARCH 1972
PASS GMT-START GFT-END CkIG TYPE CATA
NO. CODE CODE CAY
__________________________________________________________________-----
PIONEER 1C S/C 23
0013 720751535 720760042
TCP N/A
AJ PF CC13
N/A N/A N/A
CCMMENTS --------------------------------- -------------
FICNEER 10 S/C 23
PlOCCLt5277
0014 720760020 72C760902 AM PF CC14
OSS 51 PASS 014 CL I-B CTDN 202241 GCF S0OJ CPS N/A OSS J0C0
CCNFIG ----------------------------------------------------
AOS COY 076 LCS OCY u76 TGTAL
SChECULED 0030Z SCHEDULED 0902Z SChEDULED 8H 32M
ACTUAL CC20ZL ACTUAL C902Z ACTLAL 8H 42M
ST XFR 23452 RELEASE u902Z DSS TIME 9H 17M
CCMMANC
TELEMETRY
TCTAL C AUTO 0 MANUAL U ABeGT 0
POWER 1 Kh bIT RATES 512
RX 1 RX 2 TCP B TCP A
ACTUAL 152.$ N/A 5.0 N/A
PREDIC 154.4 N/A 5.0 N/A
RESIC +1.5 NIA 0.0 N/A
JPL Technical Memorandum 33-584, Vol. I294
MCNTHLY REPORT FOR MARCH 1972
PASS GMT-STAPT GMT-END GCIG TYPE DATA
NO. CODE COCE CAY
TRACKING -------------------------------------
TRACK MU 2 WAY RANGING NIL BIAS N/A KU NOISE N/A RU
DOP YIAS *0.25HZ C NCS 0.012HZ EXP 0.011hZ
MCNITOR --------------------------------------------
LGWR LGER BLRC ELER
DIS 1399 8 0 0
PICNEER 10 S/C 23
0014 720760020 72C760902 AM PF CC14
TCP N/A N/A N/A N/A
CCMMENTS ---------------------------
2 WAY TRK: 0031-0234Z ANC 0350Z-C9S2Z
C237Z-0351L xMITTER DGLN DR T-1931
JPL Technical Memorandum 33-584, Vol. I 295
MONTHLY REPORT FOR MARCH 1972
PASS GMT-START GMT-END ORIG TYPE DATA
NO. CODE COCE CAY
PICNEER 10 S/C 23
PlOCCZ65278
0014 720760151 720760839 AC PF 0014
DSS 61 PASS 014 CL h-8 CTDN N/A GCF S60K CPS N/A DSS KOt0
CCNFIG--------------------------------------------
AUS COY C76 LCS CGY C76 TOTAL
SCH-ECULED 0138Z SCHEDULED 0840Z SCHEDULED 7H 02M
ACTUAL C15LL ACTUAL C839Z ACTUAL 6h 48M
ST XFR C117L RELEASE 0839Z DSS TIME 7H 22M
CCMMANC
TOTAL 0 AUTC U MANUAL 0 ABCRT 0
TELEMETRY 
POwER N/AKk 8I1 RATES 512
RX 1 RX 2 TCP A TCP 8
ACTUAL N/A N/A N/A N/A
PRECIC N/A N/A N/A N/A
RESIC N/A N/A N/A N/A
TRACKING ------------------------ ------------
TRACK MD 2,3WAY RANGING NIL BIAS N/A RU NOISE N/A RU
DUP BIAS N/A HL C NOS N/AHL EXP N/A hZ
MCNITOR --------------------------------
LGWR LGER BLRC ELER
DIS N/R N/R N/R N/R
JPL Technical Memorandum 33-584, Vol. I296
MCNTHLY PEPORT FOR MARCH 1972
PASS GMT-START GMT-END OR I TYPE CATA
NO. CODE CODE CAY
PIChEER 10 S/C 23
0014 720760151 720760829 AO PF CC14
TCP N/k N/P N/R N/R
CCHMENTS 
-----------------------------------------------------
2 WAY TRK: 0236L-035Cz
CMD-XMIT: N/A
FICNEER 1C S/C 23
PlOCCZ65279
0014 72076C 859 72C7616C0 AA PF 0014
OSS 11 PASS 014 CL IH- CTUN 202241 GCF SOOA CPS N/A DSS ACCO
CCNFIG ---------------------------------------------------
ACS COY 076 LOS CCY C76 TOTAL
SCIECULED C900o SCHEDULED 1600L SCHEDULED 7H DOM
ACTUAL C859L ACTUAL 16bOO ACTUAL 7H O1M
ST XFR C800Z RELEASE 1715L DSS TIME 9H 15M
CCMMANC --------------------------
TOTAL 1 AUTC 1 /'ANUAL U AJCRT O
TELEMETRY ----------------------------------------------------
POKER 1 Kk bIT RATES 512 CODED MMT
RX 1 RX 2 TCP A TCP B
ACTUAL 145.3 N/A 3.6 N/A
PPECIC 154.6 N/A 2.6 N/A
RESID +*.3 N/A +1.0 N/A
JPL Technical Memorandum 33-584, Vol. I 297
MCNTHLY REPORT FOR MARCH 1972
PASS GMT-START GMT-END CRIG TYPE CATA
NO. CODE CODE CAY
TRACKING- -…
TRACK MD 2 WAY RANGING NIL BIAS N/ARU NOISE N/A RL
DOP BIAS +.224HZ C NOS .010HZ EXP .011hZ
MCNITOR -- ----------------------------------------
LGWR LGER BLRC eLER
DIS N/R N/R N/R N/R
FICNEER 10 S/C 23
0014 72C76C859 72C761600 AA PF 0014
TCP N/R N/R N/R N/R
CCMMENTS ---------
CE59Z-160CZ 2 MAY
CS16Z-1555L 1 CMD
1040Z-llOOZ 360/75 DOWN CUE TO ERRORS CN MSd PACK DR 3314
JPL Technical Memorandum 33-584, Vol. I298
MCNTHLY REPURT FOR PlARCH 172
PASS GMT-START GMT-END CRIG TYPE CATA
NC. CODE CODE GAY
FICNEER 10 S/C 23
PlOCCLZ5281
0014 720761455 72C770043 AJ PF 0014-
USS 42 PASS 014 CL H-8 CTDN 202241 GCF SOOG CPS N/A CSS GOO0
CLNFIG -------------------------------------------
AGS CGY 076 LCS DOY C77 TOTAL
SCHEDULED 1500Z SCHEDULED 0130Z SChECULED 10H 30M
ACTUAL 1455L ACTUAL 0043L ACTUAL SH 48-M
ST XFR 141ZL RELEASE 0043L DSS TIME 10H 33M
CCMAND -----------------------
TOTAL 52 AUTO 52 MANUAL U ABCRT 0
TELEMETRY -----------------------------------------------------
POWER 1 KW BIT RATES 512 CODED
RX 1 RX 2 TCP A TCP 8
ACTUAL 153.0 h/A 5.0 N/A
PRECIC 154.E N/A 3.9 N/A
RESID +1.e N/A +1.1 N/A
TRACKING- ------------ ---------------
TRACK MD 2 WAY RANGING NIL BIAS N/A RU NOISE N/A RU
DOP BIAS C.301HZ C NOS 0.DllHL EXP 0.012hZ
MCNITOR --------------- -------------------
LGWR LGER BLRC BLER
DIS N/A N/A N/A N/A
JPL Technical Memorandum 33-584, Vol. I 299
MCNTHLY REPORT FOR PTARCH 1572
PASS GMT-START GPT-END CRIG TYPE CATA
NO. CUDE CODE DAY
FICNEER 10 S/C 23
0014 720761455 72C770C43 AJ PF 0014
TCP N/A N/A N/A N/A
CCMMENTS
NC CIS
PICNEER 1C '/C 23
PlOCCZ652E3
0015 720770020 72C770E57 AM PF C015
DSS 51 PASS 015 CL F-- CTON 202241 GCF SOOJ CPS N/A DSS Jd00
CCNFIG
ACS DOY 077 LCS DCY C77 TOTAL
SCHECULED U030L SCHEDULED 0858L SC-EDULED 8H 28M
ACTUAL CC20ZL ACTUAL CE57L ACTUAL 8H 37M
ST XFR 2345L. RELEASE 0657Z OSS TIME 9H 12M
CCMMAND -----------------------------------------------------
TOTAL 1 AUTC '1 PANUAL 0 ABCRT U
TELEMETRY ----
POWER 1 KW bIT RATES 512 256
RX 1 RX 2 TCP A TCP A
ACTUAL 154.2 N/A 4.3 5.2
PRECIC 155.0 N/A 3.7 5.0
hESID +0.8 N/A +0.6 +0.2
JPL Technical Memorandum 33-584, Vol. I300
MCNTHLY REPURT FCG PARCH 1972
PASS GMT-START GPT-ENC CRIG TYPE CATA
NO. CODE CCOE CAY
TRACKING ----------------------------------------------------
TRACK MD 2 WAY RANGING NIL BIAS N/A RU NOISE N/A RU
DUP BIAS *0.25HZ C NOS O.011HZ EXP OOUllHZ
MCNITOR ----------------------------------------------------
LGWR LGER ELRC ELER
DIS 1350 C 0 0
PICNEER 10 S/C 23
0015 720770020 72C770E57 AM PF 'CC15
TCP N/A N/A N/A N/A
CCLMENTS
0219L-U23ZL 36C/758 CCWN FOR IPL, OR 3316
2 WAY TRACK C045Z-OGE57
CMDS XMITTEC 0625Z
JPL Technical Memorandum 33-584, Vol. I 301
MCNTHLY REPORT FOR MARCH 1972
PASS GMT-START GMT-END CRIG TYPE UATA
NO. CODE CODCE CAY
FICNEER 10 S/C 23
PlOCCLt52'7
0015 72C77C153 72C770835 AO PF 0015
CSS 61 PASS 015 CL h-B CTON N/A GCF S60K CPS N/A USS KOO0
CCNFIG ---------------
AOS COY 017 LCS COY C77 TOTAL
SCHEDULED C134L SCHEDULED C836L SCHEDULED 7h 02M
ACTUAL 0153L ACTUAL 0835Z ACTUAL 6H 42M
ST XFR 0100 RELEASE N/A Z DSS TIMEN/A H M
CCMMAND -----------------------------------------
TCTAL 0 AUTO 0 MANUAL 0 ABORT 0
TELEMETRY ----------------------------------------------------
PCwEP N/AKh BIT RATES N/A N/A
RX I RX 2 TCP N/A TCP N/A
ACTUAL N/A h/A h/A N/A
PRECIC N/A N/A N/A N/A
RESIC N/A N/A K/A N/A
TRACKING 
TRACK MD 3 WAY RANGING NIL BIAS N/A RU NOISE N/A RU
DOP bIAS N/A HZ C NCS N/A HZ EXP N/A HZ
ICNITCR ----........
LGUiR LGER BLRC BLER
CIS N/A N/A N/PA N/A
JPL Technical Memorandum 33-584, Vol. I302
MCNTHLY REPORT FOR PARCH IS72
PASS GMT-START GltI-END CRIG TYPE CATA
NO. CODE CODE CAY
FICNEER 10 S/C 23
0015 72077C153 12C770835 AC PF 0015
TCP N/A N/A N/A N/A
CCMMENTS --------------------------------------------------
C219Z-0236Z 36L/758 CCWN FCR IPL, CR 3316
FICNEEE 10 S/C 23
PlOCCLe52E5
0015 72C77CE56 72C771600 AA PF 0015
DSS 11 PASS 015 CL i-.- CTON 202241 GCF SOOA CPS N/A DSS ACO00
CCFIG ---------------------------------------------------
APS COY 077 LCS CCY 077 TOTAL
SCkECULEC CE55Z SCHEDULED 16OZ SCHEDULED 7H 05M
ACTUAL Ce56L ACTUAL 1600L ACTUAL 7h 04M
ST XFR C803L RELEASE 1659L 0SS TIME 8H 56M
CLMMAND ----------------------------------------------------
TCTAL 0 AUTO 0 PANUAL 0 ABORT 0
TELEMETRY --------------------------------------------
POhER 1 KW BIT RATES 256 CODED MMT
RX 1 RX 2 TCP A TCP t
ACTUAL 153.1 N/A 4.4 N/A
PRECIC 155.1 h/A 4.3 N/A
RESIC +2.0 N/A +0.1 N/A
JPL Technical Memorandum 33-584, Vol. I 303
£CNTHLY kEPORT FOR MARCH 1972
----------__ __ __ __ __ __ __----____-_---______---________________________
PASS GMI-START GMT-END ORIG TYPE CATA
NO. CODE CCOE LAY
TRACKING ------------------------- - -------------------------- 
TRACK MD 2 WAY RANGING NIL BIAS N/A RU NCISE N/A RU
OOP BIAS 0.38HL C NOS .O11HL EXP .011ZL
CNITOR -------------------------------------------------
LGWR LGER BLRC ELER
DIS N/A N/A N/A N/A
PICNEEF 10 S/C 23
0015 72C77CE56 72C7716CO AA PF 0015
TCP N/A N/A N/A N/A
CCMMENTS
1510Z-1526Z 360 DOUN HARM/WARM DR 3319
PCST TRACK REFORT OS47Z-0949Z, TFR 603566, RCVR NU. CUT OF
LOCK, CALSE UNKNOWN
JPL Technical Memorandum 33-584, Vol. I304
MCNTHLY REPCRT FOR MARCH 1972
PASS GMT-START GMT-END GkIG TYPE CATA
NO. CODE CODE CAY
FICNEER 10 S/C 23
P1OCCCZ52E6
0015 i20771O00 720771600 AB PF CC15
OSS 12 PASS 015 CL H-B CTON 202231 GCF SU0B CPS N/A DSS bOCO
CCNFIG ---------------------------------------------------
AGS COY 077 LCS DOGY C77 TTAL
SCHECULEC 0900L SCHEDULED loOOZ SCItEDULED 7H UOM
ACTUAL 1CCOZ ACTUAL 1600L ACTUAL 6H OOM
ST XFR C-.16L RELEASE N/A LZ SS TIMEN/A H M
CCMMAND
TOTAL 1 AUTO 1 PANUAL 0 ABORT 0
TELEMETRY ---------------------------------------------------
POWER 1 K a IT RATES 256 CODED MMT
RX 1 RX 2 TCP A TCP B
ACTUAL 152.3 N/A 7.0 N/A
PRECIC 155.2 N/A 4.7 N/A
RESID +2.9 h/A +2.3 N/A
TRACKING -----------------------------------------------------
TRACK MD 2 WAY RANGING NIL BIAS N/ARU NCISE k/A RU
GJP BIAS +O.38fiZ C NCS .011HZ EXP .011HZ
MCNITOR ------
LGWR LGER BLRC ELER
CIS 671 0 0 0
JPL Technical Memorandum 33-584, Vol. I 305
MCNTHLY REPORT FCR PARCH 1972
_--------------__ -----------------------
PASS GMT-START GMT-END LRIG TYPE CATA
NO. CODE COLE DAY
…___________________________ - --- ______ _ _ ___________
PILNEER 10 S/C 23
0015 72C7710£0 72C771600
TCP N/A
A8 PF 00C15
N/A N/A N/A
CCMMENTS------ ---------------------------------------
DIS LCG TAPE NCT CCMITTED TC P-10
PI{NEEP 10 S/C 23
PlOCCZ65287
0015 720771450 72C780135 AJ PF 0015
DSS 42 PASS 015 CL f-d CTDN 202241 GCF SOOG CPS N/A DSS GOCC
CCNFIG -----------------
ACS COY C77 LOS COY C78 TOTAL
SChEOULED 15JOL SCHECULED 013ZL SChEDULED 10H 30M
ACTUAL 1450ZL ACTUAL U135L ACTUAL 1CH 45M
ST XFR 1427Z RELEASE 0135Z DSS TIME 10H 45M
CCMMAND ----
TELEMETRY
TCTAL 24 AUTC 24 MANUAL 0 ABORT 0
POWER 1 KW bIT RATES 256 512 COGEC
RX 1 RX 2 TCP A TCP A
ACTUAL 154.4 N/A 4.8 5.7
PRECIC 155.3 h/A 3.2 5.5
RESID +0.9 N/A +1.6 +C.2
JPL Technical Memorandum 33-584, Vol. I306
MCNTHLY REPORT FOR MARCH 1S72
PASS GMT-START GMT-END OkIG lYPE CATA
NC. CODE COCE CAY
TRACKIhG ----------------------------------------------------ACKING……
TRACK MC 2 WAY RANGING NIL BIAS N/A RU NiOISE N/A RL
DOP BIAS C.435HL C NOS .O11HZ EXP .O11HZ
MCNITOR ---------------------------------------- ---------
LGWR LGER 8LRC BLER
DIS N/A N/A N/A N/A
FICNEER 10 S/C 23
0015 720671450 72C78G135 AJ PF CC15
TCP N/A N/A N/A N/A
CCMMENTS ---------------------------------------------------
16C2Z-C045Z 2 hAY
16C6L-0037Z CPC MOD CN
1932Z-1944L 360/75B COWN, NAT TEL ENTERED ERRONECUS T-MED
WARM IPL/RESTART, CH 3323
JPL Technical Memorandum 33-584, Vol. I 307
MONTHLY REPORT FOR MARCH 1972
PASS GMT-START GMT-ENO ORIG TYPE DATA
NO. CODE COCE LAY
FICNEER 10 '/C 23
PlOCCLZ5289
0016 72C76CCC0 72C780E54 AM PF OClo
DSS 51 PASS 016 CL -a8 CTDN 202241 GCF SOOJ CPS N/A DSS JOCO
CCNFIG ---------------------------
ACS ECY C7e LCS COY 078 TOTAL
SCHEDULED 0030Z SCHEDULED G8541 SCHEDULED 8H 24M
ACILAL O{OOL ACTUAL 0854Z ACTUAL 8H 54M
ST XFR 2330Z RELEASE 1000L 0SS TIME 1H OCM
CCOMMAND ----------------------------------------------------
TELEMETRY
TRACKING
TOTAL 3 AUTO 3 MANUAL 0 ABORT 0
POWER 1 Kh BIT RATES 512 CODED MYT
RX 1 kX 2 TCP A TCP B
ACTUAL 153.5 N/A 3.6 N/A
PRELIL 155.5 N/A 3.1 N/A
RESIC +2.0 N/A +0.5 N/A
TRACK MD 2 WAY RANGING NIL BIAS N/A RU NOISE N/PA RL
DOP BIAS +C.49HZ C NOS O.010HZ EXP C.O11HZ
PCNITCR -------_-__________ - - .-
LGWR LGER BLRC eLER
2-h TK GC48Z-Ce54Z
JPL Technical Memorandum 33-584, Vol. I.308
MGNTHLY REPORT FOR MARCH 1S72
PASS GMT-START GMT-ENC ORIG TYPE DATA
NC. CODE CODE CAY
FICNEER 10 S/C 23
0016 720780CCC 720780E54 AM PF 0016
CIS N/A N/A N/A N/A
TCP N/A N/A N/A N/A
CCMMENTS --------------------------
CMDS XMTC 0133Z-0305Z
FICNEER 10 S/C 23
PlOCCZE52SO
0016 7207EC136 72C780E30 AO PF 0016
DSS 61 PASS 016 CL --B CTON 202241 GCF SbOK CPS N/A DSS KOGO
CCNFIG -------------------------------
ACS COY C78 LCS COY 078 TOTAL
SCI-ECULED 013LZ SCHEDULED 0832L SCHEDULED 7H 02M
ACTUAL C13bZ ACTUAL U830Z ACTUAL 6F 54M
ST XFR 0100OL ELEASE C830L DSS TIME 7H 30M
CCMMAND
TCTAL C AUTO U MANUAL O ABCRT 0
TELEMETRY -------
POWER N/AKh BIT RATES N/A
RX 1 RX 2 TCP TCP
ACTUAL N/A N/A N/A N/A
PRECIC N/A N/A N/A N/A
RESIC N/A N/A N/A N/A
JPL Technical Memorandum 33-584, Vol. I 309
MCNTHLY REPURT FOR MYARCH 1972
PASS GMT-START GPT-END CkHG TYPE CATA
NO. CODE CODE CAY
TRACKING ----------------------------------------------------
TRACK MC 3 WAY RANGING NIL BIAS N/A RU NOISE NIA RU
DOP BIAS +0.47HZ C NCS C.Ul1HZ EXP OO1O2hL
CNITOR ---------------------------
LGWR LGER BLRC BLER
DIS N/R N/R N/R N/R
FICNEER 10 S/C 23
0016 720780136 72C78CE30 AO PF 0016
TCP N/R N/R N/R N/R
CCIMMENTS -----------------------------------------------------
310 JPL Technical Memorandum 33-584, Vol. I
MCNTHLY REPORT FOR MARCH 1972
PASS GMT-START GMT-END CRIG TYPE CATA
NO. COGE CODE CAY
FICNEER 10 S/C 23
PIOCCZ65293
C0016 72C7CE51 72C781604 AA PF U016
DSS 11 PASS C79 CL h-B CTDN 202241 GCF SOOA CPS N/A DSS AOO
CCNFIG ----------------------------------------------------
AGS COY C7E LOS DUY C78 TOTAL
SCHEDULEC CE51Z SCHEDULED 1600Z SCHEDULED 7h 09M
ACTUAL CE51L ACTUAL 1604L ACTUAL 7H 13M
ST XFR 0750L RELEASE 1704Z DSS TIME 9H 14M
CCMMAND --------------------------
TCTAL 1 AUTO 1 MANUAL 0 ABORT 0
TELEMETRY ---------------------------------------------------
PCWER 1 Kh BIT RATES 256 CODED MMT
RX 1 RX 2 TCP A TCP B
ACTUAL 152.4 N/A 2.6 N/A
PRECIC 155.7 N/A 2.2 N/A
RESID +3.3 N/A +0.4 N/A
TRACKING -----
TRACK MD 2 WAY RANGING NIL BIAS N/A RU NOISE h/A RL
DOP BIAS +0.5C5HZ C NOS .0OlHZ EXP .011hZ
MCNITCR -----…  -
LGhR LGER BLRC eLER
DIS N/R N/R N/R N/R
JPL Technical Memorandum 33-584, Vol. I 311
MCNTHLY REPORT FOR FARCH 1S72
---------___________________-----_______-_----__-____-__-_______________
PASS GMT-START GMT-END CRIG TYPE CATA
NO. CODE CODE CAY
FICNEER 1C S/C 2_
0016 72C7eC651 72C781bC4 AA PF U01b
TCP N/R N/R N/R N/R
CCMMENTS ------------------------------
1CO1L CMC MCU CN, STA RELCADED TCP W/O TELLING CSIF CCNTRCL,
REF: ER T-1937
2 WAY TRK C851Z-160OZ
CPDS XMTC C856Z-1554L (1 CMC)
FILNEER 10 S/C 23
PlOCCZ652S5
G016 720181448 72(790055 AJ PF U016
OSS 42 PASS 016 CL H-B CTON 202241 GCF SOOG CPS N/A CSS GOO0
CCNFIG -------------------------------
ACS COY 078 LOS COY C79 TOTAL
SCHEDULED 1500Z SCHEDLLED 0115Z SCHEDULED 10H 15M
ACTUAL 1448L ACTUAL 0055L ACTUAL 10H 07M
ST XFR 1420Z RELEASE 00551 DSS TIME 10H 35M
CCMMAND -----------------------------
TCTAL 2 AUTO 2 MANUAL 0 ABORT 0
JPL Technical Memorandum 33-584, Vol. I312
MCNTHLY REPORT FOR MARCH 1972
PASS GMT-START GMT-ENG GRIG TYPE CATA
NO. CODE CODE CAY
TELEMETRY ----------
FChER Kk BIT RATES 512 25
RX 1 RX 2 TCP A TCP A
ACTUAL 155.0 N/A 5.8 4.3
PRECIC 155.9 N/A 4.8 2.8
RESID +-.S N/A +1.0 +1.3
TRACKING
TRACK MD 2 WAY RANGING NIL BIAS N/A RU NCOIE N/A RL
DOP BIAS .549HZ C NCS .011HL EXP .011kZ
CITR ---------------------------------------------------
LGhR LGER BLRC ELER
DIS N/A N/A N/A N/A
FIChEER 10 S/C 23
0016 72C7E1446 72(790G55
TCP N/A
AJ PF 0016
N/A N/A N/A
CCMMENTS ----------------------------------
2C47Z-21LCZ TCP-A PRCG. EBCBED whEN STA ENTEREC eIT RATE
CIANGE, RELCAC RECt CR T-1S39
2241Z-2255Z 36C/758 CLWN, 2260'S5 LUCKED UUTr, ARM IFL/RESTART
CR 3326
JPL Technical Memorandum 33-584, Vol. I 313
V
MONTHLY REPORT FOR MARCH 1972
PASS GMT-START GMT-END CRIG TYPE DATA
NO. CODE CCCE CAY
FICNEER 10 S/C 23
PlOCCZ65296
OC17 72C75CG10 72C790845 AM PF u017
DSS 51 PASS 017 CL -8 CTION 202241 GCF SOOUJ CPS N/A USS JUCO
CCNFIG --------------------------------
AUS COY C79 LCS DOY C79 TOTAL
SCHEDULED CC15L SCHEDULED C850L SCHEDULED 8H 35M
ACTUAL CO10Z ACTUAL 0845L ACTUAL 8H 35M
ST XFR L RELEASE CS48L OSS TIME 1UH 18M
CCMMAND -------------------------------
TOTAL 0 AUTO 0 MANUAL 0 ABORT 0
TELEMETRY 
POWER 1 KW BIT RATES 250 CODEV MMT
RX 1 RX 2 TCP A TCP B
ACTUAL 153.9 N/A 5.b N/A
PRECIC 156.1 N/A 5.1 N/A
RESID +2.2 N/A +0.5 N/A
TRACKING ---------------------------------------------
TRACK MD 2 WAY RANGING NIL BIAS N/AKU NOISE N/A RL
DOP BIAS +0.63hZ C NOS O.011HL EXP 0.012hZ
MCNITR -----------------------------------------------------
LGWR LGER BLRC BLER
DIS N/R h/R N/R N/R
JPL Technical Memorandum 33-584, Vol. I314
MCNTHLY REPORT FOR MARCH 1572
PASS GMI-START GPT-ENC GRIG TYPE CATA
NO. COCE CODE GAY
FICNEER 10 S/C 23
0017 72C7SCC10 72C790845 AM PF 0017
TCP N/R N/R N/R N/R
CCMMENTS ----------------------------------------------------
C802Z-LCS 36C/75d8 OGhN FUR STRING SWAP, UNABLE TC MAKE
ShAP CR 3329
FICNEER 10 S/C 23
PlOCCZt5306
0017 72C7SC824 720791540 AB PF 0017
DSS 12 PASS 017 CL H-B CTON N/A GCF SOOB CPS N/A DSS 8000
CCNFIG ----------------------------------------
AOS COY CG7 LGS COY C7S TOTAL
SChEDULED C845L SCHEDULED 160OZ SChELJULED 7H 15M
ACTUAL 0824Z ACTUAL 1540Z ACTUAL 7H 16M
ST XFR C738Z RELEASE 1540L DSS TIME 8H 02M
CCMAN ---------------------------------------
TOTAL 0 AUTO 0 MANUAL U ABORT 0
TELEMETRY --------------------------------------------
POWER 1 KW BIT RATES 256 CODED MMT
RX 1 RX 2 TCP A TCP B
ACTUAL 153.8 N/A 6.7 N/A
PRECIC 156.2 N/A 4.0 N/A
RESIC +2.4 N/A +2.7 N/A
JPL Technical Memorandum 33-584, Vol. I 315
MCONTHLY REPORT FOR MARCH 1972
PASS GMT-STAtk GMT-ENU GRIG TYPE CATA
NO. CODE CODE CAY
TRACKING ----
TRACK MD 2 WAY RANGING NIL BIAS N/A RU NCISE N/A RU
DOP BIAS -0.66hZ C NOS .OllHZ EXP .O111Z
MCNITOR
LGWR LGER BLRC. ELER
CIS 1236 0 509 15
FICNEER 10 S/C 23
0017 72C7SC824 72C791540 AB 'PF 0017
TCP N/A N/A N/A N/A
CCMMENTS ----------
CE02Z-0855Z 360/75E8 CWN FOR STRING SWAP, UNABLE TO SWAP
CER 3329
1108Z-1116Z 360/75b8 ChN SKEC STRING SWAP
2 WAY TRACK C841L-1530Z
CMDS AMTD AT CS05L-1l25Z NC CMDS
JPL Technical Memorandum 33-584, Vol. I316
MCNTHLY REPORT FOR MARCH 1972
PASS GMT-START GMT-END ORIG TYPE CATA
NO. CODE CCCE CAY
FICNEER 10 S/C 23
PlOCCL65300
0017 7207SCE57 72C751500 AA PF OC17
DSS 11 PASS 017 CL I-8 CTON N/A GCF SOOA CPS N/A DSS
CCNFIG -----------------------------------------------------
ACS COY GC7 LOS COY C79 'TOTAL
SCHEDULED CE47L SCHEDULED 1600L SCHEDULED 7H 13M
ACTUAL C557Z ACTUAL 1500LZ ACTUAL bh 03M
ST XFR C802L RELEASE 1505Z DSS TIME 6H CSM
COMMAND ---------------------------------------------------
TOTAL C AUTO 0 MANUAL U ABORT 0
TELEMETRY ---------------------------------------------------
POWER N/AKk BIT RATES N/A
RX 1 RX 2 TCP N/A TCP N/A
ACTUAL N/A N/A N/A N/A
PRECIC N/A N/A N/A N/A
RESIC N/A N/A K/A N/A
TRACKING --------------
TRACK MD 3 WAY RANGING NIL BIAS N/A RU NOISE N/A RU
DOP BIAS +0.66HZ C NOS O.011HZ EXP 0.012FZ
MCNITR --------------------------------
LGWR LGER BLRC aLER
DIS N/R N/R N/R N/R
JPL Technical Memorandum 33-584, Vol. I 317
MCNTHLY REPORT FUR MARCH 1972
PASS GMT-START GMT-END ORIG IYPE DATA
NO. CODE CODE CAY
FILNEER 10 S/C 23
0017 i20C7CE57 i2C791500 AA PF 0017
TCP N/R N/R N/R N/R
CCMMENTS
ACS-C855L-3bC/75? DChN FOR STRING SWAP. UNABLE TC MAKE SWAP
OP 3329
1108Z-116Z 36C/758 CCLN FOR STRING SWAP NO CR
STA RELEASED EARLY BY TK-CHIEF (STA 12 ON S/CS
FICNEEP 10 S/C 23
PlOCCZ65302
0017 72C7S1452 72C800050 AJ PF 0017
DSS 42 PASS 017 CL k-B CTDN N/A GCF SOOG CPS N/A CSS ;GO0
CCNFIG ------------------------
AGS DOY 079 LCS COY 080 TOTAL
SCFECULED 1500Z SCHEDULED 0115Z SCHEDULED 10H 15M
ACTUAL 1452Z ACTUAL 0050Z ACTUAL 9H 58M
ST XFR 1415Z KELEASE 0050Z OSS TIME 1OH 35M
CCMMANO -------------------------------------------------
TCTAL 4 AUTO 4 MANUAL U ABORT 0
JPL Technical Memorandum 33-584, Vol. I318
MCNTHLV REPORT FOR MARCH 1S72
PASS GMT-START GOT-END CRIG TYPE CATA
NGC CODE CODE CAw
TELEMETRY 
PGwER 1 Ki bIT RATES 256 128 COODED
RX 1 RX 2 TCP A TCP 6
ACTUAL 155.8 N/A 6.1 N/A
PRECIC 156.4 N/A 5.1 N/A
RESIC +0.6 N/A +1.0 N/A
TRACKING--------------------------------
TRACK MO 2 IAY RANGING NIL EIAS N/A HU NOISE N/A RU
DOP BIAS .72hZ C NOS .011HL EXP .1OlHZ
VCNITR --------------------------------------- -----------
LGhR LGER BLRC ELER
DIS N/A N/A N/A N/A
FICNEEk 10 S/C 23
0017 720791452 72C800050 AJ PF 0017
TCP N/A N/A N/A N/A
CCMMENTS ---------------------------------------------------
NC CIS
2U3SZ-2056L TCP-A HUNG UP WHEN STATILN ATTEMPTED BIT RATE
C-ANGE, RELOAC RECUIREC
JPL Technical Memorandum 33-584, Vol. I 319
MCNTHLY REPORT FOR MARCH 1972
PASS GMT-START GMT-ENC ORIG TYPE DATA
NOG. CODE CODE CAY
FIChEEP 10 S/C 23
P10CCZ65305
00C18 72GECCLC6 72C800839 AM PF 0018
DSS 51 PASS 018 CL H-B CTDN N/A GCF SOuJ CPS N/A DSS JOGO
CCNFIG
AOS COY C80 LCS DO C80C TOTAL
SCHEDULED 0015Z SCHEDULED 0845L SCHEDULED dH 30M
ACTUAL OOO6L ACTUAL C839Z ACTUAL 8H 33M
ST XFR 2334Z RELEASE 0951Z OSS TIME 10H 17M
CCMMANO --------------------------------
TCTAL 1 AUTO 1 MANUAL 0 ABORT 0
TELEMETRY ---
FCWER 1 KW BIT RATES 256 COUDEC MMT
RX 1 RX 2 TCP A TCP B
ACTUAL 153.4 N/A 5.4 N/A
PRECIC 156.6 N/A 4.5 N/A
RESID +3.2 N/A +0.9 N/A
TRACKING ------------------------------------------ 
TRACK MD 2 hAY RANGING NIL BIAS N/ARU NOISE N/A RL
DOP BIAS +C.7SHZ C NhCS O.011HZ EXP hZ
PCNITOR
LGWR LGER BLRC BLER
DIS N/A N/A N/A N/A
JPL Technical Memorandum 33-584, Vol. I320
MONTHLY REPORT FCR MARCH 1972
PASS GMT-START GMT-END CRIG TYPE CATA
NO. CODE CODE CAY
FICNEER 1C S/C 23
OC18 72LEUCCC6 7208d0839 APM PF u018
TCP N/A N/A N/A N/A
CCMMENTS -------------------------- --------------------
2 hPY TRACK OC46Z-C63UL
CMOS XMTC OlOCZ
FICNEEP 10 S/C 23
P1OCCL453C7
0018 72CECC759 72C801538 AB PF CO18
DSS 12 PASS Old CL H-B CTDN 202241 GCF SOoU CPS N/A DSS BOO0
CCNFIG -----------------------------------------
AOS COY C8C LCS DOY C80 TCTAL
SCHECULEC 0843L SCHEDULED 1558Z SC-ECULED 7H 15M
ACTUAL C759L ACTUAL 1538L ACTUAL 7H 39M
ST XFR G7C5Z RELEASE 1609Z DSS TIME 9H 04M
CCTAL ATO NDAUAL ABRT 
TOTAL 0 AUTO 0 MANUAL O ABORT O
TELEMETRY ----------------------------------------------------
POWER 1 Kh bIT RATES 256 CODED MMT
RX 1 RX 2 TCP A TCP B
ACTUAL 154.5 N/A 6.2 N/A
PRECIC 156.7 N/A 5.5 N/A
RESID +2.2 N/A +0.7 N/A
JPL Technical Memorandum 33-584, Vol. I 321
MCNTHLY REPORT FOR PARCH 19712
PASS GMTI-TART GrT-END CRIG TYPE DATA
NO. CODE CODE CAY
TRACKING -----------------------------------------------
TRACK MD 2 WAY RANGING NIL BIAS N/A RU NCISE N/A RU
DOP BIAS +.826HZL C NOS .L11HZ EXP .011hZ
MCNITOR -----------------------------
LGiR LGER eLRC ELEk
CIS 1274 0 1617 0
PILNEER 1C S/C 23
0018 7208CC759 720801538 AB PF 0018
TCP N/R N/k N/R N/R
CCMMENTS ---------------------------------------------
1102Z-1105Z h/S ENG STOPPED, CCA hALT, RE-INIT. "A" T-1943
1340Z-1345Z hS DUOhN (ENG. AND PCNITOR DATA) R T-1944
1350ZL TCP A CECLAREC RED CUE .TO ARCWARE PRCBLEMS WiITH 1/0
EUFFER REF T1944
2 nAY TRK C831L-1530Z
CCG MCD CN/GFF 0836Z-1525Z
JPL Technical Memorandum 33-584, Vol. I322
MCNTHLY REPORT FOR MARCH 1972
PASS GMT-START GMT-END CRIG TYPE DATA
NO. CODE CODE CAY
FICNEEk 10 S/C 23
PIOCCZ65310
0018 72CEC1446 72C810035 AJ PF 0018
DSS 42 PASS 018 CL E-B CTDN 302241 GCF SOOG CPS N/A OSS G000
CCNFIG ------------------------------------ -----------
AOS COY C8G LOS DOY C81 TOTAL
SCHEDULED 1445L SCHEDULED U10OZ SCIEDULED 10H 15M
ACTUAL 1446Z ACTUAL 0035L ACTUAL 9H 49M
ST XFR 1425Z RELEASE 0035L DSS TIME O1H 10I
CCMMAND ---------------------------------------
TOCTAL 62 AUTO 62 MANUAL 0 ABORT 0
TELEMETRY ------------------------------------------------
PCWER 1 KW BIT RATES 256 CODED MMT
RX 1 RX 2 TCP A TCP B
ACTUAL 155.3 N/A 5.6 N/A
PRECIC 15b.9 N/A 4.4 N/A
RESID +1*. N/A +1.2 N/A
TRACKING --- -------------------------------------------
TRACK MD 2 wAY RANbING NIL BIAS N/ARU NCISE N/A RU
DOP BIAS .859HZ C NCS O.11HZ EXP .011Z
M[CNITCR .---------------------_--
LGhR LGER BLRC BLER
DIS N/A N/A N/A N/A
JPL Technical Memorandum 33-584, Vol. I 323
MCNTHLY REPURT FOR MARCH 1972
PASS GMT-START GMT-END CRIG TYPE CATA
NO. CODE CODE CAY
FICNEER 10 5/C 23
0018 72CEC1446 72C81J035 AJ PF 0U18
TCP N/A N/A N/A N/A
CCMMENTS ----------------------------------------------------
NC 1IS
1953Z-1959L 36C/75A CChN. CANX R/T JOB, wARM RESTART CR 3333
2314L-2346L 360/75A CChN, CORE FRAG.,, ARM IPL/RESTART
CR 3333
FICNEER 10 S/C 23
PlOCCL65312
0019 72CELCCC5 720810839 AM PF UC19
OS-S 51 PASS 019 CL E-B CTUDN 3U2241 GCF SOOJ CPS N/A DUSS JOO.
CCNFIG ---------------------------------------------
ACS COY 081 LOS COY C81 TOTAL
SCHEDULED 000OL SCHEDULED 0841L SCHEDULED 8H 41M
ACTUAL 0005Z ACTUAL 0840Z ACTUAL 8H 35M
ST XFR 2348L RELEASE 0925Z DSS TIME 9H 37M
CCMMAND ---------------------------------------------------
TOTAL 0 AUTO 0 MANUAL 0 ABORT 0
JPL Technical Memorandum 33-584, Vol. I324
MCNTHLY REPORT fOR MARCH 1972
PASS GMT-START GMT-END ORIG TYPE DATA
NOG. CCDE CODE DAY
TELEMETRY 
FOhER 1 KWh IT RATES 256 CODED MMT
RX I RX 2 TCP A TCP B
ACTUAL 155.0 N/A 5.1 N/A
PRECIC 157.1 N/A 4.2 N/A
RESID +2.1 N/A +C.9 N/A
TRACKING -------------------------------
TRACK MD 2 hAY RANGING NIL BIAS N/A RU NOISE N/A RL
DCP BIAS *C.53HZ C NOS O.O11HL EXP 0.012HZ
MCNITOR ----------------------
LGhR LGER BLRC BLER
DIS N/R N/R N/R N/R
PICNEER 1C S/C 23
0019 72CE61CC5 72C810839 AM PF U019
TCP N/R N/R N/R N/R
CCMMENTS --------------------------------------------------
0156Z-U202Z 36C/75AP CCwN, IPL, WARM RESTART CR 3337
0440Z-0447L 360/75A LCLN, RESTART kEEQ. OR 3338
C522LZ-028L 36C/75A DChN, RESTART REQ. DR 3339
0554L-0610L 360/75A CCWN, RESTART REQ. DR 3340
2 APY TRACK 0033L-GE37L
NC CMCS
JPL Technical Memorandum 33-584, Vol. I 325
IMCNTHLY REPOURT FOR ARCH 1972
PASS GMT-START GMT-END GRIG TYPE CATA
NO. CODE COCE CAY
PICNEER 10 S/C 23
PlCCZ65314
0019 72C81C8C4 72C811520 AB PF CC19
CSS 12 PASS 019 CL h-B CTDN 202241 GCF SOOB CPS DSS
CCNFIG --------------------------
ACS COY 081 LCS COY C81 TOTAL
SCHECULEC C83iL SCHEDLLEO 1554L SCHEDULED 7H 16M
ACTUAL 0803Z ACTUAL 1520U ACTUAL 7F 17M
ST XFR 0715Z RELEASE 1530Z DSS TIME 8H 15M
CCMMAND ---------------------------------------------------
TCTAL C AUTO U MANUAL O AbGRT 0
TELEMETRY 
PCWER 1 Kk BIT RATES 256 CODEO
RX 1 KX 2 TCP A TCP 8
ACTUAL 154.3 N/A 5.7 N/A
PRECIC.157.1 N/A 4.4 N/A
RESIDC 2.8 N/A +1.3 N/A
TRACKING ---------------------------------------------------
TRACK MD 2 WAY RANGING NIL eIAS N/A RU NOISE N/A RU
DUP BIAS -O.G8HZ C NOS .O011HZ EXP 0.012hZ
PCNITOR -------------------------------------
.LGWR LGER BLRC BLER
DIS 1357 1 0 0
JPL Technical Memorandum 33-584, Vol. I326
MCNTHLY REPORT FOR AR(CH 1972
PASS GMT-START GMT-ENID CRIG' TYPE DATA
NO. CODE CODE CAY
FICNEER 10 S/C 23
0019 72CE1C8C4 72C811520 AB PF 0C19
TCP N/A N/A N/A N/A
CCMENENTS 
2 WAY TRACK CE38Z-1515L
NC C0DS
FICNEEFI 10 S/C 23
P1OCCL65316
0019 72CE11443 72C820035 AJ PF 0C19
DSS 42 PASS 019 CL E-B CTDN 302241 GCF SO00 CPS N/A DSS G00CC
CCNFIG
ACS COY 081 LCS DCOY C62 TOTAL
SCIEDULED 1445Z SCHEDLLED 0100L SCHEDULED 10 15M
ACTUAL 1443Z ACTUAL U0035Z ACTUAL 9H 52M
ST XFR 1415Z RELEASE 0035Z JSS TIME lOH 20M
CLMMAND ---
TCTAL 8 AUTO 8 MANUAL 0 ABORT O
TELEMETRY ----------------------------------------------------
POhER 1 Kh BIT RATES 256 CODEU MMT
RX I RX 2 TCP A TCP B
ACTUAL 156.3 N/A 4.9 N/A
PRECIC 157.5 N/A 3.6 N/A
RESID +1.2 N/A +1.3 N/A
JPL Technical Memorandum 33-584, Vol. I 327
£
MCNTHLY PEFORT FOR MARCH 1972
PASS GMT-START GMT-END GRIG TYPE DATA
NO. COCE CODE CAY
TRACKING
TRACK ML 2 WAY RANGING NIL BIAS N/A RU NOISE N/A RU
DOP BIAS .C7.HZ C NCS ,011HZL EXP ,OltZ
tPCNITCR -------------------------------
LGWR LGER BLRC BLER
DIS N/A N/A N/A N/A
PICNEEP 10 S/C 23
0C19 720811443 72C820035 AJ PF C019
TCP N/A N/A N/A N/A
CCMMENTS --
li38L-175CZ 3tC/75A CChN, REASCN UNKNCWN, NO OR WRITTEN
2255Z-2309Z 36C/75A COwN, 22o0'S LOCKED UUT, hARM IPL/RESTART
CR 3346
JPL Technical Memorandum 33-584, Vol. I328
MCNTHLY REPORT.FOR MARCH 1S72
PASS GMT-START GPT-END CRIG TYPE CATA
NO,. CODE COCE CAY
FICNEER 10 S/C 23
PlOCCLZ3516
0020 720812345 720820835 AM PF C020
DSS 51 PASS 020 CL E-B CTDN 302241 GCF SOUJ CPS N/A OSS JJ00
CCNFIG
AOS DOY CE2 LCS DCY GC2 TGTAL
SCHEDULEC 000OZ SCHECULEU U837i SCHELULED 8H 37M
ACTUAL 2345Z ACTUAL C835Z ACTUAL 8H 50M
ST XFR 2315Z RELEASE 0921Z DSS TIME 10F- 06M
TELEMETRY
TRACKING
TOTAL 0 AUTO 0 MANUAL 0 ABORT O
POWER 1 Kk bIT RATES 256 CODED MMT
RX 1 RX 2 TCP A TCP B
ACTUAL 155.5 K/A 5.1 N/A
PRECIC 157.4 N/A 3.7 N/A
RESID +1.9 h/A +1.4 N/A
_____________________________________________________
TRACK MD 2 WAY RANGING NIL BIAS N/ARU NCISE N/ARU
DOP BIAS -O.C8HZ C NLS O.011HZ EXP 0.012-L
MCN ITOR
LGWR LGER BLRC ELER
DIS N/R N/R N/R N/R
JPL Technical Memorandum 33-584, Vol. I 329
MCNTHLY REPORT FCR PARCH 1972
PASS GMT-START GOT-END CRIG TYPE CATA
NO. CODE CCDE CAY
FICNEER 1C t/C 23
C020 720E12345 72C820835 AM PF 0020
TCP N/R N/R N/R N/R
CCMEINTS -----------------
0114L-0130Z 36C/75A CCwN, 2260'S LOCKED OUT OF SYSTEM IPL/
RESTART WARM REF. OR 3348
2 WAY TRACK OGC34L-C830Z
CMCS XMTG-NCNE
FI£NEEP 10 S/C 23'
PlOCCZ;5-320
0020 7C2C2C811 72C821525 Ae PF 0020
DSS :12 PASS 020 CL H-B CTDN 202241 GCF SOOB CPS N/A DSS aooo
CCNFIG
AGS DOY 082 LOS DOY Ce2 TOTAL
SCHEDULED C834Z SCHEGULED 1550ZL SCIEGULED 7h 1oM
ACTUAL C811L ACTUAL 1525L ACTUAL 7H 14M
ST XFR NONEL RELEASE 1530ZL DSS TIME 7H 19M
CCNMAND -----------------------------------
TOTAL 0 ALTO 0 MANUAL 0 ABORT 0
JPL Technical Memorandum 33-584, Vol. I330
MCNTHLY REPORT FOR MARCH 1S72
PASS GMTI-TPRT G.T-END CkIG TYPE LATA
NO. CODE CODE DAY
TELEMETRY --------------------------------------------------
POWER 1 KW BIT HATES 256 CODED MMT
RX 1 RX 2 TCP b TCP A
ACTUAL 156.2 N/A 5.5 N/A
PRECIC 157.7 N/A 3.8. N/A
RESIO +1.5 N/A +1.7 N/A
TRACKING --------
TRACK MD 2 WAY RANGING NIL BIAS N/A RU NCISE N/A RU
DCP BIAS -0.05HZ C NCS O.UllH EXP 0.012hZ
MCNITCR -- -…......
LGAR LGER BLRC ELER
DIS 1236 11 368 0
PICNEER 10 S/C 23
COZO 72CE2C811 720621525 AB PF 0020
TCP N/A N/A N/A N/A
CCMMENTS
C916Z-cS4EZ 36C/75A CCnN; SYS EACKLCGGED, RESTART OR 3349
PCST TRACK 1002Z-1004Z-RCVR O/LLCK OLE TO MCMENTARY LOSS CF ANT
HYDRAULIC PRESSURE, UNDER INVESTIGATIGN, TFR E02857, CR T-1947
REFERS
2 WAY TRACK 0831L-1515L
CMC CN/OFF 0835L-151ZL NO CMDS XMTO
JPL Technical Memorandum 33-584, Vol. I 331
MCNTHLY PEPORT FOR NARCH 1572
_______________________________________---------------------------------_
PASS GMT-START GMT-END OkIG TYPE CATA
NO. CODE COCE CAY
FICNEER 10 S/C 23
PlCCCLZ5324
0020 720821439 712C30C35 AJ PF 0020
DSS 42 PASS 020 CL E-B CTDN 302241 GCF SOOG CPS N/A DSS GO0C
CCNFIG ---------------------------------------------------
ACS COY C82 LCS DGC C83 TOTAL
SC-hEULED 1445L SCHEDULED O100L SChEDULEU 10H 15M
ACTLAL 1439L ACTUAL 0035L ACTUPL 9H 56M
ST XFR N/A Z RELEASE N/A L DSS TIMEN/A H M
CCMMAND ------ ---------------------------------------------
TGTAL 51 AUTO 51 MANUAL U ABORT 0
TELEMETRY 
POERK 1 Kh BIT RATES 256 CODED MMT
RX 1 RX 2 TCP A TCP B
ACTUAL N/A 5.2 N/A
PRECIC N/A 3.4 N/A
RESIC N/A +1.8 N/A
TRACKING --------------------------------------------
TRACK MD 2 wAY kANGINC NIL BIAS N/ARU NOISE N/A RL
DOP BIAS -0.042HZ C NCS 0.011HZ EXP O.01IHL
MCNITOR -----------------
LGwR LGER BLRC ELER
DIS N/A N/A N/A N/A
JPL Technical Memorandum 33.-584, Vol. I332
MONTHLY REPORT FOR MARCH 1972
PASS GMT-START GMT-END CRIG TYPE CATA
NO. CODE CODE DAY
PILNEE& 10 S/C 23
0020 720E21439 72C830035 AJ PF 0020
TCP N/A N/A N/A N/A
CCIMMENTS
1'4tZ TCP/CMA "b" BIT RATE ERRORS DR T-1948
OC25L-0037Z 360 A DChN-DTV FORMATS BACKLUG; 2260 LOCKOUT,
hARM RESTART CR 3333
FICNEEP 10 S/C 23
PlOCCZL 5323
0021 72C622358 72083U818 AM PF 0021
DSS 51 PASS 022 CL E-B CTDN 302241 GCF SOOJ CPS N/A CSS JUOO
CCNFIG -----------------------------
AGS COY 083 LOS DOV CE4 TOTAL
SCHEDULED 000OOOOZ SCHEDULED 0832Z SCHECULED 81- 32M
ACTUAL 2358Z ACTUAL 0820Z ACTLAL 8H 22M
ST XFR 2323Z RELEASE C920Z DSS TIME 9H 57S
CCMAND ----------------------------------------------------
TOTAL C AUTO 0 MANUAL 0 ABCRT 0
JPL Technical Memorandum 33-584, Vol. I 333
MCNTHLY REPORT FOR MARCH 1972
PASS GMT-START GMT-ENU CRIG TYPE DATA
NC. CODE CODE CAY
TELEMETRY 
POWER 1 KW BIT RATES 256 CUDED MMT
RX 1 RX 2 TCP A TCP B
ACTUAL 155. hN/A 4.2 N/A
PRELIC 158.0 N/A 3.0 N/A
RESIO +2.1 N/A +1.2 N/A
TRACK ING
TRACK MD 2 WAY RANGING N/A BIAS N/A RU NCISE N/A RU
DOP BIAS -O.CBHL C NCS O.UllHL EXP O.OllhL
MCNITCR -------------------------------------
LGAR LGER BLRC eLER
DIS N/R N/R N/R N/R
PICNEER 10 S/C 23
0021 72CE22358 72CE30818 AM PF 0021
TCP N/R N/R N/R N/R
CCMMENTS ----------------------------------------------
CC13Z-OG25Z 36C/75A CChN, CTV BACKLOG; 2260 LCCKCUT hARM
RESTART CR 3333
C235Z-0252Z 36C/75A CCIN, CUT OF CORE; WARM RESTART CR 3354
334 JPL Technical Memorandum 33-584, Vol. I
MCNTHLY REPORT FCR PARCH 1972
PASS GMT-START GOT-END ORIG TYPE CATA
NO. CODE CCDE CAY
PICNEER 10 S/C 23
PlOCCZL632t
0021 72CE30750 726C31545 AB PF CC21
DSS 12 PASS 021 CL F-B CTDN 202241 GCF SOOB CPS N/A DSS 8000
CCNFIG ----------------------------------------------------
ACS GCY Cb3 LCS DCY 083 TCTAL
SCFEDULED 08291 SC-EDULED 1546L SCI-EDULED 7H 46M
ACTUAL C750L ACTUAL 1545Z ACTUAL 7h 55M
ST XFR C705L RELEASE 1600L OSS TIME 8H 55M
CCMMANC --------------------------------------
TOTAL G AUTO 0 MANUAL 0 ABORT 0
TELEMETRY -------------------------------
POWER 1 Khk BIT RATES 256 CODED
RX 1 RX 2 TOP B TCP A
ACTUAL 156.2 N/A 5.1 N/A
PRECIC 156.1 N/A 3.6 N/A
RESID +1.9 N/A *1.5 N/A
TRACKING
TRACK MD 2 WAY RANGING NIL BIAS N/A RU NOISE N/A RU
DOP BIAS -0.04hZ C NOS 0.011HZ EXP 0.012hZ
MCNITOR --------------------------------
LGWR LGER BLRC BLER
DIS 1335 C 1081 0
JPL Technical Memorandum 33-584, Vol. I 335
MChTHLY EF&OUT FOR MARCH 1972
PASS GMT-START GMT-ENO CRIG TYPE DATA
NO. CODE CODE CAY
PiCtEEP 10 S/C 23
0021 720e30750 72C831545 Ad PF CC21
TCP N/A N/A N/A N/A
CCMMENTS --------------------------
1450L-1505Z 36C/75A C£0N EARLY FCR SKED SYSTEM CLEAN-UP
2 WAY TRACK C61bZ-1515Z
NC CMCS
FICNEEP 10 S/C 23
PlOCCZ65328
OC21 72CE31441 72CL840100 AJ PF U021
CSS 42 PASS 021 CL E-B CTDN 302241 GCF SOOG CPS N/A OSS GOCO
CCNFIG ----------------------------------------------------
AOS COY 083 LOS DOY CE4 TOTAL
SCHEDULED 1445Z SCHEDULED 0100 SCHEDULED 10H 15M
ACTUAL 1441L ACTUAL UluOZ ACTUAL 10H 19M
ST XFR N/A Z RELLASE N/A Z JSS TIPEN/A H M
CCMMAND ------------------------ -- --------------------
TCTAL 122 AUTO 122 MANUAL 0 ABORT 0
JPL Technical Memorandum 33-584, Vol. I336
MCNTHLY REPURT FCF PARCH 1972
PASS GMT-START GIT-END CRIG TYPE CATA
NO. CODE CODE GAY
…___________________________ - ---- ------------ _ _ ______________
TELEMETRY
TRACKING
ICLNITOR
FOWER 1 Kh BIT RATES 2J48 1024
RX 1 RX 2 TCP A TCP B
ACTLAL 149.4 155.3 5.2 4.4
PRECIC 149.3 158.2 o.0 3.1
RESID +0.1 +2.S -0.8 +1.3
TRACK MD 2 hAY RANGING NIL BIAS N/ARU NOISE N/A RU
DOP BIAS -0.12HZ C NCS 0.008HZ EXP .OllkZ
LGR LGER BLRC BLER
DIS N/A N/A N/A N/A
PICNEER 10 S/C 23
C0021 72CE31441 72C840100
TCP N/A
AJ PF U021
N/A N/A N/A
CLMMENTS -----------------------------
1450Z-1505Z 360A DGWCN EARLY FOR SYST CLEANUP-IPL WAPM/WARM,
SCFThARE PROB ENCCLNTERED DR 3355
0034L-0C51L 360A COWN DTV BACKLCG, 2260 LOCKCUT, RTJS
OR 3358
JPL Technical Memorandum 33-584, Vol. I 337
MCNTHLY REPORT FOR MARCH 1972
PASS GMT-START GMT-END CRIG TYPE CATA
NC. COCE COCE CAY
PICNEER 10 S/C 23
PlOCCL65330
0022 72CE32355 72C84C828 AP PF u022
DSS 51 PASS 022 CL E-B CTDN 3C2241 GCF SOOJ CPS N/A OSS JOOO
CCNFIG
ACS COY 084 LCS COY 084 TOTAL
SCHEDULED OOCOZ SCHEDULED 0828L SChECULED 8H 2BM
ACTUAL 23551 ACTUAL 0828Z ACTUAL 8H 33M
ST XFR 2315Z RELEASE 0650L OSS TIME 9H 45/P
CCMMAND ---------------------------
TCTAL 42 AUTO 42 MANUAL 0 ABORT 0
TELEMETRY 
FCWER l Kk I1T RATES 1024 CODED MMT
RX 1 RX 2 TCP B TCP A
ACTUAL N/A 150.0 6.0 N/A
PRECIC N/A 149.3 6.4 N/A
RESID N/A -C.7 -0.4 N/A
TRACKING
TRACK MD 2 WAY RANGING NIL BIAS N/A RU NOISE N/A RL
DOP BIAS +18.OHL C NhS 0.003HZ EXP 0.005-Z
PCNITi ---------------------------
LGiR LGER BLRC BLER
CIS 1422 18 184 0
JPL Technical Memorandum 33-584, Vol. I338
MCNTHLY REPURT FOR MARCH 1972
PASS GMT-STArT GMT-END CRIG TYPE CATA
NO. CUUE CODE CAY
FICNEER 1C '/C 23
0022 720632355 72C840828 AN PF 0022
TCP N/A N/A 0 0
CMMENTS --------------------------------------------
OC34Z-OO Z 360 A COhN DTU EACKLCG AND 2260L LCCKOUT RTJS
CF 3358
CetZi-0818Z HSD DCON CR C 5157
2 WAY TRACK 0017Z-C810Z
CMOS XMTD 0108L-0758Z
FICNEER 10 S/C 22
PIOCCZ6533l
0022 72.04C737 720841505 Ad PF 0022
DSS 12 PASS 022 CL L-b CTDN 201141. GCF SO0O CPS N/A DSS B000
CCNFIG ------------------------------------
AGS CUY 084 LOS DOY CE4 TOTAL
SCHEDULEC 0825Z SChECULED 1541Z SCFEDULED 7H 16M
ACTUAL Ce37L ACTUAL 1505L ACTUAL 6H 28I?
ST XFR Gb6UZ RELEASE 1510LZ SS TIME 9H 04M
CCMMAND --------------------------------------------------
TOTAL 30 AUTO 30 MANUAL 0 ABORT 0
JPL Technical Memorandum 33-584, Vol. I 339
MONTHLY REPORT FOR MARCH 1S72
PASS GMT-START GMT-END CRIG TYPE CATA
NC. CODE COCE CAY
…______________________________________________-… - -------- -
TELEMETRY
TRACKING,
MCNITOR
POWER 1 KW 6IT RATES 512 2C48 CODED MMT
RX 1 RX 1 TCP A TCP A
ACTUAL 149.8 149.8 12.8 3.6
PRECIC 149.5 149.5 11.6 3.7
RESID -0.3 -0.3 41.2 -0.1
TRACK MD 2 WAY RANGING NIL eIAS N/A RU NCISE N/A RU
DOUP BIAS -18.5HZ C NOCS O.011HL EXP O.OllhL
LGWR LGER BLRC ELER
CIS 1443 0 185 0
PICNEER 1C S/C 23
0022 720f4C737 720841505
TCP N/A
Ad PF 0022
N/A N/A N/A
CCMMENTS -------
C06Z-0914Z 36C/75A CCWN, SFED. IPL WARM/WARM
2 wAY TRACK C812Z-144CL
CICS XM1C AT
JPL Technical Memorandum 33-584, Vol. I340
MCNTHLY REPORT FOR MARCH 1972
PASS GMT-START GMT-END CkIG TYPE DATA
NO. CODE COCE CAY
FICNEER 10 S/C 23
P1OCCZL5333
0022 720640830 72C841330 AD PF 0022
DSS 14 PASS 022 CL C-P CTDN 303343 GCF SOOD CPS N/A OSS DCCG
CCNFIG ----------------------------------------------------
ACS COY 084 LCS COY CE4 TOTAL
SCFEDULED 0828L SCHECULED 1248L SCHEDULED 4H 20M
ACTLAL C83UL ACTUAL 1334L ACTUAL 51 04M
ST XFR G745L RELEASE 1345L USS TIME 6H COM
CCMMAND ---------------------------------------
TCTAL 0 AUTO 0 MANUAL 0 ABORT 0
TELEMETRY 
POWER N/AKW BIT RATES 512
RX 1 RX 2 TCP B TCP A
ACTUAL 146.1 N/A 16.3 N/A
PRECIC 141.4 h/A 19.8 N/A
RESIC -4.7 N/A -3.5 N/A
TRACKING --------------------------------
TRACK MC 3 WAY RANGING NIL BIAS N/ARU NOISE N/A RL
DOP BIAS -20.CHL C NOS O.01OHL EXP OC.11HL
MCNITOR -------------------------------------------
LGWR LGER BLRC ELER
DIS 0832 0 0 0
JPL Technical Memorandum 33-584, Vol. I 341
F
MONTHLY REPORT FOR MARCH 1972
PASS GMT-START GMT-END ORIG TYPE CATA
NO. CUDE CODE CAY
FICNEEI 10 S/C 23
0022 120E4CE30 72C841330 AD PF 0022
TCP N/A N/A N/A N/A
COMMENTS
3 vA¥
C906L-0914Z 360/75A CCWN, SKED IPL WARM/wARM
TRACK TIME EXTENEC
M/C SUPFCRT
FIChEES 10 S/C 23
PlOCCZ65342
OC22 72CE41252 72C842300 Al PF 0022
CSS 41 PASS 022 CL F-B CTDN N/A GCF SOOF CPS N/A USS FOCO
CCNFIG ------------------------------
ACS COY 084 LOS COY CE4 TOTAL
SChEDULED 1300L SCHEDULED 2300Z SCHEDULED 10H OOM
ACTLAL 1252Z ACTUAL 2300Z ACTUAL 1OH C8M
ST XFR 1225Z RELEASE 2300Z DSS TIME 10H 35M
CCMMAND---------------------------------
TCTAL 7 AUTO 7 MANUAL 0 ABORT U
JPL Technical Memorandum 33-584, Vol. I342
MCNTHLY REPORT FOR MARCH 1S72
PASS GMT-START GMT-END ORIG TYPE CATA
NC. COCE COGE CAY
TELEMETRY 
POkER 1 Kh BIT RATES 512 1024 CGCED HMT
KX 1 HX 2 TCP A TCP B
ACTUAL 148.6 N/A 7.5 5.0
PRECIC 149.6 N/A 9.1 6.2
RESID +1.0 N/A -1.6 -1.2
TRACKING -------------------------------------------------
TRACK MC 2 WAY RANGING NIL BIAS N/A RU NOISE N/A RU
DOP BIAS .035HZ C NCS .005HZ EXP .007hZ
MCNITR ----------------------------------------------------
LGWR LGER BLRC eLER
DIS 1332 0 0 0
FICNEEF 10 S/C 23
0022 720841252 72C0842300 AI PF 0022
TCP N/A N/A N/A N/A
CCMPENTS
NC CIS/TCP INFACE FOR PICNEER MCNITCR PROGRAM
APPROX. 1530Z CIS BROLGHT UP ON MARINER PROGRAM
1l57Z-2003Z 360/75A COWN FOR VERSICN SWAP l27.3 TO 27.4)
JPL Technical Memorandum 33-584, Vol. I 343
MONTHLY REPORT FOR MARCH 1572
PASS GMT-START GUT-END CKIG TYPE £ATA
NC. CODE CODE CAY
FICNEER 10 S/C 23
PlOCCZ65334
0022 720U41430 72CE50026 AJ PF 0022
DSS 42 PASS 022 CL E-B CTDN 302241 GCF SOOG CPS N/A DSS GOGO
CCNFIG ------
ACS COY 084 LCS DOY CE5 TOTAL
SCHEDULED 1430Z SCHEDULED 0045L SChECULED 10H 15M
ACTUAL 1430Z ACTUAL 0025L ACTUAL 9H 55M
ST XFR 1400L RELEASE N/A Z DSS TIMEN/A H M
CCMMAND -----------------
TOTAL 49 AUTO 49 MANUAL 0 A8GRT 0
TELEMETRY ----------------------------------------------------
POWER 1 K% BIT RATES 512 1024
RX 1 RX 1 TCP B TCP A
ACTUAL 150.9 151.7 4.2 7.5
PRECIC 149.6 149.6 b.4 9.1
RESIC -1.3 -2.1 2.2 +0.6
TRACKING -----------------------------------
TRACK MD 2.3WAY RANGING NIL BIAS N/A RU NCISE N/A RU
DOP BIAS +0.03HZ C NOS 0.CC7HZ EXP 0.011HZ
MCNITOR -----------------------------------------------
LGhR LGER BLRC :ELER
CIS N/A N/A N/A N/A
344 JPL Technical Memorandum 33-584, Vol. I
MCNTHLY REPORT FCR MARCH 1972
PASS GMT-START GPT-END CRIG TYPE CATA
NO. CODE COGE CAY
PICNEER 10 '/C 23
0022 720841430 72C850026 AJ PF 0022
TCP N/A N/A N/A N/A
CCMMENIS --------------------------------
1557Z-2003L 360A CCWN FOR VERSION SwAP 27.3 TO. 27.4
FICNEEP 10 S/C 23
PIOCCZ65336
0023 72CE42340 72CE50E19 AI PF 0023
OSS 51 PASS 023 CL E-8 CTDN 302241 GCF SOUJ CPS N/A OSS JOO0
CCNFIG --------
AOS COY 084 LOS COY 084 TOTAL
SCHEDULED 2345Z SCHEDULED 0823L SCIECULED 8H 38M
ACTUAL 234ULZ ACTUAL 0819Z ACTUAL 8H 39M
ST XFR 230ZU RELEASE 0930Z DSS TIME ICH 3CM
CCMMAND
TOTAL 2 AUTO 2 MANUAL 0 AHGRT 0
TELEMETRY ----------------------------------------------------
PCwER 1 KW BIT RATES 512 1024 PMT
RX 1 RX 1 TCP A TCP A
ACTLAL 150.9 151.2 4.1 +6.4
PRECIC 150.7 150.7 5.1 +7.6
RESID -0.2 -0.5 -1.0 -1.2
JPL Technical Memorandum 33-584, Vol. I 345
MCNTHLY REPORT FOR MARCH 1972
PASS GMT-START GwT-END ORIG TYPE CATA
NO. CODE COCE DAY
-…_________________________________________________________________ -----…
TRACKING ----
TRACK MO 2 hAY RANGING NIL BIAS N/A RL NOISE N/A RL
DOP BIAS +C,.C27HL C NCS .007HZ EXP .011ZL
PCNITOR
LGWR LGER BLRC ELER
DIS N/R N/R N/R N/R
FICNEER 1C S/C 23
0023 720E42340 72CE5C819 AM PF u023
TCP N/R N/R N/R N/R
CCMMENTS
0348L-0354L 3C66 DOWN, CCLC RESTART OR 33b6
2 hAY TRACK 0018Z-C815Z
CMDS XMTU 0018L-0811L
JPL Technical Memorandum 33-584, Vol. I346
MCNTHLY REPGRT FGh MARCH 1972
PASS GMT-STPRT GMT-ENO CRIG TYPE CATA
NO. CUODE CODE CAY
PICNEER 10 '/C 23
PlOCCLZt537
0023 72CE5C800 72CE51512 AB PF 0023
DSS 12 PASS 023 CL H-8 CTCN N/A GCF SOU0 CPS N/A OSS BU00
CCNFIG
ACS DOY Ck5 LCS COY 085 TOTAL
SCHECULEC 0820Z SCHEDULED 1537L SCHEDULED 7H 17M
ACTUAL C8COL ACTUAL 1512L ACTUAL 7H 12M
ST XFR 0700Z RELEASE 1600Z DSS TIME 9H 1UM
CCMMPN -------------------------------
TOTAL 0 AUTL 0 MANUAL 0 ACkRT 0
TELEMETRY --------------------------------------
POWER 1 Kh biT RATES 512 CODEU MMT
RX 1 RX 2 TCP d TCP A
ACTUAL 151.1 N/A 6.8 N/A
PREDIC 150.8 N/A 7.7 N/A
RESIC -0.3 N/A -0.9 N/A
TRACKING -------------------------------------------------
TRACK MC 2 WAY RANGING NIL BIAS N/A RU NCISE N/A RU
DOP dIAS +.038HL C NOS 0.007HZ EXP 0.011HZ
MCNITOR ----------------
LUWR LGER BLRC eLER
DIS 1206 0 0 0
JPL Technical Memorandum 33-584, Vol. I 347
MCNTHLY HEPURT FOR MARCH 1972
PASS GMT-START GMT-ENO GRIG TYPE CATA
NO. CODE CCCE CAY
FICNEER 10 S/C 23
0023 720E5C800 72C051512 AB PF 0023
TCP N/A N/A N/A N/A
CCMMENTS ---
1127Z-1143L 360/75A CChN FOR SKED. STRING SWAP TC "B"
1444Z-1450L 360/758 CC[N, SYSTEM CIEC, WARM RESTART CR 3368
2 APY TRACK 0819L-1500Z
NC CMCS
PICNEER 10 S/C 23
PlOCCZ653_41
0024 720852338 72C860819 AM PF 0024
DSS 51 PASS 024 CL E-8 CTDN N/A GCF SUuJ CPS N/A OSS JOO0
CCNFIG --------------------------------------------------
ACS DOY CE5 LCS DO C86 TOTAL
SCHEDULED 2345Z SCHEDULED 0819L SCHEDULED 8H 34M
ACTUAL 2338Z ACTUAL C819L ACTLAL 8H 41M
ST XFK 2309L RELEASE 0916Z DSS TIME 10H 07M
CCNMAND -----------------------------------------------------
TOTAL C AUTC 0 MANUAL 0 ABCRT 0
JPL Technical Memorandum 33-584, Vol. I348
MOGNTHLY REPORT FOR PARCH 1972
PASS GMJ-START GMT-ENC CRIG TYPE CATA
NUO. CODE CCCLE CAY
TELEMETRY ----
POWER 1 KW BIT RATES 512 CODED PMT
RX 1 RX 2 TCP A TCP B
ACTUAL 151.6 N/A 6.4 N/A
PRECIC 151.C N/A 7.4 N/A
RESIC -0.b6 N/A -1.U N/A
TRACKING ----------------------------------------
TRACK MD 2 WAY RAKGING NIL EIAS N/A RU NOISE N/A RU
DOP BIAS +0.030HZ C NOS O.O7HL EXP O.Ol1HL
MCNITR -----------------------------------------------------
LGWR LGER eLRC ELER
DIS N/R N/R N/R N/R
PILNEER 1L S/C 23
0024 72CE52338 72C860819 AM PF 0024
TCP N/R N/R N/R N/R
COMMENTS -----------------------------------------------------
0425Z-0438.Z 360/75B £CWN, 2260'S LOCKED OUT, .ARM IPL/RESTART
CR 3371
2 WAV TRACK oUo15-C810Z
NC CMCS
JPL Technical Memorandum 33-584, Vol. I 349
MCNTHLY REPURT FOR MARCH 1972
PASS GMI-START GVIT-ENi) CRIG TYPE CATA
hO. CUDE CODE DAY
FICNEER 10 S/C 23
PLOCCZL53i43
0024 72C86C800 72CE61510 AB PF 0024
JSS 12 PASS 024 CL H-B CTDN N/A GCF SOOB CPS N/A DSS B000
CCNFIG
AOS COY 086 LOS DOY CE6 TOTAL
SCHECULEC 0815L SCHEDULED 1533L SCHEDULED 7H 18M
ACTUAL C80UL ACTUAL 1510Z ACTUAL 7H 10M
ST XFR C711L RELEASE 1520L LSS TIME 8H OSM
CCMMAND ----------------------------------------------------
TCTAL 0 AUTO 0 MANUAL 0 ABORT 0
TELEMETRY - - --------------------- ------ ----
FOhER 1 KI BIT RATES 512 CODED
RX 1 RX 2 TCP B TCP A
ACTUAL 151.7 N/A 6.3 N/A
PRECIC 151.1 N/A 7.2 N/A
RESI; -0.6 N/A -C.9 N/A
TRACKING --------------------------------------------------
TRACK MD 2 WAY RANGING NIL BIAS N/A RU NOISE N/A RU
OOP BIAS +0.042HL C NCS 0.007HZ EXP 0.011FZ
MCNITOR ----------------------------------------------------
LGhR LGER BLRC BLER
DIS 1197 1 110 0
350 JPL Technical Memorandum 33-584, Vol. I
MCNTHLY REPORT FCR MARCH 1972
PASS GMT-START GYT-END CRIG TYPE CATA
NO. CODE CODE CAY
FICNEER 10 ./C 23
0024 72CE6C8C0 72C861510 AB PF 0024
TCP N/A N/A N/A N/A
CCMMENTS ---------------------------------------------------
1C57Z-11CEZ 36C/75B CCWN FOR SKEC. STRING SWAP TO "A"
1157L-12G2L 36C/75A CCkN, WRONG VER ON-LINE (27.3A) WARM
IFL/RESTART NC DR
2 AAY TRACK 0814Z-1500L
NC CMCS
FICNEER 1I '/C 23
P1lCCCZL5345
0024 720661351 72C870C04 AJ PF CC24
OSS 42 PASS 024 CL E-8 CTDN N/A GCF SOOG CPS N/A OSS GOO0
CCNFIG -----------------------------------------
ACS COY 086 LOS DOY 087 TOTAL
SChEDULED 1430Z SCHEDULED 0045L SCHEDULED 10H 15M
ACTLAL 1351Z ACTUAL 0004Z ACTUAL 10t 13M
ST XFR 134uZ RELEASE N/A Z USS TIMEN/A H M
CC£MAND
TCTAL 0 AUTO 0 MANUAL 0 ABOCRT 0
JPL Technical Memorandum 33-584, VoL .I 351
MCNTHLY fEPORT FCF PARCH 1972
PASS GMT-START GtIT-END CRIG TYPE GATA
NO. CODE CODE CAY
TELEMETRY -----------------------------------------------------
POwER 1 Kh BIT RATES 512 CODED
RX 1 RX 2 TCP B TCP A
ACTUAL 151.4 N/A 6.9 N/A
PREDIC 151.3 N/A 7.0 N/A
RESIC -0.1 N/A -0.1 N/A
TRACKING ----------------------------------------------------
TRACK MD 2 hAY RANGING NIL lIAS N/A RU NOISE N/A RU
DUP BIAS +0.06hZ C NOS 0.007HZ EXP O.011HZ
MCNITOR ----------------------------------------------------
LGiR. LGER BeLC ELER
DIS N/A N/A N/A N/A
FILNEER 10 SIC 23
0024 720861351 72CE70004 AJ PF 0024
TCP N/A N/A N/A N/A
CCMMENTS ---------------------------
JPL Technical Memorandum 33-584, Vol. I352
MONTHLY REPORT FOR MARCH 1972
PASS GMT-START GCT-END ORIG TYPE DATA
NO. CUCE CODE LAY
PICNEER 10 S/C 23
PlOCCZt5347
0025 720862340 72CE70E15 AM PF CC25
OSS 51 PASS 025 CL E-B CTDN N/A GCF SOOJ CPS N/A OSS JOCO
CCNFIG ------- -------------------------------------------
ACS COY CB6 LOS COY 087 TOTAL
SCh-EOULED 2345Z SCHEDULED 0814L SCHEDULEO 8H 29M
ACTUAL 2330Z ACTUAL 0814L ACTUAL 8F 44M
ST XFR 2300ZL RELEASE 0912L DSS TIME 10H 12M
CCMMANO
TGTAL 0 AUTO 0 MANUAL U ABORT 0
TELEMETRY ---------------------------------------------------
POWER 1 Kk BIT RATES 512 CODED MMT
RX 1 RX 2 TCP a TCP A
ACTUAL N/A 151.9 6.2 N/A
PRECIC N/A 151.5 6.9 N/A
RESIC N/A -0.4 -C.7 N/A
TRACKING --------------------------------
TRACK MC 2 WAY kANGING NIL BIAS N/A RU NOISE N/A RL
DOP BIAS +C.043HL C NCS O.UOoHZ EXP 0.011OZ
MCNITCR ---------- ------------------- -----------------
LGWR LGER BLRC eLER
DIS N/R N/R N/R N/R
JPL Technical Memorandum 33-584, Vol. I 353
MCNTHLY REPORT FOR MARCH 1S72
PASS GMT-START GMT-ENO ORIG TYPE CATA
NO. CODCE CODE CAY
FICNEER 10 S/C 23
C025 72C86234U 72C67C815 AM PF 0025
TCP N/R N/R N/R N/R
CCMMENTS--------------------------------------
ClG FROM TCP-A TO TCP-b AT 0305L
2 WAY TRACK 0004Z-0800Z
NC CMCS
PICNEER 10 S/C 23
PlOCCZ65348
0025 720E7C730 720871505 AB PF 0025
DSS 12 PASS 025 CL C-6 CTDN N/A GCF SOU8 CPS N/A DSS 6000
CCNFIG
AGS COY C867 LOS DOY C87 TOTAL
SCHEDULED 0730Z SCHECULED 15302 SCHECULED 11H OOM
ACTUAL C7302 ACTUAL 15052 ACTUAL 7H 35M
ST XFR C644L RELEASE 1614 ODS5 TIME 9H 30M
CCMAND ----------------------------------------------------
TOTAL C AUTO 0 MANUAL 0 AdCRT 0
JPL Technical Memorandum 33-584, Vol. I354
MOCNTHLY &EPORT FOR MARCH 1972
PASS GMT-START GNT-END GRIG TYPE CATA
NO. CODE CODE CAY
TELEMETRY 
PCiER 1 Kn bIT RATES 512 CUDED MMT
RX I RX 2 TCP 8 TCP A
ACTUAL 151.6 N/A 6.7 N/A
PREDIC 151.5 N/A 7.0 N/A
RESIC -0.1 N/A -U.3 N/A
TRACKING -… ………-
TRACK MD 2 wAY RANGING NIL BIAS NIA RU NOISE N/A RU
DOP bIAS +0.057HZ C NOS 0.007HZ EXP 0.Ol1HZ
MCNITOR
LGhR LGER BLHC ELER
DIS 1166 0 1081 0
FICNEER 10 S/C 23
0025 72CE7C730 72C871505
TCP N/A
AB PF 0025
N/A N/A N/A
CCMMENTS ------- -----------------
0759Z-0803Z CIS DCWN, LOSS OF /C ACESS, RELOAD REQ. NO OR
08CBZ-0637Z CIS DCWN, LOSS OF I/C ACESS, RELGAD REQ. NC CR
1033Z-1046L 3100 CCWN, KEYECARC I/O LOCKED UPt SWAPPEC SYSTEMS,
NC CR
STA. REL AFTER 2 WAY XFER
2 wAY TRACK 0800Z-1500L NC CMCS
JPL Technical Memorandum 33-584, Vol. I 355
G
MONTHLY REPORT FOR MARCH 1972
PASS GMT-START GMT-END CRIG IYPE DATA
NO. CODE CODE CAY
FICNEE, 10 S/C 23
P10CCLt 349
0025 i2CE71430 72CE72348 AI PF 0025
DSS 41 PASS 025 CL ht-B CTDN N/A GCF SOOF CPS N/A DSS FOO0
CCNFIG--------------------
ACS COY 087 LCS DOY C88 TOTAL
SCHEDULED 1430L SCHEDULED OOOZ SCHECULED 9H 30M
ACT;AL 1430Z ACTUAL 2348Z ACTUAL 9H 18M
ST XFR 1353L RELEASE N/A Z DSS TIMEN/A H M
CCMMAND
TGTAL 8 AUTO 8 MANUAL 0 ABORT 0
TELEMETRY 
FOWER I KW BIT RATES 512
RX 2 RX 1 TCP B TCP A
ACTLAL 153.7 N/A 6.7 N/A
PRECIC 151.7 N/A 6.8 N/A
RESIC -2.0 N/A -0.1 N/A
TRACKING ....................- 
TRACK MD 2 WAY RANGING NIL BIAS N/A RU NOISE N/A RU
DOP BIAS .C66HZ C NCS .007HZ EXP 0.011HZ
MCNITCR .......
LGhR LGER BLRC ELER
DIS 1132 0 1090 0
JPL Technical Memorandum 33-584, Vol. I356
MCNTHLY REPURT FOR MARCH 1972
PASS GMT-START GMT-ENO CKIG TYPE CATA
NO. CODE CODE CAY
FICNEER 10 S/C 23
0025 2G0E71430 72CE72348 Al PF 0025
TCP N/A N/A N/A N/A
COMMENTS …-------…
1k1CZ-1613Z HSCL CChN DR 5178
16222-1623L HSCL CGWN CK 5179
1834Z-1845L kSDL COWN OR 5183
23482-PROCESS PULLED NC LOS DIS READING
FICNEEP 10 S/C 23
P10CCL65351
0026 72CE723C4 72C88081C AP PF 0026
DSS 51 PASS 026 CL N/A CTDN N/A GCF S00J CPS N/A DSS JOCO
CCNFIG
ACS COY C87 LCS COY C88 TOTAL
SCHEDULED 23COL SCHEDULED 0815Z SChECULED 9H 15M
ACTLAL 2304Z ACTUAL 081UL ACTUAL 9F C6M
ST XFR 2225Z RELEASE O916L DSS TIME lOH 51M
CCMMAND ---------------------
TOTAL C AUTO 0 MANUAL 0 ABORT 0
JPL Technical Memorandum 33-584, Vol. I 357
MCNTHLY REPURT FOR MARCH 1972
PASS GMT-START G!.T-END C[IG TYPE DATA
NC. CODE CODE CAV
__-_____________________.___________---------------------- ---------
T ELEMETRY.
T RACKING
MCNITOR
POMER 1 KW BIT RATES 512 CODEC PMT
RX 1 RX 2 TCP B TCP A
ACTUAL N/AP 152.3 6.3 N/A
PRECIC N/A 151.9 6.6 N/A
RESID N/A -0.4 -0.3 N/A
TRACK MD 2 WAY RANGING NIL BIAS N/A RU NCISE N/A RU
DCP BIAS +O.CB3HL C NCS 0.007HL EXP O.OL1HZ
LGkR LGER BLRC BLER
DIS N/R N/H N/R N/R
PIChEER 10 S/C 23
0026 2LCE723C4 72C880810
TCP N/R
AM PF 0026
N/R N/R N/R
CCMMENTS --------------------------------------------- --
2 WAY TRACK 2332Z-C745L
NC CMCS
JPL Technical Memorandum 33-584, Vol. I358
MCNTHLY REPORT FOR MARCH 1S72
PASS GMT-START GMT-END URIG TYPE DATA
NO. COUE CODE CAY
PICNEEP 10 S/C 23
FlOCCL5 352
CU26 72CE8C730 72CE81505 AB PF 0026
CSS 12 PASS 026 CL C-b CTDN N/A GCF SOOB CPS N/A OSS B000
CCNFIG ----
ACS COY Cb8 LCS DOY 088 TOTAL
SCHEDULED 0730L SCHEDULED 1530L SCt-EDULED 8H OOM
ACTUAL C730Z ACTUAL 1505L ACTUAL 7F 35M
ST XFR C64ZL RELEASE 1621Z DSS TIME 9H 36M
CCMAND -----
TOTAL 0 AUTO 0 MANUAL O ABORT U
TELEMETRY 
PCOWER 1 KW BIT RATES 512 CODED
RX 1 RX 2 TCP a TCP A
ACTUAL 151.E N/A 6.3 N/A
PRECIC 151.9 N/A 6.7 N/A
RESID -0.1 N/A -0.4 N/A
TRACKING ---------------------------------------------------
TRACK MC 2 WAY RANGING NIL BIAS N/A RU NOISE N/A RU
DOP BIAS .C68HZ C NCS .006HZ EXP .CO8hZ
MCNITOR -------------
LGWR LGER BLRC eLER
DIS 1259 1 0 0
JPL Technical Memorandum 33-584, Vol. I 359
MCNTHLY REPORT FOC MARCH 1S72
PASS GMT-START GMT-END IURIG TYPE CATA
NC. CODE COCE DAY
FICNEER 10 S/C 23
0026 72CE8C730 72C881505 AB PF C026
TCP N/A N/A N/A N/A
CCMENTS -------------------------------------------
STA. REL AFTER 2 WAY XFER TO DSS-41
2 hAY TRACK 0745Z-15CCZ
NC CMCS
FICNEER 10 S/C 23
PlOCCZt5354
0026 12C881420 72C882348 AI PF C0026
DSS 41 PASS 026 CL H-B CTUN N/A GCF SOOF CPS N/A CSS FOO0
CCNFIC ----------------
ACS COY 088 LCS CCOY C8 TOTAL
SCI-ECULED 1430Z SChECULED 143UZ SCFECULED SH 3GM
ACTUAL 1420Z ACTUAL 1420Z ACTLAL 9H 22M
ST XFR 1345Z RELEASE 1345Z DSS TIMEN/A H M
CCMMANU -- --------------------------------- 
TOTAL 5 AUTO 5 MANUAL 0 ABCRT 0
360 JPL Technical Memorandum 33-584, Vol. I
MCNTHLY REPORT FOR MARCH 1972
PASS GMT-START GPT-END GRIG TYPE CATA
NC. CCCE COCE CAY
TELEMETRY ---------------------------------------------------
POWER 1 iW BIT RATES 512 CODED
RX 1 RX 2 TCP A TOP B
ACTUAL 152.0 N/A 6.4 N/A
PRECIC 152.1 N/A 6.5 N/A
RESID +0.1 N/A -0.1 N/A
TRACKING --------------------------------------------------
TRACK MD 2 WAY RANGING NIL BIAS N/A RU NCISE N/A RU
DOP BIAS +0.068hL C NOS '.007HL EXP O.UllFZ
CNITOR ---------------------------------------
LGWR LGER BLRC ELER
DIS 1549 2 0 0
PINEER 10 S/C 23
0026 720881420 720882348 Al PF C026
TCP N/A N/A N/A N/A
CCMMENTS ---------------------------------------------------
1508Z-1512Z CCA HUNG UP AELGAD-RE: CR T1962
1E5EL-1902Z CCA HLNG LP RELCAD-RE: DR T1962
1S2UL-1924L CEA HLNG UP RELCAO-RE: GR T1962
JPL Technical Memorandum 33-584, VoL I 36i
MCNTHLY PEFORT FOR MARCH 1972
PASS GMT-START GMT-END ORIG TYPE CATA
NO. COUE CODE CAY
FICNEER 10 S/C 23
PlOCC165 356
0027 720O82248 72C89GB06 AM PF CC27
DSS 51 PASS 027 CL C-B CTDN N/A GCF SOOJ CPS N/A DSS JOCC
CCNFIG -------------------------------------------------
APS DOY C88 LCS DCY C89 TUTAL
SCHEDULED 2300Z SCHEDULED G815Z SC-EDULED 9H 15M
ACTLAL 2248Z ACTUAL U80ZL ACTUAL 9g- 18M
ST XFR 2215Z RELEASE C900Z OSS TIME 10H 45M
CCMMAND --------------------------- ------------------------
TCTAL 1 AUTC 1 MANUAL O ABORT 0
TELEMETRY 
TRACKING
VCNITCR
POWER 1 KW bIT RATES 512 CUDED MMT
RX 1 RX 2 TCP B TCP A
ACTUAL N/A 153.8 N/A N/A
PRECIC N/A 152.3 N/A N/A
RESIG N/A -1.5 N/A N/A
TRACK MD 2 WAY RANGING NIL BIAS N/ARU NOISE N/A RL
DOP BIAS +O.063HZ C NOS 0.O06HL EXP 0.COShZ
LGWR LGER BLRC ELER
DIS N/R N/R N/R N/R
JPL Technical Memorandum 33-584, Vol. I362
MCNTHLY REPORT FOR MARCH 1972
PASS GMT-START GMI-END CRIG TYPE DATA
NU. CODE CODE DAY
FICNEE 10 S/C 23
0027 720882248 72C8908C6 AM PF 0027
TCP N/R N/R N/R N/R
CCMMENTS ---------------
MCNITOR CATA NOT CCMtITTED FOR P-10 SUPPURT
0234Z-0259Z 360/75A CChN, POwER SUPPLY FAILURE, SWAPPED TO
"B" STRING CR 3381
POST TRACK-CHANGED THYOUTRCN GN TCP-8-MAG UNIT, TFR
2 WAY TRACK 2332L-0745Z
CMOS XMTD 2335Z-074UL (1) CMD MOD ON/OFF
PICNEER 1C S/C 23
PlOCCLZ 357
0027 720850730 72C891505 AB PF CC27
USS 12 PASS 027 CL H-B CTDN N/A GCF SOUB CPS N/A OSS B00O
CCNFIG -…..........
ACS DUY 089 LCS DOY 089 TOTAL
SCFECULED 0730Z SCHEDULED 1530L SCHEDULED 8H OOM
ACTUAL C730L ACTUAL 1505L ACTUAL 7H 35M
ST XFR N/A Z RELEASE N/A Z DSS TIMEN/A H M
CCMMAND -------------------------------------------- ----
TCTAL C AUTO 0 MANUAL 0 ABCRT 0
JPL Technical Memorandum 33-584, Vol. I 363
MGNTHLY REPORT FLC MARCH 1972
PASS GMT-START GMT-ENO CRIG TYPE LATA
NO. CCOE COCE CAY
TELEMETRY 
POwER 1 KW BIT RATES 512 CODED MMT
RX 1 RX 2 TCP 6 TCP A
ACTUAL 152.0 N/A 5.8 N/A
PREDIC 152.3 h/A 6.2 N/A
RESID +0.3 N/A -0.4 N/A
TRACKING ----------------------------------------------------
TRACK MD 2 WAY RANGING NIL BIAS N/A RU NCISE N/APU
DOP BIAS +O.C89HZ. C NOS 0.006HZ EXP O.COEHL
MCNITGR ----------------------------
LGWR LGER eLRC ELER
GIS 1270 0 0 0
FIChEER 10 S/C 23
0027 7208G0730 72C891505 AB PF 0027
TCP N/A N/A N/A N/A
CCMMENTS ------------------------------
1227Z-1230Z HSC LINE DOWN, NO OR
1325Z-1332Z LOSI XMTR, WAVE GUIDE PRESSURE ALARM, REPLACEC
BCTTLE, TFR EC2882, CR T-1565
JPL Technical Memorandum 33-584, Vol. I364
MCNTHLY REPORT FOR MARCH 1972
PASS GMT-START GtMT-END CRIG TYPE CATA
NO. COCE COCE CAY
FIChEEP 10 S/C 23
PlOCCLZ5355
0C27 72CE'5142C 72C892330 Al 'PF GC27
CSS 41 PASS 027 CL H-B CTDN N/A GCF SOUF CPS N/A DSS FOO0
CCNFIG
ACS COY 089 LCS DOY 090 TOTAL
SCI-EDULED 1430Z SCHEDULED OOUOOZL SC-EOULED 9H 30M
ACTUAL 1420L ACTUAL 233UZ ACTUAL 8H 5OM
ST XFR N/ALZ RELEASE 0057L USS TIME 10H 37M-
COMMAND ---------------------------------------
TCTPL 44 AUTC 44 MANUAL 0 ABORT 0
TELEMETRY 
FOWER 1 KW bIT RATES 512 CODED MMT
RX 1 RX 2 TCP A TOP B
ACTUAL 152.5 N/A 6.6 N/A
PRECIC 152-.5 N/A 7.1 N/A
RESIC C N/A -0.5 N/A
TRACKING ----------------------------------------------------
TRACK MD 2 WAY RANGING NIL BIAS N/A RU NCISE N/A RU
CGP BIAS .GCS3Z C NCS 00G7HZ EXP .COBhZ
CNITCR --------------
LGhR LGER BLRC BLER
CIS 1457 2 268 2
JPL Technical Memorandum 33-584, Vol. I 365
MONTHLY REPORT FOR MARCH 1972
PASS GMT-START GMT-ENC CRIG TYPE GATA
NO. COCE CODE CAY
PILhEER 10 S/C 23
CC027 12CLE1420 72C892330 AI PF 0027
TCP N/A N/A N/A N/A
CCMMENTS ---------------------------------------
El16Z-1820Z SAITC-ED TLM FRCCESS FM TCP-A TG TCP-B DUE GCA
HALT. TIME FFGBLEM CF SOFTwaRE CR 1966
2103Z-2112L TCP-B TLM HALTEC. DCA HUNG-UP DR 1967 REFERS
FICNEER 10 S/C 23
P1CCCZt5361
0028 720G92234 720900755 AM PF 0028
DSS 51 PASS 028 CL H-8 CTON N/A GCF SOOJ CPS N/A DSS JOOO
CCNFIG---------------------------------------
AOS GOY CdS LCS DOY 090 TCTAL
SC-ECULED 2300Z SCHEDULED 0815L SCHECULED 9H 15M
ACTUAL 2234L ACTUAL C755Z ACTUAL 9H 21M
ST XFR 2215L RELEASE 0917Z DSS TIME 11H 02M
CCMMANC ----------------------------------
TOTAL 0 AUTO 0 MANUAL U ABGRT 0
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MCNTHLY REPORT FOR MARCH 1972
PASS GMT-START GMT-END ORIG TYPE CATA
NO. CODE CODE CA¥
TELEMETRY ---------------------------------------------------
POWER 1 Kh 'IT RATES 512 CUDED MMT
RX 1 RX 2 TCP B TCP A
ACTUAL 153.3 N/A 5.2 N/A
PRECIC 152.6 N/A 5.9 N/A
RESIC -0.6 N/A -0.2 N/A
TRACKING ----------------------------------------------------
TRACK MD 2 WAY RANGING NIL BIAS N/AiU NOISE N/ARU
DOP BIAS +0.073HL C NOS .OO'HL EXP ,U8OZL
YCNITCR ----------------
LGhR LGER BLRC ELEk
DIS N/R N/R N/R N/R
FICNEER 10C /C 23
0028 72CES2234 720900755 AM PF 0028
TCP N/R N/R N/R N/R
CCMMENTS-- ------------
£CNITGR CATA NCT C£MMITTED FOR P-10 SUPPORT
0C57Z-0105L 36C/75B DCwNt RE-IPLt OR 3386
OC41Z-0105Z,3100 CCWN CUE 360/75 TIME CUTS
2 KAY TRACK 2330L-0740L
NC CMDS
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MCNTHLY REPORT FGR MARCH 1972
PASS GMT-STPRT GMT-END OKIG TYPE DATA
NO. CODE COCE CAY
_________________________________________________________________________
FICNEER 10 S/C 23
P10CCZE5362
0028 72C9CC730 720S01513 AB PF 0028
DSS 12 PASS 028 CL C-. CTON 303343 GCF sooa CPS NIA OSS BC000
CCNFIG ----------------------------------
ACS COY 090 LGS COY C09 TOTAL
SChEDULED C730L SCHEDULED 1530Z SCHEDULED 8H OCM
ACTUAL 073UZ ACTUAL 1513L ACTUAL 7H 43M
ST XFR G645Z RELEASE 1536Z DSS TIME 9H 51M
CCMMAND -----------------------
TCTAL I AUTC 1 MANUAL 0 ABCRT 0
TELEMETRY 
POUER 1 Kk BIT RATES 512 COCED MMT
RX 1 RX 2 TCP B TCP A
ACTUAL 153.0 h/A 5.7 N/A
PRECIC 152.6t /A 6.1 N/A
RESIC -0.6 N/A -0.4 N/A
TRACKING ---------------------------------------------------
TRACK MO 2 WAY RANGING NIL BIAS N/ARU NOISE N/A RU
DOP BIAS +0.098HZ C NOS .OU6HL EXP oC08HZ
MONITOR ----------------------------------------------------
LGWR LGER BLRC ELER
DIS 128S C 0 j
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MCNTHLY REPORT FOR MARCH 1572
PASS GMT-START GMT-END CRIG TYPE CATA
NO. CODE COLE LAY
FICNEER 10 S/C 23
0028 720SCC730 72C901513 A8 PF 0028
TCP N/A N/A N/A N/A
CCMMENTS
2 AAY TRACK 174U0Z-15CCL
CMD PCD CN/OFF 0742L-1455L (1 CMC)
PICNEER 10G /C 23
P1GCCZ653f3
0028 720901429 720S902309 AI PF CC28
DSS 41 PASS 028 CL h-8 CTON 202241 GCF SOOF CPFS N/A USS FUCC
CCNFIG
AOS DGY G9C LCS DCY.C9G TCTAL
SChECULEC 143ZL SCHEDULED 0OOLZ SCHEGULED 9H 3CM
ACTUAL 1424L ACTUAL 2309L ACTUAL 8F 45S
ST XFR 1403Z RELEASE 2333L OSS TIME SH 30M
CCMAPND
TELEMETRY
TGTAL 2 AUTO 2 MANUAL 0 ABCRT 0
POWER 1 Kh tIT RATES 512 CODED NMT
RX 1 hX 2 TCP AB TCP
ACTUAL 152.59 N/A 6.1 N/A
PRECIC 152.8 N/A o.5 N/A
RESID -0.1 N/A -0.4 N/A
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MCNTHLY REPORT FCR PIARCH 1972
PASS GMT-START GPT-END CRIG TYPE CATA
NO. CODE CODE CAY
TRACKING ---
TRACK MD 2 hAY RANGING NIL BIAS N/P RU NOISE N/A RL
DOP BIAS +0.100HL C NCS .OO0HZ EXP .GOEHZ
MONITOR -------------------------------------------
LGIR LGER eLRC ELER
DIS 1512 0 0 0
FILNEER 10 S/C 23
0028 720901429 72CS02309 Al PF CC28
TCP N/A N/A N/A N/A
CCMMENTS -------------------------------
1810Z-1820 kSC DOWN; TCP "B" DOhN ShAPPED TC TCP "A" DR T-1969
1I3EZ-195ZC 360/75 OChN FCR RELCAC, REF. DR 3354
2021Z-2036Z OCA TCP A hUNG UP, RELOAD REQUIRED DR T-1962
2113Z-2124Z OCA TCP-A HUNG-UP, RELOAD DR T-1962 BOTH CCA'S
2136Z BOTH CCP'S CECLARED RED BY TRACK CHIEF, FOR CODED MOUE
2218Z-2238Z UCA HUNG UP, RELOAD, CR T-1962
1626Z XMIR FAILURE DR T-1S68 (RELEASED EARLY CUE TO CCA
FFCBLEMS)
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MGONTHLY REPORT FOR PARCH 1572
PASS GMI-START G T-END CRIG TYPE CATA
NC,. CODE CODE CAY
FICNEER 10 S/C 23
PIOCCZt5366
C0029 720502239 72C910655 AM PF 0029
OSS 51 PASS 029 CL C-B CTDN 303343 GCF SOOJ CFS N/A USS J000
CCNFIG --------------------------------
ACS COY 09C LOS DOY.CS1 TOTAL
SCHEDULED 230ZL SCHEDULED 0815L SCHECULED 9H 15M
ACTUAL 2239L ACTUAL 07552 ACTLAL 9H 16M
ST XFR 2 15Z RELEASE 0659L DSS TIME 10H 44M
CCMMANO ---------------------------
TCTAL 0 AUTO O MANUAL 0 AObCT 0
TELEMETRY 
POGER 1 KW BIT RATES 512 CODED MMT
RX 1 RX 2 TCP B TCP A
ACTUAL 153.8 N/A 5.3 N/A
PRECIC 152.5 N/A 5.5 N/A
RESID -0.S N/A -0.2 N/A
TRACKING -----------------------------------------------------
TRACK MD 2 WAY RANG:ING NIL BIAS N/A RU NOISE N/A RU.
DOP BIAS +0.086HZ C NOS .006HZ EXP .008HZ
MCNITOR ----------------------------------------
LGhR LGER BLRC eLER
DIS N/R N/K N/R N/R
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MCNTHLY FEPORT FCOP PRCH 1972
PASS GMT-START GMT-END CRIG TYPE EATA
NO. COUE CODE CAY
PICNEER 10 S/C 23
0029 7205C2239 72C910855 AM PF 0029
TCP N/R N/R N/R N/R
CCMMENTS
0230Z-0245L 3bC/75B CC£N, LOCKEC OUT; RE-IPL i/W CK 3393
0754Z-LCS-HSC LINE DCWN
MCNITOR DATA NOT CCMMITTED FOR FN-10 SUPPCRT
2 PAY TRACK 2300ZL-0740
NC CMDS
PICNEER 1C S/C 23
PlOCCL5 367
00C29 720910730 720911507 Ad PF 0029
DSS 12 PASS 029 CL C-B CTON 303343 GCF S0U8 CPS N/A DSS BOO8
CCNFIG -------------------------------
ACS COY 091 LCS DCY C91 TUTAL
SCFEDULED C730Z SCHEDULED 1530L SChECULED 8H OCM
ACTUAL C730L ACTUAL 1507Z ACTUAL 7F 37M
ST XFR 0648L RELEASE 154ULZ SS TIME 8H 52M
CCMMAND
TCTAL 2 AUTO 2 PANUAL O ABGRT O
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MCNTHLY REPORT FOR MARCH 197;
PASS GMT-START GFT-END URIG TYPE CATA
NO. CCUE CODE CAY
TELEMETRY --
POWER 1 Kik bIT RATES 512 CODEO MMT
RX I RX 2 TCP B TCP A
ACTUAL 152.0 N/A 5.4 N/A
PREGIC 152.0 N/A 5.7 N/A
RESIC 0 N/A -0.3 N/A
TRACK ING ----
TRACK MD 2 )AY RANGING NIL BIAS N/A RU NCISE N/A RU
DOP BIAS +0.1001Z C NOS O.006HZ EXP O.COEHZ
MCNITOR
LGWR LGER BLRC ELER
DIS 1164 1 0 0
FICNEER 10 S/C 23
0029 720910730 720911507 AB PF O029
TCP N/A 0 N/A N/A
COMMENTS
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MCNTHLY REPORT FOP PARCH 1972
PASS GMT-START GMT-END OGRIG TYPE CATA
NO. CUOE COCE CAY
FICNEER 10 S/C 23
PlOCCL65368
0029 720911421 720912347 AI PF CC29
DSS 41 PASS 029 CL F-B CTUN 202241 GCF SOOF CPS N/A DSS FOCO
CCNFIG -----------------------------------
ACS LCY 091 LCS COY 091 TOTAL
SC-EDULED 1430L SCHEDULED 0OOUZ SCHEDULED 9H 30M
ACTLAL 1421Z ACTUAL 2347L ACTUAL 9h 2bM
ST XFR NCNEL RELEASE OOOOO OSS TIME 9H 39M
CCMMAND -----------------------------------------------------
TOTAL 62 AUTC 62 PANUAL U ABORT 0
TELEMETRY
POWER 1 Kh BIT RATES 512 512 COOED MMT
RX 1 RX 2 TCP A TCP B
ACIUAL 153.2 153.4 5.5 5.6
PRECIC 153.1 153.1 5.4 5.4
RESIO -0.1 -0.3 +.1 +.2
TRACKING ---------------------------------------------------
TRACK MD 2 WAY RANGING NIL BIAS N/A RU NOISE N/A RU
DOUP IAS C.1C7HZ C NOS O.UO6HL EX O.COB8HL
MCNITOR ---------------------------------------
LGWR LGER BLRC ELER
DIS N/R N/R N/R N/R
JPL Technical Memorandum 33-584, Vol. I374
MONTHLY REPORT FOR MARCH 1S72
PASS GMT-START GMT-END CRIG TYPE CATA
NO. CODE CODE CAY
FICNEER 10 S/C 23
CC29 72C911421 72C912347 AI PF OC29
TCP N/R N/R N/R N/R
CCMMENTS-------------------------
2041Z-2C47Z 36C "B" ODCN NEBULAS CALSES NO DR
1913Z TCP A wCULD NOT PRCCESS. ACI CATA SUITABLE TO TCP-8
CR T-1971
FICNEEi 10 S/C 23
PlOCCL/5365
0030 720S12244 72C920752 AM PF C030
USS 51 PASS C30 CL C-B CTDiN 303343 GCF SOOJ CPS N/A OSS JOO0
CCNFIG --------------- ------------------------------------
ACS DOY 091 LOS DOV C52 TOTAL
SChECULED 230UZ SCHEDULED 0815L SCHEDULED 9H 15M
ACTUAL 2244L ACTUAL 0752L ACTUAL 9H 0EM
ST XFR 2220Z RELEASE 0752Z DSS TIME 9H 32M
CCMMAND ---------------------------------- ---
TCTAL 21 AUTO -21 MANUAL O ABORT O
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MONTHLY REPORT FOR MARCH 1S72
PASS GMT-START GMT-END ORIG TYPE CATA
NO. CODE CODE CAY
TELEMETRY -------------------------- ---------
POWER 1 KW BIT RATES 512 COOED MMT
RX 1 RX 2 TCP A TCP B
ACTUAL 153.4 N/A 5.3 5.3
PRECIG 153.2 N/A 5.4 5.4
RESID -0.2 N/A -0.1 -0.1
TRACKING --------------------------------------------------
TRACK MD 2 WAY RANGING NIL BIAS N/A RU NCISE N/A RU
DCP BIAS FZ C NOS HZ EXP HZ
MCNITOR ----------------------------------------------------
LGhR LGER BLRC ELER
CIS N/A N/A N/A N/A
FICNEER 10 S/C 23
0030 720912244 720920752 AM PF 0030
TCP N/A K/A N/A N/A
CCMMENTS
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APPENDIX D
GLOSSARY
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GLOSSARY
Attitude Control System
Automatic Data Switching System
Air Force Eastern Test Range
automatic gain control
Antigua
acquisition of signal
Antenna Pointing Subsystem
Ames Research Center
Ascension
Bermuda
bit error rate
Command and Data Handling Console
Cape Kennedy Air Force Station
communications line terminal
Command Modulator Assembly
Carnarvon
Conical Scan System
Chief of Mission Operations
Communications Processor
Central Processing System
Corrected time required velocity correction
Digital Instrumentation Subsystem
Day of Year
Double Precision Trajectory Program
Deep Space Instrumentation Facility
Deep Space Network
JPL Technical Memorandum 33-584, Vol. I
ACS
ADSS
AFETR
AGC
ANT
AOS
APS
ARC
ASC
BDA
BER
CDC
CKAFS
CLT
CMA
CRO
Conscan
CMO
CP
CPS
CTRVC
DIS
DOY
DPTRAJ
DSIF
DSN
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GLOSSARY (contd)
DSS Deep Space Station
EDR Experiment Data Record
ELA Earth look angle
EOM end of mission
EOT end of track
FD Flight Director
FPAC flight path analysis and computation
FTS Frequency and Timing Subsystem
GCF Ground Communications Facility
GBI Grand Bahama Island
GMT Greenwich Mean Time
GOE ground operations equipment
GSFC Goddard Space Flight Center
GTK Grand Turk
HSD high speed data
HSDL high speed data line
IRS Information Retrieval System
JPL Jet Propulsion Laboratory
LOS loss of signal
MCD monitor criteria data
MDE mission dependent equipment
MDF Master Data File
MDR Master Data Record
MMC Multiple Mission Command
MMT Multiple-Mission Telemetry
MOS Mission Operations System
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GLOSSARY (contd)
MRL
MSA
MSFN
MUX Line
NASA
NASCOM
NAA
NAT
NSP
OC
OCT
OD
ODC
ODR
ORT
OVT
PDS
PE
PER
PMSA
POGASIS
PPO
PRE
PSE
RIC
Maneuver Readiness Log
Mission Support Area
Manned Space Flight Network
Multiplexed Communication Line
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
NASA Communications Network
Network Analysis Area
Network Analysis Team
NASA Support Plan
Operations Chief
Operations Control Team
orbit determination
Operational Data Control
Original Data Record
Operational Readiness Test
Operational Verification Test
polarimeter diplexed S-band
Project Engineer
parity error rate
Pioneer Mission Support Area
Planetary Orbiting Geometry and Scientific Simulation
Computer Program
Pioneer Project Office
Pretaria
Pioneer Storage and Execution
Remote Information Center
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GLOSSARY (coiitd)
Range Instrumentation Ship
Real Time Computing System
round-trip light time
spacecraft
SFOF Communications Terminal
S-band Cassegrain Ultracone
Subcarrier Demodulator Assembly
Simulation Data Conversion Center
System Development Laboratory
System Data Record
Space Flight Operations Facility
Space Flight Operation Plan
Support Instrumentation Requirements Document
Simulation Center
Sun look angle
S-band megawatt transmit
signal-to-noise ratio
system noise temperature
Standard Orbital Parameters Messages
S-band polarized ultracone
Symbol Synchronizer Assembly
Switching Center
Telemetry and Command Data Handling Subsystem
Telemetry and Command Processor
Tracking and Data Handling Subsystem
Tracking and Data System
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RIS
RTCS
RTLT
S/C
SCT
SCU
SDA
SDCC
SDL
SDR
SFOF
SFOP
SIRD
SIMCEN
SLA
SMT
SNR
SNT
SOPM
SPU
SSA
SWCEN
TCD
TCP
TDA
TDS
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GLOSSARY (contd)
TLM telemetry
T system temperatures
TTY teletype
TWT traveling wave tube
UPS Uninterruptible Power System
USB unified S-band
VAN Vanguard (Apollo Ship)
VCO Voltage controlled oscillator
VOCA Voice Operational Communications Assembly
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